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PREFACE

Necessity

is

the mother

of invention

.

This maxim applies to the case at hand: the failure of a number of projects,
intended to test a theory concerning the contents of Dutch
periodical

methodology

magazines

of content

has resulted in a dissertation on methods

itlustvated
and

analysis.

This dissertation is not the report of a research project, but a publication
on the basis of a series of attempts at doing research and the failure of
those attempts. It consists largely of a discussion of the moments at which
the planned applications of content analysis went wrong or could have done
so, what the causes of these events were and to what extent they are in
any way systematic. Solutions were sought for those problems, and their
solving-potential, interrelatedness and practical feasibility were
assessed. This character of error analysis turns this publication primarily
into a methodological treatise.

This result of the project is in contrast with its original intentions:
testing a theory: the turn which the project has taken in this direction
since the beginning, has influenced the content of this dissertation. It
is characterized by a duality

which is unavoidable in this case: on the

one hand, there is a theory on the content of illustrated periodical
magazines, i.e. a refined definition of the central research aim, and a
research design for testing this theory, as well as the attempts at
measurement of the hypothetical terms from the definition of the central
research goals, by way of content analysis, on the other hand, theve

the analysis

cf error,

methodology

of content

which results
analysis

in a treatise

in general.

is

on methods and

It is unusual that a project

aimed at testing, results only in a methodological treatise, nor that a
primarily methodological treatise is set up on the basis of a concrete
research project which has failed.
This is the case here, however, implying an unavoidable duality, but also
in this particular case of content analysis, entailing many advantages.

The first advantage is an essential aspect of the original project. It was
characterized by high theoretical, empirical and methodological
Precisely those high ambitions have made visible the sftorteomnys

arib-btiuns.
of

-ν content

analysis,

as well as the particular levels of theory-construction,

empirical knowledge and methodology on which solutbons

must be sought.

These high theoretical, enpincal and methodological ambitions consisted
of the attempt to test, according to a quantitative design, a
concerning

the role

of periodical

This theory is abstract

magazines

vn human activities

theory
of

meaning

in relation to the empirical area under study

because its theoretical terminology has not been derived from the empirical
realm itself; the terminology has, in fact, no directly
empirical

equivalents.

identifiable

The role of illustrated periodical magazines in human

activities of meaning is latently,

not manifestly,

interwoven with the

contents of these periodicals. Because theoretical terms are abstract and
empirically latent, their reliable
operationalzsation

is difficult,

observability

and their

valid

and in view of the present state of

quantitative content analysis, utterly impossible.
In the process of the research it became evident that, before all else, the
state of quantitative content analysis must be improved, that is to say:
systematized,

for the distance between the theoretical and the empirical

realms to be bridged at all. The common techniques of this branche of
social-scientific methodology, known to the ordinary social-scientific
researcher, barely rise above the level of introductory
books,

methodology

text

despite their considerable historical time-span (e.g. Holsti, 1969;

Pool, 1959; Ritsert, 1972).
The cases in which there has been theoretical work and publciation on the
higher levels of the social-scientific methodological art, i.e. where
theoretically and empirically relevant subjects are tested for their
suitability for research, are characterized by specialism:

solutions for

salient but detailed problems of checking coder-reliability, methods of
coding, use of computers for the entire content analysis, sampling matters
and the like. Here again, the wider

frame of reference

is

lacking,

in

which specialist solutions for problems in specific areas may collectively
contribute to the researchability of such abstract and latent entities as
the role of periodical magazines in human activities of meaning.
This is not to say thatthe practice of content analysis has, up to now,
yielded bad research, i.e. that it is no basis for this wider
methodological frame. On the contrary. In this dissertation, many
excellent

applications

of content

analysis

will be dealt with (e.g.

Clarke and Esposito, 1966; Van Cuilenburg, 1977; Davis, 1971; Ertel, 1972;
Exline and Long, 1965; Gallhofer, 1978a,- Gottschalk and Glaser, 1969;
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Martel and McGall, 1963; Montgomery and Crxttenden, 1977; Noomen, 1977,
Oorburg, 1978; Osgood et.al., 1956, Rokeach, 1969, 1973, Westbrook, 1976).
Their theoretical assumptions, methods and results play an important role in
the methodological side of this dissertation. For clarity's sake, it should
be noted that a treatise on methods and methodology of content analysis
cannot be conceived and written without using the experiences from successful projects of content analysis. Paradoxically

however, a succesful

application of content analysis does not give rise to the need for a
methodological analysis in general, whereas a failed attempt does.

This dissertation should provide a wide frame of reference for content
analysis at a high level. To this end, in its unavoidable duality, it is
concerned with (the abstractness of) the theory on the role of periodical
magazines in human activities

of meaning^ with the use of symbols

medium at the empirical level, and with the conditions
activities

of content

analysis

and

in this

practical

which must render this theory empirically

researchable.
In the first

chapter,

I venture into the perilous a^ea of vaaue

concepts:

on the basis of two wider approaches of the sociology of mass communication,
namely the critique
published

content

of ideology
analysis

and media marketing,

of illustrated

periodical

and on the basis of
magazines

in the

western world, the contours of a hypothetical theory on the role of illustrated
periodical magazines in human activities of meaning are delineated. This
theory results in the hypothesis

of class-

and group-related

frames

of

meaning.
In chavter

II,

this hypothesis and the empirical research it rests upon

are defined as problematic in terms of their researahability.
of concept-Validation

and coder-reliability

Questions

are the main concern in this

respect.
For the problems raised in this chapter, solutions
discussed
In chapter
literature
In chapters

in chapters
II,

II,

III

are sought

and

and IV.

this already happens on the basis of (criticism

of)

the

discussed in chapter I.
III

and IV, the researchability of the role of periodical

magazines in human activities of meaning is elaborated upon with the help
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of other theoretical
my oun

In

and methodological

literature

and with the help of

experiments.

chapter

III,

the contribution which general

could make to the concept-validation

social-scientific

and the measurabilitj

literature

of terras from

the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning is discossed.

Chapter
object

IV centres upon the other side of the matter, namely the
of content

analysis

and the language

and symbols

empirical

as laid down in

e.g. articles from illustrated periodical magazines.
Stated very generally, the question to be asked here amounts to the
following:
What requirements
language

its

must methods

latent

meet in order

to be able

to elicit

from

message?

At that particular point it will become evident that this question is
primarily concerned with reducing

unreliability

in the practice of research;

furthermore it generates discussion about the value of
representations

complex

mathematical

of an empirical system (such as the use of language in

articles from illustrated periodical magazines) in a formal and thus theoretical
system.

Finally, in the conclusion,
ly discussed
superior

the results of this dissertation are systematical-

in terms of their particular merit in relation to a

practice

of content

analysis.

I am indebted to the many people who have, in many phases of the research
into illustrated periodical magazines and meaning, helped me:
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Corst^ens, Huub Duysens, Joop Fleuren, Anne M a n e Fuchs, M a n n a Gaertner,
Toon Janssens, Peter van der Kaay, Jan van der Leeuw, Wiek Linders,
Jan Nijssen, Lauke Ni^ssen, Klly Radeirakors,
Carla van Rooij, Mane-José Sciunck, liriekt van
Schljndel, Gisela Sprenger, Prits Triooscn, llanneke Veerman, Marjan van de
Ven, Pieter-Paul Verhoef and Pieter de Wit), as t¿t V i s of capers, interim
reoorts and this manuscript (Erica Ha'jedoorn, Marijke Lecenng, Els Rothuizen, Eva Snel and Edith Verbeet), and to those who made the nanfles

for the
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various particular attempts at content analysis (Marijke Flapper, Trudy
Janssens, Marijke Munmchs, Harry Raben, Geert Schattenberg and Jan Willems),
to Marijke Munmchs who compiled the indexes
translaved

and to Bernard Oates who

the manuscript.

At last I have to thank my co-researcher and my colleagues at the
department of the Sociology of Mass Communication for their assistance.
Without their help, my work would have been so much more difficult.
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- 1 CHAPTER I - CONTENT ANALYSES OF ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL
MAGAZINES
l'arajraph

1. Introduction,
jroup-related

the hypothesis
o," "lass-related
j rames of
"ieamnj

and

The results of 54 examples J~ content anaVjsis of Araerxcan, Enlgish,
French, German, Dutch, Canadian and Polish i l l u s t r a t e d periodical magazines
can be interpreted as a reproduction of frames of meaning in the mass
media .

From the combined results of these examples of content analysis one can
deduce a broad hypothesis concerning the waais) in which perridtcal
magazines deal or have dealt mth problens oj" meaninj. ι call t h i s
hypothesis, more or less followin Schäfer (Schäfer, 1968, p. 61 onwards),
the hypothesis

of class-

and ¿roup-related

flanes

of meant";,

concerning

2
the content of illustrated periodical magazines .

Human activities

of meanvng

and frames

of meaning

in

the

mass

media
The hypothesis of class- and grouo-related frames of meaning concerning the
content of illustrated periodical magazines is a complex model of assumptions
about the way in which mass media in general and illustrated periodical
magazines in particular deal with human activities of meaning.
Clarification of what activities of meaning are and of the way in which
modern mass media deal with them, is necessary for a good understanding of
the problems discussed and investigated

in this dissertation, namely the

researchability of the content of illustrated periodical magazines in terms
of their place and significance at the level of meaning.

In this dissertation,
the term activt-ties of meaning is derived from the
German term 'Sinnjebung ' and refers to the active elements гп the concept
of meaning.

Following Kruithof (196Θ, pp. 504-505) and Peters (1977, p. 2 3 ) ,

it is defined here as:

"the activity whereby, with the avd of principles, man structures
himself
as a totality,
locates hinself in the еп ггопг,епі he is placed in and
orientates himself in relation to the development of this
environnent".
This bestowing of meaning, this determining of location is an endless
activity of man and an essential aspect of all human action.

- 2 -

It is striking m

Kruithof's approach that

meaning as the contemporary product

he sees the human bestower of

of many centuries

of cultural

history:

"As the cultural developnent advances, this specific activity is more clearly expressed. Modern, self-conscious man is a being which, conscious of
this activity, realizes that other forms of meaning than his own are
possible, and knows that he is responsible for the meaning of which he
himself defines the grounds" (Kruithof, 1968, p. 505).
Criticism of this belief in progress is certainly possible; in spite of
this however, as an approach to man in his relation to modern mass media,
it would appear to be a useful notion.

On the one hand, there

are people bestouing

and seeking

neaning,

who,

with the aid of principles, structure themselves as a totality, locate
themselves in the environment in which they have been placed and orient
themselves in relation to the development of this environment, people
who are (more or less) conscious of this activity, and who realize that
other activities of meaning than their own are possible and know that they
are responsible for the activities of meaning of which they themselves
define the grounds.

On the other

hand there

are mass media,

such as illustrated periodical

magazines. They derive their utility (partly) freni the degree to which

they succeed in leading
bestouing

and seeking

enclosed m

or reinforcing
meaninj,

people

in their

activities

of

on the basis of the principles which are

their contents.

Here, man, bestowing meaning is placed in opposition
or reinforce him m

to sources which may lead

this respect. This opposition must be made here

because in a project like "magazines and meaning", only sources for the
guidance and reinforcement of human activities of meaning are investigated.
This imolies that an analysis will be made of the way in which the mass
medium illustrated periodical magazines accomplishes its juiding
reinforcing

tasks,

and

as may be seen in its content.

The way in which mass media do so is a relevant theme of research, for
two reasons. Both reasons are aspects of the functioning of ideologies
modem

societies,

in

i.e. of those modes of consciousness and styles of thought

which are apparently important for the integration and the structured
develoranent of the society as a whole.

-

Thus,

as ideologies

human activities
oneself

thej

3 -

are ir^portant

as franes

of meaning must take place,

and the

societ¡i

against

if

in the context
one wishes

désintégration,

anonie,

to

Oj" which
protect

revolution

and

anarchy.
The nature of the first reason why research into the guidance and
reinforcement of activities of теаліпд by the mass medium illustrated
periodical magazines is relevant, is of an institutional

nature.

In this mass medium, the guidance and reinforcement obtains a fixed,
periodical form, regularly distributed in the society, thus becoming of
paramount

importance.

The second reason is to be found in the concrete

character

of the guidance

and reinforcement.
In the content of illustrated periodical magazines, the guidance and
reinforcement has an ideological

identity.

With this I mean the following:

the guidance and reinforcement is crystallized into a set of frames which
may be identified and labelled.
The guidance and reinforcement is not fully open, diffuse and continuously
changing.

The 'magazines and meaning '-pro]ect was aimed at the identification and
labelling of the guidance and reinforcement of human activities of meaning
in the content of illustrated periodical magazines. Labelled
guidance

and reinforcement

to in this
meaning.

dissertation,

of human activities
be it

provisionally,

and

of meaning will
with

the

identified

be

term frane

referred
of

For research into frames of meaning in the content of illustrated

periodical magazines one can suffice

with

content

analysis,

i.e. an analysis

of only text material from this mass medium. When one restricts oneself to
this, one focuses only on the anticipation

by the magazine of its audience;

one is,consequently, neither investigating the actual activities of
meaning, as they occur in the audience, nor the effect of the consumption
of magazines on it. One is researching the hope, the expectation of, the
attempt at influence. On the basis of images of and imaginary relationships
to the real life situations of readers, the magazine searches for reality,
i.e. for an effective place in those life situations.
Simultaneously however, one is investigating, freni the other perspective,
the concrete

forms

that

ideologies

assume in relation to activities of

meaning. One gains access to the diffuse and abstract world of ideology.

- 4Before we can develop a theory on frames of meaning (in which the factor
of anticipation, among others, is represented), we must first deal with a
number of methodological considerations relating to content analysis of
mass media as an entry into the diffuse and abstract world of ideology.
The theory itself is dealt with on page 11 and onwards, where the hypothesis
of class- and group-related frames of -neaning is formulated and elaborated
in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this chapter.

Con tent

analysts

avd the critique

of

zdpclojy

This dissertation is not primarily a critique of the ideological way in
which modern mass media guide and reinforce numan activities of meaning.
So, it is not a critique of the systematic and societally necessary
incorrect view of what is going on. We assume that it is part of their task to
guide and reinforce

people's belief in the principles on which the

society is grounded, even if these principles are, for whatever reason,
incorrect.
Here, theory formation on ideological aspects of frames of meaning
are discussed only

гп so far

as it

pavee

t?ie way for

systematic

researcky

i.e. for a fruitful use of methods in content analysis inspired by the
critique of ideology of the contents of mass media.
This limited approach to problems of ideology, the critique of ideology
and content analysis is currently relevant and important, because too many
discussions, pretending to deal with the researchability of ideology in
mass conmmication, do not go beyond an account of the ideological
character of mass media, in terms of epistemology and of the theory of
society; as to researchability, these discussions go no further than the
elementary level of the critique of positivism

Kracauer, Ritsert and

Burger, three authors who claim to analyse ideology in terms of its
researchability in their works "The challenje of qualitative content
analysis" (Kracauer, 1952) , "Inhaltsanalyse und Ideologiekritik" (Ritsert,
1972) and "Textanalyse und Ideologiekritik" (Bürger, 1973), in fact do not
go beyond the following points·
1. The method must differ

from the ones used in quantitative content

analysis.
They prefer the risk of erroneous subjective judgements of texts, to
the rigidity and the shortcomings of quantitative word counting, popular
in the U.S. in the fifties.

- 5 2. A systematic

practice

of the critique

of ideotog^

is imaginable:

in this context, Ritsert describes a method whereby the researcher,
shuttling to and fro between theory and text material, arrives at a
more detailed exoloration of ideologies at text level (Ritsert, 1972,
p. 45 onwards). Their actual research is, however, ad hoc, accidental

3
and a challenge to the individual researcher (Muskens, 1977b, p. 103) .

However, the methodological basis for systematic research into ideology
and frames of meaning in modern mass media must lie on a level, different
fraa that of the critique of positivism (point 1 above) or that of the
practice of methods (point 2 above).
The methodological
conditions

basis

must be found in the two fundamental

for a systematic

continuation

of this

critique

of ideology,

pre

to be elaborated

in the

introduction.

They are:
1. The ideological
symbolic

dimensions

organization

2. There is a dialectical
case between

of modem mass media are contained

of their

verbal

relationship

the contents

and/or visual
between

in the

content;

гтаде and reality,

in

of modem mass medva and the ideology

this

in

question.
The elaboration of both of these fundamental pre-conditions for a
systematic critique of ideology to the point of fruitful methodological
practice in concrete research, is a matter of theory formation and thus a
theoretical task for the researcher.
The symbolic

organization

of

ideology

The theory to be formed must capture the ideological dimensions of modern
mass media in their symbolic organization. This means the theory must
indicate how the content of modern mass media is a system

of symbols

through

combined and

presented,

the specific
acquires

mode in which they have been chosen,
ideological

which,

meaning.

Analogous to Lacan's theory of the child becoming a subject via its entry
into the symbolic order, i.e. the world of signs and language, and his
psycho-analysis based on ruptures in this process (Lacan, 1966; Mooij,
1975), this pre-condition expresses the following ideas:

- 6a. ideology in modern mass media is not an abstract entity but is a
conerete and identifiable

product

of the use of symbols

in mass

communication: this ideology can be identified in strings

of words

such

as articles, films, posters, speeches etc., in images and sounds.
Research into ideology is research into the ways in which words, images
and sounds are strung together (this product is usually not the result
of conscious and purposive language manipulation; the strings of symbols
which make up the ideology are the usually unconscious results of
relations in society, as manifested in the empirical use of symbols);
b. this ideology is not represented
sounds,

by unique and kncnjn words,

images and

independent of the context of the total text in which they are

used. This postulate is intended only as a methodologiaal

notion.

It is

the choice of a perspective on the relationship bet-ween language and
ideology, in which, ultimately, only the total
organization

wealth

and

systematic

of the language used guarantees the (scientific) observa-

bility and researchability of ideology, and not a part of that total
wealth or systematic organization, i.e. only the part on the lexical
level, where we encounter the meaning of words and ways of speaking as
they appear in dictionaries.
This methodological perspective implies that for content analysis of
ideology, those methods are suited which are basically aimed at a wider
area of empirical use of language than just the lexical, i.e. dictionary
area, as is common in e.g. word-frequency research.
The observation of the systematicness in the stringing together of words
into sentences and texts, so that they carry meanings, will have to be
a central concern. The possibility of a unique word in this respect
being a separate object of research, when it (apparently) carries specific ideological meaning, is not ruled out here.
The strictly methodological intention of the reasoning, that ideology
is not represented by unique and known words, images and sounds implies
some reservation vis à vis a totally idealistic position m the
philosophy of language, such as e.g. Lacan's and Wittgenstein's positions
- Mooy points to the correspondence in this respect between Lacan and
Wittgenstein (Mooy, 1975, p. Ill - cf. footnote 4 ) : for them there is no
(meaningful) reality outside language. For them, this postulate extends,
beyond the level of the method, to the level of theory, and in particular
the level of empirical reality.
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The pre-condition, Chat the ideological dimensions in modern mass media must
be captured in their

symbolic organization if research into the ideolo-

gical dimensions is to be possible, results in the conclusion that the
oritiqwof

ideology

must be semiotia

analysis.

All those methods of semiotic

research qualify, which do not disturb, as far as possible, the complexity
of the use of symbols in mass media.
At the end of this dissertation, such a method, namely non-dictionary
computer-assisted content analysis,is accounted for.

The dialectics

of image and

reality

The theory to be formed must make possible the disentanglement
dialectical

relationahip

between

image and (meaningful)

of

reality,

the
that is

between the content of m o d e m mass media and the ideology in question. This
notion implies an orientation vis à vis the problem, also indicated in
b. above: that of the relationship between image and (meaningful) reality.
In b. it was remarked only that the notion that ideology cannot be seen
independent of context, does not imply the uncritical adoption of an
idealistic viewpoint of the relationship between image and (meaningful)
reality, i.e. of the notion that outside of the empirical use of symbols
there is really no reality which can be known. Formulated differently:
although there may be a reality outside of the empirical use of symbols,
this reality is not knowable outside the empirical use of symbols.
This notion is not adhered

to here, and neither

is

its

direct

opposite:

there exists a reality outside the area of the empirical use of symbols which
is reflected in a direct and unabbreviated way in the words, images and
sounds people produce. This latter notion leaves no room for the inherent
peculiarity of the phenomenon of language or, in a wider sense, symbolism;
it can lead e.g. to the idea that the use of symbols can both
reveal the truth about reality, and cover it up in a lie.
The former notion however leaves either too little or no room at all for
attempts to describe reality adequately in symbols, or to indicate how one
incorporates (basically all) preceding symbolic representations of whatever
one is on about.

The symbolic

representation

which participants

of every

in processes

part

of social

of reality

has a history,

corrmunication

(can)

refer,

to
e.g.

by their use of stereotypical terms of phrase, by their choice of words,

- θ -

their modernisms, their evident but never rectified mistakes etc. .
A áialectioal
history
both

aonoeption

of етрггіааі

use of language

the reflection

theory

image or the actual
i.e.

creates

and of

it

of the relationship

use of symbols

(ongomgly),

the empirical

should

and the idealist
by social

and is

use of

between image,

reality

embody the umfied
philosophy
subjects

the product

of

and the

strength

language:

both precedes

of the history

of

of

the
reality,
reality

symbols.

Is such a conception feasible-' Can one, as is the case here, make visible
that modern mass media such as illustrated periodical magazines guide human
activities of meaning and reinforce them on the basis of often ideologically
determined principles, when the latter factor (ideologically determined
principles) is conceived of as an element of reality, which (also) exists
outside empirical use of symbols of mass media, particularly in the use of
symbols which precedes or exists outside of the use of symbols studied in
a concrete case?
In his "The origin of the German drama" (e.g. Benjamin, 1963),
Benjamin has laid the foundations for a fruitful
image

and reality.

dialectical

of

The method, i.e. the program of the critique of symbolic

phenomena should, according to him, serve to reconstruct
configurations

Walter

approach

and patterns

in symbols,

recognizable

that refer to the meaning of the

reality relevant to the critique : "Against theories of this kind (the
idealistic philosophy of language of Wittgenstein, G.M.), however, Benjamin
posits the coherence of relationships among the various meanings of a word.
He retains the openness (of the meanings of words, as posited by Wittgen
stein, G.M.) but insists that the relationships are neither loose nor
inchoate. They form a pattern - a configuration - which it is the business
of the critic to reconstruct" (Rosen, 1977, p. 33).
According to Rosen, the method
Benjamin is adequate

in terms

of the critique of culture as practised by
of this

goal,

in particular where the histo

rical critique of culture is concerned. Rosen describes this method as
follows: "Benjamin's method requires the exploration of the most contra
dictory aspects of a period, an investigation of extremes, not the limitation
of the research to the normative aspects. It is not as concepts "which make
the similar identical" that Benjamin advised employing terms like
"Renaissance" or "Baroque", but as Ideas" (Rosen, ibidem).
This method consists of labelling

phenomena:

labels which express the

language that the phenomena themselves already speak, i.e. express the
'Ideas'

they embody.
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The critic does not "make up" names and categories; he does not as
Benjamin saya, come up with "Concepts", but searches for that which already
exists by way of syctools in the world of phenomena (Tiedemann, 1965, p. 32
onvards}.
In addition there is a practice
symbols

via

experIvents

in society

to politicize

the

social

use

of

with language and symbols, thus testing it in terms

of its ideological content and to what extent it may be changed. In this
practice of e.g. expcrlmenlal
there is a methodological

art

idea:

and the media of

the counter

culture,

politization of the use of symbols in

society yields insight and knowledge of ideology and of possibilities for
change in society. Although on a level totally unlike that of Benjamin's
method (because it is not primarily a scientific level), these experiments
of politization also represent a method of the critique of ideology. Several
authors

have emphasized that in this radical practise, a method of the

critique if ideology is also embodied (Benjaipin, 1971, p. 22-23; Kleinspehn,
1975, p. 53 onwards; Lefèbvre, 1974, p. Ю onwards; Prokop, 1977; Rexroth,
1974, p. 87 onwards).
In a more exclusive scientific approach of experiments in the arts and/or in
the; media of the counter-culture, systematic attention for the (societal
necessity of a) uneven relationship
such as e.g. text
ts,-rt, rhytliin

and image

and sound

between different

forms

of

symbols

in comics (Van Doetinchem and Härtung, 1977) or

in pop music (Schädler, 1977) would appear suitable

course of action.

Quantitative

content

analysis

and the critique

of

ideology

In this publication, the extent to which the critique of ideology and
frames of meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines can be
investigated, is discussed in terms of methods of socalled
content
and/or

analysis,
visual

i.e. methods in which numerical

characteristics

of the

text

material.

values

quantitative

are given

to

verbal

Measured in terms of

both fundamental pre-conditions for a systematic critique of ideology, the
application of quantitative methods of content analysis is, as such, a
l-rohlematic

and relative

enterprise.

In particular where the disentanglement

of the dialectical relationship

between image and (meaningful) reality is concerned, these methods are,
at the most, partly
are

limited

adequate.

to observation

The methods

of quantitative

and to the subsequent

conclusions

content
draun

analysis
about

- 10 Symbols used гп textsj
symbols

ave

when the сскГгдш^аігоп^

0

ІУ the етргггоаі

u e Oj

reconstructed.

In the quantitative content analysis no call is made upon the usually
necessary extra-symbolic Information such as e.g. cultural contradictions in
an epoche (Benjamin, German drama), or politization of the social use of
symbols, in order to obtain answers to questions concerning reality, anout
which the material under analysis makes no statements. So f quantitative
content analysis implies a serious restriction to research into reality
because only conclusions
material.

can be dra^m about ьУКгі es contained

ы

text

This implies that one may assure that through the methods of

quantitative content analysis one can only learn about the often ideoloaic^l
principles on the basis of which illustrated oeriodiral magazines guide or
reinforce human activities of meaning, in sofar ач they are reflected
directly and in an unabbreviated way, in the material analysed.
The recognition of the fundamental limitations ana the formal character of
the methods of quantitative content analysis for the practice of a
systematic critique of ideology, does not necessarily imply that they have
no value in this respect. For several reasons it must be observed that
precisely from this area, a fruitful contribution to the systematic critique
of ideology may be expected.
We must mention:
1. the possibility of combined

research:

the assessment of the results of

quantitative content analysis in terms of other information such as the
knowledge of societies, in which the material analysed plays a role, as
can be found in sociological and historical literature. Paragraphs 2 and
3 of this chapter may serve as attempts in that direction. Combined
research can also be tne goal of a total empirical research enterprise:
one can e.g., assess results of quantitative content analysis over against
the results of the reception and the effects of the material analysed,
as Van Cuilenburg and Noomen have done (Van Cuilenburg, 1977; Noomen,
1977);
2. "Tangles" of the dialectical relationship between image and reality,
i.e. between the empirical use of symbols and ideology are observably
present in the empiiical use of symbols and are consequently open to
disentanglement via methods of quantitative content analysis. The
aforementionoJ
symbols

* ^'JV_ L i**/^* i~ i^UztlOf J' -p betüeen

is an example of this,-

different

forms of

-
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3. Next to both of these reasons, inherent to a systematic critique of
ideology, there are obviously also general Values of

quantitative

research in social science which should be mentioned, such as the
possibility of large-scale investigations,of generalization,and of
replication.

The hypothesis

of

class-

and group-related

frames

of

meaning

Now i t is possible to elaborate the hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning concerning the content of illustrated periodical magazines.
I t is constituted of the following four elements:
1.

Selectivity.
All the magazines which appear on the market or a segment thereof at a
given moment contain a selective

spectrum of frames of meaning.

2. Anticipation.
Each of these frames of meaning represents or fits inside the
by the magazine of its

anticipation

reception in one of the target groups which, in

combination, form the market. This factor of anticipation represents, as
was argued on page 3 , images by the magazine about the real life
situations of the readers. The magazine (i.e. its makers) has an
imaginary

relationship,

with those real life situations, but it searches

for reality, i.e. for an effective place in reality.
3.

Conpatibility.
The selectivity of the spectrum of frames of meaning is, when viewed
positively, a function of the requirement that frames of meaning which
are dealt with should be more or less compatible with each other, and,
viewed negatively, a function of the necessity of the negation of frames
of meaning which are difficult to unify or cannot be unified at all. The

clearest criterion

for this

selectivity

may be found in Martel andMcGall's

inves-

tigation of American illustrated periodical magazines (Martel and McGall, 1963).
They place the criterion for the selectivity of the frames of meaning in
illustrated periodical magazines inthe values, feelings and the life
style pf the modal

readership

groupsot

illustrated periodical magazines

(ibidem, pp. 315-317).
The enç>irical situation of today shows that the modal readership groups
of illustrated periodical magazines is made up of people from the
classes,

middle

albeit, certainly until recently and as far as monthlies are
6
concerned, more of upper middle class than lower middle class readers .
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The values, feelings and style of life of this social class are
characterized, as is evident from their and many other research projects
(par. 2 of this chapter) , by a certain optirrism
possibilities
mobility,

for

realising

by tolerance

do him- or herself,

happiness,

within

^ertatn

abo^t

affluence
It^tts

individuai

and upward

for

4. Class-

problem

and

social

what everybody

and by the way in which problems

are

wants

to

approached.
personal

The latter is done by seeing each problem primarily as a
orientation

human

of people and not as a societal problem.

group-relatedness.

The modal readership groups of all magazines on the market are not
exhaustively defined by identifying them as middle class.
Firstly, the market is wider than the area of the middle classes alone,
(however wide one conceives of the latter): in social
above

and below

strata

or

classes

i t too, illustrated periodical magazines are consumed. A

number of magazines aim at also reaching groups above or below the middle
social groups. In order to appeal to such "target groups", it is
necessary for these magazines to use frames of meaning in their content,
which are aiired
differ

will

specifically

at needs existing

from the ones mentioned

in these

in point

3.

Secondly, the market is divided into specifically male
female

target groups, and youth

classes y and so they

and specifically

form a specific target group vis à vis

adults.
The total spectrum of frames of meaning will also have to specify itself
in terms of the distinct

values, feelings and styles of life of these

groups.
The concrete formulation of these specifications ensues further on in
this chapter, in the discussion of the research results in 40
7
examples of content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines.

The hypothesis

of class-

and group-related

frames

of meaning concerning the

the content of illustrated periodical magazines is the label for an attempt
to elucidate, via a complex theory, the empirical
tion
of

and market
their

content.

structure

of illustrated

relations

periodical

This content consists of a mzxture

magazines

between
on the

produclevel

of articles, stories,

reports, practical advice on a wide range of subjects such as cars, marriage
problems, romances, disasters and other human misery, fashion, food and
drink, prominent personalities, societal evils etc. etc.
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It

does not consist

of

life

in the

of statement!!

target

and point*

group of с nagazine.

of view concerning

the

meaning

Frames of meaning are decidedly

latent, i.e. difficult to observe, aspects of the content oí Illustrated
periodical magazines,.
Consequently, if the hypothesis in this respect is to renafi the empirical
relations between production and market structure visible at the le/el of
content, it is necessary for science, i.e. theory, to develop maximally its
interpretative, conceptualising and metnodoloqical powers.
The rough

outlines

of class- and group-related fraaes of meaning in

illustrated periodical magazineb become discernible first of all on tl e
basis of the discussions of the ехагс íes of content
periodvaal

magazines

in this

ctiaptev.

іпаі.уыз

о^ гііисіг

lied

Their results referring to trends,

preferences and differentiations in the theme and colour or magazines may be
interpreted as attenpts to appeal to target groups at an adequaLe levtl of
meaning. Preferences concerning themes and the trends to be found in them
refer to frames of meaning, aimed at the middle classes (cf. 3 ) , and
differentiations within them refer to the specific target groups next to
the middle groups, indicated under 4.
The sources for this conclusion on preferences of theme and the trends in
them are longitudinal

analyses

of the content of illustrated periodical

magazines. Paragraph 2 of this chapter deals with this longitudinal content
analysis and this conclusion.
For the conclusions on differentiation and class- and group-relatedness of
the frames of meaning in magazines however, comparative

content

analysis

is the source. In the latter, magazines with special target groups are
analysed and compared, usually synchronously and in some cases diachronously.
Paragraphs of this chapter deals with this comparative content analysis and
with this conclusion.
However, given the lack of consistent theory construction on frames of
meaning in illustrated periodical magazines, as well as the meagre average
methodological level of the research done up to now, the hypothesis of classand group-related frames of meaning concerning the content of illustrated
periodical magazines as discussed in this chapter does not go beyond a broad
and tentative level. Elsewhere in this dissertation, I will deal with the
consequences of the lack of theory formation and the meagre methodological
level (chapter 2) and with attempts to incorporate the results in more or
less accepted social-scientific theories (chapter 3 ) .

- 14 The

wider

frame

of

reference

In order to explain the fact that the frames of meaning, which illustrated
periodical magazines present to their audiences, yield a group (sex and
age) ard class- (affluence) related spectrum, two processes which reinforce
each other should be pointed out.
Firstly, in the world of mass media, the illustrated periodical magazines in
^articular have stflrted kighlj

advanced

ma^kcting-tcchriiqueb.

through the

cuiitinuous segni:ntation of the market, new audiences and formulae are found,
and every new opening m

the market is immediately filled (Dreppenstedt,

19^9; Peterson, 1972; Schäfer, 19Ь9; Van Zuilen, 1977).
Vic a segmented product market policy, the producer searches for a group on
the market which is Ногтюдепесиз in terms of a particular criterion, at
which, thanks to a special know how and/or the lack of competitors, he
can aim his products succesfully. Socalied media marketing has the special
function in this respect of reducing

the uncertainty

about the reachability

and the appeal of and the extent to which one can influence the 'anonymous'
consumer (Bardoel, а.о. 1975; Kiock, 1972; Maisel, 1973; McQuail, 1969;
Van Neerven, 1974).
Ultimately this will result in an assortment of mass media on the market,
consisting of a multitude of mass media, more or less aimed at a
reception

spécifia

(Marsman, 1967, p. 95).

This process which becomes visible inthe market is amplified by its
interwovenness with the ideological
position

and significance

differentiated
living

conditions

structures

représentations concerning

of distinct
of needs,

on the basis

groups

in society,

which people

of their

everyday

the

and with

apparently
experience.

role,
the

have in

different

This inter-

wovenness lifts what is going on on the market, i.e. the segmented productmarket policy, to entirely different levels of social analysis and
consequently connects it with other concepts and approaches (cf. Lefèbvre,
1974, рь 125-130, pi. 153-179; 1975, pj, 19-21, pt 90-98).
This combination of theories on the relationship between mass media and
market - e.g. Van Zuilen's lifecycle theory (Van Zuilen, 1977), Field's
acceptance-cylce theory (Field, 1971), Maisel's specialization theory
(Maisel, 1973) - with the above mentioned approach to society as a whole
can ultimately

lead

to a truly

satisfactory

area of mass media in modem society.

explanation

of changes

in

the

For an approach to this problem cf.

Muskens, 1977b, pp. 79-84. In this dissertation, this reference will have
to suffice. I will not go into the question of how these facts can be

- 15 described f r u i t f u l l y . This would lead us too far away from the concrete
problem, which are the subject of t h i s publication, i . e . those related
to the question of the extent to which frames of meaning in the content
of i l l u s t r a t e d periodical magazines can be investigated.
Paragraph

2.

The rise,
American
content

develo-pment
way of

life

and undulations
- results

of

of

the

longitudinal

analysis

of

illustrated

periodical

analysis

of

illustrated

periodical

magazines
Longitudinal

content

magazines
In so far as i l l u s t r a t e d periodical magazines offer a r e f l e c t i o n of what
occupies and concerns t h e i r readers as time goes by, they are a rich and
important source of research in terms of the history
historical-sociological

of culture

and of

perspectives.

From t h i s rich and inexhaustible source one may derive knowledge and
i n s i g h t , when one takes i n t o account the ambiguities already mentioned,
i . e . d i a l e c t i c a l factors in the relationship between r e a l i t y and i t s
representation in the content of a mass medium such as the i l l u s t r a t e d
periodical magazine. To take i n t o account means the researcher s t r i v e s
towards 'Verstehen' of his findings, in the context of a maximally plausible
theory on the history which unfolds i t s e l f in h i s material (a c o l l e c t i o n
of magazines from a long period of time).
Viewed in t h i s l i g h t , the content of i l l u s t r a t e d periodical magazines, from
the point of t h e i r emergence as mass media (at the end of the nineteenth
century, cf. Peterson, 1972) provides an understanding through time of
changes of and v a r i a b i l i t i e s i n :
1. the Value orientations

of the magazine-reading part of the nation;

2. (appreciations of) social
3. social

relationships

positions

(socio-economic, geographic);

(such as those between c l a s s e s , s e x e s , majorities

and minorities) ;
4. (deviant)

behaviour.

That is to say, the longitudinal research into the content of American
illustrated periodical magazines as presented in tabel 1, to be presented
at pp. 16-18, can be distinguished m
Distinguished in

terms of the above general categories.

(text to be continued at p. 25)

Tab1 e

American longitudinal content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines.

(1) researcher(s)

(2) title of publication

(3) measurements done in

(4) magazines

1. Bailey, M.

The women's magazine short story
heroine in 1957 and 1967
(Journalism Quarterly, 46,
1969, pp. 364-36Θ

1957
1967

McGall's, Ladies Home Journal,
Good House Keening
"appeal to American women in
general" (p. 364)

2. Berelson, B. and
Salter, P.J.

Minority and majority Americans;
an analysis of magazine fiction
(Rosenberg, B. and White, D.M.,
eds.. Mass Culture.
The popular arts in America,
Glencoe, 1957, pp. 235-250)

1937
1943

"eight of the country's most
widely read maga7inr,"
general wooH ics
- .Saturday LvnirKj Post
- Collier',
general monthli< •
- American
- Cosmopolitan
women's
- Woman's Homr r ompcimon
- Ladies' Home Journal
tonfessionals
- True Story
- True Confessions

2a.Kotok, A.B.

Foreign nationals and minority
Americans in magazine fiction,
1946-1968
(replication of research project
nr. 2) (Rosenberg, B. and
White, D.M., eds.. Mass Culture
Revisited, New York etc., 1971,
pp. 249-265)

1946
196

"In order to approximate the
Berelson und Salter sample (
)
three leading men's magazines,
Esquire, Playboy, and Argosy,
replaced American, Collier's
and Women's Home Companion which
were no longer in circulation.
They were added to Saturday
Evening Post, True Story, True
Confessions, Cosmopolitan, and
Ladies' Home Journal to
complete the sample".

(21 ti»le er publication

3. Click, J.W.

C'OTiparj-bon с f editorial
corte, t o f "bony Magazine, 1967
Liid 11)74 (Journalism Quarterly,
3 2 , 1975, p p . 716-720)

1967
1974

Ebony "the circulation and
advertising leader among black
magazines since soon after It w a s
established i n 1945" (p.716)

Images of love ar.â courtship
.'η family-magazine fiction
ÎM.iTiucje and Family L i v i n g ,
¿¿,
ÍÍ60, p p . 162-165)

1911-1915
1951-1955

Saturday Evening Post
Collier's

4. England

j z . ,R.W.

5. G e c a s , V.

M ^ t i ^ e ^ a "•d a g g r e s s i v e acts in
popular . iction: sex and class
-.il.fi.-i. "nces
(American J'^urnal of Sociology,
:-\ 1 1 7 2 . F j . 680-696)

6. Herold, E.S
Foster, Κ.E

C h a n g i n g sexual references in
m a s s circilation magazines
(Тле Family C o o r d i n a t o r , 2 4 ,
.973, p p . 21-25)

(3) measurements done in

(4) magazines

(1) researcner (s)

1925-1965
(per d e c a d e 1

1963
1973

"Four periodicals were selected
on the basis of their fictional
content and the inferred sex and
social class o f their reading
public:
(1) Esquire, a middle- and uppermiddle-class men's magazine
(2) McGall's, a middle class
women's magazine;
(3) Argosy, a lower-class men's
magazine;
(4) True Confessions, a lowerclass women's magazine"
"six widely circulated, easily
accessible magazines"
Reader's Digest, McGall's,
Ladies Home Journal, Good
Housekeeping, Time

(1

researcher(s)

3) measurements done in

(2) title of publication

7. Johns-Heine, P. and
Gerth, H.H.

Values m mass periodical
fiction, 1921-1940
(Rosenberg, В. and White, D.M.
eds., Mass Culture.
The Popular arts in America,
Glencoe, 1957, pp. 226-234)

θ. Lazer,Ch. and
Dier, S.

The labor force in fiction
(Journal of Communication,
197Θ, no. 1, pp. 174-182)

9. Linsky, A.S.

Theories of behavior and the
image of the alcoholic in
popular magazines 1900-1966
(Public Opinion Quarterly, 34,
1970, pp. 573-581)

10. Martel, M.U. an¿
Hc'îan , r.J.

23,

Reality orientation and the
pleasure principle: a study of
American mass-periodical fiction
(1890-1955)
(Dexter, L.A. and White, D.M., eds
People, Society and Mass
Communication, Glencoe, 1963,
pp. 283-333)

1921-1940

1940
1950
1960
1970
1900-1966
(per decade)

1890
1925
1955

(4) magazines
"include representatives of
various types which enjoyed large
circulation"
Saturday Evening Post (general
circulation);
Ladies Home Journal (household
and women's group);
Country Gentleman (farm group),
Atlantic ("class");
True Story ("close to the pulpgroup")
Atlantic Monthly
Saturday Evening Post

"The universe for the present-study
consists of articles on the subject
of alcoholism and alcohol problems
in Reader's Guide to Periodic
Literature from 1900-1966"
"American, Cosmopolitan, Ladies
Home Journal and Saturday Evening
Post. Of all American periodicals
with middle-class general interest
appeal, these appear to be the
group that maintained the broadest
circulation over the longest period
realistic stories before the year
1890" (pp. 307-308)

(1) researcher(s)

(2) title of publication

) neasurements done in

(4) magazines

11. Middleton, R.

Fertility values in American
magazine fiction, 1916-1956
(Public Opinion Quarterly, 24,
1960, pp. 139-143)

1916
1936
1956

"
eight American magazines
which published short stories durin
the years 1916, 1936 and 1956 and
which had a circulation of more tha
2 million in 1956"
American, Collier's, Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal,
McGall's, Redbook, Saturday Evening
Post, and Women's Home Companion

12. Scott, J.E. and
Franklin, J.L.

The changing nature of sex
references in mass circulation
magazines
(Public Opinion Quarterly, 36,
1972, pp. 80-86)

1950
1960
1970

"periodicals with the highest
circulation, written for the most
part for the general public"
Reader's Digest, McGall's, Life,
Look, Saturday Evening Post, Time,
and Newsweek

13. Simon, D.R.

The ideologies of American social
critics. An empirical test of
Kadushin's theory (Journal of
Communication, 27, 1977,
pp. 54-64)

1965
1969
1973

20 illustrated periodical
magazines, written for and read
by intellectuals (pp. 56-57)

14. Spates, J.L.

Counter culture and dominant
culture values. A cross-national
analysis of the underground press
and dominant culture magazines
(American Sociological Review,
41,1976, pp. 868-863)

1957-1959
1967-1969
1970-1972

(1) each magazine had to be
directed to a general audience
(...)
(2) each magazine had to be among
the most highly circulated for
that general audience (...)
These criteria were found to be
met by the same titles in all time
periods: Reader's Digest (...),
Life (...) and Look (...)"
(pp. 873-874)
The "general audience" in the V.S.
"are predominantly characterized
by widely dispersed middle-class
populations" (p. 874)

- 20 Table 2 Cultural and social changes in the content of American illustrated
periodical magazines.

category
Valueorientation

subject
a. optimism and pessimism
about the future,
achievement-directedness;
rationality vs. emo
tionality (2, p.
245; 2a, pp. 259261; 7)

findings
"As our sample indicates, post-WorldWar I expansiveness and optimism, long
identified als archi typical of national
characteristics, gave way in the
thirties to more traditionalist values,
presumably under the impact of economic
depression on the one hand, and poli
tical pessimism on
other" (7,
p. 233) .
characters in short stories at the end
of the sixties more often subscribe to
emotional values, such as romantic
love, established marital ties,
idealism, affection and emotional
security, patriotism, adventure,
justice and independence, rather than
to rationalistic ones, like solving
an immediate concrete problem,
advancement, money and material goods,
economic and social security, power and
dominance" (2, p. 245; 2a, pp. 259-260).
In comparison with the evaluation of
emotionality, the evaluation of
achievement decreases,

The taboos in illustra
ted periodical maga
zines/ on contro
versial social issues,
such as politics,
religion, promiscui
ty and divorce (4,10).

The value orientations point to "the
fairly obvious tendency towards avoidance
of controversies within the readership
group" (10, p. 331).
Martel and McGall point in particular
to political points of view, religioas
preferences, promiscuity or otherwise
intimate sexjal benaviour, and
divorce (divorce: cf. also 4, p. 163 .

The (relatedness in
the) values of the
enjoyment of life,
emotionality and
(fertile) marriage
(2, p. 245, 2a,
p. 259-261; 4; 11).

I have already poirted to tne mcreasi-c
attention paid to emotional values *г
favour of more rationalistic values s--ce
WW II (2 and 2a respectively).
In the fifties, with regard to the
choice of a marriage partner, more
emphasis is placed on romantic love, the
very quick decision to get married and
the shortcoming of the engagement period,
than was the case at the beginning of
this century, "the romantic chance
encounter thus becomes the favorite
story for bringing lovers together"
(4, p. 164).

[
'
ι
ι
ι

1 -

category

subject

findings
- the number of children in "magazine
marriages" follows the pattern of the
actual marital fertility in the reader
ship group through time. However, it
emphasizes especially the ideal family
composition. In this respect the ideal
2 children-family emerges in the fifties
(11, p. 142).

Social orientation of
elite magazines (13).

2. The (appreciation of)
social
characters
in short
stories

- in the period between the mid sixties and
the mid seventies, the political identity
of elite magazines changes either hardly
or not at all. The communal ideology is
'к reform liberatism of the populist,
muckraking variety" (13, p. 6 1 ) .

e. Value comparisons (14).

- since the end of the fifties, instrumental
values (achievement, cognitive rational
orientation, economic or occupational
orientation) are clearly dominant in large
general magazines. Expressive values
(self-expression, concern for others,
affiliation, and religious-philosophical
values)) lose some ground to political
values (political ideals, the political
process) (14).

a. Socio-economic (2, 2a;
4; 10).

- persons who are not American-born and
bred, white and protestant Americans
are increasingly described, at the end
of the sixties, as the holders of
enviable (high) occupational positions,
in comparison to the forties. In the
forties, such positions are virtually
exclusively assigned to WASP's (2,
p. 243; 2d, p. 257).
- the social status of lovers rise to a
disproportionally high level between
the beginning and the middle of this
century "Although the general standards
of living η the United States has
risen since pre-World War I days, the
socio-economic characteristics of
fictional lovers (measured by education
and occupation) have raced ahead to such
an extent that upper middle class
protagonists now constitute the largest
social status category depicted in Post
and Collier's fiction" (4, p. 163) the upper middle class as an unproblematic environment for romantic love
and encounters.

the social status of characters in short
stories shifts from the upper class to
the (upper) middle class, between the
end of the 19th century and the middle
of this century. The characters are
virtually never lower class (16, p. 324).
b. geographical origin
(2; 2a).

geographical place of
action (7; 10).

Non -wíhi te Americans or non-Americans are
mentioned more often at the end of the
sixties than was the case m the forties
(2, p. 239, 2af p. 254).
the rural, traditional environment is
the favourite m the thirties, whereas th
m o d e m metropolis is in the twenties
(7, p. 233).
apart from the first phase of the America
magazine would (at the end of the 19th
century) and the period of World War II,
American locations are clearly preferred
in short stories.
American stories usually have an urban
setting (10, p. 320).

3. Social
Eälationships

The American minority
groups. discrimination
and tolerance (2; 2a;
10; 3 ) .

the extremely warped image of non-WASP
minoritiœ(i.e. Anglo-Saxon Nordic immigrants, other white hyphenates, negroes,
jews, foreigners) in the content of Amerx
can magazines in the fifties and sixties
has been somewhat straightened.However,bo
the WASP's and the Anglo-Saxon/Nordic
minorities, are still evaluated more
favourably, even then. The discrimination
has decreased but not disappeared (2; 2a)
1890: "The coincidence between readership
composition and boundaries of Story-ville
ingroups is most strikingly evident in
terms of racial, ethnic, and religious
identities. In 1890 the story population,
like the readership, primarily consists о
native white Protestants from North
European backgrounds" - all other types
are exceptions.
1925: "The increasing ethnic diversity of
the readers has its reflection in the
1925 stories. These contain a much wider
ethnic scattering, including more than a
few Irish and Jewish characters; some
Italian and Scandinavian immigrants in
addition to more Gennans, and one Amish
community. There also are several more
Negro characters than before, and they
are given more prominent, complex and
favorable portrayals. This is the period
in which the "ethnic story" was in vogue

- 23 category

subject

findings
in American popular magazines". With one
but: "There is another side to the ethnic
portrayals in Storyville of 1925. In
numerous ways the minority characters are
segregated from the majority circle".
- 1955: "In sum, our last sample year
reveals the persistence of ethnic and
racial differences within the readership
in-group, but these have become more
subtle and mild".
in the black magazine Ebony, the attention
paid to race relations decreases between
1967 and 1974, and that for the own black
affairs increases.After the race riots of
1967, peace has returned, at least in the
black middle class magazine Ebony (3).

b. Women (1; 8; 3).

- the independent, working woman is (still)
discriminated against in the American
magazines of the fifties and sixties: in
this capacity, she hardly appears at all
(57: 9%, '67: 4 % ) , in contrast to the
'happy housewife'. And when the indepen
dent, working women does appear, it is
virtually never as a sympathetic character
Margaret Bailey concludes: "It would seem
as if these magazines had taken almost a
reactionary stand against the career
woman".
The main difference which Bailey observes
is a shift from the attention for the
problems women have with romantic love
(cf. le in this table) to attention for
their more personal, psychological
problems (1, pp. 365-366).
as to the number of women which is
portrayed working in the content of
illustrated periodical magazines. Lazer
and Dier reach the same conclusions
Bailey does: in the magazines, less
women work than in reality, although the
number of working women in the US is
continuously increasing.
Since the beginning of this century, the
percentage of working women has remained
more or less unchanged. When they do
appear as working women, they do more or
less the same work men do: professional
work - "Both sets of fictional occupatio
nal distribution show a preponderance of
professionals, with women also overemployed in service (helping?) occupations
while men turn to the joys of entrepreneur
ship,
(Θ, p. 180).
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ìtegory

subject

findings
the black magazine Ebony does exhibit an
increase in attention for working career
women between 1967 and 1974: "The largest
increase was in content showing women as
occupational models or examples that could
be emulated by other black women, an
understandable change considering the
feminist and black movements in the
intervening years" (3, p. 719)

(Deviant)
behaviour.

a. Sexuality (6; 12).

after the war an evermore free and open
approach to sexuality emerges, including
sexual problems and pre-marital sex.
Extra-marital sex, although it is
mentioned in the seventies, is (still)
a sensitive subject (6; 12).

b. Aggression (5).

the portrayal and motivation of violence
in illustrated periodical magazines does
not increase or decrease in a linear
fashion between 1925 and 1965; there are
undulations in that portrayal and
motivation. In this light male physical
aggression is higher in the thirties and
fourties than it is in the periods before
and after these years.
In addition, both the difference between
stereotypical female (verbal) and male
(physical) violence, and that between
their respective motives (affection and
utility respectively), is larger in that
same period than in the time before and
after it (5, pp. 691-692).

c. Alcoholism (9).

in the beginning of this century, before
1920, alcoholism is portrayed as a
problem of society - the phenomenon of
alcoholism serves as an example for
criticism of American society. This
criticism is formulated in moralistic
terms. After 1920, the emphasis clearly
shifts to the alcoholic him/herself:
alcoholism is a shortcoming of the
alcoholic, who should be helped and
rehabilitated through a behaviouristic
scientific approach (9, pp. 577-578).
Linsky feels that what becomes visible
in this study of the history of the
image of alcoholism, m fact reproduces
"in part changes in popular conceptions
of man's nature and social relationships which go far beyond the problems
of alcohol and which affect views of
both normal and abnormal behavior"
(9, p. 581).

- 25 terms of these four cultural and social categories (i.e. value orientations,
social positions, social relationships and (deviant) behaviour), many
different subjects

have been investigated. They are contained in table

Ï, ptfesented at pp. 20-24 together with a concise indication of their
results.

Are then,the data presented in tabel 2 -images from Amerioan oultural

кізіогу^іх.

likely, but the first question is: what cultural history? And subsequently,
in the context of this dissertation what does this collection of images
say about (the history of) frames of meaning in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines? Do the thematical preferences and the trends in them
refer to magazines tuning in on the level of meaning of the social middle
groups, as is argued in the first paragraph of this chapter.
An answer to these questions is risky

for two reasons.

1. The images themselves appear, at first sight, to be inadhesive,

i.e. to

form a fragmented whole, and they lack the details which are really
necessary for an empirical characterization of their time and of the
frames of meaning to which they refer - the step from empirical reality
(i.e. the results of empirical research) to the conceptualization of
(trends in) the thematical preferencesat the level of meaning, requires
considerable interpretation and imagination; this step runs (in view of
the lack of a better alternative) from the confrontation of the present
material with the established cultural history of twentieth century
America.
2. Established

Ameriaan cultural

history,m

so far as it makes statements

about value orientations of Americans, i.e. about (the appreciation of)
their social positions and relationships and about (attitudes towards)
problems and deviant behaviour (e.g. Faulkner, Kepner and Merrill,1950;
Presser,1965; Ross, 1967; Stewart, 1954), places other

emphases

than

those which appear to manifest themselves historically in the content
of illustrated periodical magazines.
Thus,

established American cultural history yields no frame which

may be easily applied. Only through the confrontation and re-interpre-

is
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tation of facts and historical writings can questions about illustrated
periodical magazines and frames of meaning be answered.

Emphases

in

estaDliehed

"The twentieth

American

century" is explained by

cultural

history

established American cultural

history on the basis of the realization of the values of the pioneers, who
had once taken possession of the land of boundless possibilities: the
founding of a society, free of the oppressions of the individual which had
at one time driven him away from Europe: poverty, feudal exploitation, state
oppression, religious persecution, class struggle etc.; a society, open to
the adventure of the individual seeker of fortune. The twentieth century is
a contemporary continuation of what had started in the eighteenth and
nineteenth century. In this vision, the phenomena in the twentieth century
which oppose the realization of this 'American dream', are unacceptable
deviations, temporary aberrations.
(Restored) faith in and idealism for the American

cause

must be sufficient

to turn the tide. The following examples are elucidating in this respect:
1. The accumulation of power and wealth by a minority at the end of
nineteenth
leisure

century
class:

creates a class of good-for-nothings,

the

Veblen's

rich, decadent, bathing in a luxurious life style,

extravagant.
Restoration and preservation of faith in the American cause and the
willignness to work for it (even if it is only in theareaof charity),
is the remedy against this excess

2. The explosive
the

century

urbanisation

of American

and industrialization

capitalism

(Veblen, 1953).

around the change of

is accompanied by a corrapt system of urban politics and

by gross exploitation of workers. Den Hollander describes the reaction
to this by the fighters for the American cause, ideologically united in
the socalled 'Progressive

Movement'

(Den Hollander, 1976; cf. also

Dolmans, 1979,- Peterson, 1972, p. 16, PP· 448-449; Oosterwi]k, 1979;
Steffens, 1974): by calling for honest, incorruptable politicians and
humane management in industry as a solution, one describes, in magazine
journalism in particular, these excesses of the system. (This magazine

journalism became known as 'muckraking
3. Riot,

rebellion

and revolutionary

and immigrants from Mediterrenean
the beginning

of

this

century,

jour>

inclinations

alism').
of unskilled workers

Europe, Eastern Europe and Ireland in

and of other minorities (Negroes, people
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from the Caribbeans, Mexicans, Indians): they are all signs of the
insufficient

Amerioanization

of these groups or of the unfavourable, not

typically American character of the relations in which they live and
work. Americanization programs and red scare campaigns must solve these
kinds of problems.
4. The

twenties

- the era of the weird crazes, the explosion in the

affluence of the middle class, the freedom of social contact for youth,
the 'back to normalcy' of the corrupt president Harding - happily,
it seems in e.g. Presser, the

times

had to change:

as

the 1929 stock market

crash forces the Americans, who had become frivolous and irresponsible,
back to reality, and creates the right atmosphere for a new reform
idealism, headed by Roosevelt (Presser, 1965, p. 387 onwards; Allen,
1959).
5. Big problems

such as race relationships and poverty, and hard times like

economic depressions and war call for wise

statesmen

who, like

Washington and Lincoln, come forward with pragmatic solutions, be they
based on a large dose of American idealism, a sense of law and justice
and of the freedom and responsibility of the individual. The better
episodes of recent American history, are those recalling Wilson, Roosevelt
and Kennedy, and the shameful ones those recalling Harding, McCarthy,
Nixon, race riots, Vietnam and Watergate.

This view of American (cultural) history does not have to be reflected as a
conpletely unfruitful frame of reference for the images of history from
American magazines. Historical

continuity

in the value orientations,

(appreciation for) social positions and relations and/or (the attitude
towards) deviant behaviour in the content of illustrated periodical magazines,
in relation to their equivalents in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
can certainly be demonstrated, or, vice versa, that which is important in
the twentieth century certainly has antecedents in the nineteenth century.
In this light, Lantz and Keynes found "growing individualism (...)

with

regard to motivation for marriage" in the magazines from the beginning of
the nineteenth century (Lantz and Keynes, 1975). Events like this indicate
that amongst the people in American society who read at that particular
time, and who could afford the luxury of magazine consumption, a value
was present which is characteristic of the contemporary world of the
American illustrated periodical magazine. Also, in results of longitudinal
content analysis of American illustrated periodical magazines, the same
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1. The time

which is important in terms of cultural history, is visible:
of

the

leisure

class

at the end of the last century. Martel!

and McGall explain the exclusive character of illustrated periodical
magazines at the end of the nineteenth century by referring to the fact,
that only an affluent white Enlgish-speaking minority read illustrated
periodical magazines.
The exclusive character was expressed, e.g. in the characters in short
stories: all WASP (white, anglo-saxon, protestant), despite the varied
composition of the American people as a whole, and the orientation
towards European elites and nobility with regard to architecture,
fashion, art, etc. Peterson, too, points to the relationship between the
leisure class and the first illustrated periodical magazines at the end
of the last century [Peterson, 1972, p. 10 onwards).

2. The explosive

development

of American society

in the time between the

change of the century and the end of the First World War: in the area
of magazines it was the era of muckraking (p. 2 6 ) , and of dealing with
problems from a position of social criticism, as may be concluded on the
basis of Linsky's research on the approach to problems of alcoholism in
the content of illustrated periodical magazines (9, pp. 577-578).
3. The twenties:

freedom and even some degree of lawlessness for everybody

(10, p. 330 onwards), romanticismd 1) career possibilities, selfrealization of the individual (7), problems axe problems of the
individual, which he himself must somehow solve (9, pp. 577-578).
4. The crisis

period

and the

war:

hard times, less promising possibilities

for the individual (7), a conservative ethic (7; 10) and more physical
aggressiveness particularly of male characters m

the content of

illustrated periodical magazines (5).
5. After

the

Second

World

War: restoration of the emphases as expressed in

the content of illustrated periodical magazines in the twenties (7, 9,
11), but now with an increasing sexual liberalism (6, 12) and a
decreasing racism (2, 3 ) . Female emancipation is however, barely present
other than in terms of sexual liberalism: as a working creature, she appears
only in the black press - for the rest, she remains the loving housewife and
companion (1, 8 ) . Moral indignation remains alive in the elite magazines
(13), and even longer, more general magazines indulge in some politics
with Vietnam and Watergate (14).

- 29 Conclusion:

the

American

rise,

way of

development

and undulations

of

the

life

In terms of appreciation for the significance of phenomena in American
cultural history, established cultural history and the content of
illustrated periodical magazines appear to give opposite
of the same phenomena:
history

(the leisure

as McCarthy's
positively

witch

unpopular

class,

events

in the content

to established

events

гп the postwar

the twenties,

hunt or Richard

interpretations

according

Чіхоп),

appear

of American periodical

to be

cultural
period

such

evaluated

magazines.

Over against

this line, emphases in the content of illustrated periodical magazines from
the Progressive Era (at the start of this century) and from the time of
the Great Depression and World War II, are temporary

setbacks

on the road

to the America of today - in the magazines from these periods, little of
the grand ideals from those times hailed in

established cultural

history (Wilson, Roosevelt) is reflected, and even less in those of this
day.
Viewed historically, the content of illustrated periodical magazines
represents something

different

to the realization of the grand social ideals,

according to the lines of established cultural history. The content of
illustrated periodical magazines however do appear to reflect the rise, the
growth and undulations of a certain
meaning of affluence.

style

of life:

che life

style

and the

It emerged as the life style of the happy few, but

later on grew into a life style for many peoples, that is to say for the
entire white middle

classes,

and later on even for the black middle classes

too, although sometimes the economic development stagnates.
In this life style of affluence one sees that
a. He or she who knows affluence, realizes
settings

him- or herself

in all those

which (in the world of the illustrated periodical magazine) are

inçiortant to him/her, such as
- work and careers
- housekeeping
- romantic

relationships

for women

love for the young

- the black
b. Toleivmce

for men

and the personal

American,

who does so in his own middle

towards ethnical

minorities

and devimt

class

community.

(sexual)

behaviour

increases.
c. Problems are primarily

personal

problems

of orientation,

for which the

individual him/herself is responsible and must find solutions. Only in

- 30 the area of elite magazines do problems have impersonal backgrounds in
society, and only in these, solutions under federal authority are requested.

The term 'American

Way of

life

', a term from the popular scientific study

of America, appears to cover this life style in a general sense, when it is
defined

as a complex

realization,

tolerance

frame of meaning,
and personal

made up of

problem

the elements

orientation.

of

self-

In the content of

the illustrated periodical magazines, the meaning attached to the American
way of life in the different phases of twentieth century Алепсап history,
is expressed. This has ultimately resulted in a frame of meaning, ainsd at
those classes in American society that know affluence or orient themselves
9)
on an affluent life
and which is made up of the elements self-realization,
tolerance and a personal problem orientation.
This complex frame of meaning is an initial substantial definition and
account for the third
related

element

from the hypothesis of class- and group-

frames of meaning, that of compatibility

(cf. p.'I

) . In the

description of this element, it was argued that class- and group-related
frames of meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines, are
primarily a question of aiming this medium at needs of the middle

classes

at the level of meaning. That this is so, and how this is expressed
substantially,should be made plausible by this discussion of American
longitudinal content analysis and their confrontation with established
American cultural history.

Europe
It cannot be denied that some striking

parallels

exist in the economic

developments of America since the end of the last century and particularly
since the twenties, and that of Europe in general and the Netherlands,
particularly,since the fifties.
The parallels are most striking in the solutions which were also 'chosen'
in Europe for the problem of how to cope with the (new) affluence of many
people, i.e. the problem of developing a life style which is adapted to
the demands made by this affluence and its meaning: which commodities should
be acquired now, where this was not possible before, what to do with leisure
and free time, how to realize the personality, how to keep from drowning in
the abundance and lawlessness.
It cannot be denied that life styles of the new middle classes and
institutions

from the area of popular culture (e.g. film, radio, television),

- 31 already developed in America, have, at

least as paradigms, i.e. attractive

and worthwile alternatives, influenced

the European solutions for how to

live with affluence. Just like the American new middle classes (and all
other social groups which direct themselves at them) found a meaningful
solution in the American way of life, to the problems of life which
affluence implied for them, so comparable groups in Europe have given
meaning to their lives with affluence, in an analogous life style and world
view.
Illustrated periodical magazines with their orientation towards the people
from the middle classes have guided and reinforced these activities of
meaning; they have developed and presented a frame of meaning to this
effect in which, analogous to the frame of meaning of their American
counterparts, self-realization, tolerance and personal problem orientation
are central concepts. That is to say, the scarce
- longitudinal
magazines

content

analysis

of English

material

in this respect

and Dutch illustrated

periodical

- points in this direction.

1. In the letter column of "Margriet" (a Dutch magazine), "Margriet Weet
Raad", the approach to men and women shifts towards a Tiore

egalitarian

one during the forty years between 1938 and 1978 (i.e. less

discrim-na-

tion,

more tolerance

the possibilities

for

and acceptance

of behaviour

of women). In the same period

(in the socalled

deviant

sense,

too)

of

men and women are enlarged (self-realization, tolerance towards deviant
behaviour) and the problem

orientaron

makes way for "a more psychological

approach to problems (...). The call on ones own conscience and the
advice not to take too much notice of others implies a process of
individualization" (personal problem orientation) (Brmkgreve and Korzec,
197Bb, pp. 93-94; cf. Brinkgreve and Korzec, 1976; 197 а ) .
2. In the period between 1957 and 1972, almost 60% of the sentences in the
London Illustrated News, the English edition of Reader's Digest and
Weekend (i.e. three English magazines), expressed instrumental

Values

(achievement, a cognitive-rational attitude or an economic/occupational
value ) -In this respect, according to the researcher
were virtually

indistinguishable

from their

American

English magazines
equivalents·

"Although only three titles were sançled, these results provide support
for the hypothesis, long extent in functionalist circles, that overarching
instrumental Western value pattern is well-diffused throughout

Western

societies. It is the basic agreement on crucial value themes which helps
make these societies relatively impenlous to sudden and/or manor changes
over time" (Spates, 1976, p. 876).

- 32 The correspondence between the instrumental value orientations of
America and of Europe is sizeable
3. Anant concludes from a comparison of short stories in the English magazine
'Woman's Own' from 1958 and 1974: "In 1958, one of the assumptions seemed
to be that our society is moving towards a wholly middle

clacs

destiny

( italics mine, G.M.). That society seeras to have arrived" ÍAnant, 1976,
p. 12).

The contemporary European magazine may indeed express a frame

of

meaning

which makes sense of life under the new affluence of the middle

classes,

emphasizing self-realization,

orientation,

tolerance

and a personal

problem

but before it reached this stage, a change in the ruling
frames

of

meaning

ideologies

and

for everyday life, built up in the national traditions of

the different European societies, was needed. On the basis of longitudinal
content analysis, such a change becomes evident in the following way:
1. The new, individualistic ethic in 'Margriet' replaces
and codes

of

conduct,

rules

of

dedency

external to the individual, which applied to

everybody, if the particular person was not to be doomed. That which was
good for people was not determined by themselves up to the end of the
fifties, nor by

'Margriet' magazine, but was a matter which stood, as it

were, above 'Margriet' and its readers. Such an approach is totally
different from the one expressed in the guidance and reinforcement of
self-realization, tolerance and a personal problem orientation. The
latter is presently the case, irrespective of the fact that 'Margriet*
also has a certain degree of continuity in certain principles: "Love is
more important than money, poverty is not bad, as long as decency is
preserved, evil punishes itself, sunshine follows rain, when there's a
will, there's a way, the harder the battle, the more beautiful the
victory. Nowadays, these examples of worldly wisdom still apply (...).
What has changed is the way in which these maxims are used in 'Margriet
Weet Raad'" (Brinkgreve and Korzec, 1978b, p. 35; cf. Brinkgreve and
Korzec, 1976; 1978a).
2. The old decency like that of
contours

'tlargnet' лаз had exvlicit

in the magazines frorr tnc various rcZijiouSi*y

and
based

sharp
segments

of Dutch society.
There, the basi s o f the decency was not just situated somewhere outside
the individual, as it was in ' /argriet ', this magazine for women marketed
by a catholic publisher for non-catholics.
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In magazines such as
and

'Katholieke Illustratie ', 'Beatrijs ', 'Spiegel '

'Prinses-', the ethic was explicitly derived from the catholic

protestant

teachinge

or

in this respect. De Bont (197Θ) has investigated the

results of secularization for the editorial trends of
Illustratie ' since 1953 and of Its

successor,

Katholieke

'De Nieuwe Revu ', since

196Θ.
It is evident that at a certain moment (+ 1968), the formula of
lieke Illustratie ' was out of date:
unmarketable.

'Katho

the catholic ethic became

The ambiance of "the reconstruction of a strong traditional

and pious Holland in which the future for the youth would be meaningful"
(De Bont, 197Θ, p. 52) had to disappear and make room for something else.
Inititally for an editorial formula which provided useful and pleasurable
Г

|

material for both men and women. (That "be Nieuwe Revu", on the basis of
this change later on went more into the radical side of things and
became involved in social struggles, rather than emphasize self-realization,
tolerance and a personal problem orientation is irrelevant here - in this
respect, the magazine went its own way; we are concerned here with the
change in the old ethic, which is a necessary pre-condition for a new
one).
3. In England, the new, general, instrumental, middle class-oriented value
pattern replaced the inherent and reasonably exclusive
of

the

three

сіаввісаі

classes,

value-orientations

(castes almost) in English society: the

working class, the middle class and the upper class. Both Anant and
Spates point to this fact (Anant, 1976, p. 14,- Spates, 1976, p. 874)
The presented material, regrettably rather scarce as it is, must suffice to
formulate, at least by way of hypothesis, that ties of illustrated periodical
magazines with the middle classes in contemporary Europe (or at least in the
Netherlands and England), are expressed in self-realization, tolerance and
a personal problem orientation as a frame of meaning, as has been the case
in the United States for some time already.
Formulated in more general terms, this means that with affluence, the
American way of life was introduced in European societies, particularly in
those segments which, together, form the broad middle classes, or those
that orient themselves towards the life styles and the activities of
leaning of the middle classes.

- 34 Paragraph

Ъ. Class-

and

group-related

frames

of

meaning

Table 3, to be presented at рр.ЗБ-^О, contains 40 pieces of research, the results
of which show how illustrated periodical magazines in western societies, such as
the U.S., West-Germany, England and the Netherlands, contain
group-related

frames

of meaning,

гп the context

of

class-

and

the American way of

life,

indicated by longitudinal studies.
As with these longitudinal examples of content analysis, these studies show
that illustrated periodical magazines express a positive evaluation for
self-realization, both material (career, affluence) and immaterial
(enrichment of the personality in the context of direct, affective relation
ships, or by finding solutions to personal orientation problems).
In comparison with longitudinal studies, howeverf it is striking that the
increase in the tolerance

of minorities, (sexual) freedom and deviant

behaviour, which is indicated by these studies, is not reflected

in non-

longitudinal studies. In the latter, we find an interest in the still
present boundaries to tolerance, i.e. in vntoleranoe

, which is understandable

for non-longitudinal research. Over against the unmistakable increase in
tolerance, as an element of modern middle class culture, there is still,
apparently an equally unmistakable intolerance.
In this light the assumption that problems concerning minorities, sexuality
and deviant behaviour in the world of the illustrated periodical magazines
- and, in so far as they are a reflection of modern western societies, in
the modern society as a whole - are, neither at a social nor at an individual
psychical level, really solved, becomes tempting. In the long run,
intolerance has decreased but with that, it has not disappeared. The
tolerance

remains one only

to a oprtam

decree.

The function of intolerance towards minorities, (sexual) freedom, and deviant
behaviour, indicated by e.g. Martel and McGall (1963, pp. 315-31Θ) in terms
of an ъпдгоир-оиідгоир

scheme,

is thus still an unmistakable corner stone

of thp world of the illustrated periodical magazine.
The appeal of the magazine for its readers, ingroup in the world of the
illustrated periodical magazine, is increased by an intolerant attitude
towards minorities outside the group of readers and towards behaviour not
engaged in and norms not shared by the group of readers, by describing what
is external to the group of readers as an outgroup phenomenon.

- 35 Table 3. Examples of content analysis of illustrated periodical
magazines and class- and group-related frames of meaning.
author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

1. Albrecht,M.C. Does literature reflect
common values?
(in: American Sociological Review, 21,
1956, pp. 722-729)

time of measure
ment
(3)

magazines
(4)

1950

".... True Story and
True Confessions
were selected for the
lower level, the Ame
rican and the Satur
day Evening Post for
the middle level, the
Atlantic and the New
Yorker for the upper
level" (p. 722)

2. Anant, V.

A woman's own world
(in: New Society,
35, 1976, no. 1,
pp. 12-14)

1958, 1975

"Woman's Own, the
weekly edited by
women for women"
(p. 12)

3. Baacke, D.

Being involved: Internationale Pop-Zeitschnften in der
Bundesrepublik.
(in: Deutsche
Jugend, 16, 1968,
pp. 552-560)

unclear

aus England:
Melody Maker, New
Musical Express,
Disc Weekly, Fabu
lous, Rave
Niederlanden:
Muziek Express, Teenbeat , Pop-Foto
Frankreich :
Salut les Copains,
M.A.T.
Schweiz: Pop
(p. 553)

4. Baacke, D.

Der Traurige Schein des unclear
Glücks (in: Ehmer, H.K.
ed., Visuelle Kommunikation, Beiträge zur
Kritik der Bewusstseinsindustne, Cologne, 1971, pp. 213-250)

5. Bailey, M.

The women's magazine
short-story heroine in
1957 and 1967
(in: Journalism,
Quarterly, 46, 1969,
pp. 364-366)

6. Becker, E.

Das Bild der Frau in den spring and
Illustrierten
summer of 1962
(in: Horkheimer, M.
ed., Zeugnisse,
Theodor W. Adorno,
zum sechsisten Geburtstag, Frankfurt a/M,
1963, pp. 427-43Θ)

1957
1967

Bravo
(Rave, Fabulous)

"McGall's, Ladies
Home Journal and
Good Housekeeping
magazines were chosen
(...) because of
their appeal to
American women in
general" (p. 365)
"50 Hefte des Stern,
der Quick, Revue,
Bunten und Münchener
Illustrierten und der
Neuen Illustrierten"
(p. 427)

-

area of distribution
(5)

36

-

socio-c ultural differentiation (cf. footnote
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(Θ)

USA

X

X

England

X

X

West-Giïrmany

X

X

West-Germany

X

X

specials
(9)

13)

cross-cultural companson (10)

X

X

|

USA

West-Germany

X

X

X

1
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author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

7. Beha, E. and
Broder, H.M.

Die grosse Bravo-Familie unclear
- Stars im Glück für
Fans im Unglück
(in: Deutsche Jugend,
26, 1973, no. 12,
pp. 71-78)

BRAVO

8. Berelson, В.
and Salter,
P.J.

Majority and minority
Americans: an analysis
of magazine fiction
(in: Rosenberg, B. and
White, D.M., eds.,
Mass Culture. The
Popular Ai^s in
America, Glencoe, 1957,
pp. 235-250)

1937
1943

general weeklies:
Saturday Evening Post
Collier's
general monthlies:
American
Cosmopolitan
Women's :
Woman's Home Companion
Ladies' Home Journal
Confessionals:
True Story
True Confessions

9a.Brinkgreve,
C. and
Korzec, M.

Margriet weet raad
Gevoel, gedrag, moraal
1954-1974
(in: Amsterdams Sociologisch Tijdschrift,
3, 1976-1977,
pp. 17-32).

1954-1974

Margriet

9b.Brinkgreve,
С and
Korzec, M.

Gevoel, gedrag, en moraal in Nederland:
1938-1978. Het weekblad 'Margriet' als
'spiegel des tijds',
in: Intermediair,
10 febr. 1978, pg. 1
onwards

1938-1978

Margriet

9c.Brinkgreve,
C. and
Korzec, M.

Margriet weet raad. Gevoel, gedrag, moraal m
Nederland: 1938-1978
(Utrecht/Antwerp,
1978)

1938-1978

Margriet

10.Clarke, P.
and Esposi
to, V.

A study of occupational 1963-1964
advice for women m magazines
(in: Journalism Quarterly, 43, 1966, pp. 477485)

time of measurement
(3)

magazines
(4)

"A large number of
popular women's magazines were scanned to
find articles about
occupations. This
content appeared
with frequency in
only three publications during 19631964· Cosmopolitan,
Mademoiselle and Glamour. This study

area of distribution
(5)

West-Germany

USA

the Netherlands

the Netherlands

the Netherlands

USA

socio-cultural differentiation (cf. footnote. 13)
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(8)

specials
(9)

cross-cultural comparison (10)
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author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

time of measure
ment
(3)

magazine
(4)

includes all 19 ar
ticles published in
these three magazines
during this period
" (P- 480)
ll.Dalderup,M.
and Van Mid
delkoop, R.

Vrijheid, gelijkheid,
konsuraptie: van maat
schappelijke onwerke
lijkheid tot illustra
tieve werkelijkheid
- een exploratieve
studie over de inhoud
van geïllustreerde
tijdschriften; vanuit
een materialistische
ideologiekritiek (stageverslag, S.I.,
Nymegen, 1974)

1973-1974

Avenue and Viva
(p. 103)

12.Dyss-Von
Werdt, J.

"Jasmin"- eine Zeitschrift für das
Leben mit wem?
(in: Ehe, 6, 1969,
pp. 93-96)

unclear

Jasmin

13.Fuchs,Α.M.

Van chnstelijk-traditioneel tot swingend
progressief: Vier Nederlandse vrouwenbladen in een poging tot
analyse (stageverslag
Ξ.Ι., Nymegen, 1975)

1973
(one month)

Margriet, Viva,
Libelle, Prinses
(p. 60)

14. Gerbner, G.

The social role of the
confession magazine
(in: Social Problem,
6, 1958, pp. 29-40)

unclear

unclear

15. Gecas, V.

Motives and aggressive
1925-1965
acts in popular fiction:
зек and class diffe
rences
(in: American Journal
of Sociology, 77, 1972,
pp. 680-696)

(1) Esquire, a middleand upper-middle-class
men's magazine;
(2) McGalVs, a
middle class women's
magazine;
(3) Argosy, a lowerclass men's maga
zine,
(4) True Confessions,
a lower-class women's
magazine (pp. 682683)
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area oz distribut_on
(5)

the Netherlands

West-Germany

the Netherlands

socio-cultural differentiation (cf. footnote^)
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(8)

specials
(9)

cross-cultural comparison (10)
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time of measure
ment
(3)

magazine

Basic values in 'Readers Digest', 'Selection' and 'Constellation'
(in: Journalism Quarterly, 32, 1955, pp.
56-61)

1948

Reader's Digest, Se
lection, the french
edition of the Rea
der's Digest and a
native French publi
cation called
Constellation (p.56)

17.Hollstein,W.

Betrogene SehnsuchtDas Menschbild in
deutschen Illustnertenroman 1955-1962
(Münster, Inst £.
Pubi., 1969)

1955-1962

18.Holzer, H.

Illustrierte und Gesellschaft. Zuil politischen Gehalt von
"Quick", "Revup"
und "Stern" (Fieiburg
im Breisgau, 1467)

1964

19.Holzer, H.

Jugend und MasEenmedien. 1st quartar of
Eine inhaltsanalytische 1965
Betrachtung dei Jugendzeitschriften ÍRAVO
und TWEN
(in: Soziale Welt, 1Θ,
1967, pp. 199-215)

Bravo, Twen (p. 199)

Fernsehen und Frogramm- 3rd and 4zh
zeitschnften. Aussagen quarter of 1971
analyse der Progranmpresse (Berlin, 1975)

Hör zu, Funk
Uhr,
TV-Hören und Sehen,
Bild und Funk, Gong
(p. 35)

author(s)

(1)

le.Ginglinger,

G.

and
Kreckel, R.

20.Honsowitz,H.

title of publication

(2)

(4)

"Quick, Revue, Stern
die zur Gruppe der so
genannten Aktuelle
Illustrierten zählen
und zur Zeit der
Matenalerhebung die
auflagen-stärksten
Zeitschriften dieser
Gruppe in der Bundesrepublik waren" (p.
11)
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jarea of d i s 
tribution
(5)

socio-cultural differentiation
class
(6)

USA,
France

age/youth
(θ)

footnote 13)

specials
(9)

X

West-Germany

c r o s s - c u l t u r a l com
parison (10)
X

χ

West-Germany

X

•test-Germany

X

test-Germany

sex
(7)

(cf.

X

X

X

X

•

- 43 r • -

• - -•

author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

time
ment

21.Johns-Heine,
P. and
Gerth, H.H.

Values in mass penodidical fiction: 19211940
(in: Rosenberg, B. and
White, D.M., eds.,
Mass culture. The popu
lar Arts in America,
Glencoe, 1957, pp.
226-234)

1921-1940

"From the magazines
of the so-called
general circulation
we chose the Saturday
Evening Post, from
the household and
woman's group the
Ladies' Home Jour
nal, from the farm
group the Country
Gentleman, from the
"class ' magazines
the Atlantic, and
from the magazines
close to the pulp
groups True Story
(p. 227)

22.Kaupp, P.

Lebenshilfe in Illus
trierten und Regen
bogenpresse?
(in: Aus Politik und
Zeitgeschichte, Bei
lage zur Wochenzei
tung das Parlament,
9-2-1974, pp. 21-29)

unclear

unclear

23.Kotok, A.B.

Foreign nationals and
minority Americans in
magazine fiction, 19461968
(in: Rosenberg, В. and
White, D.M., eds.,
Mass culture revisited,
New York, etc., 1971,
pp. 241-265)

1946,
196B

"In order to approxi
mate the 3erelson and
Salter sample, but
still reflect these
changes, three lea
ding men's magazines,
Esquire, Playboy and
Argosy, replaced
American, Collier's
and Woman's Home Com
panion which were no
longer in circulation
They were added to
Saturday Evening Post
True Story, True Con
fessions, Cosmopoli
tan and Ladies Home
Journal to complete
the sample" (p. 251)

of measure magazine
(3)
(4)
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area of dis
tributLon
(5)

West-Germany

socio-cultural differentiation (cf. footnote 13)
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(B)

specials
(9)

cross-cultural comparison (10)

- 45 of measure magazine
(3)
(4)

author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

time
ment

24.Langer-El
Sayed, I.

Frau und Illustrierte
іш Kapitalismus, Colog
ne, 1971

1964, 1966

25.Lefèbvre,H.

Kritik des Alltag
unclear
lebens, Band II, Munich,
1975, pp. 19-21; 9098.

unclear

26.Lciwenthal,L.

Der Trulmph der Massen
idole (Chapter 4 of
Literatur und Gesell
schaft, Neuwied am
Rhein, 1964, pp.
196-243)

1940-1941

Saturday Evening
Post; Collier's

27.Martel,M.U.
and
McGall.G.J.

Reality-orientation and
the pleasure principle ·
a study of American
mass-periodical fic
tion (1890-1955)
(in: Dexter, L.A. and
White, D.M., eds.,
People, Society and
Mass Communication,
Glencoe, 1963, pp.
282-333)

1890-1955

"
American, Cosmopolitan, Ladies Home
Journal and Saturday
Evening Post. Of all
American periodicals
with middle-class
"general interest"
appeal, these appear
to be the group that
maintained the broadest circulation
over the longest period of time with
goodly numbers of rea
listic stories before
the year 1890" (pp.
307-308)

28.McClelland, W.D.

Women·s week Lies
(in: New Society,
31.12.1964, pp.
10-14)

uncleaj

"... women's service
weeklies
There
are five of them:
Woman, Woman's Own,
Woman's Weekly,
Woman's Realm and
Woman's Mirror".

29.McKenzie,V.

Treatment of war theme 5
in magazine fiction
(in: Public Opinion
Quarterly, 5, 1941,
pp. 227-232)

the first
eighteen months
Df WW II

Saturday Evening
Post
Collier's

Für Sie, Brigitte,
Freundin/FiImrevue
bzw. Freundin, Film
und Frau bzw. Moderne Frau, Praline

46
area of distribution
(5)

West-Germany

France

USA

USA

Englanc

USA

socio-cultural differentiation (cf. footnote 13)
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(8)

specials
(9)

cross-cultural comparison (10)

-

47 -

ι

author(s)
(1)

title of publication
(2)

tiie
ment

30.Nasir, S.J.

The portrayal of the
Arab's world in men's
popular magazines
(in: Journal of Human
Relations, 12, 1964,
pp. 424-435)

march 1959september 1961

Esquire, Argosy,
True, Male, Man's
Life, Adam, Savage
and Action Caravan

31.Owen,

Feminine roles and
social mobility in
women's weekly magazines
(in: The Sociological
Review, 10, 1962, pp.
2Θ3-296)

Dune-october
1961

group 1 :
Woman, Woaian's Own,
Woman's Day and
Woman's Mirror
(lower class)
group 2:
Red Letter, Secrets,
Valentine, Boyfriend
and Roxy (middle
class)

32.Schâfer,H.

Schichten- und Gruppen
spezifische Manipula
tion in der Massen
presse (in: Brokmeier,
P.,et.al., Kapitalismus
und Pressefreiheit,
Frankfurt a/M, 1969,
pp. 61-81)

unclear

Das Neue 31att, Eltern, Twen, Bravo,
Die Welt (passim)

33. Sieveking,
M.

Die Vor- Und Nachberei unclear
tung der Fernsehprogramma durch die bürgerlichen Programmzeitschriften
(in: Arbeitsgruppe
Medien der Neuen Gesellschaft für bildende Kunst, E.V., ed.,
Klassenmedium Fernsehen,
Berlin, 1973, pp.
18-35)

Hör Zu, Funk Uhr,
TV Hören und Sehen,
Fernsehwoche, Bild
und Funk, Gong, Program, Schalt Ein,
Tele 14 (o. 18)

34.Smith, M.D.
and
Matre, M.

Social norms and sex
roles in romance and
adventure magazines
(in: Journalism Quarterly, 52, 1975, pp.
309-315)

Romance: Confessions
Secrets, Intimate Secrets, Intimate Story,
M o d e m Romances, My
Romance, Personal Romances, Real Confessions, Real Romances,
Romance Time, Secrets,
True Confessions,
True Experience,
True Love, True Story ,
Uncensored Confessions

С

1973

of measure- magazine
(3)
(4)
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area o: distribut-on
(5)

socio-cultural äifferentiation (cf. footnote U )
class
(6)

sex
(7)

USA

X

X

England

X

X

West-Germany

X

X

Hest-GÉnnany

X

USA

age/youth
(8)

specials
(9)

cross-cultural comparison (10)
X

X

X

X

1
1
1
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author(s)

(1)

title of publication

(2)

t·**

time
ment

0

f measure Magazine
(3)
(4)

Adventure :
Bluebook, Action for
Men, Male, Man's Ac
tion, Ian's Book,
Man's Epic, Man's
Illustrated, Man's
Life, Man's Story,
Man, True Man, Stag,
For Men Only, World
of Men
Tresci wyckowawcze
na lamach "panorama
Polnocy"
(Educative· content in
the columns of Panorama
Polnocy, Sociologie il
Abstracts, 1Θ, 1970,
p. 10)

unclear

Panorama Polnocy

36.Wassenaar, I. Vrouwenbladen, Spiegels
van een mannenmaat
schappij (Amsterdam.
1976)

unclear

Margriet, Libelle,
Story, Viva, Prinses,
Elegance, Avenue

37.Walter,H.A.

Die Illustrierten.
Schizophrenie als jour
nalistisches Prinzij)
(in: Frankfurter He.te.
Zeitschrift für Kul' ur
und Politik, 20, 19(.5,
pp. 155-162; 269-27 Г .І
336-343)

unclear

S t e m , Quick, Bunte
Illustrierte, Revue,
Neue Illustrierte

38.Werkgroep
Media И М

Wat bieden t.v., raclio
en Tina uw kind? Tellen
meisjes eigenlijk wel
mee?
(Utrecht, 1975,
pp. 22-32)

ипсіэаг

Tina

35.Szewczyk, J.

and
Tetelowska,

I.
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area o dis(5)

socio-cultural alfferentiation (cf. footnote 13)
class
(6)

sex
(7)

age/youth
(Θ)

specials
(9)

X

Poland

the Nether
lands

West-G»rmany

the Ne-Jieilands

cross-cultural comparison (10)

X

X

X

X

l·-

i

- 51 -

Intolerance

: ingroup

vs.

outgroup

The main source for the conclusion that intolerance is an unmistakable
corner stone of the world of the illustrated periodical magazine is formed
by research filed in table 3

under "cross-cultupal

differentiation".

This

research gives a negative portrayal of life under circumstances which differ
fundamentally from those in the modern middle class in western societies,
and which can be or are threatening.
The ingroup-outgroup mentality vis à vis all that is strange, like Martel
and McGall found it in the American magazine at the beginning of this
century (27, pp. 316-318), apparently still exists,or has, at least until
recently, existed both in the U.S. and in Western Europe.
One of the most important themes in this context is that of war and

war, which is very suited to terrifying

description

p. 269 onwards; 29, 30), and vice versa, to propaganda
aar

effort

cold

of the enemy (1Θ,
for

one's

оъэп

(cold)

(16, p. 6; 18, p. 269 onwards; 2 9 ) .

The ingroup-outgroup mentality however is not expressed only m the
treatment of war/cold war and animosity, which is a somewhat exceptional
theme for illustrated periodical magazines.
1. Thus, Kotok

is forced to conclude that the appreciation for non-white

Americans (i.e. outgroups) in illustrated periodical magazines, despite
of a more proportional share in the published short stories, has
deteriorated rather than improved (23, p. 255). In the variables investi
gated by Nasir

which are not about wars with or between Arabs, the same

applies: the Arab, who is an outgroup member, is portrayed in a negative
and unattractive way. For the "classical" portrayal of minorities
(outgroups), the factors already described in table 2

(category 3,

subject a: the American minority-groups, discrimination and tolerance)
apply: it was unfair, disportional and negative (8; 27).
2. The American
favourably

with his values, character and life style is not
in French and English magazines shortly

after

portrayed

the war

(2, p. 12; "Few romances took place in foreign setting. The taboos were
clearly stated: all foreigners, divorced men and women, and Americans";
16, pp. 60-61). This point, supplemented with Anant's finding that there
is no longer an American-taboo in the English magazines of 1976, implies
that the Western European cultures have resisted Americanization, i.e.
a foreign

cultural

influence

on everyday life after the war, but that the

ultimate result has been the acceptance of American influences, on the
14)
content of illustrated periodical magazines too

- 52 The findings of the research, filed under 'cross-cultural differentiation'
are the main basis for the conclusion that an ingroup-outgroup scheme serves
to maintain a certain degree of intolerance, despite that fact, that the
strenth of that intolerance has decreased.
This research is however, not

the only

souvae

for this conclusion. All that

follows now on differentiations in the areas of classл

sex and youth

inside the represented dominant middle class culture, can be seen as a
reference to the same ingroup-outgroup mentality, in the context of
unsolved

rrinority

problems.

Research into these differentiations in the

world of the illustrated periodical magazine also makes visible consequences
of unsolved situations of imbalance in modern society, to the extent that
15)
these are reflected in the content of illustrated periodical magazines
We are concerned here, in particular with situations of imbalance which
result from the (qualitative rather than quantitative) minority position,
(obstructing chances of self-realization), of the lower social classes,of
16)
women, and of (working) youth
These groups however, are not just

outgroups

in the world of illustrated

periodical magazine. They are so only in so far as they (can) participate in
a deficient way in middle class culture, i.e. in so far as they have less
chance of self-realization. Over against this, they also belong to the
mgroup of the world of the illustrated periodical magazine: they form
important

segrrenvs of

the magazine

market.

On the basis of this, one

stumbles upon the relativity of the outgroup-nature of the portrayal of and
approach to these groups - a negative portrayal and approach will be
extremely disfunctional: illustrated periodical magazines cannot afford to
alienate important audience-segments through a clearly negative and unfair
approach and/or treatment.
The special elements in the portrayal and approach will have to be
compatible

with the content of middle class culture (self-realization, a

certain degree of tolerance and a personal problem orientation), as well as
with the dominance of the latter over other value orientations in modern
western societies as they are expressed in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines.
This is intended to mean the following.
One of the elements of the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of
meaning concerning the content of illustrated periodical magazines holds,
that differentiations in the area of meaning for the benefit of specific
audience-segments, must be compatible with the frames of meaning which

- 53 address the modal group of readers, i.e. the middle classes (element number
3). This implies
segments
will

that

the approach to and portrayal

such as women, groups of lesser

have to be partiaularisations

appear external

to the latter,

of middle
as a sort

of

and of greater
class

minorities/audienceaffluenae,and

values,

of marginal

or will

youth,
have to

and harmless

alternative.

For truly alternative Ideologies such as those found in feminism, class
struggle or youth revolution, no place exists in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines. Researchers of the approach to and portrayal of
youth and/or women appear to be sensitive to the problems of this
contradiction :
1. Researchers who have analysed German magazines for youth

(3; 4; 7; 19;

32) point out that the (limited) appreciation in such magazines for
deviant

juvenile

behaviour

since 1960 (in areas such as aggression/

vandalism, premarital sex, fashion) is also a part of the
adjustment

future

of youth to their respectable marriage and to their pattern

of consumption;
2. From the approach to and portrayal of women m general, a positive
evaluation becomes evident foithe chances of self-realization
inside

the nuclear

family

or the lasting

heterosexual

of women

relationship,

i.e.

inside the social framework traditionally appointed to her (1; 2; 5; 6;9a;
'9b; 9c;12; 13; 14; 18; 24; 27; 28; 31; 32; 34; 36).
In cases where the chances of self-realization of women in careers
portrayed, this appears to involve a male,

are

in any case not typically

feminine, career motivation. In the area of careers, certainly in
illustrated periodical magazines, self-realization is a male affair, to
which (the few portrayed) career women have to adapt themselves (10; 31).
In this manner, the behaviour of this minority appears as a particulanzation of the ruling middle class culture.
What is typified, in research by e.g. Bnnkgreve and Korzec (9a, b, c),
Fuchs (13), Langer-El Sayad (24) and Lefêbvre (25), as real evidence of
equal rights,
feminism,

of breakthroughs

in traditional

role patterns

and of

can, because of its low frequency and/or its repeated connection

to the traditional view of women, to the rather strict limits of their
possibilities (9c, p. 72) and to the call on their sense of responsibility
. 17)
(ibid), only be described as an extremely marginal
alternative
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The class

factor

Above the middle classes there are higher
lower

classes.

classes;

below it there are

Both of these other classes are, next to the middle classes,

target audiences of

several illustrated periodical magazines (cf. footnote

6 of this chapter). Both of these target audiences make their own demands
of the content of illustrated periodical magazines; they cannot be appealed
to in the same way as the middle classes. In terms of frames of meaning:
those which, on the basis of the research outlined up to now, appear suited
to the middle classes - self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance, a
personal problem orientation - are not adequate or sufficient.

In literature about the socalled hypothesis
working

class

of the embourgeoisement

of the

(Adomo, 1947; Arts, 1973; Deppe, 1971; Goldthorpe and

Bevan, 1977) and in Merton's

theory

of

anomie

(Merton, 1968a; 1968b), points

of connection may be found for a theory on the guidance and reinforcement of
activities of meaning in the lower

social

classes

by illustrated periodical

magazines.

On the basts of the said theories> an attempt was made to trace the conse
quences of the anticipatory and thus imaginary relationship of magazines with
their audii nces in the lower social classes, and to trace the consequences
с f the corrqìatzbility of a class-related
frame of meaning with the dominant
middle class ideology in the content of illustrated
periodical тадаггпез.
Similarly3 in the literature of the sociology of art and the sociology of
culture, there are points of connection for the conceptualization
of the way
',n which illustratea
periodical тадаггпез guide and reinforce activities
of
пеапъпд in the higher social classes.
rhe elaborations of both of these points of connection will now be dealt with,
subsequently.

The approach
Compared

to and portrayal

of

the

lower

social

classes

with the approach to and portrayal of women and youth (cf.

pp. 52-51 above), those of the lower social classes is much more

complex

18 )

What is lacking in particular in all consulted content analyses is any
reference or interpretation at the level of a theory of society, of the
relationship between the (dominant and ever present) middle class values,
and the specific way in which magazines approach and portray the lower
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19

. In other words, an answer to a central element in the

hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meanings, namely that of
20
compatibility
i s lacking almost t o t a l l y
There are, however, tuo

exceptions.

a. Some slightly dated American research (e.g. 14).
These conclude that there are two separate
periodical

magazine:

"invisible

wall"

a "middle

toon"

worlds

of the

and a "dcum toon"

illustrated

separated by an

(14, p. 30) - here, the classical metaphor of the large

city re-emerges, with its West End for the happy few and its East End
for the people.
This image is unsatisfactory, because it is outmoded. Although there is
no readily available empirical evidence, one must assume that, certainly
nowadays, the content of illustrated periodical magazines is more

'mixed1

like the urban world of new estates such as Luton or Amsterdam-Bijlmermeer.
b. Bnnkgreve and Korzec (9b, p. 5; 9c, p. 36 and onwards) report on the way in
which the Dutch magazine for women 'Margriet' reacts to class
the direct

interrrelationships

between people

problems

in

(e.g. servant vis à vis

the lady of the house, 'common' girls vis à vis fiancées with better
backgrounds).
This magazine reacts with consistent disapproval of the 'arrogance' of
higher social classes towards the people from lower social classes. An
ethic

of classlessness

must provide the solution to these problems: one

is concerned here with a strategy to reconcile structural
irreconcilabilities (class problems in relationships, as experienced by
readers) at the level of mentality (the ethic of classlessness). In this
strategy, justice is done at least to the fact that the audience of
modern magazines, in this case 'Margriet', is socially "mixed" (cf.
footnote 6 of this chapter).

It is not coincidental that the reproduction of that research, in which
something at least is said about the compatibility and incompatibility of
the orientation of illustrated periodical magazines towards the middle
classes, with their approach to and portrayal of lower social classes, is
analogous

to (changes

in)

urban social

configurations

(middle town -

down town; mixed new estates); the analogy was deliberately chosen. This
analogy will be elaborated in this paragraph into a theory on the
compatibility
lower

social

of middle
classes

class

values

with

the approach

at the level of meaning

to and portrayal

of

. As a basis for this theory,
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we have, on the one hand, Gerbner's observation of the separate worlds of
the illustrated perxodical magazine, as well as the ethic of classlessness
found by Bnnkgreve and Korzec; on the oth€»r hand, there are the actual
findings of the latter, and of all content analysis which is concerned with
the approach to and the portrayal of the lower social classes, but which
does not deal with the problems of compatibility. We will now ^эаі with
these findings.

The

facts

The projects concerned with the approach to and portrayal of the lower social
classes, are concretely occupied with four thenes:
a . marr^Cage
b . women
c.

(working)

youth

d. etass-rebated

forms

of deviant

behaviour

and the consequences thereof.

Further to the above:
a. In the lower class marriage,

or in the future marriage of working youth,

and in the context of direct, affective relationships, the value of
simple

happiness,

of

satisfaction

with what one has and the

traditions

inherent to these factors, take up an iraoortant position (1, p. 726; 2;
3; 7; 14, p. 38; 21, p. 233; 26, p. 211 end orwards);
b. the lower class woman is, to use the language of Owen (31, p. 295), even
more so than

the middle class woman, a social

dependent on (the lack of)

^araszte.

She is completely

succes of her husband or friend, and has

little or no chance of making a career of her own (6, pp. 431-432; 17,
p. 133 onwards; 31, p. 295; 32, p. 71);
c. the Working

youth

should learn to live with the lack of chances for him/

her, and should adjust nis/her level of aspiration in this respect (2;
3; 7, p. 78; 14, pp. 37-38; 32, p. 71);
d. deviant

behaviour

as a result of class-related experiences of frustration

(e.g. because of relative poverty, lack of chances for self-realization,
the permanence of traditions).
Reactions to class-related experiences of frustration appear to be
represented as a *ts of dc^vlsoü

vd^"·' d^ <."с and as forms of the typically

individual letting off of steam. Thus, the reactions are limited to what
is considered to be deviant behaviour, both in the world of the illustrated
periodical magazine and in sociology.
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Reactions mentioned in the literature are: physical

violence

p. 6Θ4 onwards); sexual

(7);

violence

(21, p. 3Θ); crime

(15,
inclination

to buy (2, p. 556 onwards,- 3; 6, p. 430 onwards; 7, p. 71 onwards; 22,
p. 27 onwards, 24, p. 160 onwards; 26, p. 205 onwards; 32, p. 71 onwards;
33, p. 31),to an identification
authorities

and prominent

projection

personalities

syndrome in relation to
(2, pp. 557-558; 3; 7, p. 71

onwards; 18, p. 170 onwards; 19, p. 208 onwards; 24, p. 211 onwards; 26,
p. 221 onwards; 32, pp. 396-397; 33, p. 30) and dreams

(7, p. 72).

Hölzer links the suggestion that class-related experiences of frustration
lead to deviant behaviour of deprived individuals to the function of what
he calls "Provokation

von Anst"

(18, p. 269 onwards) and Becker calls the

function of a realistic and dry kind of humour in the cartoons of
., .
22
illustrated periodical magazines as a Ventblsitte
(7, p. 436) . both of
these factors amplify this suggestion.
Hölzer's 'Provokation
alienation,

Von Angst'

points to a psychological

aspect

of

to the exploitation of human insecurity and anxiety in class-

related experiences of frustration for the benefit of interests, strange
to the people in question, e.g. a cold war, fought at the level of
politics.
In the realistic

and dry humour in these cartoons (e.g. about henpecked

husbands, or "complainants" in the local bar), Becker recognizes an
outlet

for class-related

experiences

of frustration

in the content of

illustrated periodical magazines themselves. He finds direct and
observable representations of actually existing outlets for tensions,
that however do not, in any way, remove these tensions, in the magazines
and their cartoons analysed by him.

An attempt at clarification
portrayal
of lower social
In the actual

findings

of the approach
classes

to and the

on the approach to and portrayal of lower social

classes, one can recognize the type of behaviour Merton calls

ritualism

(Merton, 1964, pp. 149-153; 185-187): behaviour in which the goal that should
be strived for (i.e. advancement in society) is not important, but the
modes of behaviour which should lead to this goal, must be carried out in
a rigid fashion.
At the same time, it is the same theme and the same ethic from which many
sociologists derived the (partial) embourgeoisement
revolutionary working class

of the socalled formerly

(e.g. Adomo, 1947; Arts, 1973; Deppe, 1971,
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p. 11 onwards; Goldthorpe and Bevan, 1977, pp. 307-310). Embourgeoisement
must be seen here as a term from the approaches of economic sociology and
the sociology of culture, which explain how, to what extent, and why people
from lower social classes orient themselves on the middle classes.
In the contradiation

between an orientation towards the middle classes,

i.e. embourgeoisement as a frame of meaning, and "goal-less" ritualism lies
the dilemma of
and portrayal

the compatibility
of

the

lower

of middle

social

class

values

ijith

the approach

to

classes.

Basically, ritualism and embourgeoisement have a strained relationship
towards each other. Upward social mobility, as a form of self-realization,
i.e. as a form of embourgeoisement,

cannot

at the same time be

important and unimportant to the individual, and thus both these general
value complexes cannot simply be presented to him or her as frames of
meaning. Even the content of illustrated periodical magazines with some
embourgoisement or a weak extract of middle class values and some ritualism
must be seen as a deficient product, that, e.g., could never explain the
mass distribution of magazines with the previously indicated characteristics
- it would be neither one nor the other; who would read a magazine like
that?

One Trust assume that,
are both

lower social
s

despite

one and the other,
classes

that

the dilemma,
i.e.

are

thit

'markets exist

for

magazines

t'^ere are audience-segments

^ece- ; ' 'e

te acòle

which

гп the

and contradictory

moral

tandards.

On the basis of their social and cultural backgrounds, these audience-segments
would have had to internalize the nono of embourgeoisement to a high degree,
while they simultaneously accept the slow progress made on the road to selfrealization, their failure to solve problems themselves and a level of
tolerance different from the general degree of tolerance, because no more
happens to be in store for them.
This social and cultural background can be made problematic
the previously indicated analogy

with

tne moacw mtxed ^.rsan

on the basis of
jcrrum^ies

such as Goldthorpe's Luton or Amsterdam-Bijlmermeer. Internalization of the
norm of embourgeoisement is relatively strong in those urban environments
in view of the lack of (continued) intense and easily made contacts in one's
own environment and because of the many contacts with the middle classes or
the visibility of middle class values and styles of life close at hand (e.g.
Goldthorpe and Bevan, 1977, p. 307; Gans, 196Θ, p. 184; Rainwater, 1966).
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This idea about

the soeial

embourgeoisement
this

respect

contacts

background

aan be extended,

is

lacking:

isolation

with or the visibility

of the internalization

be it

by hypothesis,

vis à vis

one's

of the middle

of the norm of embourgeoisement.
classes

which are

research

own environment

classes

leads

to

in

and many
internalization

From the perspective of the market for

magazines, this means the following. If there are sections
social

of the norm

because

receptive

both to ritualism

of the

and to

lower

embourgoise-

ment as frames of meaning, then the folliwing groups would come to mind:
- housewives

(with young

- the unemployed,

children);

the ill,

and old age

These groups live in relatively

strong

pensioners.
isolation

in relation to their

relatives and acquaintances.
- those
-

either

climbing

or descending

the social

ladder;

school;

- military

service;

- the work situation

of small

civil

servants,

shopkeepers,

tradesmen

and

artisans;
- work under traditional
and medium si-zed

paternalistic

relationships,

as they occur in

small

firms.

In these kinds of situations, contact

with the middle classes is relatively

frequent, and the visibility of representatives and values of the middle
classes is relatively good.
In order to elucidate

the sort of concrete

situations

in which illustrated

periodical magazines guide human activities of meaning, or reinforce them,
it is useful to discuss some arbitrary chosen examples. These exaonples are
all related to important aspects of everyday life in the lower social classes,
and are thus the object of continuous human activities of meaning there:
affluence, education, the relationship between individual and society, the
external presentation of people, and discrimination.
1. Individual chances of self-realization in the sense of the enlargement
individual

affluence

of

are slight. The enlargement of affluence is, to a

relatively high degree, not the result of individual effort. It depends
too much on collective bargaining between social partners and on welfare
politics of the state in the areas of wage increases, price politics,
social mimmumlevels etc. Typical forms of individual effort towards the
enlargement of affluence lie in the criminal area, e.g. moonlighting,
shop-theft, working for labour brokers, or demand strenuous effort of the
individual, e.g. evening classes or overtime.
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danger of) a decrease

in

affluence

in the case of illness, unemployment,

disablement, retirement and expropriation (petty shopkeepers and
tradesmen).
3. The sense of knowing one's efforts for realization are honoured by one's
own or by intergenerational upward mobility of one's children, can turn
into a denial of ideals of realization because of -inequatities

of education

or occupational

improvement:

in

chances

the level of educational and

occupational aspirations remains low (I.T.S., 1968; Van Ri]swi]k-Clerx,
1969, p. 131).
4. Obstacles to the internalization of the norm that self-realization is
one's own responsibility, are formed by collectiOe
meaning:

These are positive

experiences

and

their

In the sense of the attainments of collective

action for wage increases, worker participation in management etc., and
in the sense of the value attached to the tight community—
networks; these experiences are negatwe

and kinship-

in terms of the traditional

but apparently unavoidable "meddling" with the lower social classes,
formerly by the leaders of the religious segments of society, and now by
e.g. professional community work, health care (collective insurance for
working class people over against the other classes, Juffermans, 1977,
pp. 65-66), social welfare (e.g. municipal welfare departments) and
housing associations (FOSS Institute, 1975, pp. 142-143).
5. Another aspect of self-realization lies on the level of the appearance,

i.e. the presentation

of the individual

to the outside world.

Youthfulness (that is to say: not being old) and modernity play important
roles in this respect (Marsman, 1975,- "Expressiviteit in mode en kleding",
1970).
The internalization an(^ realization of this norm is obstructed by the
costs of a youthful and modern appearance of the individual, and by the
physical and psychical ageing as a result of the weight of the work and
the tensions which life in the lower social classes entails.
6. Bovenkerk et.al. indicate the combination of two factors as determinants
of a racist

political

choice

in the Netherlands: the socio-economic

structure of the community (and the status of its inhabitants), and the
percentage of people from the West Indies, or immigrant workers, which
live there. If the former is low and the latter is high, the Nederlandse
Volks Unie (the Dutch National Front) will find sympathy for its ideas
there (Bovenkerk et.al., 197Θ, pp. 107-113). If neither factor is relevant
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then there will be no significant racism, at least not at the level of
explicit political preference - at this level, the image of a racially
tolerant Holland would thus be preserved. One may assume, however, that
voting for the N.V.U. requires more than some intolerance vis à vis
racial minorities. This voting behaviour and its determinants may well
be indicative of a much wider movement of racial

be caused by the combination
contacts

with

racial

intolerance,

of α Ισα socio-economic

minorities.

which would

status and

frequent

The statements of white caravan owners

from multi-racial communities in Rotterdam and The Hague, collected by
Verhey and Van Westerloo (1979) for a recent supplement of Vrij Neder
land, also point in that direction. It could be indicative of an attitude
towards racial minorities, characterized by intolerance
environment

and tolerance

neighbourhood,

for

foreigners

far

in

the

immediate

away from one 's own

i.e. of an attitude which is different from what is defined

as a 'certain degree of tolerance', not specified in terms of something
like distance.

In the previously mentioned mixed social situations, confrontations with
problems like those above appear to sustain the need for and receptivity
to messages by mass media, containing both embourgeoisement and ritualization,
respectively, i.e.:
a. the message that self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a
personal problem orientation are important frames of meaning;
b. the message that one should accept the meagre possibilities of selfrealization and a more collectivistic problem orientation, and that one
should make the degree of tolerance dependent on the proximity of and
familiarity with forms of deviant behaviour and/or social minorities.

The approach

to and portrayal

of social

elites

As such, the approach to and portrayal of social elites by illustrated
periodical magazines has not been investigated, but for one exception.
This is surprising for two reasons:
1. Even more so than
specific

target

the lower social classes, the higher classes are a

audience

of magazines, especially of monthlies and specials

(cf. footnote 6 to this chapter).
2. Research into and theory construction about the value of self-realization,
a certain degree of tolerance and a personal problem orientation in the
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middle classes (broad though they are) is deficienti

if it does not at

the same time raise the question of the consequences of the existence of
social elites for their practical feasibility: does a particular life style
and a specific set of value orientations m

groups above the middle

classes restrict the values shared in the latter, or not? And if this is
so, what are the consequences of this fact for the content of illustrated
periodical magazines: how do they incorporate this restriction and how
do they approach and portray the higher social classes''

The only research project which deals with this last question explicitly
(Albrecht, 1 ) , reaches a very remarkable conclusion to the problem indicated
in point 2.
Albrecht investigated the value of marriage m

the content of magazines with

upper class, middle class and lower class audiences. He found differences
in this value as it was contained in the different magazines. He interprets
the difference in this respect between upper class and middle class
magazines, as follows: "As the whole, the upper level differed most from the
other levels, partly due to a few variations in family values, but considerably due to differences in general outlook and in literary tradition" (p. 729).
Two aspects of this interpretation are striking:
1. The approach to and portrayal of the upper classes appears, in his
research material, to be much more exclusive and distinctive than those
of e.g. the lower classes, in comparison with the middle classes
upper It vel differed

most

('the

from the other levels').

In other words, if the world of the illustrated periodical magazine
knows separate 'towns1, then this is so primarily for 'hightown' vs. the
rest rather than for 'down town' vs. 'middle town'. This (relative)
distinction of 'high town' is understandable in terms of the notion of
the upper classes being a specific

and exctuswe

target audience for a

number of illustrated periodical magazines.
2. Albrecht does not simply interpret the differences found as being an
aspect oi the specific subject of 'family values' studied by him
("partly due to a few variations in family values, but

. . . . " ) . The

difference is, in his opinion, part of a much wider and deeper difference
between the upper classes and the rest of society. The
tradition

tbtevavy

at these upper levels deserves special mention in this respect

("...due to differences in general outlook and in literary tradition).
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The following quotation concerning upper class magazines shows why Albrecht
arrives at this generalization of the values observed in the context of
marriage, and at this reference to literary tradition: "Deviant characters,
including hobos and homosexuals (deviant in terms of marriage and marital
values - these people do not get married, they 'just do as they please',
G.M.), are usually presented in terms of their own values (that are
unrelated to marriage, G.M.), with no plot resolution or conventional
ending to indicate clearly the author's own value commitments or those of
society. In other words, subjects are treated more objectively, certainly
less moralistically, than at the other two levels (middle-class and lowerclass, G.M.). As B a m e t t says about "divorce" novels that are best in a
literary sense, they are more "autonomous" than those that are written as
popular fiction" (pp. 728-729).

The reference to the literary tradition of the upper classes is apparently
based on an appreciation of autonomous novels, as present in literary
science and criticism (represented here by Barnett), such as the ones found
in the upper strata of society, and a rejection of moralistic novels, which
are more 'common'.
Particularly the fact that the upper classes are an important market-segment
for many illustrated periodical magazines necessitates the elaboration of
Albrecht's conclusion. After all, the hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning concerning the relationship between the content of
illustrated periodical magazines and the structure of the magazine market
also implies that this important market-segment makes its own demands of
this mass medium, also on the level of frames of meaning, as they appear

m

the content of these magazines. The approach to and portrayal of the middle
classes through self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a
personal problem orientation must at least have
opposition

a specific

and

recognizabte

in view of the reception in the upper classes.

Even if this opposition is only a theoretically

derived

construction

and

is empirically unnecessary, i.e. if the upper classes can be appealed to
by way of mass media in the same fashion as can the middle classes, such a
fact can still only be traced by confronting empirical reality with
theoretical expectations about differences between both classes. Thus it is
important to carry out a further conceptualization of the fact described by
Albrecht, so that it may become a term of the hypothesis of classand group-related frames of meaning.
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The approach to this more specific conceptualization was derived from the
work

of Walter

Benjairin,

the art critic. Benjamin's criticism of art is a

socially engaged critique of the phenomenon of art or whatever is evaluated
as being art and of the privileged conditions under which the bourgeoisie,
being the cultural elite, dominates or has dominated the production,
distribution, consumption and style of art.
This art criticism enables the generalization and subsequent conceptualization
of the factor which explains the special approach to and portrayal of the upper
classes found by Albrecht

he points to the literary tradition in higher circles as

an explanation of the differences found by him. Literature and literary
tradition are one of the aspects of Benjamin's critique, which is the
totality of art.
Now, in one of the theoretical notions of his art criticism, one can re-define
the factor of literary tradition as a substantial frame of meaning in
illustrated periodical magazines, suited to appealing to the higher classes
in their distinctiveness vis à vis the middle classes. This notion is

Benjamin's criticism of the aura of art and of concrete

works of

art.

In the description of a frame of meaning, derived from the aura of art and
of the concrete works of art, which is especially suited to the approach to
and portrayal of the upper classes by illustrated periodical magazines,
answers to the questions also raised in connection with the approach to and
portrayal of the lower classes, become pertinent:
1. Where do the need

for and recevtzVbty

to the approach and portrayal

7

stem from' '
2. What about the extent to which it is compatible

with the (dominant) middle

class values (self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a
personal problem orientation) in illustrated periodical magazines?

Actualization

of

Benjamin

In his essay "Das Kunstwerk
keit",

's aura
im ùebtaZter

theory
suiter

of

art

тс"hriscticn

Benjamin has explicated the ideological meaning

and admiration

of unique

objects

of art.

23

of the

Reproduzierbarpossesszon

He notes that this possession and

admiration is not limited to a neutral observation of objects, present or
exhibited more or less at random, but that the observation of certain
objects has the character of а с i^r v^t >-' :.. i" J <
'the

profane

worship

of Icii^j",

(Benjamin, 1970, p. 16.)

, or as Berjamm calls it

which originated in the Reraissance
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In the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, this
profane worship of beauty becomes involved in a crn-sis

through the

confrontation with forms of m o d e m art production, such as photography and
film. This crisis demonstrates, according to Benjamin, that the possession
and admiration of art-objects in the profane worship of beauty, is a

cult.

During the elaboration of the social consequences of the existence of this
cult, Benjamin makes some passing remarks on the reception

of works of art,

on the personality and the personal experience of the art lover (pp. 18-20).
These remarks

form the building material for the further conceptualization

of the approach to and portrayal of the upper classes at the level of
meaning, in illustrated periodical magazines.
The profane worship of beauty, the possession of art and the enjoyment of
art has been a privilege restricted to a small group of art-producers and
their clientele, until the invention of techniques of reproduction, such as
photography; until that time, the bourgeoisie was the cultural elite. In
this context of the privileged possession and reception of art, Benjamin
speaks of the aura,
makes objects
the

геаодпгігоп

promise

i.e.

of art

of their

of fulfillment

of human

the emanation,

of art,

more than mere objects:
uniqueness

the

latter

Ъегпд that

the experience

and гггерІасеаЪгІгty

of what cannot be fulfilled,

of

thezr

and the

the step

over

which
beauty,

felt
the

horizon

imagination.

Benjamin expected this auratic, sacramental reception of art to disappear
under the influence of the increasing, technical reproducibility of art:
instead of the unique objects of art, belonging to the privileged collections
of the bourgeoisie as a cultural elite, there would be copies on a massive
scale. This would lead to a fundamental democratization of art. This expec
tation however was realised only partially: people like Adorno (1972),
Ehmer (1971), Habermas (1961) and Albrecht (although he does not use this ter
minology

but a much more vague one), have found that the factors through

which the aura of art is recognizable (the experience of beauty, the recog
nition of uniqueness and irreplaceability and the felt promise of the
fulfillment of what cannot be fulfilled), can apparently
or be experienced

in mass

products

and distributed

also

cultural

be inherent
products,

to

such

as television programs (Adorno), advertisements (Ehmer) and short stories
in illustrated periodical magazines (Albrecht), and even is a constituent
factor in elite members' view of themselves. (Habermas: "Zugleich verlieren
die Akademiker die Aura der geistiger Menschen. Der Abschluss eines
Hochschulstudiums qualifiziert zwar für wichtige Portionen, aber er verleiht
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nichts mehr von ständiscner Distinktion oder moralischer Autorität - Student
und Politik, p. 195).
To give an aura to, i.e. to auvatize

(Ehmer: re-auratize) such modern mass

produced and distributed cultural products car

illustrated
order

pern-odical

to giide

magasines

and reinforce

be

the

approach and portray

activities

way in

which

the jpper

classes,

in

of rreamng.

As far as elite audiences are concerned, the need

for aura and гесе

іг

гъу

to the auratization by mass media is no real problem, on the grounds of the
above mentioned: this is a long-standing need of the bourgeoisie as a
cultural elite; receptivity

to auratization by mass media is an

adaptation of the psychology of reception, fitting with this need, to
modernized cultural conditions.
However, in terms of compatibility

with middle class values, the other

demand about the relationship between different frames of meaning in the
content of illustrated periodical magazines, there are some problems.
A

first indication of this is that Albrecht determined tnat the difference

between upper class magazines and other (middle and lower class) magazines,
is greater than the difference between lower class and middle class
magazines: in any case, in the magazines from the U.S. in 1950, studied by
him, the problems of compatibility apparently resulted m
incompatibility.

a

relative

The time and place of the research may have a special

significance here: the relative incompatibility found by him does not have
to be the fixed result of the problem of compatibility - it could be one
particular point in the development of a formula in which an auratic frame
of meaning and

self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a

personal problem orientation form a harmonic whole in the content of
illustrated periodical magazines with readers from the upper class.
Viewed historically and socially, the emergence of such a harmonic whole
would have to be the expression of processes of blending of the social and
cultural elite with the (new) middle classes, i.e. of the life styles and
value orientations of e.g. managerial or professional people with employees
or technicians. Such blending of life styles and value orientations might be
rather universal, in any case in the entire western world of the illustrated
periodical magazine.
The necessity of this process, in any case in the world of the illustrated
periodical magazine, i.e. the necessity of the development of a formula,

m

which auratization, self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a
personal problem orientation form a more harmonic whole, results from, among
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other things, the necessary width of the range of the vast majority of
modern magazines. Specials with a target audience in the upper classes must
be sure of a reasonable market in the middle classes too, for reaons of
profit. The upper strata of society alone, are usually not broad enough to
serve as a base for success. In the many cases in which magazines require a
wider range than one, spanning only the upper classes, the "relative
incompatibility" of auratization and self-realization etc. is not an adequate
point of departure for a successful formula.
More adequate formulae appear to be.
a. The sanduioh:

auratized fragments from the content

alternate with frag

ments in which self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and/or a
personal problem orientation take up central positions. The relevant
articles alternate with each other;
b. Adaptation

of

the

auratization

to conditions resulting from middle class

values without them becoming superficial to such an extent that the
aura can no longer be recognized by the target audience in the upper
classes. Adaptation in this respect is possible by leaving

the sharp

social edges of the "auratic privilege" implicit, i.e. by not mentioning
them explicitly in the content of illustrated periodical magazines. Such an
effect may be attained by
1. amputation
2. lowering levels.
With reference to the above:
1. The amputation of elements which may be associated with aura. Such
elements, such as the cultural
mtasion

to

ог

гігге

воагеіу,

superiority

of the elite and its

are not dealt with in the content of

illustrated periodical magazines. By paying attention to these aspects
related to the aura, a magazine would make it publicly known that the
elite distinguishes itself culturally, i.e. is superior to the rest
of society, including the middle classes, and has a sort of educatory
mission towards the rest of society. This would contradict the central
value orientation of the middle classes, which holds that basically,
every individual knows and can do things best him- or herself, i.e.
that the individual needs no education and that individuals want to
know at most, what goes on 'upstairs', so that he or she may, upon
upward social mobility, adapt to and identify with the new, higher
class.
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Whether or not readers are already used to regard manifest references
to (aspects of) aura (such as beauty, uniqueness, irreplaceability or
the fulfillment of what cannot be fulfilled) as important, and to
associate them with implicit factors such as (their own) cultural
superiority and their mission to civilize the rest of society,
determines the functionality of an amputated auratization of the
approach to and the portrayal of the upper classes. The functionality
partially shifts from the content to the impact of the message on the
readers.
In higher classes the reader may recognize the aura and put it
together again if he or she so desires, i.e. complement it, via his or
her own associational habits with (his or her own) cultural superiority
and mission to civilize the rest of society.
In the middle classes, the reader can experience the auratization as
harmless., because it expresses no elitism, and he/she can even assign
a positive value to it: auratization may be experienced as useful
information for climbing up the social ladder because it provides an
understanding of what others in the aspired reference group find
beautiful, important and valuable. Thus, auratization acquires a
double, albeit distinct functionality.

2. Louering

levels

By varying the degree of auratization in the content, and not Dust from
auratization to the absence of it (sandwich formula), but by also
offering auratization in weaker gradations, an adjustment of the aura
is possible. In a sense this entails the fall of the aura from its own
pedestal: what is said to be beauty is kitsch, what is said to be
unique may in fact be easily obtained by visiting an "exclusive"
boutique, irreplaceability appears to be rather relative and what
cannot be fulfilled appears to be reachable through a travel agent.
For the observant reader, the aura here turns against itself, and is
lowered to a de-auratio

level. Thus, they will rather turn to their

"high quality news media", than to the illustrated periodical magazines
whose prospects they are.
However, the crucial moments of recognition

of the aura are expressed

in the content, albeit in an indecisive manner, adapted to the demands
of mass production and mass consumption of desirable commodities. This
may be sufficient for less observant readers of illustrated periodical
magazines in the upper classes, who are however, more easily appealed
to

by auratization.
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In this variant of auratization the magazine simultaneously speaks the
language of the cultural elite and that of the actual chances of selfrealization of large numbers of individuals.

Paragraph

4.

Summary - from

one

track

to

the

other

Irrespective of the convention to conclude a chapter with a summary, two
special reasons may be indicated why a summary is necessary here.
Firstly, in this chapter on the hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning, the reader has been confronted with a number of formulations
which do not excell in terms of clarity. These formulations were related to
the theoretical terms from a complex hypothesis of which it has been argued
on page 13 that it should remain vague and tentative in view of the lack of
consistent theory

formation

and because of the meagre average methodolo-

gical level of content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines done up
to now.

The question now is, what has been developed
theoretical

terms

in this

chapter

in terms of

and to what extent these rise above an extremely vague

level.
Secondly, this is the place to explain hou and why the

meaning"-project

has changed in terms of character,

"magazines

and

i.e. how and why the

project has resulted in a publication on methods and methodology of content
analysis in general, and not, as was originally planned, in the report of
the execution of the research and the testing of the hypothesis.

A more specific explanation

of the duality

of this

dissertation,

already

indicated in the preface, should be given here.
After all, the attenpts at content analysis of frames of meaning were made
on the basis of the complex but vague and tentative formulation of the
hypothesis, developed in this chapter.
The expectations foresaw a normal sequence of events: operationalization,
measurement, dataprocessing, testing and report. From this phase of the
research design onwards however, the project headed for failure and thus to
a new goal: a publication on methods and methodology of content analysis in
general, on the basis of the errors (that could have been) made, their
corrections, and their place in a wider framework of a superior practice of
methods in content analysis.
Both of these special reasons for this summary will be elaborated
consecutively. First, a summary of this chapter, in the strict sense of the
word, ensues, whereupon the second reason, referred to in the title of this
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chapter with the words "from one track to the other", will be
elaborated.
The hypothesis
its theoretical

of classterms

and group-related

frames

of meaning

and

The hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning concerning the
content of illustrated periodical magazines is a hypothesis about the

relationship
their

betueen the content of illustrated

markets,

periodical

magazines and

i.e. their audiences.

There are elements in the content of these magazines which are indication
for the latter's anticipation of certain types of consumers, also at the
level of meaning. These elements

express a vision on those needs of readers,

which can be the (explicit or implicit) reason for their mass consumption.
The central term in this hypothesis is the concept

of

We speak of frames of meaning when guidance

reinforcement

activities

of meaning

and/or

frames

of

meaning.

of human

is expressed in or can be reconstructed from the

content of an illustrated periodical magazine. Human activities of meaning
are defined in the first paragraph of this chapter, following Kruithof (1968)
and Peters (1977), as being: "the activities of man whereby he,with the aid
of principles, structures himself as a totality, situates himself in the
environment he is placed in, and orients himself in relation to the development of this environment".
So, generally speaking, the "magazines and meaning"-pro]ect was concerned
with the guidance and reinforcement

of all those human activities which have

this character; defined concretely, it was concerned with the guidance and
reinforcement, interwoven in the content of a mass medium, which may be
identified and labelled at that level.
The question of whether or not that which is interwoven in the content also
has the same impact on the readers and has a guiding or reinforcing effect,was
not totEdealt with in this project. The audience for magazines, the extent
to which it may be influenced and the activities of meaning which are
relevant there were not objects of research. The research was aimed at the
models of guidance and reinforcement themselves, i.e. the frames of meaning

and thus the references

to the ideological

content

of the illustrated

periodical magazine as a mass medium.
In the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning it is
expressedthat illustrated periodical magazines do not contain one
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unambiguous frame of meaning, i.e. are pervaded by one monolithic ideology,
but that they exhibit a certain diversity in this respect. This diversity
represents broad differences amongst the consumers: distinct
and groups

social

classes

(e.g. socio-economic classes, sex groups, age groups), so the

assumption goes, must be appealed

to by mass media in different

and not in the least,

to meaning and

in relation

ways,

also,

ideology.

The relation between class/group and appeal represents two of the four
central elements
meaning.

in the hypothesis

of class-

and group-related

They have been defined on pp. 11-12

grovp-relatedness

and anticipation.

have been labelled "selectivity"

frames

with the terms class-

of
and

There too, both other central elements
"compatibility".

and

The former term refers to the expectation that the content of illustrated
periodical magazines does not contain all possible frames of meaning, but a
selective

collection

of them (it has been noted on p.53

that for truly

alternative ideologies such as feminism, class struggle or youth revolution,
there is no place in the content of illustrated periodical magazines).
The term "compatibility"

refers to the expectation that every frame of

meaning must be compatible with, or at least must not be inconsistent with
the way in which the middle

classes

are approaches

and portrayed.

In other

words: a middle class ideology is dominant and others must adapt to it. The
central (also referred to as modal) position of the middle classes on the
market for illustrated periodical magazines has been pointed to as the
reason for this dominance.
In the second and third paragraph of this chapter, the frames of meaning
have been provisionally

conceptualized

on the basis of 54 longitudinal

and comparative examples of content analysis, that is to say, they have been
labelled and they have been elaborated broadly and tentatively.
The large diversity in thefindings from those research projects was
interpreted at the level of meaning in the following way:
a. the anticipation of the middle classes
realization,

a certain

takes place in terms of

degree of tolerance

and a personal

self-

problem

orientation;
b. the specific anticipation of the louer classes

is of a

rbtualistic

nature ;
c. the specific anticipation of the upper classes

is of an auratic

nature;

d. in the content of illustrated periodical magazines, one may expect the
use of ingroup-outgroup

schemes,

in so far as the approach to and

portrayal of the own group of readers will be positive and those of outside
groups will be negative;
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e. the approach to and portrayal of women and youth,
context of the general tngiOup-outgroup

scheme:

has been typified in the
they are sections of the

reader group of (many) illustrated periodical magazines which are assigned
inferior

positions

in our society and in the world of the illustrated

periodical magazine.
This subjugation is reflected in the way in which these groups are
approached and portrayed in the illustrated press.

The vitualistio

nature of the approach to and portrayal of the lower

auratic

and the

nature of those of the upper

classes,

classes

have been assessed

in terms of the formal elements from the hypothesis of class- and grouprelated frames of meaning: their selectivity, anticipation, compatibility
with middle class ideology and class-relatedness.
This has been done for these frames of meaning and not for possible others
(e.g. those aimed especially at women or youth), because it was intended
to limit the Magazines and meaning'-project to the class factor. This
choice (either restriction to one specific set of frames of meaning or
research on a full scale) brings us to the second aspect of this summary,
namely the research design developed in the light of the theory, and the
change m

the character of the "magazines and meaning"-project.

Attempts

at

content

analysis

All that was undertaken on the basis of the broad and tentative formulations
of the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning proved to
be a continuous decisxon-making

process,

i.e. a process m

which there is a

continuous formulation of goals and in which the means to realize them are
developed and applied.
In the formulation of goals and the development and application of means,
the researcher allows himself to be guided by those general conditions and
criteria for the quality of social-scientific research, which are relevant
to his project. The conditions described in par. 1 of this chapter for the
critique of ideology (semiotic research and the disentanglement of the
dialectical relationship between image and reality) are such general conditions, relevant to this project.
The initial

goal

the hypothesis
content
model*

of the 'magazines and meaning'-project was the testing

of class-

of illustrated

and group-related
periodical

magazines,

frames of meaning concerning
in terms of a

of

the

quantitative

Mainly because of the dnagers connected with research in which many

- 73 dependent variables (in this case: frames of meaning) play a role, a
limited design was chosen beforehand, i.e. a limited testing of the hypothesis:
the above mentioned limitation to the class factor and thus to those frames
of meaning whereby the content of illustrated periodical magazines anticipate
distinct socio-economic markets.
For the same reason, it was decided beforehand not to investigate the
entire complex of frames of meaning, aimed at the middle classes. It was
decided to investigate only self-realization, one of the frames of meaning
from this complex.
Thus,

in the research,

and auratization

have been

From these "concepts
determined",

only the concepts

of self-realization,

ritualization

applied.

as intended"

obviously in a valid

we had to arrive at "variables
and reliable

as

way.

These concepts had to be operationalized in such a way that reliable

codings

would be obtained. The failure of the magazines and meaning '-project is
primarily a failure

in this

of the change of goals

area'. It is here, thus, that we find the cause

of the project,

as it occurred in a later stage, i.e.

the goal of writing a treatise on methods and methodology of content analysis
in general; so here too, lies the cause of the unavoidable

duality

of this

dissertation.
In content analysis there is a special reciprocity between operationalization and
coding, in such a sense that the precision of the operationalization determines t
nature of the coding. The more precise the operationalizations are, the more autc
matic and accurate can the coding be done and the less one has to call on the
(subjective) interpretation of the material by coders and on their judging
skills.
We have assumed that
concepts
only

a precise

operationalization

such as self-realization,

to a limited

degree.

ritualization

of abstract

and

and auratization

latent
is

possible

These are concepts which are not indicated

directly and under all circumstances by certain words,fixed grammatical
forms, or specific themes which are dealt with in magazines, or by the
lay out of magazines.This implied
interpretation

of coders,

that We had to call

and thus on their

judging

on the
skills.

(subjective)
This also meant

that the operationalization had to be aimed at the objectificavion
interprezations

and the judging

skills

of

the

of coders.

We have had to look for those indicators at text-level of self-realization,
ritualization and auratization, which enable coders to judge objectively,
i.e. at an adequate level of inter-subjective agreement.
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This ob]ectivity of coding is promoted by techniques in the area of
ігагпіпд

and selection

of

coders

and the methods

applied.

The relevance of

such techniques and methods will be dealt with extensively in chapters II
and IV, m

the light of the new direction of this dissertation, which is

mainly methodological.
The process of searching for objectivity-enhancing indicators at text-level
for self-realization, ntualization and auratization is described here
however, because it is intrinsically linked to the

original intentions and

design of the "magazines and meaning"-project, i.e. with the original aims.
We felt the objectivity

of coders' judging skills would be enhanced by

identifying in self-realization, ntualization and auratization,
which may be seen m
of the literature

dimensions

them. These dimensions have been formulated on the basis

discussed in this chapter, on the basis of trial

by the researcher(s) of text material, and on the basis of intuition.

codings
Both

the idea of distinguishing dimensions in the broad concepts of self-realiza
tion, ntualization and auratization and the method by which these dimensions
were identified, were derived from what will be described in chapter II as
"qualitative

pilot

study"

(cf. pp.104-106). The value of a frame of meaning

in a unit of analysis would have to be found in the collective values of
"its" dimensions, providing item-analysis would show that the dimensions
refer to one collective concept.
At the time this operationalization, aimed at the objectification of the
judging skills of coders, took place, other ideas about how to operationalize,
abstract and latent concepts, in content analysis, did not play a role, i.e.
other ideas, as they are now phrased in chapter III. In that particular
chapter, it is indicated how one can find, on the basis of a large socialscientific literature survey, more or less standardized methods for the
measurement of e.g. self-realization or ntualization in text material.
The ideas on methods of content analysis and the objectivity of coders'
judgements, to be presented in chapter IV, were not yet relevant then. Like
the literature survey in chapter III, these thoughts are the product of the
newer direction of this dissertation, namely that of the methods and
methodology of content analysis in general.
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Dimensions

and further

operationalization

In self-realization, ritualization and auratxzation respectively, four
dimensions were distinguished per concept:
Self-realisation:

aonsaiousness of means, goal-direotedness3
and auareness of time.

Ritualization:

adaptation, traditional affect,
confirmation of reputation,

Auratization:

unicity,

aeethetiaism,

expressiveness

social security

sublimation and life

and the

far away.

(For the descriptions with which they have been applied in the ' magazines
and meaning'-project, cf. appendix V - in this appendix they have each been
described in most detail).
Apart from concept definitions for the benefit of coders, it has been tried
for different attempts at content analysis, to sum up ever more elements
text-level,

at

which refer to these dimensions and their levels of intensity.

Thus too, we hoped to increase the objectivity of coders' judging skills. This
search for indicators took place mainly in the preliminary phases of the
second and third attempt at content analysis. They were roads along which we
searched for mprovements of the applied methods of content analysis after
failures in this latter respect. The search for indicators was an attempt to
explicate the ітріісгі

rules

with which the researcher(s) and coders in

training did their coding.
It would take too long to discuss each indicator for the twelve dimensions of
self-realization, ritualization and auratization separately here. Therefore,
we will only refer to appendices V and VI and make some general remarks.
The latter are :
1. Implicit

and varying

rules

which have been applied, which were found by

us in the preparation and training phases, have been formulated explicitly,
for application to the coding of texts from magazines. In appendix V,
these have been added as notes

to descriptions of dimensions (and to

concept definitions in appendix V I ) .
2. During the first and second attempts at content analysis, the coders were
asked to judge the intensity of each of the dimensions. In the instructions
for the second attempt we have indicated more manifest

factors

which determine the intensity of a dimension. These are:

at

text-level,

- 76 a. (for consciousness of means) emphasis

and instmations on a means;

b. (for goal-directedness) extent to which it is worthuile
c. (for expressiveness) reliability

d. (for awareness of time) systemafocness
e. (for adaptation) emphasis

and concrete;

intentionality,

and

and increase

in meaning

fulness;

and concreieness,

f. (for traditional effect) affectivity
g. (for social security) health,

of relationships

material

security

fanaticiim;

and

of existence

and

dangers,
h. (for confirmation of reputations) emphasis
i. (for unicity) comparability,
]. (for aestheticism) art, beauty
k. (for sublimation) suppressing

essential
and

and

value

concreteness;

and

authenticity;

emphasis;

spontaneous

1. (for life far away) attractiveness and

tendencies

and

concreteness;

reachability;

Despite this approach aimed at operationalization, indication and explication
of rules, particularly in the second and third attempt at content analysis
of frames of meaning in illustrated periodical magazines, we have failed to
reach our goals. Both because of the increasing attention paid to literature
surveys and because of experiments with the effect of specific methods of
judgement on coder reliability (cf. chapter IV, par. 2-4), we have reached
the conclusion that the methodological study of the entire area of content
analysis is a pre-condition

for the success of a project like 'magazines

and meaning'. In other words, what has come to be the major part of this
dissertation, i.e. a treatise on methods and methodology of content analysis
in general on the basis of the 'magazines and meaning'-project, was
necessary.
The second track

had to be chosen because

the first

one turned

out to be a

dead end. Via the diversion of the second track, possibilities could be
found to continue eventually the first one.
From this point in this dissertation onwards, the 'magazines and meaning'project will be dealth with rather indirectly.

Notes

to

chapter

I

1. These are not all the examples of content analysis

I have found.

1. In some of the projects which proved important to me, references
were made to other research which was hard to obtain, dated and/or
the results of which were not different from those of the researchers
referring to it. This is why I do not feel this category would have
added significant new factors to шу conclusions (cf. Albrecht, 1956,
p. 722; Anant, 1976, p. 12; Baacke, 1971, p. 249; Bailey, 1969,
p. 364; Becker, 1963, p. 432; Gerbner, 1958b, p. 32; Gecas,
pp. 695-696; Hölzer and Kreckel, 1967, p. 200; Kaupp, 1972; Kotok,
1971, p. 265; Martel and McGall, 1963, pp. 288-289; Middleton, 1960,
p. 139).
2. Some research dealt only with formal aspects of illustrated periodical
magazines (cover, quantitative text-advertisement ratio,
categorizations of subjects not based on any theory, relationship
between width and depth during the treatment of subjects, journalistic
processing and readability) (Alias, 1956; Aufermann and Wersig, 1965;
Somberger, 1962; Ellison and Gosser, 1959; Gerbner, 195 а; Gritti,
1966; Nelissen, 1973; Tabor, 1967).
These examples of research fall outside of my central research aims.
3. Some research appeared, on close inspection, to contain only conclusions
on the discrepancy between the ethical-critical attitude of the
researcher(s) and the content of the magazines, while even the
reproduced research results could not be re-interpreted in terms of
my research aims (Ipfling, 1965; Kent, 1962; Rosi, 1964).
2. Schäfer speaks of "Klassen- und Gruppenspezifische Manipulation".
I hold
the term manipulation to be incorrect, as became evident in the postFrankfurt School developments in the sociology of mass communication:
after 1970, the hypothesis (or even the assumption) of Critical Theory
that the relationship between society, ideology and mass media is a
matter of manipulation, has been challenged, not in the least by the
department of the sociology of mass communication in Nymegen, and has
been tested in terms of its empirical and theoretical tenability
(Muskens, 197',b,p. 53 onwards, Van Nieuwstadt, 1978). The conclusion is
that, measured in terms of both sides which are recognizable in this
manipulation hypothesis, namely the conscious and arranged use of mass
media for control over the consciousness of people, and the unity of
manipulation intention and effect (false consciousness, which is
contrary to one's objective interests) is very doubtful.
On this basis
it was necessary for the sociology of mass communication, in so far as
it deals with the radical question of the relationship between society,
ideology and mass communication, to search for new hypotheses and ideas
about this relationship. The assuiiç>tion here is that transmitters of
mass media messages are in fact anticipating
гп a differentiated
and
selective
fashion
the receptivity
in their audiences to mass mediated
information, in which process they are also guided
by
non-audience
interests
of the m o d e m mass communications apparatus, such as
productiveness and growth of mass media concerns (cf. Marsman, 1975;
Muskens, 1973).
3. In some projects of the department of the sociology of mass communication,
it was attempted to apply Ritsert's methodological idea of shuttling
between theory about ideology and texts/images, systematically in
practice
(Bardoel and Vasterman, 1975; Dalderup and Van Middelkoop,
1975; Spoeltman and Langeveld, 1972, Van Stralen and Van der Velden, 1976).
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4."Although Lacan never refers to Wittgenstein and probably did not know
him at the time he was writing, we would like at least to point at the
striking similarity with Wittgenstein's theory of meaning. For
Wittgenstein too, meaning is not the object to which is referred, or the
accompanying image one has of it, but the meaning of a term is its use
in language. This use, moreover, is not determined beforehand. He argues
that there are "unzahliche
verschiedene Arten der Verwendung" of one
word. One form of use is similar to another, a second form similar to
yet another, etc., but one cannot say that all these forms have one
communal aspect which would be the meaning of the term. Meaning, however,
emerges at the level of the sentence: 'ein Wort habe nur in
Satzzusammenhang Bedeuting'" (M0013, 1975, p. 111).
5. A striking example of the importance of the history of concrete symbolism
is the incorrect spelling of the word disfunctional in sociology .since
Merton, in his scientific style, started to write it as dysfunctional,
this error was incorporated in sociological symbolism. Even in spite of
the fact that all other words with the Greek prefix 'dis' (discrimination,
disproportional, discontinuous, dissatisfaction, etc.) were properly
spelled with an 1, those referring to disfunctionality have persisted in
their quasi-classical spelling, which serves as an imaginary
status symbol of the social scientist vis à vis the classicists and the
actual scientists .
6. Results from the periodical research into the magazine market in the
Netherlands show that the composition of the reader group of illustrated
periodical magazines here is mainly (upper) middle class, although the
market for weeklies has been democratized in the seventies (table 4,
to be presented at p. 79.

7. Discussion of the theoretical and methodological qualities of the research
follows in chapter II. We are concerned here with substantial findings,
in the context of the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of
meaning.
8. Berelson and Salter, although they formulate their intentions to measure
changes in the approaches to minorities ("The years 1937 and 1943 were
selected in order to investigate the effect of World War II upon the
fictional treatment of various groups", p. 236), give no decisive answer
in this respect in their research results. Thus, as longitudinal research,
its value is relative. We can at most suspect that the Second World War
had not (yet) had any consequences. However, because this research was
replicated by Kotok (see reference 2a in this scheme), they form, in
combination, an investigation of changes in the portrayal of minorities
in American magazine fiction.
9. Peterson and Wolseley argue that modern American magazines have supported
the growth of affluence in the U.S. and the emergence of the style of life
suited to that affluence, the American way of life (Peterson, 1972, p. 45,.
Wolseley, 1969, pp. 7-8).
(text to be continued at p. 80.

-7?Table 4. Democratization of the market for weeklies since 1967 in the
Netherlands.
Percentage of titles of weeklies and monthlies which, at the
time of the different investigation dates, is significantly
above or below the national average affluence (test on the
difference between two means), in terms of their reader groups
(mean reached audience per issue, men and women together).

year of
research
•67*

•70*"

•72"*

•75""

relation in
terms of the
national level
of affluence

ABOVE
38%

weeklies

SAME
38%

BELOW

N

25%

16

monthlies

100%

weeklies

58%

32%

monthlies

80%

20%

weeklies

36%

36%

monthlies

95%

5%

weeklies

20%

40%

40%

15

monthlies

90%

5%

5%

20

weeklies

32%

47%

21%

monthlies

79%

21%

•77""

2
10*

19
5

28%

14
19

19
28

x Source: Tijdschriften Onderzoek Nederland 1967.
хм Source: Nationaal Onderzoek Persmedia 1970, 1972, 1975, 1977 respectively.

Table 5. Value orientations in three English class-magazines in 1957-'59 .

^^^^^
magazine :
value- ^"'•'-•^^^
orientation
^ ^

Illustrated
London News :
upper class

Reader's Digest,
English Edition:
middle class

Weekend:
lower class

expressive

12.1

28.5

25.0

instrumental

69.5

57.6

57.6

political

6.4

4.2

4.9

other

9.9

8.3

12.5

unidentified

2.1

1.3

-

M Compiled on the basis of unpublished data, made available to me
by Dr. Spates.

-so
lo. There appears to be no question of dxrect influencing. Postwar Europe
was no helpless toy in American hands. After all, there were the
inherent European traditions, which could not easily be Americanized.
This is the main reason Den Hollander calls for caution and exactitude
in the judgement of the influences of America on Europe and vice versa
(e.g. Den Hollander, 1971, 1975).
11. The same applies for the underground press, the medium of the counter
culture in the West, albeit it uses both in the U.S. and outside of it
(Canada and Great Britain) a totally different value-scheme: expressive
and political values are much more important than instrumental values
such as achievement values, cognitive-rational values and economic and
occupational values (Spates, 1976, p. Θ75 onwards). The boundaries of
the (theory on the) stability of the western value-pattern are internally
defined: there where oppositional groups define their values next to or
m opposition to the dominant value-pattern.
12. Tteidea of a traditional composition of English society in terms of class
or almost of caste, would have been more plausible, when this composition
would have been reflected in the differences between value orientations
in the content of magazines which differ in terms of the social class of
their audiences. Spates' sample of English magazines was built up in
the following way: "Given this situation, a single, high-circulation
magazine from each of the major social classes - upper, middle and
working - was sampled from Great Britain" (Spates, 1976, p. Θ74).
James L. Spates has made available to me the detailed data of each
magazine investigated, at each moment of investigation (1957-'59,
1967-,69 and 1970-172 respectively). The , 57- , 59 data are presented in
table 5 at p. 79. At that time the class-differences should have been
most striking.

When we look at the 1957-'59 period, there is no reflection of large
differences in value orientations between the (class-)magazines, that is
to say not between the middle class and working class magazines in
England during the fifties.
At the level of this world of illustrated periodical magazines, there was
(already) at that time, much agreement between the middle and working
classes.
The differences between both of these classes and their magazines on the
one hand, and the elite on the other, is clear. In this respect, there
is a striking parallel with an American piece of research from the
fifties, to be discussed in par. 3 of this chapter (Albrecht, 1956, cf.
pp. 62-fj3 ) .
13. There are two reasons why a magazine can be counted under one of the
said socio-cultural differentiations:
1. magazines with audiences differing in terms of class, sex, etc., are
compared with each other, in order to answer the question whether
or not such differences result in substantial differences.
2. substantial findings about magazines are •/»fj*· reted in terms of a
frame of reference in which class, sex, etc. play a role. In one
case (33, Szewczyk and ".с'с.л^чл' U n s interpretation is mine; in
all the other cases, it was given bj the author(s) in question.
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under this caption I have included all research in which
1. there is some reference to (socio-economic)
stratification
in modern society;
2. interpretations are made in terms of the cultivation
or provision of a false aonsoiousneas
of the society
among the people, the working class, the wage-earning
masses, the non-privileged, the deprived, etc.

Sex:

here, all those investigations are included which deal
explicitly with women and women's nagazines,
or with the
relationship
between men and women.

Youth/age:

all the research into teenage

Speciale:

the only specials investigated (apart from class-, sexand youth-specials), are the German radio and t.V.
magazines.
: I have brought together two groups of research projects
under this label, namely:
1. International
comparison of magazines (3, Baacke; 16,
Ginglinger and 34, Szewczyk and Tetelowska - in the
later case, I have judged the content of this Polish
magazine in comparison with the image of the western
illustrated periodical magazine which emerges from
the collective quoted examples of research
2. The image of rmnorities
in a national society,
apparently not belonging to the world of the
illustrated periodical magazine (2, Anant; 6, Berelson
and Salter; 23, Kotok; 27, Martel and McGall; 29,
McKenzie; 30, Nasir).

Cross-cultural

magazines

are included here.

14) Outside of the Western world, illustrated periodical magazines have a
different character, as shown in the research by Szewczyk and
Tetelowska of the magazine Panorama Polnocy, and as is made evident by
my personal inspection of GDR-magazines (e.g. Eulenspiegel). Frames of
meaning which are central in western magazines, such as self-realization,
a certain degree of tolerance and a personal problem orientation,
appear to make way for the value of (effort for)national development
and progress: "Among the 8-point system of categories, cultural values
were dealt with most often in the magazine by frequency and quality
statements, followd by material which introduces the reader to the
public life of the region or country, develops the national
conscioussness and/or accentuates the role of labor in the regional and
national life. Next come articles acquainting the reader with the life
of people all over the world and those which teach class solidarity,
propagate the character of values, and those which give advise on how
to spend leisure time in a culturally valuable way" (33, p. 35).
Findings such as these are, in the first place, good warnings against
an interpretation of the present problems of meaning in illustrated
periodical magazines, which is too wide: it relates to western
illustrated periodical magazines, and not to those outside the western
sphere of influence.
Seen, however, in terms of the ideological
cold war between the west
and the communist world, one could formulate the hypothesis, that the
western model of self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and
a personal problem orientation, and the Eastern European model of
(effort for) national development and progress, also serve as opposing
ideological alternatives; i.e. that the western model is to Eastern
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European eyes, the model of its outgroup, to be reflected
and that the
Eastern European model is r m western eyes, the model of its outgroup,
which, consequently, should be rejected.
15. In view of the ever-progressing segmentation of the products and markets
of the magazine industry, according to the "discovery of an opening in
the market -yet another new special- success guaranteed" - scheme, the
question emerges whether this process leads to or is accompanied by
ever more new ingroup-outgroup-schemes in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines, i.e. to ever finer glorifications of ever more
specific target-audiences and the relevant denunciation of outside
groups. One may indeed assume that the content of illustrated periodical
magazines will be determined by more and more new ingroup-outgroupschemes, up to the point where this process has led ad absurdum, i.e.
until target-audiences are addressed in terras of such schemes in a way
they no longer accept. The success of ingroup-outgroup-schemes in the
penetration of (new) target audiences by the magazine industry with
its (new) products, justifies the assumption that this party in the
magazine world will, in any case, continue with such practices until the
boundaries of absurdity have been reached.
16. The (inplicitly critical) motivation to do research, in the light of the
qualitative minority position of these groups, into the question of how
illustrated periodical magazines handle this in terms of content, or how
they furnish it with ideological interpretations, is obviously totally
different to the motivation of publishers of illustrated periodical
magazines to seek such 'minorities1 as target audiences for their
products. Publishers have motivations related to marketing techniques:
market-segments which are homogenous in terms of any criterion (e.g.
sex, affluence, age, etc.) can be easily appealed to with an editorial
formula aimed at a particular market-segment.
The contradiction between critical research-motivations and motivations
for publishing, on the basis of relevancies of marketing technique, are,
I feel, understandable when one takes into account, that the situations
of imbalance in m o d e m society on the basis of the unequal chances
which exist for women, for the less affluent, and for (working) youth,
have led to or contribute to the combination of reasonably stable
subcultural identities of these qualitative minority groups. The
stability of the subcultural identity enables the appeal to the
qualitative minority groups by the publisher of magazines. At the same
time, subcultural identity and unequal chances can lead to all sorts
of resistance and strategies of change in society, with which researchers
can, through their choice of theme and their approach, take up a
position of solidarity.
17. Lefèbvres conclusion on the ground of this finding is currently very
relevant, given the numerous papers on the appearance and deformation
of female resistance and feminism in popular expressions of culture,
such as women's magazines. Doing research in this area in the fifties
has tought him that, in spite of the negation and distortion in the
women's press of femininity in general and of feminism in particular,
both these phenomena are a total criticism of the contemporary everyday
world, and that this is exactly why they should be studied at the
level of (the critique of) everyday life, and not at the level of their
distorted image in the women's press (24, pp. 96-98).
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18. For that matter, аз table 3
shows, research into women and magazines
and into youth and magazines, is often also about class and magazines.
19. The only exception to this, I found with Kotok (23, p. 263). He was
confronted with the fact that his hypothesis about the approach to
minorities in socalled 'slick' magazines (with readers from high
socio-economic classes) vs. the one in socalled 'pulp' magazines (with
readers from low socio-economic classes), had to be rejected.
He expected a better approach in the 'slicks', but found the opposite.
On the basis of this finding, he assumes that 'pulps' have different
intentions with their readers than 'slicks' do: "Fiction in pulps may
very well play a socializing role, "teaching" their readers about
middle-class values they tend to seek".
In contrast to this, slicks would not need to adopt such an approach;
their readers already share those middle class values. I do not hold
this explanation of the compatibility of the approach to the lower
classes with the middle class values of illustrated periodical magazines
to be adequate.
A formulation like this one expresses a manipulation hypothesis about
the relationship between society (in this case, a hierarchy of
affluence-groups), ideology (in this case, middle class values) and
nass media (in this case, the task of "teaching").
I have outlined my objections to this hypothesis in note 2 to this
chapter. I suspect that Kotok too, has his reservations in this respect,
because he places "teaching" between quotation marks. A better
explanation for the more favourable approach to minorities in pulps is,
in my opinion, the fact that those same minorities (coloured persons)
are a very important part of the pulp magazine market and should thus
be treated with the necessary cautiousness.
20. Not all the research classified deals with the approach to and/or
portrayal of the lower social classes:
a. some deal only with middle class values (2; 9; 10; 11; 27);
b. the class factor in relation to the portrayal of discriminated
minorities/real outgroups (cf. 8; 23; 27 and 30)
I leave indiscussed here, they have been grouped under 'class'
because representatives of minorities in illustrated periodical
magazines usually appear on the lowest rungs of the social ladder,
even lower if possible, than Warner's lower lower class.
21. This theory is of a completely different order than the attempts, dealt
with in chapter III, to re-interpret all the finding of content analysis
of illustrated periodical magazines and their relatedness in the
hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning theoretically,
in terms of social-scientific conceptual schemes for value differentia
tions.
This latter attempt made is in the light of making the hypothesis researchable
and falsifiable and consequently deals with problems of conceptualiza
tion, (validity of) operational schemes and development of the research
design. We are concerned here with the extent to which the relatedness
between elements from the reality I have studied, can be labelled.
22. Anderson and Jolly (1977, p. 474) have found a decrease in the sort of
cartoons specifically described by Becker, namely the characterizations
of marital tensions between an angry woman and a helpless man, in the
period between 1952 and 1972
One of their hypotheses about this decrease holds that a Ventilsitte
like this one is not necessary any more, because marital tensions have,
during the period
which they have investigated, become a matter
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which, in terms of discussion, is no longer taboo: "Thus, even the
increasing divorce rate can be viewed as an indicator of improved conflict
management in marital relationships and a lessening of tensions in
those marriages which survive. Our ironic conclusion is that increasing
role conflict may coincide with decreasing social tension in this domain.
To the extent that social tension is a causal factor in the production
of humour, the occurrence of humor would be reduced" (p. 475).
23. In Benjamin's description, the aspects of beauty, uniqueness,
irreplaceability and the promise of the fulfillment of that which cannot
be fulfilled, play a double role: they are at the same time objective
characteristics of classical wo^ks of art, and 'psychological'
instances on the side of the bourgeois owner of art and art lover. The
objective characteristics of classical works of art have no significance
here. Consequently, I focus only on the references to reception in his
essay.
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CHAPTER II.

Paragraph

KESEARCHABILITY AS A PROBLEM

1. Introduction:
the reeearahability
of the
hypothesis
of ciase- and group-related
frames of meaning

The content analysis discussed in chapter I Is no proof

for the correctness

of the hypotheses of class- and group-related frames of meaning.
Although the research discussed may be interpreted as attempts to prove that
the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning is correct, too
many serious theoretical and methodological objections can be made for each of
those pieces of research. The value of the content analysis discussed in terms
of the hypothesis does not lie in its cogency, but in the indication

that

the hypothesis will survive the test of falsification with some likelihood.
I derive this indication from the consistency

with which each of the projects,

irrespective of their concrete themes (e.g. marital values, minority problems,
help for problems of life, feminimity»youth and deviance, etc.), point to the
existence of class- and group-related frajnes of meaning in the content of
illustrated periodical magazines. The interpretation of this material, the
emphatic understanding

n

of more general relationships, of cultural phenomena,

of human potentials, products, interactions, institutions" (De Groot, 1961,

p. 59) has been an important

contribution

to the formation

of the

hypothesis.

However, as long as the hypothesis is supported only by a theoretically and
methodologically questionable piece of research, anyone who does not believe
in the plausibility of the hypothesis, will have strong
against

arguments

to use

it. Research which is theoretically and methodologically quesionable

invites disbelief and provokes, as it were, the provisional rejection of the
hypotheses.
That the content analysis discussed is indeed theoretically and methodologically
questionable, is the result of an extensive

literature

study

of the relevant

publications, of a content analysis of content analysis. The results of this
survey are given in this chapter. A detailed theoretical and methodological
report of the four m a m aspects of all the research involved (sampling, dataprocessing, validity and reliability) would seriously disrupt the intention
of this chapter - we are, after all, concerned with the conclusions of how to
do theoretically and methodologically sound research into class- and grouprelated frames of meaning.
As an illustration

of the theoretical and methodological qualities and short-

comings of the research, and in order to support the correctness of the method
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and conclusions of the content analysis of content analysis, five
selected

research

projects

speci-atty

will be discussed in terms of each main aspect of

methodological and theoretical criticism.
The research projects are:
1. Albrecht's

research into marital values m three types of illustrated

periodical magazines (Albrecht, 1956);
2. Clarke and Esposito's

research into work motivations of women (Clarke and

Esposito, 1966);
3. Kotok's

research into the representation of and approach to minorities in

the post-war American world of the illustrated periodical magzine (Kotok,
1970);
4. Holzer's

research into societal values in three German magazines (Hölzer,

1967);
5. Martel

and McGall's

research into the values in the American world of the

illustrated periodical magazine between the end of the last century and
the middle of the fifties (Martel and McGall, 1963).
These research projects are all so-called quantitative

content

analysis.

Choosing this type of content analysis and not qualitative content analysis
is important, because ultimately, the hypotheses of class- and group-related
frames of meaning concerning the contents of illustrated periodical magazines
should be capable of being tested in a quantitative model.
Furthermore, each of these research projects is important in terms of one or
more reasons, for theory

construction

on activities of meaning and frames of

meaning in the world of the illustrated periodical magazine:
1. Albrecht: aparte from the fact that his research outcome was part of the
basis for the theory of aurati^ation as a frame of meaning for higher social
classes, his research tests a theory developed by him, which corresponds, in
parts, with the theory of class- and group-related frames of meaning
concerning the contents of illustrated periodical magazines (Albrecht, 1954).
This theory is discussed here under the name "Albrecht's
of fiction"

reflection

theory

and is assessed in terms of its value for the theory of class-

and group-related frames of meaning (par. 3).
Kotok's, and Martel and McGall's analyses too, are tests of this 'reflection
theory of fiction'.
2. Clarke and Esposito: T-iiswork is theoretically significant in connection with
conceptual questions concerning self-realisation
achievement,

and the social

value

of

and in relation to the distorted representation of feminimity

in illustrated periodical magazines.
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3. Holzer: his research is inspired by the same types of questions, which are
raised concerning society, mass culture, ideology and meaning, by critical

theorists in the tradition

of Adorno and Horkheirrer.

This theory, his

research and some of the consulted German content analysis were contributing
factors in the construction of the theory on ritualization as a frame of
meaning for the lower social classes.
4. Kotok: the specific theoretical importance of this research is located
in the relationship between discrimination

and

tolerance

in the world of

the illustrated periodical magazine.
5. Martel and McGall: the specific theoretical importance of this research
is situated in the ingroup-outgroup

mentality

between the world of the

illustrated periodical magazine and the world outside.
In addition to the theoretical criterion of choice, two of the projects provide
other specific methodological grounds which warrant their discussion:
1. The research by Clarke and Esposito and by Kotok is the only research in
which the reliability

of the observations, which is actually the mcst

crucial methodological criterion in terms of which the quality of content
analysis is generally evaluated, has been measured at an acceptable level
(par. 5 of this chapter) .
2. The data-processing

in the research of Clarke and Esposito has evidently

been more thourough than it was in any of the other projects.
However, their data-processing too can be critized (par. 2 of this chapter).

Paragraph

2. Representativeness,

data-processing

and

inference

It was originally intended to prove the hypotheses of class- and group-related
frames of meaning to be true or false.
In an early mood of enthousiasm and energy, I assumed that providing the proof
is a matter of:
1. arranging a sample of the content of magazines which can be deemed
representative

of the entire universe of illustrated periodical magazines in

the Netherlands;
2. choosing the right data-processing

procedure, particularly for scale

construction and scale validation and the estimation of the strength of
multivariate relationships amongst research variables, and statistical
testing (Muskens, 1975, pp. 84-113; Muskens, 1977b, pp. 10-16).
Concentration of attention on bothof these aspects of hypothesis testing means
that the problem of testing the hypotheses of class- and group-related frames
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of meaning is viewed as a matter of representativeness and data-processing/
inference. As will· become evident m

the continuation of this chapter, this

concentration of attention was not misplaced: 'ueas ired
requirements
class-

and group-related

chapter

I is

falsehood

of

гп Ihts

tôhioh muet be net
inadequate
the

frames

respect

of meaning,

to serve

for

all

as acceptable

ъ

terme, of

the

testinn

the ^УІ othcjic;

the research

mentioned

evidence

for

of

in

the truth

or

hypothesis,

However, upon the evaluation the first results it became evident that the
problems of argumentation and proof were much more fundamental: the
and reliable

measurability

Valid

of the variables, which should represent concepts

from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning (such as
self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance, a personal problem orientation,
ntualization and auratization) proved to be extremely difficult, if not
impossible.
In content analysis, unreliable and invalid measurements yield, at all times,
a data matrix which is not suited for processing. Exactitude on the levels of
sampling, data-processing and inference do not change this fact. These factors
become important only when one is sure of the reliability and validity of the
data. From paragraph
aeooted

3 of

to the theoretical

this

chapter

tit of the сопсертл as intended
frames

of meaning,

onwards,

and methedological
of

this

dissertation

implications

the hypothesis

is

of the

of class-

wholly

[іт)тпеазигаЬгІі-

and

group-related

i.e. of the demands of validity and reliability to be made

in this respect (chapter II), to their potential for being conceptualized into
measurable variables (chapter III) and to their reliable measurability
(chapter IV).

Sample

and

representativeness

Most content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines is based on only
a few magazines from a total, national (in one case cross-national) market or
parts thereof in the context of the latter one may observe market segments
for family magazines/popular illustrated magazines,for men, for women and
for youth, radio and t.v. magazines and special maaazines aimed at a great
diversity of leisure activities (cf. table 6, next page). In table 7, pp. 89-92,
the sampling data of the five research examples mentioned are presented. The
universe

of periodical magazines, to which tne hypothesis ot class- and group-

related frames of meaning should apply, is a total

(national or cross-national)

market (spanning one language area), during a i- articular

pertod

of

time.
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Table 6. The representativeness of content analysis of illustrated
periodical magazines«.

-^^^
sample contains
^^"^^gbservati on s on:
type Jf
^~~--~^^^
selection
""^^^^

a
total
market

one or
more marketsegments

total

large scale

0

11

11

not containing all titles

8

20

28

total

8

31

39

containing (virtually) all titles
small scale

unknown: 1
χ These figures relate to the research projects mentioned in table 3
of chapter I. After all/ the hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning is based on this selection.
Table

7. The sampling procedures of five illustrative publications.

The facts
1. Albrecht.
"The magazine should obviously represent
as distinct cultural reading strata or
social classes as possible (...). On the
basis of these studies (research of the
American market of illustrated periodical
magazines), Ггке Story
and True
Confessions
were selected for the lower
leve, the American and the
Saturday
Evening
Poet for the middle leve, the
Atlantic
and the Neil Yorker for the
upper level. Sampling was limited to the
issue for the year 1950 and included
only "regular short stones"" (p. 722).
"The sample totaled 189 stories, from
which 36 were discarded as inappropriate
in content or setting ...." (p. 723).

Comments

a. Titles.
The universe is the total
American world
of the illustrated periodical magazine,
built op of cultural strata of readers or
social classes; the sample however, is in
no way large scale: only six of (more
than) 100 titles on the American illustrated
periodical magazine market. These six are
a selection from that number.
b. Time factors.
The period spans all 1950 issues - the
reason to take a whole year as investigation
time (checking the results for periodicity
or for seasonal influences), is not
mentioned in the article.
c. The collection of units of observation.
Units of observation, here, are 'regular'
short stories in their totality. Whether
the short stories investigated form a
(random) sample of all short stories or
whether all eligible units were analysed,
is not explained in the text. Why 36
short stories were not suitable is not
indicated by Albrecht.
d. Concluding judgement.
Albrecht's research is defective in terms
of the criteria for a good set of units
of observation for content analysis,
described in par. 1 of chapter II. From
this point of view, the results cannot
be generalized.
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The facts

Comments

2. Clarke and Esposito.
"A large number of popular women's
magazines were scanned to find articles
about occupations. This content appeared
with frequency in only three publications
during 1963-64.
Cosmopolitan,

Mademoiselle

and Glamour. This study

includes all 19 articles published in
these three magazines during this
period, which was chosen in order to
represent current magazine perspectives
on women's work" (p. 480)

3. Hölzer.
"Als Demonstrationsbeispiele werden dazu
die Zeitschriften Quick,
Revue und
Stem
benutzt - und zwar jeweils die 52 Hefte
des Jahrgangs 1964-, die zur Gruppe der
sogenannten Aktuellen Illustrierten
zählen und zur Zeit der Matenalerhebung
die auflagen-stärksten dieser Gruppe in
der Bundesrepublik waren" (p. 11).
The 52 issues of these three titles
yield a large, diffuse, varied and
ambiguous quantity of material. This
quantity consists of (a structure of)
editorial "Beiträge" (23 sorts)
(pp. 85-87)
- 1565 in Quick
- 1378 in Revue
- 2318 in Stern.
He carries out content analysis on all
these "Beiträge".

a. Titles.

Large scale

approach to a

market-segment.

Only a small number of titles in the
market segment (3 magazines) are used.
Consequently it remains unclear and
untestable what "the" American women's
magazine thinks about working women.
Forced by the facts, and not by an incorrect methodological perspective, this
piece of research is ultimately small

scale.
b. Time factors.
The ultimate number of units of observation (19) is so small that checking the
results for time factors is hardly
possible
c. The collection of units of observation.
All the articles which are ultimately
relevant to working women were analysed,
not a sample from that collection.
d. Concluding ]udgement.
The nature of the research goal did not
allow a good sample design, in terms of
any of the criteria. Thus, generalizing
the results is impossible.
a. Titles.
Using 'circulation' as a criterion, Hölzer
chooses three titles from the total marketsegment "Aktuelle Illustrierten". These
three titels forra a small scale sample of
a market-segment.
b. Time factors.
Hölzer takes one year as investigation time.
An account for this choice or checks on
time factors relevant in this period (i.e.
seasonal influences, periodicity does not
apply here, because all three titles are
weeklies), are lacking in the research
design (chapter 2, p. 75 onwards) and in
the research report (p. 94 onwards).
с The collection of units of observation.
Hölzer investigates all units identified
by him as 'redaktionelle Beiträge', not a
sample from this collection of units. The
'Beiträge' are defined neither theoretical!;
nor empirically, and their categorization
into 23 sorts is irrelevant to his further
analysis.
d. Concluding judgement.
Not a good sample, in terms of any of the
defined criteria. The results can be
generalized only to 'Quick', 'Revue' and
'Stern' in 1964.
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The facts
4. Kotok.
"In order to approximate Berelson and
Salter sanpleM, but still reflect these
changesKK, three leading men's magazines,

Esquire, Playboy and Argosy, replaced
American, Collier's,
Woman's Home
Companion which were no longer in circulation. They were added to
Saturday

Evening Post, True Story, True Confessions, Cosmopolitan and Ladies Home
Journal
to complete the sançile.
The calender year 1968 represented the
time period from which the issues were
selected .One story from each issue of
each magazine was randomly selected. The
resulting sample consisted of eighty
stories and 511 characters (p. 251).
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
Атепсал, Cosmopolitan, Woman's Home
Companion, Ladies Home Journal, True
Story, and True Confessions - eight
"leading (aagazineb " in 1943.
"Since
1945, three of the original
eight publications dropped out of the
market and men's magazines have grown
in circulation and become major vehicles
for fiction" (p. 251).

5. Martel and McGall.
"Our most intensive analysis has been
limited to magazine stories published
during three selected years, falling
approximately at the beginning, the end,
and the midpoint of our period" (p. 307)
(1890, 1925, 1955, g.m.).
"Specific magazines chosen were limited
initially to those that had maintained at
least a fairly broad circulation among
"middle class" readers, with some minimum
of editorial comparability throughout the
period concerning selection of fictional
items. Also, in keeping with our theore
tical criteria previously mentioned, we
sought magazines appealing to their

Comments
a. Titles.
Whilst referring to three criteria of
selection ("leading magazines", comparabili
ty/similarity with previous research into
American magazines, and the representation
of changes in the supply of magazines since
then), Kotok chooses 8 titles which should
represent the total American magazine
market: the sample of titels is small scale,
the universe total.
Time factors.
The time of research is 1968. No special
attention is paid to time factors in this
respect.
c. The collection of units of observation.
He chooses one short story at random out of
all short stories per issue per title in
1968. These (80) short stories and the
(511) characters which play a role in them
are his units of observation. The level at
which a sample can and may be taken is
correct. Statistically however, little can
be done with this sample: one unit (from
a very small universe, moreover, e.g. from
two to four short stories per issue) is
too narrow a basis for testing whether or
not the findings can be generalized.
d. Concluding judgement.
The structure of Kotok's sample design has
certain similarities with the criteria
defined in this respect. However, the fact
that there were so few titles and the fact
that the sample size (one unit of obser
vation per issue per title) is so small,
the findings cannot really be generalized.
a. Titles.
In the end we are concerned here with a
small scale selection of titles from the
total American market supply of magazines.
b. Time factors.
The time factor in the selection of titles
(1890-1925-1955) serves the historicalsociological research goals. This is accoun
ted for by negation in the sense that periods
of crisis in twentieth century America have
been deliberately excluded. "Also, we
decided initially to eliminate volumes
published during periods of nationalt
military or economic crisis, since our
interest was mainly in the more stable
patterns of community life" (p. 307).
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The facts

Comments

eaders m terms of a fairly wide range
f basic roles and identities, and with
ч much editorial diversity as possible
о minimize the impact of particular
ditors, publishers, or readership appeals
Till*1 it proved impossible to find
enodicals that did not depart signifiantly from our ideal criteria, there
ppeared to be four magazines which did
east violence to them over the period
lefined. The four which we finally

The possibility that a time factor inside
a period of investigation can, also from
a longitudinal perspective, have an effect
on the results, is not noted by Martel and
McGall irside each of tne three periods
of investigation they take the first ten
short stories they encounter - what has
been written after that time in the same
year is apparently regarded beforehand as
being the same as the selected material.
c. The collection of units of observation.
The first ten short stories per title per
investigation period. The number of 10 was
chosen for statistical reasons. Such arbi
trariness in the sampling procedure renders
the application of principles of statistical
inference impossible beforehand.
d. Concluding judgement.
Criticism can be formulated for each level
of Martel and McGall's sample design. The
end result (10 short stories from 1890,
1925 and 1955 in 4 American magazines) is an
inadequate basis for the generalization of
conclusions to any wider universe.
It must be said however, that Martel and
McGall have thought seriously about the
sample and sample design in the context of
their total research design, and that they
have looked for theoretically, methodolo
gically and empirically acceptable choices
m this respect.
Each of the three criteria which should
play a role in this respect (title selection,
time and the collection of units of observa
tion) have played a clear role in their
actual choices and their report.

elected were Атеггсап,
idies Hore Journal
ost"
(p. 307) .

Cosrropolbtan,

and Saturday

Е е гпд

Within the sampled magazines we limited
)ur selection to short-stories (i.e.
knitting novels and serials) that could
je considered realistic in the present
>ense, were the m a m incidents described
vere presented in American settings
ontemporary to their time (...) The
'•irst ten realistic stories in each
jampled volume were selected for our
nost detailed analysis, giving us a
otal of forty stories per sample year.
Lhe numbers of stories were of course
.ecided in terms of statistical requirelents for the analysis we had planned,
ind represented the smallest sample
lefensible for our purposes" (p. 309).
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Only on the level of a total market It can ultimately be determined whether
magazines guide or reinforce human activities of meaning in a class- and grouprelated way.
After all,
a. In so far as people

have a need for guidance and reinforcement in this

respect by magazines aimed at the nature of their activities of meaning,
they ohoose

(often unconsciously and according to rules which have not been

explicated) their magazines from a total

supply;

b. each of the magazines on a total market acquires its own identity

and

promise of need-satisfaction in this respect. Each of the magazines form an
necessary link in the total chain of class- and group-related frames of
meaning.
On the basis of both these considerations, it is useful to make four
distinctions

in what has been called the total market during a particular

period of time. Each of these distinctions makes its own demands of the
representativeness of the data and the sample from the material.
1. A total market of periodical magazines consists of a (variable) rambev
titlesj

of

i.e. names of magazines which appear on the market during a

particular period of time and stay there with a certain degree of
permanence. These titles are the carriers of a particular identity

at the

level of meaning. Each title which appears, at ^ny time, on the market is
thus a necessary link in the total pattern of frames
necessity results in the fact that no selection

of meaning. This

on the level of titles is

acceptable testing the hypotheses of class- and group-related frames of
meaning - all titles must be recognizably present in the data. The data
should, to label this requirement, be large

scale,

i.e. comprise the

entire assortiment of titles.
2. Total markets for titles of illustrated periodical magazines are divided
into market

segments·

groups of titels, specially published for women, for

men, for youth, for specific areas of interest (television, hobbies,
tourism, etc.).
Patterns of class- and group-related

frames

of meaning can, in their

own form, occur within the context of a market segment. By including all
titles which together constitute the market segment, in the data in a
recognizable way, one can arrive at an understanding of these patterns
which are inherent to the market segment. In other words, within the
context of research into market-segments, the demand for large scale data
applies too.
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A more precise definition
time"

of the factor "durinj

a particular

period

of

is Lacking too often inthe designs of content analysis of mass

media. How long: a day, a week, a month, a year, a longer period of time?
The answer to this question depends partly on the aim

of the research and

Dartlyon the nature of the mass media in question. When time, e.g. in a
historical-sociological research aim, is a factor

гкЬ*e

hypothesis

to be

tested or the criterion in terms of which substantial phenomena are
described, than the way in which the factor "at a particular time" is made
concrete should primarily be a function of these circumstances. The dates of
measurement referred to in column 3 of table 3 in chapter I represent these
types of choices.
If the research is aimed at only one date of measurement, as roost research
indicated in table J of chapter I is, then the factor 'at a particular time'
is still worth giving special attention to. This is so because in the
publication of mass media, i.e. in their daily practice, a time factor is
built in. This time factor consists of the distinct periodicity

of mass

media (dailies, weeklies, monthly magazines, etc.), and of the influence
of natural time and the seasons

(winter, spring, summer and autumn) on

human activities and areas of interest, and of the adaptation of mass media
to these temporal factors.
In the design of content analysis of mass media it should be possible,
basically, to check results for aspects of periodicity and seasonal
influences. This is possible, e.g. by taking a certain period of time as
an investigation period, and then measuring across this span of time
periodically, (e.g. once per month), and by making the quantum of units
of observation from media of unequal periodicities (e.g. illustrated
weekly and monthly magazines, which together form the market of illustrated
periodical magazines) compatible with each other (Backman, 1956; Muskens,
1975, pp. 87-ΘΘΪ.
Only when these questions (large- vs. small scale data; total market vs.
market segments; the time factor) have been solved, does a universe

research

unito

emer^p:

a collection

of magazine-titels.

of

Each of these

titles consists of a coloured and sizeable collection of material. Only
upon arrival at this level is it correct to go into a more detailed
specification of the units of which this varied collection consists, and in
terms of which, observations must be made, i.e. to go into the question of
whether and if so what kind of sanple will guarantee an efficient
argumentation of the hypothesis.

- 95 The criterion for the delmiation of the umt

of observation

must result

from the nature of the variables of the research - how much context

is

minimally required to render measurements in this respect meaningful.
From the thousands of units of observation, which thus form the universe,
one may take a sample,
Stratifying

without this leading to a loss of cogency.

the sample in terms of titles

and time factors

(periodicity

and seasonal influences) is useful in view of an efficient data-processing,
and it guarantees that m

any case, (sufficient) observations will take

place.

Table 6 at p. 89 relates to research discussed in paragraph 3 of chapter I, to the
extent that it is large scale investigation of total markets (points 1 and 2 above).
It shows that no research
criteria.

project

гз adequate

in terms cf

these

This implies that no proof exists of the truth or falsity of the

hypothesis of c l a s s - and group-related frames of meaning.
Half of the research projects lack both criteria: they are small scale
analyses of market segments. These research projects do not even partly prove
anything.
There are, however, analyses which do partially

prove something;

these are the

research projects which are:
- large scale investigations of market segments
- small scale investigations of total markets.
Obviously, this research must meet a variety of other requirements for such
argumentation and proof (which will be discussed further on m

this chapter).

Apart from the latter fact, the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames
of meaning could be partially proven in the following research:
1. Foreign youth magazines
2. Wompn's magazines

in West Germany (Baacke, 1968);

in the U.S., England, West Germany and the Netherlands

(Smith and Matre, McClelland, Owen, Hollstein, Fuchs, Wassenaar);
3. Men's magazines

in the U.S. (Smith and Matre),

4. Radio and T.V. magazines

in West Germany (Honsowitz, Sieveking);
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5. The American

magazine

market (Albrecht, 1956; Bereisen and Salter,

Gecas; Johns-Heine and Gerth, Kotok; Herold and Foster);

6. Springer's

predvet-market

strategies

in the area of magazines in the

sixties (Schäfer).
The demand of a large scale sanctie, which covers the entire market creates a
sizeable problem for the practical feasibility of the research.
The number of units to be analysed easily becomes very

large,

while coding

each unit separately is a time-consuming and thus costly enterprise.
Through strati^гсаЬіоп
similar quotinj

of the universe in terms of extreme parsimony

and

of the sample size at the chosen levels of stratification,

It is possible to limit the size and thus to guarantee the practical
feasibility (coding) of large scale content analysis of illustrated periodical
magazines, which covers the entire market.
In the practice of content analysis, the demands of large scale data and
total markets aave, up to now, not been identified - as such, this problem is
not explicitly dealt with anywhere.
The cause of this may be fundamental: hypotheses concerning the 'behaviour'
of all entities (e.g. titles on the market of mass media) have, up to now,
hardly been formulated, let alone tested in terms of their suitability for
investigation.
In terms of the demands of large scale data and of total markets, the pro3ect
underlying this particular dissertation pretended to go further than the
present state of content analysis as a method of the social sciences. This isa reason
why the question of researchability is important for the innovation of the
methodological practice of content analysis.

Data-processing

and

inference

Special care in the original research design for data

processing,

i.e. for

all procedures after observation (coding) and for the ultimate conclusions
concerning the (in)tenability of the hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning was right for the following reasons.
1. For pragmatic

reasons,

a rigid

analysis

must be

preferred.

This means that the replication of the analysis of each unit is important
because it leads to easily comparable results, and because a large scale
sample, covering the total magazine market will have at least so many
units of research that any analysis, which is not maximally rigid, canrot
be executed.
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In this case, an explicit preference has thus been expresses for what one
usually calls quantitative

content analysis, once against qualitative

content

analysis. Each unit of analysis is judged identically in terms of the same
criteria, which results in easily

comparable

vesults,

in this case: numerical

score, per moment of judgement. Of the 40 cases of content analysis of
illustrated periodical magazines indicated in table 3, chapter I, 25 were
carried out with the aid of (more or less) rigid procedures; 15 were explicitly
non-quantitative (cf. table В at p. 9Θ). In table 9 at pp. 98-100 is presented
the processing of data of the five research examples mentioned. However, none
of the actual procedures of the 25 quantitative investigations were suited for
the processing of material gathered, in view of testing the hypotheses of classand group-related frames of meaning, as may become clear in both points which
follow.
2. The hypothesis contains statements on the degree to which concepts are present
in texts, about which the latter usually do not speak with so many words.
Conpared with themes from concrete magazine-texts, they are of a higher degree
of abstraction,

and 7-atent.

Words such as self-realization, a certain degree

of tolerance, a personal problem orientation, ritualization and auratization
will not be found in magazine-texts.
The question of 'how much' self-realization etc., 'how much 1 ritualization
and 'how much' auratization speaks from a text, is not answered lightly.
Somehow, the answer must be derived from simple and unambiguously observable
text characteristics such as wordchoice,

theme, syntactical

structure

and/or

lay-out.
This means, in the first place, that the research variables should be
operationalized and secondly that the correctness of the operationalizations
must be acertained in the phase of analysis during the research: is it
correct to argue that the amount of self-realization etc., ritualization or
auratization in a text is equal to the sum or whatever other arithmetic
function of certain wordchoices, themes, syntactical structures and/or aspects
of lay-out.
I want to summarize the above as follows. Special
right

methods

research
scale
other.

of data-processing

variables

construction

was warranted,

attention
given

on the one hand, and the demands of
and validation

resulting

from that

for·

choosing

the abstractness

the
of

operatzonalization,
abstractness,

on the

In contrast to these ideas, concerning the measurement of latent

variables, which are quite well known in the methodology of the social
sciences, the 25 examples of content analysis of illustrated periodical
magazines do not look very impressive.

the

- 98 Table 3. The processing of data from quantitative content analysis
of illustrated periodical magazines (n = 25x).

1. scale constructions

no

2. multivariate analysis

' 5

yes and validated

ι 0

no
yes

3. significance testing of the

no

observed differences

| 20

yes, but not validated

23
2
17

yes, but procedure
unclear

4

yes and procedure clear

4

x n o n - q u a n t i t a t i v e η = 15.

Table 9. The p r o c e s s i n g of d a t a i n five

illustrative^ublications^.

The facts

Comments

1. Albrecht.
"In order to avoid the fallacy of assuming
that values found concentrated in fiction
must inevitably be widespread in society,
a framework derived from sources indepen
dent of literary materials was necessary.
For this framework the "configurations"
of Sirjamaki were chosen, although his
list of eight was modified slightly and
extended to ten moral ideas or values of
the American family (...) To prevent
selective bias and to test as fully as
possible for values other than those
listed, two or more alternatives for each
of the ten were formulated which modified
or opposed the original statement" (p. 12),
The scores on each of the ten family
values or on their respective alterna
tives are interpreted by Albrecht as
also being references to two latent
general variables:

a. scale constructions.
Albrecht accounts for his reference to both
latent variables of each of the 10
"indicators" and their respective alterna
tives of marital values, only in theoretica
terms, i.e. by appealing to the judging ski.
of the theoretician.
b. Multivariate analyses.
Although Albrecht's research contains many
complex statements (e.g. the comparison of
three types of magazines, the fact that 10
indicators and their respective alternative«
refer to two latent variables), ne makes no
use whatsoever of any method of multivanati
analysis. All statements are based on he
frequency distributions of the indicators
and the latent variables in each of the
tnree types of magazine.
c. Testing.
There is no statistical testing whatsoever
of (the strength of) relations or
dl fferences.
d. Concluding judgement.
Meagre.

- "Approach values'* - acceptance of
dominant values about the nuclear
family and marriage.
- "Alternative values" - referring to
values other than dominant опеь, about
the nuclear family and marriage
(p. 724 onwards).
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The facts

Comments

2. Clarke and Esposito.
As a basis for statements about the
feminity or non-feminity/masculinity of
job motivations of working women in
illustrated periodical magazines, Clarke
and Esposito use the correlations
between pairs of job motivations (they
had their 19 articles coded in terms
of six 30b motivations).
Because the chances of such a correla
tion may be dependent on the length of
the article(long articles can picture
many-sided motivational images with
greater ease than short ones c a n ) , they
have partialized these correlations in
terms of the length of the article
(ρ. 4Θ, onwards). They only make state
ments about the nature of 30b motiva
tions if the partialized correlations
are significant (p. 482).

a. Scale construction.
Clarke and Esposito, although they speak
of feminine and non-feminine/masculine
job
motivations, do not "calculate" from the
values on the six separate 30b motivations,
values for these latent variables.
b. Multivariate analysis.
Application of partialized correlation
calculations between 30b motivations, with
length of article as a test factor.
c. Testing.
Significance of the partial correlation
coefficients is a pre-condition for them
to make statements about the degree of
femininity of job motivations.
d. Concluding judgement.
The method of data-processing used by
Clarke and Esposito clearly has positive
aspects.
That they have, in this project, come no
further (e.g. that they have constructed no
latent variables, or have not compared
results for women's magazines with different
editorial points of view or target
audiences) is caused by the limitations of
their (relevant) material (19 articles)
rather than by their method:
"Within the limitation of this sample of
19 articles, however, it is hard to discern
any relationship", as they argue on
p. 4Θ2.

3. Hölzer.
Holzer presents frequency distributions
of all categories in five dimensions, in
terms of which the material has been
coded; separate frequency distributions
for Quick, Revue and Stern. By adding
modal and submodal categories in each
of the dimensions into a new category
with a new name, he typifies the three
magazines.
These combined categories function, in
his text, as indications of latent
characteristics and relationships in
his research material (p. 95 onwards).

a. Variable construction.
Hölzer gives no methodological account
whatsoever for his sommations and for the
labelling of the results thereof, i.e. for
the indications of latent characteristics
and relationships.
As to the validity of his statements in
this respect, one must rely on his judging
skills.
b. Multivariate analyses.
Complex statements about e.g. the theoretical structure or the socio-political values
in German illustrated periodical magazines
are not based on a multivariate analysis of
the material.
с Testing.
Correctly, statistical tests are lacking,
because the research into Quick, Revue and
Stern is not based on sample data - all
the "Beiträge" from the period of
investigation (1964) have been analysed.
d. Concluding judgement.
Meagre.
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The facts

Comments

4. Kotok.
With the exception of the joining of
7 ethnic groups to which the short story
characters belong into three main types
("Americans", Anglo-Saxon and Nordic,
others: other hyphenates. Blacks, Jews),
Kotok uses only the categories m terms
of which his material was coded. "Latent"
variables play no role in his research.
•ів presents his material primarily in
the form of frequency distributions for
the year of his investigation (196Θ),
next to the same data from Bereisen and
Salter's project.
bor the discussion of the portrayal of
minority groups in "class"-magazines
ind in popular magazines ("slick" and
"pulp") he uses (compound) two by twotables. Testing of relationship and
differences is limited to a comparison
of the appearance of ethnic minorities
in short stories with their relative
place in the compositional structure
of the American population. At least,
tie relevant table contains the
statement that ρ = 0.01 (p. 254).

a. Variable construction.
Kotok does not work with latent variables.
b. Multivariate analyses.
With the exception of one compound two by
two-table, multivariate analyses are
lacking.
Kotok (rightly) takes care not to make
complex statements about what his data
combined mean for the changing image of
ethnic minorities in American illustrated
periodical magazines.
c. Testing.
Apart from the one exception referred to,
there has been no statistical testing.
Which testing statistic was used in this
case remains unclear, which is not con
ducive to checking the statement ρ = 0.01.
d. Concluding judgement.
The methodological pretentions of the data
processing have been limited. Kotok remains
within the rank of these limited pretentions
although even the statement that the
image of ethnical minorities in magazine
fiction has changed (cf. p. 263) is dubious,
because the differences between his data
and Berelson and Salter's have not been
tested.

5. Martel and McGall.
Martel and McGall have set up an
investigation into "multivariate
complexities in story portrayal"
(p. 312) . They describe how they have
designed an extremely refined codebook
in this respect, and that they have the
_odes scored in such a way that they
^an easily be transferred to punch
cards (whereupon advanced data processing
2 s possible, g.m.), finally they make
nany complex statements about (changes
in) the story portrayals.
bo far so good, but they do not carry
out any advanced procedures of data
processing which would be required in
view of the coding and the complex
statements, they present frequency
tables, sometimes in two by twoform, of observational categories.

a. Scale constructions.
The terms of tne complex statements about
story portrayals have no equivalent in
validated latent variables in the research
material.
b. Multivariate analysis.
Multivariate analysis of the data is lacking.
c. Tests.
None of the relationships, differences or
changes through time are statistically
tested in terms of the degree to which they
can be generalized.
d. Conclusive judgement.
Meagre.

1
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Except for 5 eases

(Albrecht; Berelson and Salter; Jinglinger, Holzer,-

Holzer and Kreckel) the researchers go no further than a mere presentation
of frequencies of direct observations; whether or not (groups of) observa
tions refer to latent variables is not discussed.
However, none

of these five exceptions validate their assumptions concerning

the relationship between their direct observations and (the values of) their
latent variables; they base themselves on a purely intuitive validity
judgement. Suggestions as to which methods of operationalization„scale
construction and validation should be applied are not provided by these
analyses of the content of illustrated periodical magazines.
3. The hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning contains
statements concerning a complex

system

of relationships

between magazines,

their contents and their markets (cfr. par. 1 of chapter II). Testing this
hypothesis will definitely imply some multivariate

analysis.

The choice

of the right multivariate test design in view of the level of measurement
of the relevant variables and the sample design, therefore deserves special
attention. For the argumentation of their respective hypothesis

лл

-^ of the

researchers of the 25 research projects studying illustrated periodical
magazines using quantitative content analysis, but one (Clarke and
2
Esposito) use only frequency tables and cross-tabulations.
In other words, multivariate models are not popular (complex theoretical
statements, however,calling for multivariate models are.').
Statistical testing of contingencies or correlations has not been carried
out in 15 cases; it was done in 4 other cases, but no account was given of
how this took place; the remaining 4 are explicit about their statistical
tests and significance of contingencies or correlations.

We may conclude

that:

1. The nyuothesii,
statements

of class-

concerning

quantity

of

text

material.

of the hypothesis
2. None of

should,

argumentation
meanirt,; in
Qualitative
analysis

for

examples
the

content

regarding

through

of content

Ivght,

r.^votnesis

of clusr-

ind

or

;>юа-i'el-zte

large
rejection

of illustrated

this,

respect.

in a
steps;

as an acceptable

»ertvdiaal

in this

implies

the acceptance

analysis

does not pretend

anything

of meaning
and relations

many consecutzve

be identified

of' illustrated

analysis

not prove

only

frames
concepts

Conclusions

in this

the contents

does

and latent

are possibly

the existing

mgazines

and group-related

complex

periodical
mode of

: f»jrva

of

magazines.
quantitative
The modes of

content
data-processing
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used (applied scale constmati-on methods, estimates of complex, multivariate relationships and statistzcal
tests of such estimates) are not
worth following up.
Paragraph

3. The real problems : theory construction
on and
observability
of frames
of meaning in the
contents
of illustrated
veriodical
magazines.

To elaborate on the planned concrete solutions for sampling and dataprocessing as elements of a total research design aimed at testing the
hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning is useless in the
context of this dissertation. They were developed on the basis of the

assumption that there would be a data matrix
The latter proved not

to be the

oase.

suited

to

proaessing.

I have not found acceptable solutions

to problems inherent to the creation of a matrix of data from content
analysis which is suited to processing.
In creating such a data matrix, one encounters the problems of content
analysis of latent text characteristics, such as their frames of meaning;
this means content analysis aimed at testing hypotheses and using rigid
(so called quantitative) procedures.
Ambiguities

in the areas of the conceptualization and operationalization of

the research variables or their indications, and mistakes

in the observation

lead, in content analysis, to data matrices which are suited to processing
2
either under special conditions only , or not at all.

After all, unless replications of any content analysis deliver (nearly) the
same results it is not know of any of the set characteristics
of the data
matrix whether they say something about:
a) the conceptual and operational ambiguities (invalid data, errors of
measurement);
I) the private frames of reference, personal thoughts and feelings, or
brainwashing during the training of observers (unreliable data, observererrors ) ;
a) the analysed texts and the material about which one wishes to say something (cf. e.g. Spiegelman, Terwilliger and Fearing, 1953, p. 176).
The present state of s t a t i s t i c s allows for the determination of the influence
of each of these factors on the quality of the data matrix, i . e . on the
degree to which i t can be processed. This influence can be estimated quite
accurately with the aid of a number of int^aclass correlation
coefficients
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or with what Fleiss calls "some chances corrected measures of agreement
(between observers, g.m.) (...)

interpretable as Intraclass correlation

coefficients" (Fleiss, 1975, p. 651) . This notion makes working with
invalid and/or unreliable data in content analysis an enterprise which is
both unscientific and ridiculous.

In content analysis, attention is usually paid, primarily to unreliable
i.e.

to obsemer-error;

data

if agreement between observers in their judgement of

the same material is not high enough, then their judgements (the data-matrix
in its most unrefined

form) are not fit for further processing.

In contrast to this we see that questions

of

validity

are much less frequent

in the practice of content analysis. Here, content analysis has little to
4
offer . In view of a lacking tradition in this respect one assumes de facto
that validity of the data is given with a high reliability, i.e. with little
observer-error. This as s unction must be rejected not only on logical grounds
(validity is not the same thing as reliability), but also on ençirical
grounds, particularly in those cases in which one is concerned with latent
and abstract entities in texts, such as frames of meaning.
Rejection on empirical grounds is the result of the literature
and group-related

frames

study

on class-

of meaning in the contents of illustrated

periodical magazines in the first place, and secondly it is the result of

research set up with the aim of measuring
illiwtrated

periodical

magazines

frames of meaning in

Dutch

in a reliable and valid way.

1. Although the literature study has yielded the contours of what

are class-

and group-related frames of meaning in the contents of illustrated periodical
magazines, as chapter I shows, conceptually there is much vagueness and
ambiguity. Measurable variables which represent the concepts "as intended"
cannot be singled out from the literature.
2. The attempts to make frames of meaning measurable via conceptualization
and operationalization have failed, as has already been indicated in the
preface to this dissertation, and in the conclusions to chapter I.

I will summarize this methodological evaluation and aim it at content
analysis of frames of meaning in illustrated periodical magazines.
The question of whether frames of meaning are suitable for content analysis
depends on two factors :
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1. Нош can the problem

of validity

2. HOD can the reliability

Paragraph

4.

of

Validation

be solved

(par.

the observation

of

frames

4).

be made high

of

enough

(par.

5).

meaning

Given the nature of the central aim and hypothesis on class- and grouprelated frames of meaning in the contents of illustrated periodical magazines
the solution of the problem of validity requires a method which follows the
popular logioal-deduotive

model for

in which, on the basis of abstract

social-scientific
concepts,

research:

the method

deduced from the theory

(conceptualization), one works towards concretely observable ïndicators

for

it in empirical reality, in this case in texts from illustrated periodical
magazines (operationalization).
Indicators, that is, on the level of the concrete wordcholce, themes,
syntactical structure or lay-out. For the conceptualization and the operationalization, two methods are useful: qualitative
scientific

literature

surveys,

pilot

studies

and

social-

both of which will now be dealt with consecu-

tively.

Qualitative

pilot

studies

In qualitative pilot studies, preceding the actual quantitative content
analysis, the researcher
his

concepts

and their

shuffles
indicators

to and fro

between possible

in terms of text

material.

wordings

of

Continuous

confrontation of (provisional) theory and text material must than lead to
ever better and ultimately correct wordings, of concepts/research variables,
and of the indicators to be chosen. Ritsert describes this procedure as the
best form of qualitative content analysis (Ritsert, 1972, pp. 48-51).
This method can be necessary for quantiative content analysis in a preparatory
phase of the research, despite obvious

objections:

the criterion of judging

between good and bad conceptualizations and operationalizations is subjective
and ad hoc. In qualitative pilot studies, there are no criteria
corrmon sense,
the material

to the understanding
to which the research

and experience
гз

external

of the researcherfs)

to
and to

applied.

The latter may cause the selectivity of the wordchoice, theme, syntactic
structure and/or lay-out of this material, in relation to the universe of
text which is to be analysed, to have a distorting influence on the outcome
of qualitative pilot studies, i.e. on the wordings of concepts and
indicators in a codebook to be used forquantitative content analysis.
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Thus, Namenwirth et.al. stumbled upon the inapplicability of a classificationscheme constructed by them with the aid of one section of text from the
relevant universe, for use in computer-assisted content analysis, which was
according to them, caused by the many ad hoc decisions taken during the
construction and by the entangled positions of wordchoice and theme in
that particular section of text:
"This result shows that successful postdiction does not automatically
guarantee good predictions for new texts. A partial explanation of this
result might be that the attempted corrections, while maximizing the fit
for the first text, introduced error in the analysis of the general case
which resulted from the use

of

ad hoa categories. Although this might be

the case, it would not explain why Outcome, Value and Motivation Statements
are predicted better than Action Opposition, Action Netherlands and New
Development Phrases. An explanation of it might be, that the semantic nature
of the different types of phrases would vary from topic to topic but to a
greater extend for some types of phrases than for others" (Namenwirth e.a.
1978, p. Θ4-85).

Ideally, the researcher should do the following in a qualitative pilot study:
a. he should work with a sample

of

texts,

which, in terms of wordchoice,

themes, syntactic structure and/or lay-out, is representative
universe.

for

his

This implies however that he should have prior information on

word frequencies, word-class frequencies, types of sentence-structure,
particularly in terms of their complexity, themes and on types of lay-out.
Typically linguistic information on word frequencies, word class-frequen
cies and types of sentence-structure is increasingly available in a

simple"

way through computers. Theme-frequency counts and classifications of types
of lay-out however require risky codings of texts or the arduous develop
ment of dictionaries for computer-assisted content analysis.
b. He should aonfront

his

judgements

operationalizations with
experts

of good and bad conceptualizations and

the judgements

of judges

who nay be deemed

on the relationship between empirical reality and the state of the

theory, the conceptualization and the operationallzation.
This can be done in an unstructured fasion: One presents the provisional
scheme of categories to experts and modifies it on the basis of their
comments (Davis, 1970).
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However, it can also be done in a more structural way. For example by
letting judges cooperate in the qualitative pilot study using methods of
empirical scale construction (Edwards, 1957; Thurstone, 1959; Torgerson,
1959). Dessens et.al. had text material judged concerning the court records
in relation to the case against Hans van Z. in 1968, by judges who may be
deemed experts, using a method of empirical scale construction, the method
of equal appearing intervals (Dessens, et.al., 1969, appendix В ) .
Regrettably, they have analysed content in this fashion, and not the judgements
by judges on their instrument of observation and on their text material. Thus
their interpretations lie on an incorrect and thus unusuable level. The
principle however deserves to be followed up.
In his content analysis. Van Cuilenburg uses a scale for the degree to which
political actors are progressive, constructed from the judgements of a sample
of Dutch people (Van Cuilenburg, 1977, pp. 289-297). In this way, he has
confronted the theory on his object of research, i.e. the degree to which
political actors annear

to be progressive in daily papers with the

opinions of voters, i.e. people who must be deemed expert in this respect on
that progressiveness. A disadvantage of this method is the necessity of a
(national) survey into, in this case, judgements of Dutch people concerning
progressiveness of political actors .
Finally, coding of text material in teams can be applied as a method to
confront and validate conceptualizations and operationalizations with the
opinions of judges who may be deemed experts, i.e. the coders. One may expect
that coding in teams is used frequently, for this reason. In the literature
however, one encounters only reports on the increase of inter-coder
reliability through the coding and classification in teams of texts, in
view of complex questions of content analysis and coding schemes

(Noomen, 1977,

pp. 255-257; Gallhofer, 1978a; Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977).

Social-scienti

fгс

literature

Next to, or rather, m
researcher will have to

surveys

connection with the qualitative pilot study the
occupy himself with socialscienfofie

literature

surveys.
He will have to determine whether, at the high level of abstraction of the
sociological and/or psychological theory, conceptual scnemesexist, which
(throughsorae modification as it were), correspond with his own conceptual
scheme. He will have to ascertain whether and if so how these conceptual
schemes have been operationalized for empirical research, especially content
analysis. Via this method, the research using content analysis can track down
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that which, according to Lasswell (in 1952) and Krippendorff (in 1969),
does not exist: "good theory of symbolic communication by which to predict
how given values, attitudes or ideologies will be expressed in manifest
symbols" (Lasswell, quotated by Krippendorff, 1969, p. 13).

In the context of the conceptualization and operationalization of terms from
the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning, one must
understand the question "how given values, attitudes, or ideologies will be
expressed in manifest symbols" substantially

and be capable of answering it

thus, if one wants to find the trail.
After all, from the discussion of the theoretical backgrounds of content
analysis

of illustrated periodical magazines (cf. the next section of this

paragraph) it will become evident, that precisely in the substantial
conceptualization and operationalization of frames of meaning should we seek
the main defect, and not in the derivation of class- and group-related
frames of meaning or ideology, from the functions of periodical magazines
and the market structure. The aovtent
analyses,

scientifically

still

-itself

an mknotín

i-s3 despi-te

and uncharted

alt

oantent

area.

I have undertaken a literature survey like the above mentioned for the
research into class- and group-related frames of meaning in the contents of
illustrated periodical magazines, in relation to conceptual schemes of three
authors: Maslow

Rokeach

(deficiency motivation vs. growth motivation),

(freedom vs. equality as ultimate values) and Kluckhohn

(pairs of opposed

values). Chapter III presents the results of this literature survey.

The theoretical
backgrounds
of consulted
illustrated
periodical
magazines

content

analysis

of

Next to the methodological shortcomings already mentioned there is another
factor which obstructs good content analysis, namely the theoretical level of
the research discussed. The theoretical
that

it

can contribute

group-related)

frames

to the development
of meamng

level

of this

of valid

in the contents

research

concepts
of illustrated

of

is

not

such

(class-

and

periodical

magazines.
The concept validity intended here must be adequate in terms of the following
three criteria:
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a. concepts should be true representations
b. concepts should be suited

of

the concepts 'as intended',

to орегаігопаіггаігоп

into a method and an

instrument for content analysis;
c. it should be possible for valichpj

to be assessed

on grounds other than

intuitive ones.
De Groot argues that assessing the validity of concepts is a theoretical
problem (to which the intuitive assessment refers), based on empirical
contributions which in their combination, refer to concept validity.
These empirical contributions may come from the content validation of a
variable (also, to a large extent, a matter of intuition, experience and
criticism), from criterion validation (gauging in terms of already known
valid methods and instruments), and from the interpretability of the
obtained results on the variable in question and those it is related to (or
not) (De Groot, 1961, p. 274 onwards). Reliabtlity

results,

aontrtbute

of validity:

to the ernpirioal

answering

of questions

e.g.

can

also

"One can

even view questions of measurement reliability and internal consistency in
terms of the perspective of concept validity (...)" (ibid, p. 248).

It is pertinent here to demonstrate the criticism of the theoretical level
of the examples of content analysis discussed here. In this demonstration,
two groups of investigations take up a central position. Each of these groups
is based on a theoretical approach of the
of modern mass media m
a. Albreoht's

"reflection

meaning of the content

society. These theoretical approaches are*
theory

of fiction"

(Albrecht, 1953-1954, pp. 425-

436) - one-third of all content analyses of illustrated periodical
magazines is based on this theory
b. the critical

theory

(n=16),

of the relationship between society, ideology and

mass communication, as developed and practiced in the text interpretations
and critique of ideology by the Frankfurt School (Kracauer, 1952; Ritsert,
1972; Bürger, 1973; Slater, 1977).
Another one-third of the present investigations is based on this approach
(n=15).
Of the remaining research, some projects are also based on general theories
of the significance of (among others) modern mass media in society. They
are.

- 109 - the "Margriet-Weet-Raad"-investigations

by Brinkgreve and Korzec

(1976; 1978a,b) , inspired by Elias' theory of civilization; ("MargnetWeet-Raad" is an advice-column in a prominent Dutch magazine for women);
- Ginglinger's
Digest

aornparison of the American and French versions

and the French magazine Constellation

of

Reader's

(Ginglinger, 1975). She has

applied White's value analysis, a classification scheme for the analysis
of values by content analysis (White, 1944);
- the previously

mentioned

project

by Clarke and Esposito.

They base

themselves on McClelland's achievement theory (McClelland, 1953,- 1961;
Lifton, 1965).
After the discussions of Albrecht's 'reflection theory of fiction' and of the
critical theory of the relationship between society, ideology and mass
communication, there will also be short discussions about the value of these
investigations and their respective theoretical backgrounds for the
validation of concepts of class- and group-related frames of meaning.
Albrecht's
The principle

"reflection

theory

of

of class-

and group-related

fiction"
frames of meaning in the content

of mass produced and mass consumed cultural goods such as illustrated
periodical magazines, popular literature, radio, television, film, fashion
etc., appears to take up a central

position

in Albrecht's"reflection theory

of fiction", and thus in those investigations into the content of illustrated
periodical magazines which base themselves on this theory.
I conclude this on the grounds of:
a. his theoretical approach to the relationship between (popular) literature
and society;
b. research, done on the basis of that theory.
ad a. Albrecht's

theoretical

approach

In his theoretical work "the relationship

of literature

and

society"

(Albrecht, 1953-1954) , Albrecht discusses three versions found in the scientific
literature of the relationship between (popular) literature and society, or
of the function of these cultural expressions in society.
These three theoretical versions are:

- по 1. The simple

reflection

theory.

In (popular) literature the unabbreviated Zeitgeist is directly present.
"The essential function of the reflection theory was to "explain" in
social and historical rather than individual terras the quality and
greatness of literature, as well as its content, style, and forms. In
effect, it emphasized social and cultural determinism instead of personal
inspiration, and it became the broad orientation of innumerable works
dealing with the arts" (pg. 425-426).
2. The тапъриіаігоп

theory

.

(Popular) literature and related forms of mass communication are the
cause of the loss of norms concerning the family, crime, etc. or, and
this is the other side of the matter, they are the instruments for
improving society. Albrecht starts his comments on this approach as
follows: "Actually, the ideal of literature as shaping or molding society
seems to have taken two broad forms, depending on whether the influence
has been regarded as beneficial or detrimental to society.
Both are obviously value judgements rather than theories, but they have
been widely held" (pg. 433).
3. The social

control

theory:

Albrecht's

"reflection

theory

of

fiction".

Next to both these theories of the relationship between (popular) litera
ture and society, Albrecht indicates a third theory. He himself calls it
the "social control theory" (pg. 425).
In the scientific language community it is usually (and incorrectly) referred
to

as

Taking

"Albrecht's reflection theory of fiction".
into account the structure and conclusions of his argument, his

criticism of the simple reflection theory (e.g. "social and cultural
determinism" - see above) and of the manipulation theory (e.g. "Both are
obviously value judgments rather than theories" - see above), and in view of
his choice of words, relating to the social control theory, it becomes
evident that he himself adheres to this third theory of the relationship
between (popular) literature and society. In terms of its assumptions, the
social control theory is a theory of class- and group-related frames of
meaning. "In short, different social classes or groups in our society may
select and emphasize distinct social and aesthetic values, ranging from
comic books to stories in our society, then, (...) social control through
literature may either be limited to those norms and values common to all
groups or applied to class and group control, each class or group responding
to the art and literature that confirms its own set of values, customs, and
beliefs" (p.

432).
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To this he adds that this pattern can strengthen the cohesion or, as the
case may be, the conflicts between classes and groups in society.
In this way he assesses the ingroup-outgroup mentality in (popular) litera
ture and other forms of mass communication in
Ίο виптагіге,
structural

mth

side

the

tem

'social

of the hypothesis

control
of class-

society.

theory'

Albreaht

defines

and group related

the

frames

of

meaning.
He acknowledges that the content of (popular) literature and other related
forms of mass communication, varies with the structure (of needs) on the
market, and that the functionality of this is interwoven with the inter
relations of market segments.
Houever,

in teams of

the actual

not develop any siibstant*al

content

of the matter,

he remains

vague.

He does

hypotheses or conceptual schemes of types of content

of (popular) literature and related m o d e m forms of mass communication vis
à vis the structure (of needs) on the market. The nature and direction of
these differences must be determined without substantial theory in each
particular case, as it were, on the basis of empirical phenomena.
It is because of the latter that I cannot consider Albrecht's "reflection
theory of fiction", as it is phrased in his article "the relationship of
literature and society", as a substantial theory of symbolic communication
which predicts how certain values, attitudes and ideologies are expressed in
manifest symbols.

ad b. Research

on the basis

of Albrecht's

"reflection

theory

of

fiction".

One may assume that the interpretation of empirical data, gathered in the
context of Albrecht's "reflection theory of fiction", has led to a theory
of symbolic communication which predicts how certain values, attitudes and
ideologies are expressed in manifest symbols, i.e. has led to substantial
hypotheses, conceptual schemes and tested operationalizations.
Regrettably however, this is not the case; not even in those investigations
in which reflexion on the theoretical and methodological pre-suppositions of
Albrecht's "reflection theory of fiction" was important, next to the
collection of empirical material.
A discussion of two of such investigations will follow, in order to demonstrate
that the interpretation of the particular research outcome indeed does not
lead to substantial hypotheses, conceptual schemes and tested operationalizations, i.e. that the validation-potential of empirical research on the basis
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of Albrecht's reflection theory of fiction is very relative. Both
investigations have already been discussed in par. 1 of this chapter.
They are :
1. Albreaht'B

own research into the values concerning the family In magazines

with target audiences differing in terms of affluence (Albrecht, 1956);
2. Martel

and McGall's

research into changes in the world of the American

illustrated periodical magazine between 1890 and 1955 (Martel and
McGall, 1963).

ad 1.

Albrecht.

The categories of

his content analysis into the values concerning the family

were derived by him, at random as it were, without any theoretical criterion
of selection, from the standard literature on the American family. In this
respect, he writes the following: "In order to avoid the fallacy of
assuming that values found concentrated in fiction must inevitably be
widerspread in society, a framework derived from sources independent of
literary materials was necessary. For this framework the "configurations" of
Sirjamakl were chosen, although his list of eight was modified slightly and
extended to ten moral ideas or values of the American family, stated as
follows etc." (Albrecht, 1956, pg. 723).
He should not be criticized for deriving his scheme of categories from
material external to the texts under analysis. On the contrary. He should
however be criticized for using his source as no more than a list, i.e. a
summary of apparently existing moral ideas or values concerning the American
family, which may be extended or condensed at will, because a

or conceptual criterion

of selection

is

theoretical

lacking.

Thus, questions as to why these values and not others were included, how
they exclude or are related to each other and refer to general dimensions of
marital values, cannot be answered by him. In this way, his research has the
character of a comparison of one section of reality (existing moral ideas or
values concerning the American family) with the other (magazine texts),
without mediation of a theory relating to both aspects of reality.
Precisely that which is lacking, i.e. the answers

to questions such as

"inclusion or not" and "exclusion or relatedness", i.e. the approach of all
sections of reality which play a concrete part in the research, is important
in terms of the validation of the concepts to be measured in research.
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The way in which Albrecht interprets his findings too, yields nothing new
in terms of a theory of symbolic communication : although he sees reason to
speak of value complexes and value clusters concerning the American family,
he goes no further than the level of non-substantial, structural descriptions.
They are complexes or clusters which (apparently) belong to audiences,
differing m

terms of affluence, age, sex etc., and which are related to social

mobility and change. How they could be aonceptualized

substantially

and

then (re-)operationalized remains undiscussed by him (with the exception of
the approach to the value complex in magazines with highly affluent audiences.
For the interpretation hereof, he refers to the factor of "literary tradition".
I feel I have indicated sufficiently in chapter I how long the road is from
such a remark to an adequate level of conceptualization and operationalization).

ad 2. Martel

and

McGall:

The story is becoming monotonous
imagination

here too, over against the sociological

the self-discipline in the observational phase of the research,

the wealth of empirical material on three generations of American magazines
and thus on certain developments in American culture since the Progressive
Era, there is the

lack

of

" substantial theory

of the choice and

conceptualization of the research variables, as well

as of the

interpretatbon

relationships

of the observed complex, multivariate

ex nost

faoto

in the

portrayals of the characters appearing in 'story-ville' (pg. 312). (Martel
and McGalls'research objects).
Like Albrecht, they too come no further than the structural, substantially
unspecified level of theory construction. Both the definition of their
central research aims and their interpretation contain concepts such as
"ingroup vs. outgroup and national consensus", "ethnographic characteristics
of story-ville portrayals", "the modal reader" and "members of American
society as a whole".
Substantial findings are for them (apparently) entities belonging to these
phenomena. They use no substantially specified terminology, conceptualization
and operationalization of their own. So this theory too offers no points of
connection for a theory of symbolic communication which can predict how
values, attitudes or ideologies are expressed in manifest symbols.
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Summary:

Albveokt's
of

problems

"reflection
of

oalidity.

theory of fiction"

is insufficient

fop the

solution

The discussion of his theoretical work and of

research within his tradition in which both theory and data-collection were
taken into account, should have made it quite clear that Albrecnt's reflection
theory of fiction offers no (that is to say at least insufficient) points of
connection for a conceptualization and operationalization of the way in which
class- and group-related activities of meaning are expressed in the content of
illustrated periodical magazines. The problem of validity of content analysis
of class- and group-related frames of meaning cannot be solved using this
theory, on which one-third of the research projects summarized in chapter I
is based. This conclusion on the question of validity, which is crucial to
every theory, also implies that what one calls Albrecht's theory is not in
fact a theory but an approach at the most.

Text interpretation
and the critiqve
perspective
of Critical
Theory

of

ideology

from

the

As such, it is not difficult to indicate why text interpretations and the
critique of ideology of the content of modern mass media in general and,
in that context, the m o d e m magazine press, from the perspective of
critical theory or the Frankfurt School, cannot be points of departure for
the conceptualization and operationalization of concepts for rigid,
quantitative content analysis.

After all, the methods of critical theory were developed on the basis of a
rejection of the methocU of rigid тштігіаіг е content analysis as it was
popular in thp fifties in the U.S. Within this tradition, one has come to
see the limitations resulting from the quantification of manifest text
characteristics (choice of words, theme, syntactic structure and lE>-out)
as too narrow and unnecessary.
In the context of critical theory, content analysis is a qialitative
the Verstehen

methodj

of texts in their totality and not the measurement of (latent)

variables, takes up a central position. Validity as indicated in this
paragraph plays no role. Critical theory does not contribute to a precise
conceptualization or a correct operationalization.
Thus, Kracauer claims to opt for a qualitative, if needs be, a roore
impressionistic and non-objective approach to content analysis, because such
a choice enables him to break with the limitations of simple frequency counts
and, in this way, to find the real meanings of texts (Kracauer, 1952, pp.637-638).

- 115 Ritsert elaborates on the reasons for this choice for qualitative content
analysis and against (limitations of) rigid, quantitative content analysis,
on two levels.
1. the level of the critique

of

positivism.

In this context, he points to the many subjective factors in all phases of
positivistic research (Ritsert, 1972, pg. 110 onwards). The arguments in
this respect are not relevant in this particular context, because in this
research, the choice for quantitative content analysis was made

on prag

matic grounds (cf. pg. У6 of this chapter).
2. the level of the relationship
in

content

analysis.

between veaearcher

and object

of

research

He concludes that a purely deductive development of

research concepts and operationalizations is not possible, because,
ultimately, content analysis boils down to exegesis

and

judgement.

The researcher using content analysis is ultimately a subjective practioner
of exegesis, a judge, no matter how much he disciplines/objectifies himslef by creating rules concerning how this exegesis and judgement must
take place. For Ritsert, this means that Verstehen, i.e. openness vis à
vis the text material to be judged and towards inductive methods, is
equally necessary when compared with deductive methods and the rigid
application of rules (ibid, pp. 81-90).

I have no wish to answer the question of whether Kracauer's and Ritsert's
rejection of quantiative content analysis is correct, because it is a method
which limits the researcher and keeps him separated from truly relevant
approaches to text material. The "magazines and meaning"-project was set up
partly with the goal of ascertaining whether what are called truly
approaches

relevant

to text material, in the tradition of critical theory - scientific

statements on the relationship between society, ideology and mass communica-

tion - are quantifiable, i.e. suited

to the practice

of quantitative

methods.

The phase in which the examined project now finds itself does not allow an
unambiguous answer to this question of quantiflability.

That is not to say that the results of text interpretation and of the critique
of ideology from the perspective of critical theory are discarded as having
no significance at all. In this context, two points

because they were important

to the formation

group-related frames of meaning

magazines, and to the development

deserve special attention,

of concepts

about class- and

in the content of illustrated periodical

of ideas

on a method which contributes to

the valid measurement of the 'concepts as intended'.
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Unlike Albrecht's reflection theory of fiction, text interpretations and
the critique of ideology from critical theory do offer a
point

of

connection

subetantiat

for a hypotheses of class- and group-related frames

of meaning concerning the content of modern mass media in general and
illustrated periodical magazines in particular. On the basis of their
occupation with the questions of why in the West, no revolution of
workers against capitalism occurred and what could be the role of mass
media in this respect, practitioners of the critique of ideology from
critical theory have criticized the approach to workers and people in a
comparable, subordinate position in society, as being a
ideology,

aimed

at

adaptation

ritualistic

(cf. chapter I, p. 40 onwards for the

"evidence" from analyses of illustrated periodical magazines in this
respect). This substantial criticism of the modern mass media was taken
into account in the conceptual scheme of the hypothesis of class- and
group-related frames of meaning.
Regretfully however, it must be noted, that the actual mixing of
instrument (content analysis with the aid of categories derived from a
broad definition of the relationship between society, ideology and
mass communication) and research goal (proving that the definition
adhered to is correct), has not proven beneficial to the cogency of these
text interpretations and critiques of ideology, nor to the understanding
of the use of symbols in mass nedia. The valid measurability of the 'concepts db intended',

of ritualism, i.e. ideology aimed at adaptation,

remains a problem.
Elements from the method which Ritsert proposes for text interpretation
and the critique of ideology were paradigmatic for the phase of
qualitattve

pilot

studyj

testing hypotheses (cf.

the

of quantitative content analysis, aimed at
pp. 104-106

in this chapter).That they

are paradigmatic in this form is no coincidence. In Ritsert's ideas on
the foundations and the method of qualitative content analjSis

features

are present of the attempts made by many during a number of decades to
develop a scientific alternative to quantitative content analysis with
its considerable limitations.
The method of qualitative content analysis he proposes is, in the first
place, systematic and thus replicatable by others. Secondly it offers a
perspective on

endowing content analysis with theoretical depth, i.e.

on the way in which empirical phenomena (here: texts, empirical use of
symbols) are interpretable in terms of general social-scientific
categories.
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Precisely a perspective like this one has been lacking too often in
(classical) quantitative content analysis. One is forced to place
Ritsert's perspective on theoretical depth in content analysis, and his
systematic approach in this respect, in a total research design, aimed
at testing a theory on text material. His perspectives should be used
in the phase of concept formation and operationalization. Questions of
validity which are relevant in the phases of concept fonnation and
operationalization are primarily qualitative questions (De Groot, p. 27 and
onwards); qualitative, 'verstehent' more inductive procedures will, when
used at the right moment, contribute to a valid measurement of the
'concepts as intended'.

Three other
illustrated

theoretiaaX
periodical

backgrounds
magazines

of content

analysis

of

Two-thirds of the content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines
discussed in chapter I, par. 3, are based on Albrecht's

reflection theory

of fiction and on the text interpretation and critique of ideology from
critical theory respectively.
By discussing both general approaches in terms of their relative use for
the solution to problems of validation concerning (the measurability of)
concepts of the class- and group-related frames of meaning, they have all
been discussed: none rise above the described (relative) contribution to
problems of validation.
In contrast however, the report of this literature survey would be
incomplete, unless attention was paid to content analysis of illustrated
periodical magazines which does not base itself on either Albrecht or
critical theory.
Apart from those projects which have no theoretical orientation there are
three which explicitly do have such an orientation and thus could provide
at least some direction to the solution of problems of validation:
Brinkgrave and Korzec's "Margnet-Weet-Raad" research, Ginglinger's
comparison of American and French editions of "Reader's Digest" and the
French periodical "constellation", and Clarke and Esposito's research into
female work motivations in American magazines for women.
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1. ónnkjrpve

The three "Margriet-Weet-Raad"-publications by Brinkgreve and Korzec
(Brinkgreve and Korzec, 1976; 1978a, 1978b) were inspired by
theory

of c'iJzlizGLton,

blias'

concerning the transition of external to internai

control in western culture.
This source of inspiration is reflected in their publications only to
the extent that they are searching for every observable change,
which can be interpreted afterwards, in the cultural pattern of the
Netherlands after the Second World War, as it is manifested in the
reactions of the largest magazine for women in the Netherlands to readers'
everyday problems. The observed changes appear, in retrospect, to be
interpretable as a transition of external to internal control as a value
in an illustrated periodical magazine (1978b, p. 94).
Elias' concept of internal control (Selbstzwang) can be regarded as a
theoretical equivalent of the complex of values/frame of meaning present ,
in the content of illustrated periodical magazines and defined as selfrealization and personal problem orientation. However, the
neasurability

of these concepts benefits

little

Valid

from Brinkgreve and Korzec's

methods and reporting. Whether and how manifest text characteristics
such as choice of words, theme, syntactical structure or lay-out refer
to (changes in the direction of) internal control (or to self-realization
- personal problem orientation) was not a question they tried to answer,
either before or after the actual research.
The many examples they give of the (changes in) problem approaches

m

Margriet can however, serve as material for a qualitative pilot study
into the question of which manifest text characteristics have real
indicative value in this respect.
2.

Gbnglimer.
Ginglinger (1955), in her comparison of an American (Reader's Digest),
a French (Constellation) and an American magazine, published for the
French (Sélection de Reader's Digest), applies palph
scnemc

for

values

in texts,

White's

classification

albeit somewhat loosely (White, 1944). Thus

she applies one of the few standardized methods for classification of
the intensity of a number of values in texts. However, what is lacking
in White's classification scheme, and consequently in Ginglinger's, is
a theoretical criterion for answering the question
not others

7

why these values and

It is, after all, a classification ex post facto of what

speakers, appearing in the texts, say about themselves, about others or

,
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about things (White, 1944, p. 353). Consequently, this classification
scheme is too

3. Clarke and

arbitrary

to solve the problems of validation.

Esposito.

Clarke and Esposito (1966), for their research into job motivations of
working women, as they appear in magazine texts, base themselves, both
theoretically and in terms of their classification scheme, on

MaCelland's

theory

of aohievement

motivation

in its masculine and

feminine variants. In this context they refer to McCelland (1953 and
1961) and to Lifton (1965).
Viewed from the relevant question concerning the valid measurability of
concepts, which predict how certain values, attitudes or ideologies are
expressed in manifest symbols, their

approach

is

ideal.

McCelland's

theory, his own research practice in which content analysis too plays an
important role, and the research by Clarke and Esposito are inçrartant
contributions to the validation of those frames of meaning, in which
achievement takes up a central position: self-realization and personal
problem orientation.
The reason this approach was not adapted in the investigation into classand group-related frames of meaning in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines does not lie in its inherent evident quality. The

reason was the exclusive

attention

for only one Value,

namely that of

achievement. As a basis for concept formation in a complex whole such as
class- and group-related frames of meaning this approach is too narrow.

From one

type

of

literature

survey

to

the

other

Literature surveys must be one of the pillars on which the validity of
measurements in content analysis rests. Such an investigation into (the
theoretical backgrounds of the) literature, on which the idea of classand group-related frames of meaning is primarily based, has, apart from
Clarke and Esposito's research, yielded negative results.
It cannot be determined from this literature whether and how the different
concepts of the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning are
measurable in a valid way. Thus, without new research, the hypothesis
remains unproven. In chapter III, this problem is discussed in a different
context, namely in (the form of) a literature survey of other

scientific
periodical

theories

and cases of content

magazines.

analysis

than those

socval

of

illustrated
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This literature survey should answer the question of whether concepts from
the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning are measurable
in a valid way on the basis of another, wider social-scientific frame of
reference.

Paragraph

5. The problem

of

unreliability

In content analysis, the first (and usually the only) criterion for judging
whether a data matrix is suited to processing, is, de facto, the degree
reliability

of

of the method and consequently of the data gathered with it.

The criterion of reliability focuses on methods and instruments of
observation in content analysis.
The question is whether the application of any method

of content analysis,

to the same text material would always yield the same resulte,
method is applied through the same
Here, method

when the

instruments.

refers to the researcher's set of questions about his research

material, ultimately laid down in instructions and in a classification
scheme.
This set of questions results from (the concepts from) the hypothesis to be
tested or (his operationalizations of) the categories, in terms of which he
wants to describe the text material. The instrument

is the coding medium,

answering the questions for each of the units of observation in the textmaterial.
This instrument must be capable of application,

i.e. of the identical

application of the method at any time to the same material, if the data
matrix is to be suitable for processing.
Two different instruments are available for the researcher in content
analysis· coders

(i.e. people) or computers.

Both instruments are basically

and under certain conditions capable of counting
characteristics. Moreover, coders can judge

the frequencies of text

texts in terms of criteria,

relevant to the researcher.
Providing the relevant method is formulated unambiguously, computers
automatically

дг е correct

frequencies

of

text

characteristics.

will

So basically,

computers are reliable instruments in content analysis; they do not cause
problems of unreliability in the case of an unambiguously formulated method.
Given the many, often insoluble problems of unreliability in human coding,
it is understandable that in content analysis, much energy is invested

m

the automatic coding of texts, i.e. in computer-assisted coding. There is,

- 121 xn other words, every reason to determine the extent to which computerassisted content analysis can be expected to provide useful contributions
for testing the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning.
Nevertheless, aonputer-assisted

content

analysis

of class- and group-

related frames of meaning in Dutch illustrated periodical magazines is not
the foremost

solution

existing types

to the problem of unreliability. This is true for both

of computer-assisted

content

analysis,

as will become evident

in the following short discussion:
a. Dictionary

computer-assisted

content

analysis.

The researcher classifies all words and word-forms

of a language in

terms of reaching certain central research aims (cf. Stone et.al., 1966;
Holst!, 1969; Saris-Gallhofer and S a n s , 1975; Gallhofer, 1978b, p. 108).
This classification scheme or dictionary is translated in instructions
for use in the computer, whereupon they are applied by the computer to
the relevant texts. This method is clearly explicitly deductive.
For the Dutch

language,
g

no dictionaries

for computer-assisted content

analysis exist (yet) . This form of computer-assisted content analysis
consequently, does not qualify.
b. Non-dictionary

computer-assisted

content

analysis.

This method (developed and gauged by the researcher) is aimed at letting
the computer compile a data matrix from the text material, with as
little

human intervention

as possible.

Human intervention is excluded in

any case, where the development of a classification scheme or dictionary is
concerned: there is no such stage in this method. This compilation takes
place by letting the computer count the frequencies of words in the
relevant texts, letting it calculate the correlations between those
frequencies and carrying out e.g. factor- or cluster-analysis on these
correlations in order to ascertain whether in the different texts,
typical groups of words occur.
In this way, one is engaged in systematic research into (differences
in) the choice
Aftemards

of words

in different texts.

one searches for a substantial

intervretation

of the identified

word-groups (cf. Iker and Harway, 1969; Iker, 1974; Saris-Gallhofer and
S a n s , 1975; Gallhofer, 197ab) .
This method is fundamentally applicable

to all

languages

without the

cumbersome development of dictionaries, i.e. also on Dutch texts.
Up to now, however, it is an explicitly inductive

method,

and consequently

not suited to research, like this particular project, which demands a
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deductive conceptualization and operationalization of the research
variables (cf. p. 1C4) .

Only when -it rs clear that no possib-ility exists, or is feasible, to test
the hypothesis after a deductive conceptualization and operationalization
of the research variables, does an inductive method like non-dictionary
computer-assisted content analysis qualify. One then us^s this inductive
approach hoping for results which are interpretable in terms of the
hypothesis.
The last paragraph of chapter IV deals extensively with the method of
non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis, in view of its possible
contribution to the argumentation of the hypothcsib of class- and grouprelated frames of meaning.

Given the nature of the hypothesis to be tested and the state of technology,
solutions to the problems of unreliability of human judgements m

content

analysis must be sought before all else.

Unreliability

of human judgements

in content

analysis

Next to and usually above the computer, we find man as an instrument
content

analysis:

in

he/she must be called on, when it is apparently impossible

to operationalize every 'concept as intended' to such an extent aj to
render coding a question of accurate counting of empirical text characteristics, i.e. when coding is (also)a question

of

judgement.

Moreover, one may

wonder whether a coder can count and exclude his tendency towards judging,
including in those case» where the variables to be measured are fully
operationalized.
Whatever all this implies, in the 'magazine and meaning'-project, for reasons
given m

the summary of chapter I, a method was used which had to Le applied

by judging coders.
In view of the problems which stem from the subjective nature of judgement
formation and which are inherent to the objectification, i.e. the reliability

of judgement formation by coders, the human coder will
if

he/she

were,

in all

cases,

a judging

coder,

be discussed

here as

and not an accurate counter

of empirical text characteristics. We are dealing with the objectivity and
consequently the reliability of human judgement in content analysis.
The degree to which human judgement in content analysis is reliable is,
apart from the training- and selection artefacts to be discussed below,
a measurable

entity: the

degree

of agreement

between different replications

- 123 of the same investigation is a good indicator of reliability, and it is
measurable. This degree of agreement between different replications of the
same research-project is, consequently, the central criterion for judging
the reliability of applications of content analysis.
There are two dipeotions

in which replication is possible:

a. Different coders carry out the same research. The degree of agreement
expresses the degree of inter-(coder)agreement.

Determining this inter-

(coder) agreement is necessary in order to ascertain whether the method
can be applied independent

of one

person.

b. The same research is done at different points in time. The degree of
agreement expresses the intra-(coder)agreement.

Determining this intra-

(coder)agreement is necessary in order to ascertain whether persons can
а

РРІу the method in a consistent way and are not (mis-)guided in their

judgements by unaontroltahle

intermedíate

influences.

In content analysis, reliability must be measured in both directions.
In order to solve the dilenma between unreliability of human judgements on
the one hand, and the necessity to use these judgements in content analysis
onthe other, tuo appToaahes are fruitful:
1. Pilot

Studies

for improvement of the reliability of human codings;

2. Application of existing

methodSj

of which it is known that they lead,

measured in terms of many different criteria, to reliable codings, as
long as they are related to the research object.

Pilot studies
codings

for

improvement

of the reliability

of human

Pilot studies for improving the reliability of human codings have two
partial aims:
a. increasing coder's skill in working with a certain method of content
analysis. To this end, the researcher selects

and

trains

coders.

b. decreasing the ambiguity of the criteria coders use to judge texts
and of the (differences in) categories?- e.g.b/ simplification of the
practice of the method of content analysis in question. The researcher
clarifies

the method, the classification scheme and the instructions,

as it were.
Jn other
level

words,

the researcher

of the instrument

between instrument

tackles

(the coders)

and method.

the problem of unreliability
and at the level

of the

at

the

interaction

- 124 None of the applications of content analysis of illustrated periodical
magazines discussed in chapter I mentions pilot studies aimed at both
(or one) of these goals.

Training

and eelection:

the problem

of the training

artefact

The reduction of unreliability through training and selection of coders
creates a major problem in those cases in which the task of coders consists
of giving ]udgements about text material. This problem is referred to in
this

publication with the term training artefact. Artefacts in social-

scientific research are outcomes of those practices, inherent to a variety
of distinct levels of a research design and its execution, which lead to
distortions in the data and thus to uncontrollable conclusions about
reality: the research design and its execution themselves cause certain
measurement results and relationships, not the reality studied (cf.
Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1969).
The term training
findings

about

tratmng

of

artefact

the texts

covers
analysed

those

of content

results

are accused by inadequate

analysis

where

eelection

and

coders.

Inadequate selection and training can easily occur when coders are to give
judgements about texts in terms of abstract and latent criteria of judgement
such as self-realization, ritualization or auratization. One can imagine
that at a certain point, they no longer judge on the grounds of a
'mature'

judging

акгіі,

but do so as 'brainuashed'

automatons

reacting to

stimuli and accurately assigning codes in the way they expect the researcher
would like them to.
Training artefacts can come about when selection and training is in terms
of goals, other than the ones mentioned by de Groot as pre-conditions
mature judging
goals

skill:

and impartiality

reduction,
of judges

elimination
as selection

and concentration
goal

as

for
training

(De Groot, 1961,

pp. 244-250).
"1. Reduction,

simplification or explicitation, increased stringency of

the judgement task (task a ) " : the training should be in terms of the
question whether coders understand by what criterion and using which
techniques they are to judge texts, and which text characteristics
refer to it;
"2a.As far as possible, elimination

of irrelevant other aspects (b, c, ...

etc.): the judge should know only so much as is relevant for objective
judgement.

a
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2b.As far as elimination is not possible, e.g. in the case of the judgement of
persons, or of test replies, essays, news paper texts, works of art, or
other complex wholes m
eoncentration

terms of one aspect to be abstracted:

on this aspect, i.e. that the judgement designs furthers

the abstraction of other, irrelevant aspects (b, c, ... etc.)".
This concentration is warranted in the case of coder training; it should
take place in terms of the question of whether coders can concentrate
on the criterion of judgement in question as well as on text characteris
tics referring to it.
"5a.Working with coders who have no other

interests

than to give serious,

i.e. expert and objective judgements.
5b.using

different

and completely independent judges,

whose judgements can

и

be combined and compared (enabling с г»скь on mtersubjectivitv)

Selection must be done in terms of the impartiality

and independence

of

coders: persons who cannot provide the necessary neutrality and independence
personality,

are not suitable. Reasons for this may be found at the level of
of engagement

in the success or failure of the research and of the

and expertise

necessary for participation in the research.

In many cases a closed

mind

skill

vis à vis the text material to be analysed may

be a counter indication for impartiality. For instance: he/she who considers
illustrated periodical magazines totally irrelevant, should not code them,he/she who sees newspapers only as servants of capitalism should not code
them in terms of political sympathies.
There are also many cases in content analysis in which serious and expert
judgement requires а зресъаЪ knowledge

o r

a

deep involvement.

In such

cases one has to select from the total population of experts or of those
who are deeply involved, coders who combine expertise, involvement and an
open mind. Of course, such a selectivity implies restrictions for the
interpretability of the research outcome.
Training and selection practices which do not restrict themselves to these
points of reduction, concentration, impartiality and independence raise at
least the suspvcion

that the codings result in training artefacts. Whether

or not in a concrete example of research one can speak of a training
artefact is not measurable. The training artefact i.e. its influence on the
research datais a qvalvtative

question.
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One will, in terms of the criteria mentioned (and possibly others like
them), have to make plausible

the idea that the application of content

analysis is not distarted by any training artefaci. Only then it is
useful to calculate coefficients of agreement and to draw conclusions on
the basis of their values concerning the reliability of the research.
Because however high the reliability expressed in coefficients of agreement
is (cf. the relevant sections of this paragraph) a training

yields invalid
The actual

artefact

data.
seleotion

and training

of coders

in content

analysis

Literature on the systematic selection and training of coders in view of
the improvement of the reliability of codings (the first goal

at p. 123

and on the agreement with which coders code texts Identically, does not
9
exist , in contrast to the systematic training of observers (cf. Veenman,
1975, p. 104 onwards -he has set up the training of observers for observation of teacher-pupil interaction, in phases, and has measured whether the
agreement between observers, as an indicator of the reliability, has
increased upon completion of the most important phases).
In publications of content analysis, one does refer to coder selection. One
appears not to use the services of coders who, after some time, do not
code in agreement with the majority of other coders (Oorburg et.ai., 1978;
Spiegelman, Terwilliger and Fearing, 1953). These authors make no mention
of criteria

of selection, other than the one of agreement with the

majority of coders.

Clarification
There is some literature on tie clarification of methods of content analysis,
classification schemes and instructions. Summarizing this literature, I
feel I can say the following concerning the possibility of obtaining an
acceptable level of reliability of codings where difficult and/or complicated
tasks for coders are concerned

:

1. The instrument should be empirical

to the hzghest

possible

degree.

This can be realized by the researcher in two ways
a. To each abstract description of criteria and categories of judgement,
he adds examplps3

derived from the material to be coded or from other

research. (Bothwell, 1967, p. 13¿ onwards

D a v n , 1970, D. 76 onwards;

Buresh, 1975; Van Cuilenburg ard Noonen, 1 0 74, ^ottschalk, Ui-get and Gles€

- 127 1969;

Osgood,Saporta andNunaHy, 1956; Westbroek, 1976; White,

1944).
b. He does not use abstract, i.e. numerical categories for the intensity
levels of abstract criteria of judgement, but so called
aoales.

empimcal

These are rank-orders of empirical sections of text. Coders

are told to place sections of text together with the section in the
rank-order, with which, in terms of the criterion of judgement, they
go best. (Exline and Long, 1965; Zinnes, 1963; Nortn and al., 1963;
Wright and Nelson, 1939; Russell and Wright, 1933).
Exline and Long investigated whether working with empirical scales
results in a higher reliability than working with exemplified
subjective scales. They determined that relatively inexperienced and
untrained coders code more reliably with empirical scales than they
do with exenplified subjective rating scales.
2. Coding -in. groups.
Through coding in groups the reliability of codings can be increased in
two ways.
a. One takes the modal judgement

of a group of three or more coders to

be the right one and tests, on the basis of this assumption, whether
a parallel group reaches the same modal judgement about identical
text material.
The ultimate success of this way of the coding in groups of difficult
and/or complicated tasks is doubtful

(Crittenden and Hill, 1971).

b. As a possible, but not necessary supplementation to the method of the
most frequent group judgement (Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977),
one asks a group of coders to arrive at a joint

conclusive

judgement

about those texts, about which one could not reach the same judgement
individually. (The researcher here functions mostly as an "adviser' ).
Using this method one has achieved unexpected good reliability results
(Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977; Noomen, 1977; Gallhofer, 1978a;
Bothwell, 1967).
c. Creating

a hierarchy

in judgement

formation

by codei^ (Schutz "Dicho-

tomous Decision Method", cf. Kaplan and Goldsen, 1965, Spiegelman,
Terwilliger and Fearing, 1953). In order to obtain a detailed conclusive
judgement about the text material, coders must succesively make a
series of dichotomous decisions.
Such a series may be represented diagrammatically as follows (taken
from Spiegelman, Terwilliger and Fearing, 1953, p. 17Θ).
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Decision

\

Decision 2

\

/ \

Decision 3

G

Λ

Decision 4

H
U

N

O

\

Ρ

Firstly, the coder 'decides' whether the section of text is A or B.
Subsequently, when A, whether it is С or D; when it is B, whether it
is E or F and so on. Ultimately he reaches the judgements:
D (= A + D)
H (= A + С + H)
К ( = A + C + G + K)
L (=A +

C + G + L )

E (= В + E)
I (= В + F + I)
M (=B + F + I

+ M)

N (=B + F + I

+ N)

О ( = B + F + J + 0)
Ρ ( = B + F + J + P)
The main advantage of this method is that the coder is obliged to
choose in terms of increasingly more finely explicated criteria than
would be possible when he would have to give his judgement D up to Ρ
straight away. In addition, this method is very suited for the
clan fι ration

of category-schemes. After all, the researcher can

determne exactly, where inter-coder agreement is insufficient
(Spiegelman, Terwilliger and Fearing, p. 179). In view of precisely
this, Knppendorff has developed a statistical test. The agreement at
each level of decision is expressed in a coefficient between 0 and 1.
This statistical measure is a generalization of Scott's coefficient
of agreement between pairs of nominal data (Krippendorff, 1971). Scott's
agreement coefficient (Scott, 1955) is an acceptable measure of coder
reliability, because it is corrected for chance agreement, as will
become clear in t ie next sections of this paragraph.
Up to now, the application of Schutz' "Dichotomous Decision Method"
has remained limited.
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Application

of existing

methods

Existing methods of content analysis and the related classification-schemes
and instructions qualify for application in content analysis of class- and
group-related frames of meaning in illustrated periodical magazines, when.
a. the reliability has been determined in terms of stringent

statistical

standards.
b. they yield judgements which may be interpreted
measurements

of the intensity

of certain

in a valid

way as

frames of meaning in

magazine

texts.
c. one may reasonably assume that the reliability reported is no pseudoreliability resulting from a training artefact.

Stringent

statistical

standards

The first point may seem trivial,

as it is obvious the reliability

measurements must meet stringent statistical standards.
Nevertheless, special attention in this respect is necessary for two
reasons: firstly because of a fundamentally methodological reason, and
secondly because in the practice
analysis,

one often

of reliability-measurement

does not take stringent

statistical

in
standards

content
seriously,

consequently concluding too readily that the data are reliable - it would
appear that the specialist literature on reliability measurement does not
reach the people who design and carry out content analysis.

Reliability

and

chance

In the area of fundamental

reliability

research

in content analysis, the

question of whether the unreliability in coders' judgements can be tested
or described statistically plays a role.
A positive approach to the question of whether unreliability is suited to
the practice of statistics implies that one:
a. considers coders as representatives

of some universe

of judges - one

generalizes towards this universe with the aid of statistics;
b. assumes that coders' errors are partly on the grounds of chance and
partly because of idenvifiable

sources

of error,

such as e.g. ambiguities

in the method, classification schemes and instructions or systematically
incorrect interpretations.
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Over against this one finds that:
a. through arbitrary selection, coders are not

representatives of any

universe of judges whatsoever,b. one may just as well base oneself on another assumption, namely that
evror

гг

error,

and the identification of chance error or systematic

error is unnecessary.

On this point the statistically oriented social scientists oppose the
approach to error as found in the natural sciences.
In the context of reliability research in content analysis, the latter
position is adhered to by Krippendorff, who is concerned with the theory of
information - for him reliability is a matter of the amount of information
and errors are a question of noise, i.e. the irritating but ever-present
crackling in a faulty telephone system, given the state of technology at
a certain moment.
Because of the contribution the identifiability of particular sources of
unreliability canroaJteto the improvement of the method, the classification
scheme and instructions or to training and selection of coders, one should
prefer the statistical approach to the natural scientific approach,
especially in the trial phases of content analysis. This preference is
enhanced by a certain possibility of manipulation of that unreliability,
resulting from the systematic structure in errors of interpretation by
coders (cf. p. 135 onwards).
The point remains that coders, through training and selection, are not
representatives of any universe of judges, and that consequently one cannot
conclude that a method is reliable in general.
In everyday practice, this is no catastrophe:

reliability research in

content analysis never (hardly ever) aims at statistically rpject^ng

any

(null-Jhypothesis and consequently not at statistical generalization of the
reliability of a method. In (virtually) all cases, such a goal would be
meaningless, as the following example can show: Let's assume: one has found
that the (correctly measured) agreement between 10 coders for the coding
of 25 texts on one variable is .50. The null-hypothesis (all agreement is
based on chance - the data are unreliable) can already be rejected at
e.g. .30 at the .01 level. One cannot then conclude that the data are
reliable: many (e.g. half) of the judgements do not agree with each other
exactly.
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In order to conclude that one can speak of agreement and relxability, a

qualitative,

untestable

oriterion

is necessary: does the value of the

agreement coefficient come auffiaiently

alose

to

1.0,

the value of conplete

inter-coder agreement? It will be clear that this is not the case with an
agreement of .50, despite of the fact that the null-hypothesis could be
rejected. It is a 'convention of the trade' to use an agreement coefficient
of .80 as a minimum result of adequate coefficients.
In those (rare) cases, where the testing of a null-hypothesis tno agreement)
is important, Tinsley and Weiss propose to use a critical value which is
extra high, e.g. .01, instead of the usual .05 (Tinsley and Weiss, 1975, p. 362).

Reliability

research

in the practice

of content

analysis

When we observe the practice of content analysis, it is striking how much one
ridicules thourough statistical standards. One calls codings reliable on the
basis of agreement coefficients which do not prove this. Three
mistakes

types

of

occur in this context:

1. One does not, usually, in the case of nominal

data (or data treated as

such), correct inter-coder agreement for chance.

In particular with

irregular distributions of judgements on the different categories of a
nominal variable, this leads to serious over-estimates of

the

reliability

(Scott, 1955, p. 322).
Chance-corrected reliability coefficients for nominal data are: Scott's
pi (Scott, 1955), Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960) and Fleiss r

(Pleiss,

1975); Krippendorff's approach in terms of information theory of the
agreement on nominal variables is,de facto, also a correction for chance,
although he does not mention this (Krippendorff, 1970, 1971).
Coefficients nor corrected for chance, which are frequently used in
research are e.g. the coefficient of agreement by Holsti (1969) and the
one by Kaplan and Goldsen (1965, p. 83 onwards).
An analogous problem occurs during the application of parametric
agreement coefficients on evidently peaked

or flatly

distributed

data:

degrees of agreement calculated with the aid of parametric correlation
coefficients (e.g. Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient), are
over-estimated in the case of peaked data, and under-estimated in the
case of flatly distributed data. With these types of distributions, one
can think of non-parametric agreement coefficients with corrections for
ties (rank-correlation coefficients, Kendall's concordance coefficient,
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analysis of variance, cf. Selvage, 1976, p. 606 onwards, Tinsley and
Weiss, 1975, pp. 361-362).
2. However, in the application of (non)parane tria

agreement

ooefficbents,

a specific problem arises, apart from the general problems surrounding
the relationship between statistical tests and the measurement level of
the variables. Whole families of coefficients of the agreement measure only
one aspect of the agreement. They measure either.
a. Whether η units of observation are placed in an identioal

sequence

from low to high on a continuum, without determining whether these
sequences coincide, i.e. are on the same level or are "only"
paralled to each other and are thus on a different, non-agreeing level.
This is the aspect of agreement measured by all (rank-order) correlation
coefficients;
b. or they measure whether η units of observation have been taken on
average

or medially,

i.e. have been coded in agreement in terms of

level, without determining whether or not the units of observation
have also been coded in an identical sequence from low to high.
This is the aspect of agreement measured by all tests of the difference
between two or more means or medians.
Reliability measurements with only (rank-)correaltion coefficients or
tests for the difference between two or more or medians, are inadequate.
In these cases, reliability has not been determined in terms of stringent
statistical standards. With variables higher than the nominal level it

must be determined with the aid of intraclass

correlation

coefficients

(e.g. Ebel's analysis of variance of inter-observer agreement, Ebel, 1951,Bartlo, 1966; Landis and Koch, 1975; Winer, 1971)

both rank-order correlation
betueen medians.

coefficients

, or with the aid of

and a test of the

difference

In figures 1-3, I demonstrate again why one can, by using only rank-order
correlation coefficients or only tests of the difference between means or
medians, draw errorneous conclusions concerning the actual reliability of
the codings of two coders A and B.
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Figure 1. Unreliability in the case of high (rank-)correlations.

highest

value middle

lowest
units
1. (ranJc-) correlation = 1 conclusion: very high reliability
intraclass correlation < 1 conclusion: no high reliability
A and В rank units 1 to η identically, but A however gives values between
"lowest" and "middle", whereas В gives values between "middle" and "highest".
On the basis of r etc. = 1, one might erroneously conclude that A and В have
coded reliably.

Figure 2. Unreliability in the case of high mean - or medial agreement.

highest

value middle

lowest
units
2. Test of difference between means or medians - 1 conclusion: very high
reliability
intraclass correlation < 1 conclusion, no high reliability

On average, A and В give the same value to units 1 to n, but their rankings
are diametrically opposed. On the basis of signs-test etc. = 1, one might
erroneously conclude that A and В have coded reliably.
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У-

hignest

value middle

В

/

\

A

/

lowest

1
units

η

Э. (rank-)correlation = 1 conclusion: very high reliability
test of difference between means or medians = 1 conclusion: very high
reliability
intraclass correlation = 1 conclusion: very high reliability
Only in this case can we really speak of reliability where the codings by
A and В are concerned. One can/ however, only draw this conclusion when
the interclass correlation between A and В = 1 or when both their (rank-)
correlation = 1 and their means or medians exhibit no differences.
As a

finishing remark for these observations on the stringency of

statistical standards in the measurement of coder reliability, one can say
it is now clear what are the criteria for ascertaining whether an existing
method is eligible for application:
1. With nominal·

variables,

agreement must be

chance—corrected.

2. With variables on a higher level of measurement, the agreement must be
measured with -intraclass

correlation

coefficients,

or, next to (rank-)

correlation, it must also be determined that there is no difference
between neans or medians;
3. In the case of evidnetly peaked or flatly
non-parametric

distributed

data, one must use

testing statistics.

4. The values on coefficients, meeting those requirements, must
1.0,

approach

if one wants to consider the data as reliable. It is a 'convention

of the trade' to consider values of .80 and higher as a minimum m
respect.

this
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Manipulable

unreliability

High coefficients, resulting from good reliability research means that the
influence of method and observation on the data may be neglected, in the
analysis, one need pay no further attention to the factor of unreliability.
Results of < .80 lead to the conclusion, that the unreliability is not a
factor to be neglected. Basically, the entire preparatory phase of the
research then starts again:
a. pilot study and a literature survey in order to achieve a less
ambiguous conceptualization and operationalization of the concepts to be
measured;
b. clarification of the method, the classification scheme and the coding
instructions, in the light of a;
с

new selection and training of coders (including the chance of increasing
training artefacts).

The application of intraclass coefficients
as a measure for
unreliability
can lead to two additional conclusions on the choice not to neglect
unreliability.
1. Unreliability

of the method of the coders.

One can determine exactly the contributions to unreliability of conceptuali
zation, operationalization, method, classification scheme and instructions
combined, or of the personal frames of reference used by coders respectively
(Fleiss, 1975). This determination guides the new preparation of research
in the sense of showing the researcher what he should pay attention to, to
coders or to the method etc.
This is not limited to intraclass correlation coefficients. Fleiss shows
that chance-corrected coefficients for nominal data (Scott's pi, Cohen's
kappa, Fleiss' r , Maxwell and Pillmer's r

) can be interpreted as

intraclass correlation coefficients. In the case of Cohen's kappa and
Maxwell and Pillmer's r

, it is also possible to determine the contribution

of the method etc. and of the coders respectively, to unreliability, and
thus to determine the direction in which the content analysis should be changed.
For Scott's pi and Fleiss r

this does not apply; their contributions cannot
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characteristics of the (otherwise

acceptable)

agreement

coefficients

of

Scott and Fleiss, and all others, derived from them (e.g. Krippendorff's
coefficient for the Dichotomous Decision Method) , at a Ъсрле
those of Cohen's kappa. Maxwell Pilliner's r

Ъе еЪ than

and intraclass correlation

coefficients.
This lower ranking applies also to non-parametric coefficients (e.g.
Kendall's concordance coefficient and Kruskall and Wallis' test of medial
agreement): measurements of unreliability with these kinds of tests also do
not enable a specification of the contribution of the method etc. and the
coders respectively, to unreliability.

2. Unreliable

coders

as a source

of variance

in the

data.

If many conditions to be mentioned have been met, an urreliable
in content analysis can still be processed

data

natrn-x

(directly). The basic consideration

in this argument is that research into the (un)reliability of codings, using
intraclass correlation coefficients amounts to an analysis

of Variance

in

the data: does an effect of codings on the data structure exist or does it
not. With variance in the data structure explained through an analysis of
variance, one can do more than merely observe there is a certain effect:
one can test
despite

whether

the effect

the data behave according

of unreliability

to a hypothetical

on the data structure,

model,

providing the

nature of the data allows such an advanced analysis (condition I) and
providing the nature of the unreliability allows such an advanced analysis
(condition II).
By considering unreliability

as a source

of variance

with a known effect

on the data structure, one can, in one complex, e.g. multi-factorial model
of analysis of (co-)variance test whether the hypotheses which are important
in the research, should or should not be rejected.

Condition

I:

the nature

of

the

data.

The nature of the data should allow a complex analysis of variance: together
with the effect of unreliability, other relations in the data matrix should
be tested.
This means that e.g. together with the effect of unreliability, the relations
between research variables should be testable via the analysis of covanance
(Winer, 1971, p. 752 onwards). To this end, the variables must be of
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interval

level

at

least

and be distributed

normally

and

homogeneously.

Or it means that apart from the effect of unreliability, the influence of
other (experimental) conditions on the data should be testable via
multi-factorial analysis of variance (Winer, 1971, p. 309 onwards; Bock
and Haggard, 1967). These experimental conditions must be independent of
each other; no demands m

terms of measurement level are made of those

experimental conditions: they may consist of a row of nominal categories.
The research variables however must also be metrical and must be normally
and homogeneously distributed.

Condition

II:

the nature

of

the

unreliability.

The unreliability should
a. be interpretable as if it were an experimental

condition

(condition H a ) .

b. not explain so much of the variance in the data matrix, that
remains

to be explained

nothing

by testing the actual research hypothesis

(condition lib).

Condition

Ha:

The unreliability

factor.

Unreliability can be interpreted as an experimental condition or factor
when it

can be attributed

to individual

coders:

individual coders together

form a collection of nominal categories. For unreliability resulting from the
irethod etc. such an equivalent does not exist.
This means that from the results of the reliability research, it should be
clear that (virtually) all unreliability results from differences between
coders in terms of personal interpretation and not from ambiguities in the
method etc.
The personal interpretations by the different coders must also be

consistent;

unreliability, i.e. lack of agreement may only occur between coders. After
all, when the interpretation of each of the coders is not consistent, their
influence on the data matrix would be unclear - whatever else it is, it is
not a personal interpretation of the method etc. and of the texts to be
analysed.
The intra-coder

reliability

must be high

,e.j.

>

.80).
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Condition IIb. Explained

variance.

The difference in interpretation between individual coders should not be so
great that this difference explains a l l the variance in the data matrix,
leaving nothing for the testing of the actual research hypothesis. This
implies that inter-coder reliability
cannot be extremely lem.
Where the boundary l i e s in this respect is unknown due to the lack of
research in this vein. One could think of a tentative standard of no less
than .60, for inter-coder-reliability.
In summary: If the inter-coder reliability
causes one to conclude that
urreliabilitb
cannot be neglected (R. , < .80!. a data matrix resultino
from content analysis is suited to processing, as long as:
I.

The data allow for a complex form of analysis of variance.

II.

The unreliability results from the personal frames of reference of
coders, and not from the method etc.

III. The personal frames of reference have a high degree of consistency

IV.

(R .
> .80).
intra
The differences between coders are not so great as to explain all
variance (.80 > R

^
> .60).
inter

In this case, one can call the unreliability
"negligible".

"manipulable"

instead

of

Although a negligible degree of unreliability is preferable

to a manipulable degree of unreliability, this opens up new, less stringent
possibilities for testing hypotheses about more latent characteristics of
text material and for precluding extreme training artefacts: the researcher

can adjust better

to the personalities

of his coders and need not depend

on a frame of reference, which is strange to them.
In two of three reliability experiments described in chapter IV inuo the
extent to which frames of meaning in the content of illustrated periodical
magazines can be coded, manipulable unreliability was the (subsidiary) goal.

Valid interpre
of frames of

tabi lity
meaning.

of reliable

measurements

of the

intensity

The question of whether reliable measurements of intensity may be interpreted
in a valid way as real frames of meaning in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines will, in the course of this chapter, be answered only
tentatively. It will only be answered definitely in chapter III, in the
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frames of meaning (self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance,
personal problem orientation, ntualization, auratization) in terms of some
social-scientific conceptual schemes and typologies for human needs,
motivations, attitudes and/or values.
We must suffice here with a provisional judgement as to the validity of
those projects of content analysis of illustrated periodical magazines in
which methods have been used which.in the light of the criteria described
above, may be considered reliable. These methods may be applied.
In table Id the research projects, represented in table 3 щ

chapter I, have

been classified in terms of the way in which coder-reliability was measured.
Table 10 is presented at p. 140.

It is striking that in only
acceptable

measured

were

2 of

used,

the total

of 40 projects,

тгпътаііу

that is, as far as inter-coder reliability

is concerned. Really adequate testing statistics (Cohen's kappa, Maxwell
and Pilliner's r

, intraclass correlation coefficients) have not been

used in any of the projects, and intra-coder reliability has not been
measured in any of them. Beally, only for both these research projects
there are reasons to apply their procedures.
These two research projects are:
1. Clarke

and Esposito

's research into the job motbvations

of women in

women's magazines (Clarke and Esposito, 1968);
2. Alan

Kotok's

replication of Berelson and Salter's content analysis into

the representation of native white Americans versus white or coloured
immigrants or blacks in magazine fiction (Kotok, 1971).

Consequently, both these projects will be discussed.

ad 1. Job motivations

of women.

Measuring coder-reliability with an acceptable measure, such as Scott's pi,
is no guarantee

as such, that a scheme of categories in content analysis is

indeed reliable, as Clarke and Esposito's results show.
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Table 10. Measurement of coder-reliabi.lj.ty in content analysis of
illustrated periodical magazines.

Not applicable:
non-quantitative content analysis

15

not measured

14

measured, but not according to acceptable
statistical standards

9

measured according to acceptable
statistical standards

2

measured according to a truly adequate testing
model (kappa, r
coefficients)
total

, intraclass correlation

0
40

ж uncorrected percentages of agreement, gamma, Guttman's test of
scalability.
yot Scott's pi.
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To this end, the results must imply a negligible degree of unreliability
or a manipulable one.
These are the pi-values from Clarke and Esposito's research:

"Achievement

.41

Afillation

.72

Power

.86

Cognitive need

.24

Feminine mystique

.72

Terminal values

.34

Diffuse energy

.75" (Clarke and Esposito, 1966, p. 480).

One of these values is above .80 (negligible), three lie between .60 and
.80 (manipulable) and three lie below .60 (unreliable). Given the
caution we must observe, there is no reason to consider the application of
Clarke and Esposito's classification scheme for content analysis of classand group-related frames of meaning.

ad 2. The representation

of majorities

and

minorities.

Kotok reports an averange pi-value of .8590 for the reliability of his
codings (regrettably, he mentions no measure of dispersion, so it remains
unknown whether all variables can be considered as reliable). These codings
are scores for 13 different characteristics of the characters which play a
role in magazine

fiction

(Kotok, 1971, p. 252). His research was into the

representation of majority and minority-groups of Americans, as stated. His
classification scheme appears to be eligible: it seems that the unreliability
may be neglected. For content analysis into class- and group-related frames
of meaning it would appear useful to:
a. register the

ingroup-outgroup

mentality,

as it is expressed in magazine

texts. Indicators for this are the variables of:
1. Citizenship, race, or ethnic group withe the categories·
"Americans"
Anglo-Saxon/Nordi с
Other hyphenates
Blacks
Jews
Foreign Nationals
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2. Chacter's role in the story (major, subjamor, or minor).
3. Socio-economic status (as depicted from the character's life stile).
4. Occupational prestige or status.
5. Love and marriage relationships (between or within ethnic groups).
6. Interactional position (superordinate, subordinate, neutral).
By comparing frequencies amongst "descriptive" variables (1, 3, 4) with
census data, one can determine the proportionality or disproportionality
with which minorities are mentioned m

the texts analysed .

Disproportionality, supplemented with a subordinate position of certain
minorities (variables 2 and o) and with an apparent restriction of love
and marriage relationships to one's own minority, then indicates a strong
ingroup-outgroup mentality around the theme of ethnical minorities in the
content of illustrated periodical magazines.
b. Some understanding of the value of self-realization

may be obtained with

the aid of the following variables·
7. character's goals in the story (altruistic or pragmatic)
8. means employed in achieving these goals (approved or disapproved)
9. barreers faced in achieving these goals (approved or disapproved).
Approval expressed in the texts for pragmatic goals "like self-preservation,
material success, power, ambition or knowledge" (p. 259) would then
indicate the value of self-realization as a frame of meaning.
c. The extent of "a eertain

degree

of

tole^ayce"

could be evident from data

on variable 10, approval of disapproval of the character, by the (dis)approval of goals strived for by members of minorities (7, θ and 9) and
from inter-ethnic love and marriage relationships .

With the aid of Kotok's variables and his scheme of categories, it would
appear possible to code a number of aspects of class- and group-related
frames of meaning reliably: ingroup-outgroup mentality and (in part) middle
class ideologies. Indicators for ntualization and auratization are lacking
in his scheme.
However, on the basis of the specific nature of his research, questions must
be raised (and answered, if possible) as to the real applicability:
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In view of the reliable coding of texts, does it make any difference
whether one, like Kotok, restricts oneself to fiction,
investigates all texts, i.e. including non-fiotion.

or whether one
In my opinion, it makes

no difference. However, there is no evidence in the form of comparative
content analysis of fiction and non-fiction.
The question of the ethnical

minorities

has, in the US, been a serious

problem for generations. Consequently it is understandable that references
to ethnical minorities, relationships and problems are frequent in the
American mass media and thus in American illustrated periodical magazines.
In the Netherlands, ethnical minorities are much less a self-evident
problem, and consequently are a less frequent theme in illustrated
periodical magazines.
The popular opinion, reflected in the mass media, is that the Netherlands
distinguish themselves favourably from the U.S. in this respect, although
this opinion will have been modified by the massive emergence of immigrant
labour from the mediterrenians countries, and from the West Indies/
the Dutch Commonwealth and by the actions by RMS-youth (Bovenkerk, 1978;
Bovenkerk and Bovenkerk-Teennk, 1972).
It remains however that content analysis of illustrated periodical
magazines in be Netherlands aimed specifically at ethnic relationships,
will be applicable only to a very

small

number

of

texts,

which can have

an undermining effect on the representativeness of the research .
In any case, an application of Kotok's scheme of variables and categories
will have to be preceded by counting the number of texts in which the
theme of ethnical minorities plays a role. The texts in which this
theme is present must have a reasonable frequency and must be spread out
evenly over the universe of magazines to be investigated.
Aiming general content analysis

of class- and group-related frames of

meaning specifically at the theme of "ethnical minorities" is suited only
when frames of meaning interpreting this theme are the same as those
interpreting other themes. An unambiguous answer to this question is
possible only by comparing frames of meaning in this case to those in
one or more other cases. This, m

turn however, implies that for these

other cases too, we must have reliable and comparable coding schemes.
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в.

Sunmary:

the

frames

of

problems

of

covtert

aralaysis

of

meaning

In the introduction to this dissertation it was already mentioned that it is
based on unsuccesful attempts at the content analysis of frames of meaning
and at testing hypotheses concerning the relationship between frames of
meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines and the structure
of the magazine market. In this chapter I have dealt with the
problems

of validation,

oonoeptualizat-Lon

concepts

to be measured and the problem

and operationalization
of

the reliability

fundamental
of

of

the

their

measurenent.
I have argued that valid and reliable measurement is a fundamental and not
easily solvable problem in the case of content analysis of difficult concepts.
The argumentation was based on general approaches in content analysis and of
discussions of those projects already indicated in chapter I, which formed
(part of) the basis for the formulation of the hypothesis of class- and
group-related frames of meaning.
It had to be concluded that in these projects virtually everything which could
have led to a succesful valid and reliable measurement of the concepts of
meaning as intended, was lacking. Consequently, these research projects are
not worth following up.
Through a critical examination of problems of validity and reliability in
content analysis in general, we have looked for possible solutions, such as:
- qualitative

pilot

studies

and

conceptual

literature

surveys

for solving

problems of validity;
- training

and selection

of coders and clarifbcation

of the method for

solving the problem of unreliability of numan codings;
- computer-automation

of coding for circumnavigating the problem of

unreliability.
It was demonstrated that the relevant theoretical

backgrounds

methodological

analysis

not

suited

designs

of the examples

of content

and/or
discussed

were

to being paradigmatic for serious research into class- and group-

related frames of meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines.
It became evident that these theories either did not
statements,

or were about unmeasurable

were unreliable
not

have

(cf. table Ю) , not representative

the multi-Variate

character

lead

to

substantial

ent-ht-ves, the methodological designs
(cf. table 6 ), and did

which enables complex statements about

the elements of reality analysed (cf. table 8 ) .
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In the following chapters of this publication, I am to show how the
problems of validation and reliability may be tackled more fruitfully than
was the case in the above mentioned examples of content analysis of
illustrated periodical magazines. Aspects of a complete research design,
such as sampling and representativeness or the (multi-vanate) model of
data-processing will not be dealth with. They are relevant only when both
fundamental problems of invalidity and of unreliability in the measurement
of frames of meaning through content analysis have definitely been solved.
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¡Votes ίο chapter

li

1. Inrayopinion, Galtung describes the cause for all sorts of
"omissions" very well, when ne says:"Texts about content analysis are
apt to present raethodological principles of very general applicability
as if these applied to content analysis alone, probably because they are
texts with О. relatively untrained target audience" (Galtung, 1967,
p. 67).
Relatively untrained target audiences, trained with the help of these
sorts of text, yield relatively untrained researchers.
2. In par. 5 of this chapter, these special conditions are dealt with under
the heading 'ЧапіриіаЬLe sources of е тот in content
aralysi-s",
3. Methodological suppositions concerning the manipulability of sources of
error in content analysis (cf. the preceding note), are based on the
measurability of measurement- and observer-error in the data-matrix.
4. Exceptions are known from content analysis of the protocols of psycho
therapeutic interviews (Bothwell, 1967; Buresh, 1975; Davis, 1970;
Gottschalk and Gleser, 1969). I consider the tvadit-ion
ïn
psyehology
of gauging scales as an explanation for t m s .
5. In the case of Van Cuilenburg's research too, there are drawbacks.
The assumption of his research design is that the paper gives the same
judgement of a concept as intended (here: the ranking of politicians
on a left-ï'bght
áimension)
as will the population as a whole.
Precisely with this concept, doubt; in this respect is justified. Research
by e.g. Middendorp into conservatism and progressiveness shows that
left-right, i.e. ргсд сзеі епеБе-сопзег аіъвтг is a
unidimensional
concept for ine political
elite,
while "the people" 'nave a
nultidimevsbonai,
ambiguous vvew in thvs respect.
Middendorp: "in addition,
however, there seems to be a repressing mechanism inherent in the very
structure of ideological controversy in the electorate, as against the
uni-dimensional antithesis in the political elite. This means that
ideological debate at the elite level (from which level it 'comes down'
to the electorate through the mass media) is 'alienated'
from the
actual controversies which exist at the mass level" (Middendorp,
1978, p. 360).
In this са-эе, the paper will be more likely to represent the unambiguous
opinion of the political elite than the complex one of the electorate.
In view of the problem at hand - the selectzon
of judges who ray be
deered experts
- the above mentioned may result in a more general con
clusion. A sample from a poopulation as a whole will only yielc. expert
judgements about the research variables of content analysis of mass
media, when, one may reasonably
assume that tue mass meuia
represent
the оргпіоп of the ι ovulation
on precisely
those varzables,
i.e. when
one may assume that they do not express the opinion of a certain group
(e.g. a political or other elite). If the latter is the case, the
researcher should consult representatives of that group.
6. Albrechts speaks of "the hypothesis (...) that literature influences or
shapes society" (p. 1?5). Terminologicall^ he lands himself in troubles
here, because, according to several sociologists, the term "influence"
cannot be distinguished from the term "чосia! control", while his
"influence-hypothesis" is intended to be quite different froir tne
"social control hypotnesis".
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He solves this problem by mentioning in a footnote that he intends both
terms to mean something different and that according to him, the use of
the term "social control" as a form of "influence" is confusing (p. 431,
footnote 56).
I feel I am emphasizing this difference he is referring to, and avoiding
confusion, by speaking of the "manipulation hypothesis" instead of
"influence hypothesis".
7. Basically, other entities are eligible too, such as e.g. assertions,
statements by someone on something, or combinations of parts of speech
such as adjective-noun combinations. The dictionary development in this
respect however, is still in its infancy, in the U.S. too (cf. Gottschalk,
Hausman and Brown, 1975, Aarts, 1976).
8. I cannot consider the ad hoc combination of a number of words with
(relatively) low frequencies into one category, in Namenwirth's
(1978) computer-assisted content analysis of two protocols of two
meetings of the Dutch cabinet, as a step towards the developrnment of a
Dutch dictionary.
The combinations were too arbitrary, and consequently of no real use for
content analysis of other texts.
9. This obviously does not mean that coders are not trained (well enough)
for content analysis. What is lacking is research into the effects of
training.
10. The very first step in the clarification of a method is obviously the
formulation of clear tasks for coders and giving exact definitions of
the criteria of judgement. The Yorkshire Breast Cancer Group found that
through this alone, a substantial decrease occurred in the variation in
10 surgeon's judgements on all kinds of aspects of breast cancer.
(Yorkshire Breast Cancer Group, 1977)
11. There are actually many intraclass correlation coefficients, which
differ from each other in the definition of measurement error in the
data matrix in the context of a general ANOVA-model (cf. e.g. Ebel, '1951;
Landis
and Koch, 1975; Tinsley and Weiss, 1975, p. 363-364).
In the discussion here, I assume that the differenoe
between
the
average
judgements
of coders is explicitly
defined as measurement
error.
In order not to over-complicate the discussion of the requirements which
measurements of coder-reliability must meet, I will only discuss here
the (special)
case in which к coders judge η texts in terms of one
characteristic. In that case, their judgements should be in agreement
both in terms of direction and in terms of level. One can imagine that
к coders judge η texts in terms of two or more characteristics. If these
characteristics are metric variables, one can determine in one test
whether coders agree in all their judgements. In that (general)
aase,
the co-variance should also be the same, in addition to the level and
the direction. Van der Kamp and Mellenberg describe this general case
in tjieir article "agreement between rates". (Van der Kamp and Mellenbergh, 1976).

- 148 CHAPTER III - THEORY AND METHOD. A LITERATURE SURVEY ON VALID
CONCEPT FORMATION CONCERNING FRAMES OF MEANING
Paragraph

1. Introduction.

The aim of

the

literature

survey

In the preceeding chapter I have argued that the researcher using content
analysis must devote himself to social-scientific literature surveys: that
he must determine whether, on the high level of abstraction of sociological
and/or psychological theory, conceptual schems exist which, (aided by some
adjustments) are in correspondence with or seem to be in correspondance with
his provisional conceptual schemes, not yet crystallized into valid variables;
that we must ascertain whether such conceptual schemes have been operationalized for us in empirical research, especially content analysis, and if so,
how this has been done.
It is one of the methods available to the researcher to arrive at "good
theory of symbolic communication by which to predict how given values,
attitudes or ideologies will be expressed in manifest symbols" (Krippendorff,
1969, p. 13). It is one of the methods whereby intuitive and provisional
concepts may be replaced by an unambiguous, that is a workable terminology
and whereby the intended concepts obtain a recognizable and controllable
place and meaning in the wider scientific language community.
This chapter contains a report of a social-scientific literature survey into
concepts and conceptual schemes for the findings and conclusions described in
chapter I, concerning the class- and group-related frames of meaning in the
content of illustrated periodical magazines.
Both aim and method in this respect differ vastly from those in chapter I.
In chapter I it was indicated how, on fairly broad and intuitive grounds,
general and thus fairly abstract conclusions resembling provisional
conceptualizations could be drawn from various empirical materials, concerning
the meaning of the content of illustrated periodical magazines with regard
to the relationship between producer and consumer, i.e. concretely as to how
producers appear to give guidance to processes of meaning-bestowal as relevant
in the life of consumers or as the case may be, appear to reinforce these
processes.
The method in chapter I has been highly inductive, working towards general
conclusions from a great diversity of empirical material. The aim was to
identify broad relationships and to formulate hypotheses concerning empirical
findings of others. On the face of it, these empirical findings were not
related to each other, except for the fact that they all say something about
the contents of illustrated magazines in various countries.
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This ohapter aims to be theoretiaal and rnethodologimlly deductive.
This means that the provisional conclusions and conceptualizations concermnj
frames of neaning in the coûtent of illustrated magazines are confronted
with captions fron established social-scientific
theory of which one may
reasonably assume that they yield clear, unambiguous conceptual typologies
concerning relevant aspects of the empirical field; i.e. activities of
meaning

and frames

of

meaning.

Fundamentally, the concern is for answers to

the same questions encountered in the discussion of Albrecht's "reflection
theory": do they contribute, in combination with research in which they have
been applied, to valid conceptualizations and operationalizations of terms
from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning in the
contents of illustrated magazines. The provisional conceptualizations of
these terms and the provisional hypothesis of class- and group-related
frames of meaning, resulting from chapter I, serve as an important c n t o n o n
to determine which captions from social-scientific theory are worth investigating by means of social-scientific literature survey .
The present literature survey is limited to conceptual schemes for those
frames of meaning in illustrated magazines which (would) have been given
with class-differences in the market. Limitation exists in terms of two
points:
a. The literature survey did not focus on other causes of differentiation
at the level of meaning, i.e. sex and age as independent variables.
b. From the total, multi-dimensional complex of meaning with regard to middle
class-groups

(self-realization, a certain degree of tolerance and a

personal problem orientation), attention was paid to self-realization and
to personal problem orientation, in sofar as it

is a question of self-

realization. The dimension of a (certain) degree of tolerance has not
been conceptually elaborated.
Thus, the object of the literature survey has been determined:

to what extent can the frames of meaning of self-realization,
and auratization be conceptualized7

ritualizatior

The captions from social-scienti fie literature to be dealt with here have
been mentioned in chapter II. They are:

1. Acraham Maslow's approach to deficiency

and arowth of the individual

(Maslow, 1954, 1967, 1968);
2. Theory formation concerning the values of freedom

and Ρquality

in

industrial societies, claimed and investigaged in the use of political
language by Milton

"okeach

(Rokeach, 1969, pp. 168-178; 1973, pp. 165-214);
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3. The theory and research of Clyde

Kluakhokn

concerning the differences

between human cultures in terms of a number of opposed

values

(Kluckhohn,

1961).
The application of the criterion of correspondence between these approaches
and the provisional conceptualizations of the class-related frames of
meaning of self-realization, ntualization and auratization yields the
following picture.
1. Ideas concerning a frame of meaning to be received in the middle classes
(self-realization) appear to correspond with Maslow*s concept of 'growthmotivation' and to Rokeach's concept of 'freedom'.
2. Ideas concerning a frame of meaning to be received in the lower social
classes (ntualization) appear to correspond with Maslow's concept of
'deficiency motivation' and Rokeach's concept of 'equality'.
3. Ideas concerning a frame of meaning to be received in the higher social
classes (auratization) appear to correspond with Maslow's concept for a
special· form of self^actualization, namely the "need for aesthetics"
(Maslow, 1954r p. 99).
Correspondence with Kluckhohn's system of opposed values is not so easily
identified. To this end, a more detasted interpretation of the empirical
value-clusters he found in different cultural communities is necessary.
For this reason, the correspondence of his concepts with the ones in the
frames of meaning-project are dealt with only in the discussion of his theory
in par. 4 of this chapter. The fact that this report of the literature survey
encompasses Kluckhohn's theory anyway, results from the quality of his
approach, as will become evident in the relevant paragraph.

An account

of the choice

of

literature.

The question may be raised as to why these theories, concentrating as they
do on very diverse aspects of the social and psychological make up of people,
have been chosen for this literature survey. More specifically, the
corresponoence between concepts from these theories and terms from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning is not a sufficient
reason

for this choice.
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Apart from the inevitable preference, knowledge and imagination of the
researcher himself, two more objective factors play a role In answering this
question, namely :
1. Firstly, an account for the choice of theories, focusing on such diverse
aspects of the social and psychological make up of people;
2. Secondly, the choice of these theories (and not other ones) in terms of
the "chance of success" regarding the attainment of the desired result:
a valid (and reliable) method for content analysis of frames of meaning.

Meaning as the unity

of personality

and

values,

Maslow primarily discusses the relationship between
and the needs

and motivations

personality(-development)

of people. This development is in terms of a

number of stages between low and high and each stage has its own set of needs
and motivations.
Rokeach and Kluckhohn are concerned, each in their own way, with values,

i.e.

standards to which social subjects refer in their behaviour.
It is too easy to argue that need and motivation are connected with values,
i.e. to argue that it is irrelevant at which levels one studies social and
psychological reality.
"To be connected to" is, after all, completely unlike "to be the same as".
Each of both levels has, to a certain degree, its own laws.
Identifying theoretical and empirical connections between them, requires a
special scientific approach.
This approach is the one through activities of meaning, as described in the
introduction to chapter I: "the activity of man whereby he, with the aid of
principles, structures himself as a totality, situates himself in the
environment in which he has been placed and orientates himself in relation to
the developments of this environment" (Kruithof, 1968, p. 505; Peters, 1977,
p. 23).
The levels of personality, need and motivation, and of values are both
equally essential in the definition of activities of meaning, for the following
reasons·
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1. Personality, need and motivation because everyone will himself have to
develop these activities, either in a conscious/motivated fashion or in
2
an unconscious fashion, stemming, as it were from instnnctive needs .
In the conscious/motivated-case, the subject will both know and make known
how he structures himself as a totality.
In the unconscious/"instinctive needp,-case, others will find out how and
where the subject is placed in the world. He, himself is unlikely to know
these things ;
2. Values, because principes are apparently of crucial importance for the
nature, substance and results of human activities of meaning.
Kruithof

's theory

motivation

on activities

and on values^

human life.

of meaning centres

in so far

In the guidance

as these

or reinforcement

by modem mass media such as illustrated
of meaning to be found
values
with

in mass media,

must be expressed;
the extreme

tion,

personality,

same unity

of

magazinesy

i.e.

with

in

meaning
in

of personality

even than in the everyday

form of the model personality

need and

form a unity

of human activities

periodical
this

more clearly

on

tuo entities

frames

and

world,

the model value

and

orienta-

such as we see, e.g. in the much criticized image of women in

advertising: young, good looking,energetic, aimed at finding happiness in
the happiness of husband and child.
The unity between personality and values, created by the concept of meaningbestowal, legitimates aiming the literature survey at these two separate
levels of social-scientific analysis, i.e. on theories of the personality
and on theories of values, if, in the method of content analysis, measurements
of both levels are provided, and if the correlations between these measurements
can be meaningfully interpreted as a unity. A priori pre-suppositions
concerning this unity are, in view of the lack of relevant theory formation
supported by research, difficult to formulate - thus, the a posteriori
interpretation of research outcomes must suffice, in this interpretation,
more speculative theories, e.g. from the realm of humanistic

philosophy, may

play a role.

Maslow,

Rokeach

and

Kluckhohn:

a reasonable

choice^

Whether or not the choice for Maslow, Rokeach and Kluckhohn is a reasonable
one, is, in addition to both afore mentioned arguments of the correspondence
with terms from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning
and of the unity of personality and values in the concept of activities of
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meaning, also a question of ends and means: is there some guarantee beforehand that their theories, and the research practice based on the latter, will
contribute to the attainment of the desired result, i.e. a valid (and reliable)
method for the content analysis of frames of meaning.
In view of this guarantee, the following considerations are important:
1. Firstly, these three approaches to personality and values remain,
the motivated

exlcusicn

afte^

of a number of other approaches to personality and

values in the contents of mass media.
a. for

reasons

of theoretical

inadequacy:

White's value analysis (chapter II, pp. 88-89), Albrecht's reflection
theory of fiction (chapter II, p. 79 onwards).
b. for reasons

of methodological

inadequacy:

Benjamin's aura-theory (chapter I, p. 48 onwards), Elias' theory of
civilization (chapter II, p. 88), the interpretation of texts and the
critique of ideology from the perspective of critical theory (chapter
II, p. 84 onwards).
c. for

reasons

of inadequacy

of the conceptual

scheme.

McClelland's achievement motivation theory (chapter II, p. 89).
2. A second consideration was whether or not the social-scientific theories
under study were applied
analysis

in actual

research,

particularly

in

content

.

After all, ideas as to whether concepts can be rendered operational must
result mainly from the practice of research. A number of (computer-assisted)
literature surveys

indicate, that the three theories in question have all

been applied succesfully in content analysis at least once.
3. A final consideration was the distance
and theory.

between the human world of

experience

We have looked for theories of which the concepts express

thoughts, feelings and behaviour of people as they themselves experience
them and/or make them known.
The foundation of the theory therefore has to lie on the level of human
experience (or what the scientist can distinguish within it), and not on
what they should think, feel or do on the basis of a theory concerning
their place and function in society. The reason for this consideration is
that, in order to retain a reasonable guarantee of reliably codable
operationalizations, the distance between theory and the world of experience
should not become too great.
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Maslow's theory is concerned with the person and stages in the development
of the personality. That which motivates him in certain stages of development is his own concern. So there is no problem here. In the case of
theories of values, this consideration does create problems: there are
several social-scientific theories, in which value classifications are
derived from demands of society: Parsons, Bales, but also certain Marxist
theories: Althusser, Gramsci, Poulantzas.
These types of theories have not been studied, because the distance between
theory and the world of experience is too great to allow for reliable
coding.
Both theories that have been studied (Rokeach and Kluckhohn) emphasize
that which people themselves share in terms of values, or, as the case may
be, express verbally or in writing or print.
However, what makes them different from e.g. White, is the fact that they
do give an account of why they feel they should investigate certain values,
and White does not. They do provide a theory in this respect, i.e. a
theory on what one should ask to track down values and how one should
interpret the resulting data.

The structure

of this

chapter.

This chapter is structured in terms of the derived result, i.e. acquiring a
valid and reliable method for the content analysis cf frames of meaning. In
this light, the three authors and the practice of research on the basis of
their theories, are discussed in turn, starting with Maslow's theory of
personality, motivation ¿md need, and then from Rokeach's theory on the values
of 'freedom' and 'equality' to Kluckhohn's theory of pairs of opposed values
(par. 2 and par. 3 and 4 respectively).

Paragraph

?,. deficiency

and growth

. V'JP ' c:: ' s ";;( s r ι* с f

г '.г

personality.
The charm and the weakness of Maslow's publications en the hierarchy cf 'r.-nan
needs and the growth of the personality via the ranos of thi? ladder is tV.c
openess of his concepts, his observations and l-,ii= ompirical jOr.^lMíi^r.í -т.
the basis of the latter. With this, I mear, to i-av tht- r> I l^v ;:-...: :
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1. On the one hand he offers a theory which cannot solve the theoretical
problems discussed in this chapter: the definitions of the central concepts
from his theory (personality, need, instinct, motivation, deficiency, growth,
health, self-actualization, peak experience, etc.) are vague
dimensional

and

multi

(Cofer and Appley, 1964; Wahba and Bndwell, 1976) , and are not

readily (directly) Operationalized in simple, observable psychological
and/or social entities . Maslow himself denies that this, given the present
state of the science, is possible or even desirable:
"One last word on definition. Many of the problems that have plagued
writers in this area, as they attempted to define and delimit motivation,
are a consequence of the exclusive demand for behavioral, externally

observable criteria. The original
that
is

is

still

used by all

the subjective

ariteiri-on of motivation

human beings

except

behavioral

and the one
psychologists

one (my ithalics, G.M.). I am motivated when I desire

or want or yearning or wish or lack. No objectively observable state has
yet been found that correlates decently with these subjective reports,
i.e. no good behavioral definition of motivation has yet been found.
Now of course we ought to keep on seeking for objective correlates of
indicators of subjective states. On the day when we discover such a public
and external indicator of pleasure or of anxiety or of desire, psychology
will have jumped forward by a century. But until

we find it we ought not

ask a rat to give subjective reports. Fortunately, however, we can ask
the human being, and there is no reason in the world why we should refrain
from doing so until we have a better source of data" (Maslow, 196Θ,
p. 22).
2. On the other hand, his approach to the relationship between need, motivation
and personality-development has a very

direct

appeal,

it appears

imnediately plausible, and can be combined with many everyday experiences
of people of what concerns them, and with psychological theories based on
these everyday experiences (Maslow, 1968, pp. 21 and 23).
In terms of research into class- and group-related frames of meaning

m

illustrated periodical magazines, the fact that his theory has a definite
appeal, is plausible and can be combined with other theories is important
for two reasons :
a. the conceptual dichotomy Maslow identifies between needs and motivations

based on psychological
and health

deficiency

and those based on psychological

growth

appears to be related to the frames of meaning in the contents

of illustrated magazines, discussed in chapter I.
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b. his theory has inspired other psychologists to develop

i-nstTuments

whereby people may obtain a better or deeper understanding of what they
desire or lack (Porter, 1962; Huizinga, 1970) and it has inspired
researchers using content

anatyet-s

to develop methods whereby a better,

i.e. deeper understanding may be obtained of what moves people, on the
basis of what they say:
- in psycho-therapeutic

-interv-iews

(Gottschalk, Springer and Glaser,

1961; Gottschalk, 1968, Gottschalk and Glaser, 1969 , Progroff, 1963;
Viney and Mantón, 1973; Viney and Westbrook, 1976; Westbrook, 1976).
- in autobiographical

material

(Hill, 1967; Liebermann, 1967; Norton,

1973; Thorne, 1963).
- in prose

and poetry

(Bruffee, 1974; Dreistadt, 1972; Garzilli, 1972;

Lee, 1970; P a n s , 1974; Patterson, 1974; Popkin, 1973; Sanders, 1970).
- in their contracts

(Buresh, 1975).

The combination of both these points a and b was the reason to subject
Maslow's theory to a literature survey, guided by the central question of
whether or not this theory and others inspired by it, contribute towards
valid conceptualizations and operationalizations of terms from the hypothesis of class-and group-related frames of meaning in the contents of
illustrated periodical magazines.

Deficiency

motivation

and growth

motivation»

The answer to the question whether or not Maslow's theory of the personality
is fruitful with regard to the conceptualization and operationalization of
frames of meaning, is to be found in those sections of Maslow's work, where
his description of personality, need and motivation is supported by empirical
research. This point is located in the dichotomy of deficiency and growth as
determining factors for the structure of needs and the motivation of the
person- there are, as indicated in research by e.g. Porter (1962) and Huizinga
(1970) and in the discussion of empirical research on the basis of Maslow's
theory by Wahba and Bridwell (1976), on the one hand, people whose motivations
and needs are guided by the lack of what are for them primary existential
conditions, be they material or social, and by anxiety, e.g. a fear of losing
already acquired primary existential conditions.

On the other hand, there

are people whose needs and motivations are directed at a further realization
of their own person, individually and as a social creature. With this,
Maslow's idea of the existence of a detailed hierarchy of needs is positioned
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outside the range of this literature survey . After all, on the basis of the
final conclusion by Wahba and Bndwell concerning Maslow's detailed hierarchy
of needs, the application of this hierarchy model must be considered
irrelevant.
They conclude :
"This literature review shows that Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory has
received little clear or consistent support from the available research
findings. Some of Maslow's propositions are totally rejected, while others
receive mixed and questionable support at best. The validity of Maslow's
Need Classification scheme is not established, although deficiency and
growth needs may form some kind of hierarchy" (Wahba & Bndwell, 1976,
p. 233) .
This last conclusion -"although
kind

of hierarohy"-

tions)

and growth

suited

for

further

and group-related

defiaienay

and growth

needs

is of special importance. Deficiency
needs

(and motivations)

analysis
frames

of

in terms of

appear

may form some

needs

to be useful

the related

hypothesis

(and

motiva-

concepts,
of

class-

meaning.

They could lift the previously used terms for frames of meaning, directed at
the lower social classes (ntualization) and at the middle classes (selfrealization) , to a higher and conceptually more fruitful level, from where
a successful operationallzation is possible.
Wahba en Birdwell's conclusion concenng deficiency- and growth needs is
based in particular on Huizinga's research into the general work motivation
of non-scientific employees of a Dtuch university (Huizinga, 1970).
Huizinga discovered two clusters in the answers to questions on need and
motivation:
a. One cluster contains items with regard to Maslow's physiological and
security needs, i.e. his two lowest levels of need and motivation. At these
levels people motivate their work with the need to eat and the need for
security of existence. These needs play a conscious role particularly in
cases where people experience a lack
be, feel aruciety

in this respect, or, as the case may

at the thought of losing securities already acquired.

Hence the name, deficiency

needs'.
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b. A cluster containing itemb with regard to both social levels of Maslow's
hierarchy (belonging and esteen) and self-actualization.

At these levels, man seeks to realize
the name, jvowth

hin ^tew+iala

and ideals y hence

needs.

Following Huizinga's empirical findings, deficiency and growth nay be defined
as follows.
Deficient

describes those needs and motivations aimed at the prevention or

cure of physical, material, psychological and/or social lacking, or those
resulting from fear of such lacking.
Growth

describes the nature of those needs and motivations aimed at the

realization of one's own potentials and ideals, including one's own potential
to be a social creature, i.e. a good member of a comipunity of people.
These definitions may be translated into conceptual definitions for terms
from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning, in the
following way:
1. Ritualization,

from this perspective, is the anticipation by the illustra-

ted periodical magazine of its audience, in which needs resulting from
lack or fear are articulated. This anticipation is concretely expressed in
the positieve value assigned to the prevention and cure of physical,
psychological and social discomfort.
2. Self-realization,

from this perspective, is the anticipation by the

Illustrated periodical magazine of its audience, in which needs to realize
one's own (private and social) potentials and ideals are articulated. This
anticipation is concretely expressed in the positive value assigned to
social relations, esteem and actual (attempts at) realization of one's
own potentials and ideals.

Mas low and content

analysis.

Some results, be they not entirely conquestionable, were obtained in terms othe first aim of my literature survey, that is to say for two terms from
the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning: provisional
concepts for frames of meaning are now conceptualized at the level of an
established social-scientific theory. The next question is: can they be removed from this high level of abstraction, i.e. can they be validly and
reliably operationalized m
level of texts.

terms of (simple) observable entities on the
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The most direct answer to this question can be found in the methods and
results of content analysis, in which Maslow's or Maslow-like concepts of
deficiency and growth have been applied.
Previously, 20 publications were mentioned in which, with the use of content
analysis, attempts were made to determine what moves people, on the basis of
what they say (through various channels) (c.f. p. 128).
Of these 20 publications, only a minority can be used:
- 9 of these publications utilize qualitative

content

analysis.

(Bruffee, 1974; Dreistadt, 1972; Garzili!, 1972; Lee, 1970; P a n s , 1974;
Patterson, 1974; Popkin, 1973; Progroff, 1963; Sanders, 1970). The distance
between the methods from this research and the requirements of quantitative
content analysis is too great;
- of the remaining 11 quantitative content analysis, 5 are

disqualified

because their reports on reliability and validity show that these factors
are incorporated in a dissatisfactory manner.
a. Lieberman (1967) and Thorne (1963) are completely obscure in this
respect.
b. Hill (1967, pp. 551-552) gives figures concerning mtra-coder reliability
of only one coder.
с

Buresh (1975, p. 41 onwards) and Norton (1973, pp. 64-65) work with
percentages of agreement between coders that have not been corrected for
chance.

This leaves the veaeavch

by Gottsahalk

et.al.

(Gottschalk, Springer and

Glaser, 1961; Gottschalk and Glaser, 1969; Gottschalk, Winget and Glaser,
1969) and by the Australians

Menton,

Viney and Westbrook

(Viney and Mantón,

1973; Viney and Westbrook, 1976; Westbrook, 1976).
These Australians have worked according to the guidelines set out by
Gottschalk et.al. for content analysis what they call 'verbal samples'.
These are five-minute monologues by people on a certain subject, e.g.
anxiety-experiences, or protocols of psycho-therapeutic interviews.

Gottsahalk

et.al.

Working together with a number of other researchers, Gottschalk has developed
methods for the measurement of the intensity with which people, in short
monologues or psycho-therapeutic interviews, express feelings

hostility

and social

alienation /personal disorganization

of

anxiety,

(schizophrenia).

In his main work "The measurement of psychological states through the content
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analysis of verbal behavior" (1969), he reports on a large number of
reliably

experiments which indicate that the scales developed by him may be
coded

by vrofessional

coders

(pp. 51-59 - the statistical measures were

intra-class correlation coefficients), and that they are indeed
measurements

Valid

of the intensity of anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia

(pp. 96-219). Finally he indicates that he is developing a number of scales
which do not measure psychopathological situations alone, but also measure
normal or healthy psychological situations of people: human relations, cognitive and intellectual impairment, achievement striving, dependency and
dependency frustration, the relationship between health and sickness, and
hope (pp. 220 onwards). These scales have not been subsequently elaborated
or definitely tested in terms of reliability and validity.
Mary Westbrook has recently added to this list a scale meaning the degree of

'positive

affect',

"defined as all feeling states that are usually considered pleasurable,
agreeable, or desirable as opposed to negative affects that are considered
unpleasant. A study of semantic differential ratings of affect showed that
affects such as admiration, affection, amusement, joy, elation, love,
happiness, and hope

are given high positive scores on the evaluative

dimension. Affects such anxiety, hostility, shame, and depression are
scores at the negative end of the evaluative dimension".
Although this scale of positive affect has not been tested anywhere near as
extensively as have been Gottschalk's three main scales (anxiety, hostility
and schizophrenia), the results available to date, concerning validity and
coder-reliability are encouraging (Westbrook, 1976, pp. 717-718).
The first question to be answered now is whether we may safely assume that
the scales of Gottschalk et.al. and of Westbrook yield valid indications of
the degree of deficiency motivation and of growth motivation respectively,
and thus of ritualization and of self-realization, respectively.

Anxiety

and positive

affect

- degrees

of deficiency

and

growth?

It is my opinion that the question of whether through the measurement of
anxiety and cf positive- affect m

the material investigated by Gottschalk

et.al. and by WestbrooV, one is effectively measuring deficiency and growth
motivations, can be answered affirmatively on logical

One may argue that
speaker,
and

the scales

which is a basis

-needs.

measure the psychological

for experiencing

deficiency-

grounds.

situation
and growth

of the
motivations
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After all, in the work of Maslow and e.g. Hui7inga/ Porter, Wahba and
Bridwell, deficiency is not just a question of experiencing a certain lack,
but also of feeling anxiety»

(e.g. that anxiety is our bad

adviser).
Growth is (also) a question of positive feelings towards oneself, others and
the environment.(In a certain sense, Westbrook herself makes the link with
Maslow: "Yet there has been little interest by psychologists in positive
affect. This deficiency has been noted by humanistic psychologists such as
Maslow", p. 715).
Although Gottschalk et.al. and Westbrook do not measure motivations, they
measure

(ajrongst

deficiency

other

and growth
for

their

valid

and геІъаЪЪе methods
of rbtualization

those

si-tuattons

which are

the basis

do

for

motivations.

Thus,

aspects

scales

things),

anxiety
for

and

and for

positive

measuring

what

affect

may be considered

ave in any case

as

zmportant

self-realization,

This does not apply to the scales of hostility and schizophrenia, for the
following reasons*
a. References to a definite relationship between deficiency and hostility,
agression or destructiveness are not made by Maslow. Hostility, agression
or destructiveness which becomes evident in psychotherapy is, at the
most, reason to continue questioning on lack and anxiety and then to
decide whether or not the case at hand is one of deficiency;
b. Schizophrenia appears to be a psychological state which, in monologues or
psychotherapeutic interviews, is only expressed clearly by acknowledged
schizophrenics, while •healthy' people are much more difficult to judge
on this dimension (Gottschalk and Glaser, 1969, pp. 57-59). The break
between ego, ideal and reality is, in this scale, apparently measured
according to criteria of psychopathology and not in the form in which
it might appear in 'normal' reality.

-

F'i^agraiph 3.

ГгееЛоп
of

162 -

and "quality:

ultimate

Rokeach'r,

coftert

analysis

values.

Among other things Rokeach i s concerned with Jalues and the expeñencp
in

thereof

society.

For him, a value i s : "an enduring belief

that a specific mode of conduct or

end-state of existence i s personally or socially preferable to an opposite
or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence" ( 1973, p. 5) .
He distinguishes between altitrcte

(terminal)

values and instrumental

Ultimate values indicate what, for a person, are the іегігеа
his

values.

end goals of

or her l i f e .

Instrumental values concern the desired

modes

of behaviour

for reaching

these end goals (1973, p. 7). We are concerned here with the meaning of and
research into

(two) ultimate

values.

Rokeach has listed 18 terms. These are the ultimate values relevant to him
and to his research. They are (1973, p. 28):
1. A comfortable life (a prosperous life).
2. An exciting life (a stimulating, active life).
3. A sense of accomplishment (lasting contribution).
4. A world at peace (free of war and conflict).
5. A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the arts).
6. Equality

(brotherhood, equal opportunity

for

all).

7. Family security (taking care of loved ones).
8. Freedom (independence, free

choice).

9. Happiness (contentedness).
10. Inner harmony (freedom

from inner conflict).

11. Mature love (sexual and spiritual intimacy).
12. National security (protection from attack).
13. Pleasure (an enjoyable, leisurely life).
14. Salvation (saved, eternal life).
15. Self-respect (self-esteem).
16. Social recognition (respect, admiration).
17. True friendship (close companionship).
18. Wisdom (a mature understanding of life).
According to Rokeach, the values of 'freedom'
(number 6) have a special function- ,!ustifica
the distribution
rhetoric.

of power which ггр г Л ¡ и

(number 8) and of
Lionr or ideologies
I-..

· .Li^tr,

'equality'
concerning

*· 'loZti' 'Ji.
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Differences m ideologies would appear in terms of the preference or dislike
expressed for freedom and for equality.
"Since ideological (synonymous to justificatory, G.M.) expression is
typically couched in idealistic terms, a question arises whether certain
ideals or values will be singled out for special consideration or mention
by all political ideologies. It may be hypothesized that all major varieties
of political orientation will have to take an explicity favorable, a silent,
or an explicitly unfavorable position with respect to two values in particular -freemdom and equality- not only ideologically to advance one's own
perceived self-interest but also to oppose perceived competing interest".
In order to test this hypothesis, he has examined political writings, using
content analysis.
It is important to include the theoretical considerations, the methods and
the results of this hypothesis in the literature survey for the following
reasons :
1. Content

analysis

of the relative

intensity

of freedom

and

equality.

The hypothesis has been developed especially in view of quantitative
content analysis. This means that instruments have been developed to
measure the (relative) intensity of freedom and equality in texts, and
that they have been applied in research (Rokeach, 1964, pp. 169-172),
Rokeach, 1973, pp. 165-188; Rokeach, Horaant and Penner, 1970, Rous and
Lee, 1978) 9 .
2. Freedom and equality

as

ideology.

The hypothesis implies that emphasizing freedom and/or equality in texts,
or not doing so, illuminates a special, i.e. ideological facet of the
functions of values in society. Unlike e.g. Maslow's deficiency and growth
motivations or many other ultimate values indicated by Rokeach expressing
the value attached to freedom and/or equality is not primarily a question
of personality or personal preference but more a question of expressing
the way in which one should think about society and the positions
identifiable within it. Applied to theory on frames of meaning in the
contents of illustrated periodical magazines, by doing research into these
kinds of concepts with ideological connotations, it would not be the
reflection of values experienced in the audience which would occupy a
central position, but more the reflection of those values in particular,
which would have to be shared by the audience in view of the stability of
society as a whole.
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In other words, some segments of the audience should believe that they
are free in their choices and independent in relation to others, while
other segments should believe in the (future) equality of all.
3. The special

place

and meaning of freedor·

and equality:

Christian

Bay.

Rokeach himself deals with the special place and neamng of the values
of freedom and equality in his list of ultimate values only very briefly.
However, the following can be said concering the place and meaning of
these values:
Rokeach recognizes that the ultimate values of 'freedom' and 'equality'
are of a different, i.e. ideological order, compared to the other 16
ultimate values (cf. pp. 162-163).
In spite of this fact, he does list them together with these other 16
ultimate values.
He treats them as if they are of the same order, including in his content
analysis of values in political writings. This has not been the usual
practice in classical research into values in political writings.
With this, Rokeach has broken with a tradition in American political
sociology, without giving reasons for this break. According to Christian
Bay, it is necessary to locate the value assigned to freedom in politics,
irrespective of other values (Like the ones in Laswell's classical list
of political values, which he discusses, and in which the value of
'freedom' is lacking).
He argues

that,

order,

it

should

values

as power, respect,

enlightenment,

because

'freedom'

not be treated

and skill

is of a different,
as belonging

affection,

rectitude,

i.e.

to the order
well-being,

ideological
of such

concrete

wealth,

(Laswell/Вау, 1968, p. 18) or an easy life, an

exciting life, etc. (Rokeach's ultimate values). In Bay's reply:
"It is surely not by chance that 'freedom' is left out in Laswell's
scheme of values. It is a value of a different order - one that cuts
across the eight values listed, not only as a mean value, but as an
intnn'.ic value as well (...). A particular chactenstic of the freedom
value ! eems to be that it tends to enter other values as a necessary
ingredient. At least in our civilization other values tend to be
appreciated only to the extent to which they can be enjoyed in freedom".
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Irrespective of the conclusion that the value of freemdom should be
investigated following an approach, different to Rokeach's, one also may
conclude the following on the basis of Bay's argument:

for many people, that is in western civilization,
"freedom" is a precondition for any realization of values. Here lies the basis for the
argument that research into self-realization
as a frame of meaning m the
contents of illustrated
periodical magazines could be done by measuring
the

value

assigned

to freedom;

this idea will be accounted for presently.

First, however, it is necessary to deal with equality as a value.
One may assume that in many, more or less socialist or communist parts of
our civilization (or outside of it), the reasoning that applies is the
same as the one Bay provides in relation to freedom
In this light, equality (too) tends to be a necessary ingredient of other

values. Equality too is or can be a pre-condition
value-realization.

for whatever form of

On the basis of this location of the values of freedom and equality, it is
possible to delineate their meaning more accurately than Rokeach was able to,
and subsequently to account for their correspondence to the frames of meaning
of self-realization and of ritualization.

Freedom and equality are, in the first place, values of an order which is
completely their own - they are, as it were, situated at right angles to all
those concrete ultimate and middle values that people share and strive for
in

their

life.

At the same time however, they are so closely interwoven with

sharing and striving for concrete values that one is forced to choose a
position in terms of the four possible combinations of freedom

and equality

in sharing and striving for concrete values, i.e. in realizing activities of
meaning.
In other words, a standpoint on the combinations distinguished by Rokeach1. freedom, no equality: liberalism
2. freedom and equality: socialism
3. equality, no freedom: communism
4. neither freedom nor equality

fascism.

These doctrines guide the realization and feasibility of concrete values,
i.e. of activities of meaning.
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The factor
the

of freedom

individual

here refers

to realize

his

to the own choice

potentials

and responsibility

and ideals,

of

given the fact that

Rokeach considers freedom as being of the same order as independence and
freedom

of chovae

(cf. p. 169) .

Attention paid to this freedom in illustrated periodical magazines is,
consequently, an indication of the value assigned to self-realization, that
is, the ideology in which man is represented as a self-realizing being.
Given the fact, furthermore, that Rokeach defines equality more precisely
with the term 'brotherhood',
relational

pattern',

chances

for

of equality
all

and to the special
of people

covmunity

and with the idea of the equality

p. 162), the factor
equal

best defined as 'the

refers

individuals

to realize

responsibility

in any relational

to the value
their

to guarantee

of chances

potentials·
i.e.

and
the

in any

(cf.

of and guarantees

of the brotherhood,

pattern

of people

for
ideals,

corrmmity

this.

Attention paid to this last aspect of equality in particular in the contents
of illustrated periodical magazines thus indicates the value assigned to
ritualization, ι e. to the ideology which places people under the special
responsibility of the community for the realization of human potentials and
ideals. This value contains the notion that one should adapt

oneself to (the

outcome of) the negotiation and interaction with others, or, as the case may
be, to the rule

of institutions

in

society.

The conclusion seems justified that it is useful to measure the (relative)
intensity of freedom

and equality as indicators of self-realization and of

ritualization as frames of meaning in the contents of illustrated periodical
magazines.
In view of this conclusion however, one should take into account the following
problems :
1. Political

rhetoric

and texts

from periodical

maaazines.

The object of the research by Rokeach and by Rous and Lee is political
rhetoric, i.e. politicians/political philosphers' writings: Bottomore,
Fromm, Medow, Thomas, Titmuss, Lenin, Hitler and Goldwater (Rokeach,
1969, 1973); Backley, Lynd and Hayden, Rockwell, and Douglas ( Rous and
Lee, 1978), and the socalled "federalist papers" (Rokeach, Homant and
Penner, 1970).
On the basis of pre-scientific knowledge we know that references to
(synonyms of) freedom or equality in political rhetoric are frequent.
The question remains whether in a more or less a-political medium like the
illustrated periodical magazine, there are sufficient references to

- 167 (synonyms of) freedom or equality to enable even their relative placing
in a rank order of 1Θ ultimate values and to enable a meaningful
differentiation between types of illustrated magazines in this respect.
2. Given the fact that the values of freedom and equality belong to an
order

of

сип,

their

as opposed to other values listed by Rokeach, the

question as to whether or not his research-design deserves replication,
becomes pertinent. He (together with his associates) creates a rank order
of 18 ultimate values in different text samples (e.g. texts by liberal or
socialist authors), including the values of freedom and equality. In a
theory of values, freedom and equality are treated better when measured
apart from other values and when given their own place as research
variables in the data processing. It is not clear if this is possible on
the basis of Rokeach's method of content analysis.

Paragraph

4.

Chicano-town
oultural

vs.

value

homestead

conmunities

: Kluckhohn's

сговз-

analysis.

Kluckhohn has tried to measure the different
cultural

12

value-orientatio

is m

five

(Mormons, Homesteaders, Spanish American^, Zuna-indians

and Navaho-indians) in the south-west of the United States. He used 10
of opposed

values

pairs

and consequently determined how each of these cultural

communities scores on each pair: positive, (neutral) or negative (Kluckhohn,
1961, p. 36-37). For determining a score for each cultural community, the
researcher can use interviews with and observations of members of that
community, or the judgements of 'experts' and/or content analysis of the
written sources from and relating to the cultural community.
These pairs of opposed values are: (ibid, p. 29 onwards)
1. "Deterrmnate-Indeterminate.

This contrast hinges upon the priority

given to orderliness (lawfulness) in the universe as opposed to chance
or caprice or any factor or factors that make prediction or control
impossible in principe" (p. 29).
2. "Unitary-Pluralistic.

Is the world including human life, thought

of as a single manifold or as segmented into two more spheres in which
different principles prevail''" (p. 30) .
3. "Evil-Good.

Cultures ordinarely attribute to inanimate nature, to

supernatural beings, and the human nature properties that are
positively or negatively toned" (p. 30).
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4. "Indivíduat-Gvoup.

Is the individual or some collectivity or

collectivities (family, class, local group, clique, occupational
group, or tribe or nation) given priority7 Is the individual a means
to the ends of some collectivity or vice versa?" (p. 31).
5. "Self-Other,

This refers to the relative emphasis placed upon egoism

and altruism" (p. 31).
6. "Aal-onomy-Depe-ndence".

(...)

It is similar to Riesraan's "xnner-

directed-other directed" polarity (p. 32).
7. "Act¿ve-Acceptant.

"Active" signifies: "human effort counts"?

"something, can be done"" (p. 33).
8. "Dt-rcipl-ine-Fulfitment"

(...)

This issue is between safety and

adventure, between control and expansion, between "adjustment" to
the culture and internal harmony" (p. 33) .
4,

9. Terse-Retaxed»

Aspects of culture other than sounds exhibit these

pervasive qualities which refer to the whole style of life and the
gent ral tone of all, or most activities (...)

The test is the degree

to which tension of any kind is pervasive or is more than balanced
by borne sense of humor and calm easygoingness" (p. 32-34).
10. "Umque-General".

Kluckhohn does not give the exact defintion of

thib opposition in his research into the five cultural communities.
Wit! it he replaces three theoretically postulated oppositions, which
appeared

te be sources of considerable contamination (p. 36). These

three contaminating oppositions are:
10a. Now-Then.

Cultures vary widely and importantly in their concep-

tions of time as an unbroken continuum or as segmented by a
moving present or as homogeneous and instantaneous" (p. 34).
10b. Qualbty-Quant-ity.

This contrast will reflect the degree of

measurement or other nonqualitative standardization found in the
culture" (p. 34).
10c

"Unvque-General

(...). In sum: discreteness and particularity

contrasted with abstraction and universalism. Or: "events" versus
"phenonema"" (p. 34-35).
Concretely, this contamination implies that now - quantitative

that then = qualitative

-

- general

and

unique.

As such, this list of value oppositions is no more systematic than e.g.
Rokeach's list of ultimate values (par. 3 of this chapter), or the list of
marital values in the United States, with the use of which Albrecht
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investigated views of marriage in illustrated periodical magazines

(chapter

II, p. 82-83): here too a theoretical account for the choice of values, i.e.
a theoretical principle of selection is lacking. This list is special,
however, in that, it has proven to be possible to distinguish cultural
communities from each other by using it, namely the communities of the
Mormons, the Homesteaders, the Spanish Americans, the Zuna-indians and the
Navaho Indians.
Unmistakable differences between these communities could be described using
Kluckhohn's value-oppositions
context

(Kluckhohn, 1961, p. 37 onwards). In the

of this chapter is is important that the

aiffevence

found

betwpcn

tuo of these oopmmities may be -interpreted as a diffevenoe in valueorientations of tuo distinct
social environments in a larger and stratified
cultural

system,

i.e. that of American society as a whole.

The communities of the Mormons, the Zuna's and the Navaho's are primarily
closed communities, which are situated, as if by chance, in the United States.

Those of Homestead and of Chicano-town houever, are primarily
representatives
of the American middle class and the Атегъсап lower social class respectively у
both classes from a larger and stratified cultural system. Thus,

by

hypothesis, the respective value orientations of the Homesteaders and of the
Spanish Americanas are paradigmatic for the value-orientations
in middle
classes and lower social classes, i.e. for self-realization
and for
ritualization.
This interpretation of the meaning of (differences between) the valueonentations of the Homesteaders and of the Spanish Americans is based on
the following sources: Kluckhohn's empirical data in his article 'The study
of values', including the data used in it gathered by Florence KluckhohnStrodbeck on Spanish American communities (Kluckhohn, 1961), and research
by

De Penalosa, also in Spanish American communities (De Penalosa, 1966-

67).
'Homestead' is a white Texan community, representing the protestant, anglosaxon American culture, i.e. the culture of the American way of life
(Kluckhohn, 1961).
Research among Mexian Americans, the most important Spanish minority, in the
Sout-West of the U.S. (De Penalosa, 1966-67), shows that this

been, at least since the Second World War, an integrated
lower social classes

minority

has

part of the local
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"The Mexican-American subculture in its most common variant is probably
best regarded and understood as a variant
culture"

of American

working-lower

class

(Penalosa, 1966-67, my ithalics).

The distance between Homestead, the protestant anglo-saxon culture, and
Spanish America is apparently no longer a question of two separate communi
ties, but more a question of the relationship between middle classes and
lower social classes.
Thus, (the differences between) the value-orientations of Homestead and of
Spanish America can serve as models for the value-orientations of the middle
classes and of the lower social classes respectively.
Concretely, the following picture would emerge (here I have reduced Clyde
Kluckhohn's results to those of Florence Kluckhohn, because the latter relate to
acculturated Spanish Americans, that is the somewhat 'mexicamzed' Americans,
to quote De Penalosa).
Value-oppositions

Homesteaders

Spanish Americans

1. determinate-indeterminate

indeterminate

indeterminate

2. pluralistic-unitary

pluralistic

unitary

3. good-evil

evil

unclear

4. group-individua1

individual

individual
other

5. self-other

self

6. autonomy-dependence

autonomy

dependence

7. active-acceptant

aotzve

acceptant

Θ. discipline-fulfilment

fulfilment

fulfilment

9. Tense-relaxed

relaxed

relaxed

general

unique

14

10. general (quantitative, now)unique (qualitative then)

(Source: Kluckhohn, 1961, p. 37-38).
Application of these value clusters to the hypothesis of class- and grouprelated frames of meaning, yields the following picture:
1. Self-realization,

the frame of meaning for the middle classes should,in

comparison with ritualizations, express itself in an emphasis
pluralism,

evil^egocentrism,

aut-onomy> aetzvity,

and generality

on
(in the

senses intended by Kluckhohn).
2. Ritmalizatvon,

the frame of meaning for the lower social classes however,

should become evident by an emphasis on. unity>
bad dimension,

ліігиг^т,

devendence,

acceptance

fuzziness
and unioity,

and the

good-

or through
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unclear s t a n d p o i n t s (zero-features) on these value-dimensions, when a
magazine i s seeking a market i n both t h e s o c i a l c l a s s e s (which i s
usually the case).
Content
reeearah

analyeis
into

of
values

A number of English

Kluokhohn's
in

value

oppositions:

Duggine '

anthologies.

l i t e r a r y items i n four anthologies were judged by

Duggins i n terms of Kluckhohn's value oppositions (Duggins, 1970, p p . 65-66,
107-119).
Two English teachers and Duggins himself judged, independently of each other,
whether a contribution was determinate or indeterminate, etc.
As a research instrument, he used the descriptions of Kluckhohn's value
oppositions, as indicated in the latter's article (see above). Although they
are barely operationalized he added nothing to these descriptions (Duggins,
1970, pp. 151-152). In terms of training for himself and his teacher
colleagues, he went no further than "some initial training and conference
about the pilot study" (p. 6 5 ) , the latter being an analysis of some
contributions from one anthology.
Tbe average coder reliability of the three judges was .78, based on an index
not corrected for chance (p. 117).
Among other things, Duggins reports on the percentual agreement between the
18
three coders on each of Kluckhohn's
value oppositions in each of the four
autologles. This yields 52 percentages of agreement. Using Scott's formulae
for chance agreement (Scott, 1954, p. 324) it was possible to correct these
percentages of agreement. (One must take into account here that the percentages
of agreement between each pair of coders were the same - Duggins provides no
data on pairwise percentages of agreement)
Only three of the pi-values are at an acceptable level (>.80). The remaining
values are (clearly) too low (table 11, next page).
Vihy then this concern for Kluckhohn's value oppositions as a method for content
analysis?
Duggins' research shows this method cannot guarantee a succesful outcome. The
decision to include Kluckhohn's theory in this report on the literature survey
and to refrain from definitely rejecting his value oppositions as a classification scheme in a method of content analysis was made on the following grounds:
(text to be continued at page 173).
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Table

11 Jte-calculated inter-coder agreement on Kluckhohn's value oppositions
in Duaqinqs' content analysis of four American anthologies .

anthologie

2

1

3

Ρ
о

Pi

Ρ
о

determinate

.78

.52

.74

.38

unitary

.81

.59

.62

evil

.93

.64

.75

individual

.68

.33

self

.68

.35

autonomous

.81

.62

active

.74

discipline
physical

Pi

Ρ
о

4
Ρ
0

Pi

Pi

Kluckhohn's
value
oppositions

.57 -.02

.81

.54

.11

.90

.77

.65

.28

.46

.93

.79

.74

.41

.65

.11

.92

.81

.77

.54

.71

.50

.91

.82

.65

.27

.74

.49

.86

.70

.64

.75

.43

.73

.46

.88

.76

.82

.65

.74

.47

.63

.12

.88

.73

.70

.36

.32

.63

.58

.12

.83

.65

.75

.49

tense

.87

.70

.71

.38

.83

.53

.82

.51

now

.92

.79

.66

.26

.87

.76

.83

.63

qualitative

.90

.60

.77

.08

.97

.90

.87

.58

unique

.33

.66

.65

.27

.74

.48

.73

.46

я Source: Dvggins, 19*'0, p. 117 (Ρ -values)
о
Recalculated according to Scott, 1955, p. 324: pi

1-P

e " Σ
1=1

i

к = number of categories per
variable = 2
percentage of entire
sample falling in the i-th
category
(source P.-s: Duggings,
1970, p. 112).
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- Kluckhohn's theory and his classification of values appears to be a
fruitful

approaoh

to the description and interpretation of cultural

communities and subcultural phenomena. This positive value judgement is
opposed by the negative results of Duggins' content analysis.

- Duggins has systematically

failed

to do those things that could have led to

an acceptable content analysis of Kluckhohn's value classifications: he did
not elaborate the definitions of the value oppositions, nor aim them at
special, empirical characteristics of literary material, bundled in antholo
gies; he did not clarify the method with lucid examples; his pilot study was
too limited, because it related to very few texts from only one anthology,
similarly, coder-training was short, introductory and unsystematic, he did not
use feedback from the agreement data ordinarily used in ьегюиь content
analysis to check method, instruction and coding skill.
This piece of research is not serious enough to back up the conclusion that
Kluckhohn's theory is not fit for development into a method of content
analysis.
An experiment which does seriously attempt to shape this theory into a method
of content analysis has yet to be set up. An initial aim of such a project,
given the quality of Kluckhohn's theory, would appear to be research into
effects of elaboration and 'empirical grounding' of Kluckhohn's concepts and
of a systematic coder-training on coder reliability.
(Coder training, of course, within the limits of the training artefacts,
discussed in chapter II).

Paragraph

S.

Summary

and

Conclusions

This literature survey in terms of valid and reliable methods for measuring
terms from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning has
shown that methods exist which appear suited to measuring a number of
aspects of:
1. frames of meaning, which appeal to rriddle
periodical magazines
of freedom

Westbrook's

and a number о Γ values

pluralism, evil, egocnntnsm,

positive

class

readers of illustrated

affect-scale,

from Kluckhohn's

value

Rokeach's

concept

oppositions:

autonomy, activity and generality. Together

they appear to make manifest the provisional conceptualization of these
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frames of meaninq in the term * ?& . '-reih ΖΊ ^ »ι'

and to grand i t

theoretically on the basis or Maslow's theory of growth, Rokeach's approach
to thf concept of freedom and Kluckhohn's typology of c u l t j r a l

comminitie^,

with the aid of hib l i s t of value-oppositions.
2. The same applies to frames of meaning which cippoal to
Here Cottfírki¿<\i

arjci'ci't-sjj

'<. ** a >r ' . ·

f,

ni^rrbPï >ƒ val J^1 frrr" У * ^/"v γ> '^
the gcod-evil

dimension, altruism,

ч r * ** ι f

^піие* rr

^ ь. >» ^ГІЗЗ readers.
q <>

7

' t v an л ъ

' ">} " (unity, fuzziness on

dnpendenc^, acceptance and unicity)
f

a l l apoear to make v i s i b l e the frame of meaning of

t>t ''nail іа+гоп ' and to

ground i t theoretically on the basis of Maslow's theory of

deficiency,

Rokeaci's approach to the concept of equality and Kluckhohn's typology of
c u l t u n l communities, with the aid of his l i s t of value oppositions.
3

I have been unable to finci anything relating to the measurement of the frame
of mealing which should appeal most strongly to upper class readers
('aura i z a t i o n ' ) .
The on у result

^f the l i t e r a t u r e survey concerning t h i s point has been that

Maslow s sketchy ideas on the need for aesthe-ics are added to the
relevait

expose

η chapter I.

One quest]on reamin >:
Why have ro experiments been carried out in the context of the p r e ^ n t project
on class- and group related frames of ireanng in which the methods of conter t
analysis

indicated t e r e were applied"5

Why no ρ г*; er ime η al
ι qua l i +y
'">ƒ Dutch

freecton

^oasnvpmí

and

i l l л с, t v tea

Despite th» fact

·< ì

^ ts

^ " хпхь*. ^ j > rosttive

скі or>n '.-

Pt γ* г о li *а

i

чл

¿ Г -r·

r^^.- ; tt'o^r

affect,
ir

f

<- *c> '

ι*. ,Ύ. .

that there i; a reasonable chance to measure tne fi quencs,

and/or intensity of

two terms from the hypothesis of class- and group-relat

frames of neaning through the variables

named in the t i t l e of t h i s paragrai

I have refrained fron setting up an experiment m this

light.

The follow ng consid-ratmr s played a p^rt in this decision:

1. ¡he meU'Cîii ^ыпс· ' ч '
The coding ргосесЗиге . roqui red to mca^ur e a"xi ery find posiLivn aft^Lt are
highly complicated - the mstrurtrions f г rm an e n t i r e manual (Gottbcbalk,
Winget and Glaser, 19>Ч).

i
,

» t.
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Attaining acceptable levels of reliability necessitates a lengthy and
intensive coder training.
In this light, Gottschalk et.al. used 'professional' coders, who did
nothing other than code material gathered by Gottschalk et.al. (short monologues and psychotherapeutic interviews).
The question is whether one should go to all this trouble for only one
experiment.
On the basis of Rokeach's and Duggings' reports of their content analysis,
it could appear relatively simple to measure Rokeach's ultimate values in
terms of the content of a text, or to determine which of the two extremes in
a value opposition is preferred. In the relevant places, doubts concerning
these matters have been expressed. One must reason on the basis of common
sense, that their schemes of classification must receive a broad conceptual
explanation and empirical grounding (e.g. systematically selected examples),
if coders are to work reliably.
To this end, a number of qualitative pilot studies would have to be carried
out, using experts and their judgements on relevant variables and empirical
examples.
So here too, it is doubtful if such effort for only one experiment would be
justified.

2. The question of

translation

Each of the methods must be translated from English. These translations must
be validated, if only to rid them of typical American or Australian
connotations and to substitute these with Dutch

equivalents. This operation

would be extremely time consuming and would only be worthwile if a demand
for translations of these procedures existed in the wider field of Dutch
social-scientific research.

3. Methods, developed on the basis of specific

material

On theoretical grounds, there is a large chance that the difference between
magazine texts and particularly between those used by Gottschalk et.al. or
by Rokeach, will adversely manifest itself in the data, the degree to which
they may be processed and thus in the research outcome. Their methods were
developed in order to function in the analysis of specific
a. Gottschalk et.al. used protocols of psychotherapeutic
five-minute monologues

material.
interviews

and

on "any interesting or dramatic life experience
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you have ever had" (Gottschalk, 1968, p. 610). Bot sources
with a reasonably degree of certainty,

yield,

material in which the speaker

shows where he or she stands in life as far as, among other things,
anxiety and positive affect are concerned. What is being measured in that
material is a manifest text characteristic.
b. Rokeach has analysed political-ideological

texts,

in which politicians

and/or political philosophers elaborated on and account for their view
of society.
In such a context it will be more clearly visible that the writer intends
with concepts such as freedom and e<iuâlity, than will be the case in texts
in which political ideologies usually play only ал implicit role. In
political-ideological texts, freedom and equality are manifest text
characteristics.
Magazine texts are forms of mass communication in contrast to protocols of
psychotherapeutic interviews or monologues; furthermore they are definitely
not explicitly political, in contrast to political-ideological texts. This
means that, in magazine texts, looking for the greatest common denominator
m

terms of appealing to as many readers as possible, one will usually avoid

extreme, frequent and manifest expressions of personal matters such as
anxiety and positive affect. It also means that political rhetoric on
politically controversial concepts such as freedom and equality will be an
unpopular and thus avoided theme. (This by no means rules out the possibility
of a specific magazine-vocabulary to enable frequent but implicit expressions
of these values. On the contrary. The problem, however, is that this
vocabulary is as yet unknown and remains to be traced through pilot studies.')
In the anticipation
make concessioni

of

their

large

audience,

one may expect

mass media

to

.

In practice, this implies that feelings are played down, or the adoption of
certain political stands is hidden or is expressed, at most, indirectly.
The values for every unit of analysis on variables such as anxiety, positive
affect, freedom and equality, measured through methods developed specifically
on the basis of material in which these entities appear manifestly, will
thus, when applied to magazine-texts, remain low and their distribution will
be extremely disproportional and skewed.
What can be proved with these variables remains to be seen.

tfotes to chapter TU
1. The answer to the question of whether and the degree to which those
conceptual typologies which are supported by research and which are more
generally accepted within the social sciences, appear to be compatible
with terms from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of
meaning, says something about the plausibility of the hypothesis itself;
if these terms correspond at no point or only very indirectly with
established social-scientific theories (which, by the way, is not the
case), then one should ask oneself if the way in which one deals with
social reality is a meaningful one.
In the opposite case, i.e. when there іч such a correspondence, one may
argue that the way in which one is working is at least no more removed
from reality than are the people, whose conceptual typologies are discussed.
Applying this argument to Albrecht's'reflection theory of fiction' and
the points of contact (in terms of content) in the text interpretations
and the critique of ideology from critical theory, relating to phenomena
of ritualization in mass culture, I conclude tnat my outlook on the
contents of illustrated periodical magazines is no more removed from
reality than is usually the case in both of these approaches.
2. The distinction and the relation between motivation and instinctive needs
plays a role in Maslow's approach.
3. In his publications, Maslow frequently uses the word 'value'.
For him, however, this concopt is virtually чупопутпоич to thp concepts of
need and motivation, i.e. it is almost a purely personal matter. To avoid
conceptual confusion, I will not use the term value in this meaning, but
speak only of need and motivation (and personality). The term Value
refers, as it does in Rokeach's and Kluckhohn's usage, to a nott-on
of
society:
on the basis of the nature and tradition of a society, standards
emerge on which members of that society base themselves in their thinking,
feeling and behaviour, or which they should at least take into account.
4. It is pertinent to mention here that Merton's
deviinae
theory
(Merton
1959, 1964, 1968a and b; Dubin, 1959; Clinard, 1964; Cloward, 1959), and
in particular his concepts of 'conformity',
'іппо аігоп'
and
'ritual i cm'3
have played an important role in the search for a theoretically sound
conceptualization and operationalization of the research variables.
By stripping the concepts of 'innovation' and 'ritualism', more or less
in accordance with the times, of their negative connotations of deviant,
objectionable behaviour:
1. a concept of ivnovation
would remain which could be paradigmatic for
middle
class
ideologies:
searching in a individual way for those new,
perhaps still not quite accepted means to strive for a variety of
forms of succes.
2. a concept of ritualism

the acceptability

would remain which, to quote Dubin, points

of levelling

off aspirations

of succes given

to

certain

societal
relations
(Dubin, 1959, p. 157-158).
This phenomenon could be paradigmatic for the anticipation of
illustrated periodical magazines of their reception in the lower social
classes.
There are two reasons why I have gone no further with this theory:
1. It remains unclear what one does to this theory by isolating it from

ars" 'iitioYir

of drvzant

hehavtour

(such as crime in the material sector

or the behaviour of the bureaucratic virtuoso). In any case,

little
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can be done with the actual measurements of deviance and anomie on the
basis of Merton's theory: the phenomena analysed and the related
operationalizations are all explicitly influenced by the (negative)
connotations of deviance.
2. Only once has one of Merton's concepts (innovation) been operationalized
for content
analysis.
This content analysis was a classification of
literally uttered interventions of members of small task-groups (Valen
tine and Fisher, 1974) . This was a pilot study of the degree to which
verbal interaction could be analysed in terms of degrees of innovation
5
(or rather wilfulness" )
Valentine and Fisher never actually got as far as validating their
instrument in any way.
Furthermore, this instrument is very much interwoven with the peculiari
ties of the direct conversation situation (A's intervention on the
grounds of B's previous intervention and vice versa). In terms of a
valid and reliable coding of frames of meaning in illustrated magazines,
I can put their operationalization of Merton's concept of innovation
to no (real) use.
All in all I was, dealing with Merton, not to concern myself with socialscientific literature surveys in terms of valid and reliable concepts and
operationalizations, but largely with the development of my own theory,
including conceptualization and operationalization. Merton was to have
only background relevance for me.
An American bias in this literature survey is not only caused by the fact
that computer-assisted literature surveys work with American data banks
(SSIS, Psychological Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, ERIC, Dissertations
Abstracts International etc.), which store mainly American material, but
also by the fact that in American social science, there is greater
emphasis on the operationalization of theoretical concepts for use in
empirical research than is the case in e.g. Europe.
In his article "A theory of meta-motivation: the biological Footings of
the value-life", Maslow summarizes what people say about their love for,
or rather their fulfilment in their work, in 40 statements (Maslow, 1967,
p. 100-101).
This list contains the operationalization of people's self-actualization,
as experienced in their work (broadly defined, i.e. including e.g.
raising children).
Maslow himself however, does not develop this list into an instrument with
the help of which he, the psychologist or the interviewees could obtain a
more profound understanding of their degree of self-actualization. In
terras of operationalization, he gets stuck halfway, as it were.
In addition, 14 of the 40 statements are vague. They contain terms like
"seem to", "generally", "tend to", "somehow", "some", "as if", "not very
much", "common" and "have a sense of".
In the concrete practice of research for all of these statements the
question remains: "is it yes or is it no?".
Gottschalk himself does not refer to Maslow anywhere m his work. This
situation is, by the way, reciprocal. Apparently, he does not adhere to
Maslow's so-called 'humanistic psychology*, luither on in this paragraph
I hope to show that, in spite of this, his concepts and content analysis
instruments de facto measure deficiency needs. On page 21 of his book
"Towards a psychology of being" (Maslow, 196Θ), Maslow remarks that, although
most clinical psychiatrists, therapists and developmental psychologists
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reach the ваше conclusions on deficiency v.s. growth as he does, they
(i.e. including Gottschalk) do not use the same words he does.
Θ. Self-actualization, regarded by Maslow as the highest level of human need
and motivation, can express itself in a need for aesthetics (Maslow,
1954, p. 99). This need exhibits a correspondence to the frame of meaning
of 'auratization'. This knowledge can be taken no further, because neither
Maslow nor others trace these needs to their empirical appearance. In view
of the fact that both other authors to be discussed develop no concepts at
all related to auratization, the conceptualization and operationalization
of this concept does not extend beyond what has already been said about it
in chapter I.
9. Rokeach, Rous and Lee test the coder reliability of the relevant method
with the use of (among other things) a rank-order correlation coefficient
(rho). One may wonder whether this is an acceptable test (only agreement
of direction, not of level) and if a discussion of this theory and this
method is relevant in the first place. In thise case, a rank-order
correlation coefficient is the correct measure, because: for each unit of
analysis, Rokeach ranks the frequencies of the references to each of the
18 ultimate values from 1 to 18. These rank-orders of ultimate values,
obtained from content analysis are the object of his theory and not the
absolute value of any of the ultimate values.
This is why it is incorrect that in other research (Rokeach, Homant and
Penner, 1970; Rous and Lee, 1978) coder reliability and even the final
research conclusions are derived from the absolute frequencies of each of
the 18 ultimate values in the analysed texts. In relation to the ordinal
inter-coder agreement, coder reliability calculated on the basis of absolute
frequencies (using correlation coefficients - Rokeach, Homant and Penner,Rous and Lee-and using Scott's pi.Rous and Lee) is over- or underestimated
in an uncontrollable way: the influence of the irregular distribution of
the absolute frequencies of the 1Θ ultimate values on the reliability
results, as well as the influence of level-errors (in the case of correla
tion coefficients) remains invisible.
10. Here, I deviate explicitly from Bay's idea of equality:
"In this book "equality" is by definition a part of the goal of free
expression: expression is not maximally free if some people are deprived
of it, or have less of it than others" (Bay, 196S, p. 59).
Partly on the basis of Rokeach's research results (Rokeach, 1968; pp. 169172; Rokeach, 1972, pp. 165-188; Rokeach, Homant and Penner, 1970), I
assume that the values of freedom and equality vary independently of each
other in different ideologies. In Rokeach's terms, Bay takes a explicitly
socialist stand, while coramimists, capitalists and fascists express them
selves differently on the relation between freedom and equality.
11. The community may assume many institutional forms. One may think of
Gemeinschaftlike village communities or radical democratic experiments;
also however of an elite leadership of the community, such as Plato's
wise men, the church hierarchy, the government, the central committee of
a communist party, or the pigs from Animal Farm.
12. In the article to be discussed written by Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn, 1961)
he himself uses the term "Homestead" as a pseudonym for a white Texan
village.With the name "Chicano-town ", I mean to indicate the SpanishAmerican community studied by him. I do not wish to use it in a derogatory
sense for Spanish Americans, but in the sense of how some white Americans
view this minority.
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13. With the exception of the so-called 'braceros', the Mexican season
workers in the south-west of the U.S.
14. The individuality in both of these cultural communities could be the
concrete result of "the limitations of lower status in a predominantly
middle-class society" (De Penalosa, 1967, p. 410). Analogous results on
the anticipation of illustrated periodical magazines of reception in the
lower classes are certainly not unthinkable, given the predominance of
the middle classes on the magazine market.
15. Recalculation with a really adequate test design for inter-coder agreement
(cf. chapter II, p. 131 onwards) was not possible; the data necessary
in this light are not provided in Duggings' text.
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CHAPTER IV. PRAXIS AND METHOD« IDEAS ON AND EXPERIMENTS WITH
RELIABILITY IN CONTENT ANALYSIS

Paragraph

1. Introduction
- empirical
content
analysis

grounding

of methods

of

For the researcher using content analysis, striving for a negligable or
manipulable degree of unreliability, four approaches have been discussed in
the previous chapters which may function towards this end, namely:
1. empirical grounding of the method; clarifying theoretical concepts on the
basis of examples from the material under analysis; (chapter II,
pp. 126-127);
2. Automation of coding activities - applying computer-assisted content
analysis (chapter II, pp. 120-122);
3. systematization of coder judgement formation, e.g. by applying the
Hierarchical Decisions Method (chapter II, pp.127-128);
4. Applying methods of others, of which it is determined that they may be
reliably coded (chapter II, p.128 onwards).

This chapter discusses points 1 and 2.
It deals with forms of empirical grounding of methods in content analysis
and with a method of computer-assisted content analysis which may be
considered to be an ultra-empirically
grounded method of content analysis.
The relevant literature relating to these subjects has been studied, while
in the context of the 'magazines and frames of meaning'-project, various
forms of empirical grounding of methods in content analysis, have been
experimentally tested in terms of measurement/measurability of frames of
meaning in the contents of illustrated periodical magazines. Experiments with
and a literature survey on empirical grounding must provide answers to the
following questions:

a. What is the contribution of various forms of empirical grounding (to be
specified below) to the negligibility
of unreliability
of those methods in
which people do the coding, thus introducing subjective factors into the
data''
b. Is there a systermticness to empirical grounding of methods of content
analysis and if so, what are its characteristics
and its qualities in
relation to reliable and valid data?
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с. Do the different
consequences

attempts

for

at the reduction

the validity

of meaning in the contents

of unreliability

of the measurements
of illustrated

of,

have

in this

periodical

case,

frames

magazines?

The first question always takes up a central position in judging a form of
empirical grounding. Ideas (to be developed in this introduction) on a certain
systematicness in empirical groundings of methods of content analysis, serve
as an expedient for answering the third question: when a method is reliable,
or more reliable than other methods, does this gain in reliability imply a
loss of validity or does the contrary apply, i.e. would there be a gain in
validity as well?

Empirical

Grounding

Empirical grounding of methods of content analysis is the central term in
this chapter. Briefly

and abstractly

of the subjective

factor

structuring

observation.

the

in judgement

defined

i t refers

formation

to the

by coders

controlling

by means of

The present study into magazines and frames of meaning started off with a
theoretical problem-definition concerning the guidance and reinforcement of
human activities of meaning by frames of meaning in the contents of illustrated
periodical magazines.
This theoretical problem-definition, i.e. this sociological perspective on
the world of the illustrated periodical magazine has resulted in a number of
concepts/variables deduced from the theory: self-realization, ritualization
and auratization. The reality studied malees no direct, clearly interpretable
statements concerning these concepts; they are, at the level of the empirical
use of language of mass media, latent entities and thus difficult to observe.
Latent
methods,

concepts

which are

uncodable

hard to observe

in a reliable

are,

way by people,

without

the use of

special-

(e.g. Crittenden and Hill,

1971; Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977).
The special element of the method must lie, among other things, in the
identification of those manifest text characteristics which indicate (a certain
intensity of) latent variables. The indication and summary of such manifest
text characteristics in the codified method of content analysis is (the result
of) the empirical grounding of the method.
The empirical grounding of the codified method functions for the theoretical
terms used. Empirical grounding is an attempt at controlling the subjective
factor in human codings/judgements in order to achieve an acceptable, but not
artificial agreement.
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Етрігъоаі

grounding

: is

7

it

systematic

Empirical grounding of methods in content analysis is, in the first place,
a question of quantity. One may picture empirically grounding as a
continuous variable between the extremes "no attempts at controlling judgement
formation" and "fully structured observation". This quantity must serve
quality, i.e. the reduction of unreliability and the increase in validity. These
distinct sides will now dealt with successively.

The degree

of

empirioal

grounding

The study of different applications of content analysis, which are relevant
in terms of their empirical grounding (cf. table 12,pp. 1й> Uj,4) has shown
that the continuous variable 'empirical grounding' has assumed four fixed
values or levels in the practice of research

two extreme values and two

values in between these extremes.
At one extreme is the method in which the empirical dimensions of the text
material under analysis plays no role, or an uncontrollable one - the

кпоаз only theoretical

method

entities.

Numerical or in any other way abstract categories (1, 2, 3 etc.; positive,
indifferent, negative; high, middle, low etc.) are also, in this context,
seen as theoretical entities - to what concrete empirical phenomena they
refer is not indicated in the codified method.
At the other extreme is the method in which only

observational

terms

occur,

i.e. in which only the empirical dimensions of the material under analysis
count and in which the theory for which the content analysis functions is
difficult or impossible to control. The discussion of this method is limited
here to the observational technique.
In the observational phase, only the frequencies (and, if necessary, the
co-frequencies) of the units of observation in the text material are counted,
e.g. words, parts of speech and their combinations, length of sentences etc.
Including both of these extreme forms, we have labelled the form fixed levels
of the continuous variable "empirical grounding" in the following way:

1. The method of subjective

judgements

Here, the researcher asks coders to assign on the basis of their own under
standing of the meaning of the questions they must answer, abstract, symbolic
values (see above). The questions are

phrased in strictly theoretical

terms, e.g.

to what extent does the unit of observation imply

ritualization?
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2. The method of exemplified

subjective

judgements

Here, the researcher provides the theoretical terms from the questions and/or
the reply categories with examples from the material under study or with
conments in which typical textual characteristics such as word choice,

theme,

grammar or lay-out are present. For example:
To what extent
of ritualization,
weak
moderatestrong

does

the unit

of observation

see examples

imply ritualisation?

a-η in your example

- pay special

attention

to words such as

pay special

attention

to words such as

- pay special

attention

to words such as

3. The method of empirical

(for

examples

list):

judgements

Here, the researcher uses theoretical variables (empirically exemplified ornot)
with an

empirical selection from texts as reply categories.

In other words, in the method of empirical judgements, the system of
categories is completely empirical, but the variables/concepts which the coder
must judge however, are not. The coder, in this case, is told to assign the
unuts of observation to that section to wiich, given the variable in question,
thny are most suited.
In order to measure intensity the researcher can rank his sections of text/reply
categories from high to low. If for this ranking he uses the free comparisons of
sections by ludges, he can, with the aid of the laws of comparative o r o f
categorical ludgements (Edwards, 1957; Thurstone. 1959; Torgerson, 1958) even
estimate the distance between the sections of text in his rank-order. Using this
approach,the researcher has at his disposal a special form of empirical
judgements, namely the empirical

scale

(cf. E x i m e and Long, 1965; North

et.il., 1963; Zinnes, 1963).

4. '."he hyper-empirical

methods

All those techniques in content analysis in which, at least during the coding
phase of the research, only observational terms, i.e. manifest text
characteristics play a role are "hyper-empirical".
In terms of research goals, frequencies are counted (by people or by computers)
of manifest text charact-enstics, without judgements about the theoretical
meaning of these mani f es. t text characteristics.
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For r e a s o n s t o be s p e c i f i e d l a t e r on one technique from t h e e n t i r e family of
h y p e r - e m p i r i c a l techniques w i l l be d i s c u s s e d i n t h e c o n t e x t of t h i s
d i s s e r t a t i o n : non-dictionary

oomputer-assieted

content

This i s

analyste.

a technique for t h e deduction of l a t e n t s t r u c t u r e s i n and l a t e n t meanings of
t e x t m a t e r i a l on t h e b a s i s of t h e f r e q u e n c i e s of a l l e m p i r i c a l u n i t s

(e.g.

words) i n t h e r e l e v a n t m a t e r i a l by computer .

Empirical

grounding

One might

expect

Bubjective

that

factor

by atructuration

and

the

reduction

cociera would judge

in their

judgement

of the

of
text

unreliability

material

formation

is

more reliably

to a higher

when the

degree

controlled

observation.

Thus, in methods in which the data are the result of human judgements about
the theoretical meaning of text material, one might expect reduction of
unreliability by empirically grounding the method.
The degree to which people's (coders') judgements in content analysis are
reliable depends on the guidance of their judging skills with the help of
a method.
In those cases in which content analysis must measure abstract and latent
concepts, i.e. concepts formulated at the theoretical level (abstract) and
that are not directly observable (latent), one must call, in the first
instance, on coder's judgements.
From t h e p e r s p e c t i v e of r e l i a b i l i t y , i t i s

( t h e c o n t r o l l i n g of) t h e u r judging

s k i l l s i n t h e way d e s i r e d by t h e r e s e a r c h e r , which i s p r o b l e m a t i c .
Empirical grounding i s deemed t o s o l v e t h e s e problems: the method of
judgements

should

exemplified
results

lead to more reliable

aubjective

judgements,

results

and the latter,

than the method of s^jective

empirical

than would the method of
in turn,

to more

reliable

judgements.

Here, nothing i s s a i d with r e g a r d t o t h e r e l i a b i l i t y of t h e hyper-empirical
method: i t i s a method i n which t e x t s a r e n o t judged on the b a s i s of a b s t r a c t
and l a t e n t concepts b u t i n which manifest t e x t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a r e counted
(nowadays even by computer). Here, r e l i a b i l i t y i s n o t a q u e s t i o n of guiding
human judging s k i l l s , b u t of p r e c i s i o n (cf. a l s o p a r . 5, p . 122 of c h a p t e r I I ) .
The hypotheais
human judgements
chzpter.

of empirical
of abstract

The reliability

measurement
on inter-coder

grounding

experiment

of the consequences
agreement.

and the reduction

and latent

concepts

serves

of changes

is

of unreliability

to be tested

as a model for

in

testing

in the method of content

in
this

the
analysis
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Reliability experiments of my own and those described by others (among other
things) are the object of this chapter.
An additional argument to assess the feasibility of this hypothesis and the
applicability of the three methods of judgement distinguished in terms of
their empirical grounding, is the following one.
Reduction of unreliability, as a consequence of changes in the method, in
this case, as a consequence of empirical grounding usually emerges
ly

of another,

but risky

that of the selection

form of reduction,

and training

independent

described as such in chapter II:

of coders,

i.e. that of the modelling of

the research instruisent. This practice can grow to a point where the
ultimate agreement between coders must be regarded as an uncontrollable
training artefact, i.e. not as reliability. A method which is adequate in view
of reliability is (also) a guarantee against unacceptable selection and
training practices with coders.

Empirical

grounding

and

the

theory

of

data

The qualitative meaning of systematicness in the empirical grounding of methods
of content analysis is not exhausted with only this hypothesis of the reduc
tion of unreliability. The systematicness

гз also

an operattcnalistic

research

implies,
in

testing

to a representational

on the basis
hypotheses

of

the theory

of science,

and constructing

a rank-order

for

design,

ranging

including

argumentation

and

from
all

this

cogency

theories.

Venturing into the area of the general theory of science, I mean, with this,
to say the following:
The ideal of every social scientist is the (methodological) unity
(deductive aspect) and empirical

basis

of

theory

(inductive aspect), a unreached ideal.

Traditionally, one searches, on the basis of demands the theory makΡs of the
method, for ways to conceptualize theoretical terms and for their operationalization in observational terms, in order to make statements, on the basis of
observations using the operationalizations, on the relationship between theory
and reality.
On the basis of demands of the method made by reality as such one has, for
some decades now, been searching for the possibilities of applying formal models
of measurement in order to explain reality in its relevant many-sidedness. One
tries to represent all the relevant characteristics of empirical systems in a
formal (e.g. numerical) system. Such a form of 'measuring' presupposes, i.e. is
'complete' only with isomorphism between the empirical and the formal system.
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That is to say, all relevant characteristics of the empirical system have
their equivalents in the formal one. Formal models may be derived from
mathematics, e.g. from matrix-algebra.
This 'mathematical'

approach to social-scientific research is a-theoretical

only in appearance. In their design, the theory, i.e. the suppositions of
what is reality, plays a crucial role on two levels:
1. What are relevant

aharactenstios

2. What is the mathematical

structure

of the empirical system;
of the reality under analysis ,which model

in isomorphic to reality.
What are relevant characteristics of the empirical system, in view of a concrete
problem-definition, is impossible to say in general. Literature surveys and
pilot studies, as well as a watchful eye for irrelevances, must surveys bring
clarify here.
In research e.g. into the reliability of human judgements, variable's, which
appear to be judgements but which can only be answered correctly, are
irrelevant variables. Thus, the question of whether a film is in black and
white or in colour, is irrelevant in such research.
Mutatus mutandis, the same is true for the second question:
'Reality' does not have one, unambiguous and known mathematical structure.
Here too, experience, imagination, literature surveys and pilot studies will
have to lead to a priori hypotheses, i.e. hypotheses prior to observation
concerning the representability of (the relevant characteristics of) the
empirical system in any concrete, (multivariate) formal model.
The relevant, measurable and measured characteristics of the empirical system
are placed in a multivariate formal model. The model describes those charac
teristics as a complex whole, not as separate entities. In this approach to
the unity of theory and praxis, the classical problem of the validity of the
conceptualization and Operationalization of theoretical terms plays no role.
The question

is

a oolleation

of relevant

isomorphic

not whether

to the studied

one measures

or aan measure oonaepts,

data has an a priori
reality

in all

its

presupposed
many-sidedness.

structure

but

whether

and

is

Measuring and

theory are, to quote Bezembinder, in cases of real isomorphism, fused into
unity (Bezembinder, 1970, p. 5 ) .
In the traditional, operationalistic design of content analysis, this is by
no means the case, as chapters II and III have shown. There, theoretical
concepts and their verifiable equivalents in reality have their own places,

- 188 which are often hard to unify. The theory próvidos ideas on central problems,
hypotheses and conceptualizations. After this, problems of measurement arise:
is it possible via operationalizations to make something visible in this
respect, or to measure in such a way that a data matrix emerges which is
suitable for processing, i.e. with an unreliability which is negligible.
In the development
the social
towards

of consistent,

sciences,

isomorphic

the umty

of theory

methodclogically
measurement

and praxis.

modern alternative for the virtually

sound theory

presents

itself

formation

as a step

in

foruard

In this context, it also provides a
unsolvable problems of validity of a

traditional. Oferationalistic research design. In this light, Bezembinder
preseits the method of additive conjunctive measuremert, a form of isomorphic
measurement, as an alternative for virtually unsolvable conceptualization
ргоЬІэшз arounc the concept of similarity,

which is crucial in psychology:

when 5r, as the case may be, why are or aren't empirical entities equal to
each other (Bezembinder, 1970, p. 9 onwards; c.f. also Webb et.al., 1975,
pp. 17-20).
The s 'Stematicnass of empirical grounding of methods of content analysis,
from

he method of subjective judgements to the method of hyper-empirical

judgenents/non-îictionary computer-assisted content analysis, represents
the s ι ages alonj
popule r in the
empirical
of егщігісаі

which
юсіаі

scale;,

the methods
sciences.

present

juìgements,

in this

of isomorphic

On the basis
system

mthematical

measurement

of Thurstone's

of empirical

psychology

have become
theories

grounding

and sociology

of

in the
have

method

emerged.

On the grounds of the argjments provided concerning the value of mathematical
approcched for

inding th«» unity of theory and praxis, it is useful to raise

the question wh<ther any form of mathematical

content

formal

language

dical
frames

represeniation
magazines,
of meanitg

of

the empirical

can contribute
in the contents

towards

use of

the study

of illustrated

analysis,

i.e.

any

m illustrated

of classperiodical

and

periogroup-related

magazines.

A combination wiich goes beyond the negative results yielded by traditional
research in this are up to now.
A literature survey aimed at an initial, provisional answer to this question
is part of the goals of this research. In this literature survey, the demands
resulting from the remarks on language, meaning and ideology, in the introduction to chapter I, take up a central position:
in what form of model can strings of words, which give texts a certain
meaning, be formalized'' The latter part of paragraph 5 of this chapter deals
with this question.
(text to be continued at page 191).

- 189 Table 12. ft systematic representation of methods of content
analysis in terms of their empirical grounding.
Nature of the method

Concepts

1. the method of subjective judgements

1. Kluckhohn ' s value oppositions
2. frames of meaning

2. the method of exemplified subjective
judgements

1.
2.
3.
4.

conceptions of self
Maslow's hierarchy of needs
McCelland's occupational motivations
degree of difficulty of coding tasks

4a .degree of difficulty of coding tasks:
effects of the systematicness of the
example-descriptions
5. progressiveness
6. psychological health
7. journalistic objectivity
8. dogmatism

9. influence on group decisions

10. dimensions of decision making
11. political preference: evaluative
assertion analysis
12. psychological states: anxiety,
hostility, schizophrenia

13. frames of meaning
14. well- founded
opinions
15. references to opinions of economic
rulers
16. political preference: evaluative
assertion analysis
17. psychological states, positive affect
18. values· value analysis
3. the method of empirical judgements

1. influence on group decisions
2. frames of meaning
3. national
attitudes
4. hostility in international relations

4. the hyper-empirical
method- non-dictionary computerassisted content
analysis

1. Sequences - the rhetoric of a story

2. formulae and theme in poetry

3. causes of productivity and improductivi •
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(esults of reliability experiments (1-3) and
formal models in content analysis (4)

Literature

1. imperfections in the measurement of reliability
2. Inadequate reliability results

1. Duggins, Π 70
2. Muskens, th і ь pufclication/Pp. 192195
1. imperfections in the measurement of reliability] 1. Bot'iv.ell, 1 967
2. imperfections in the measurement of reliability 2. Burcsh, 137
3. inadequate reliability results
^. claike and Esposito, ;эеэ
4. inadequate reliability results with
4. Critte.-.ae.·. ar.d Hill, :'j7i
moderately difficult or difficult tasks
4a.better, but still inadequate reliability resulta 4a .Mor.t'jor.try
i-ttender.,
in comparison with 4, Crittenden and Hill
ι
5.
6.
7.
f).

imperfections in the measurement of reliability
imperfections in the measurement of reliability
ambiguous reliability results
reliable reliability results

9. inadequate reliability results with inexperien
ced coders; reliable with experienced/expert
coders
0. reliable
1. ambiguous reliability results

v'ar. Ciller.-

197

Drev., .97Ξ
Ertel, 1572 ; Ertel et.ai., І975
Erte!, го "ear of c-^ìicat_ΟΓ.,
Ertol, 1 ΐ ~ I a
Exli-.e a.-.= leng, 156 5

11". Gall-.ofer, 19"Эа

Gcldnan ar.d Grano, 1976-77

Gottschalk, Springer and
Gìeser, 1961;
Gottscr.alk, W m g e t and
Gleser, 1969; Viney and Mantón,
197 3; V m e y and Westbrook, 1976
Muskens , tr.is publication-pp. 199
3. inadequate reliability results
203
4. imperfections in the measurement of reliability U , Noomen, 19~7; "l978
5. inperfections in the measurement of reliability
Oorh^rg, 19~3
2. r e l i a b l e

6. imperfections in the measurement o f reliability Ί ο . Osgood, Saporta and Nunnally,
1^56
7. ambiguous reliability results
1". Wrstbrcok, 1?~6
Θ. ambiguous reliability results
IS. n-.iice, 19-J-*
1. reliable
2. inadequate reliability results
3. ambiguous reliability results

1. Ξχ±ι· о д-з Lc-7, i '--^
2. y-à^o-s, ',.i5 p-blication,pp.21Ç
. л п . ; t and Nelson, .933;
Russell ar.d W n g n t , 1939
4. inperfections in the measurement of reliability ι A . Zinnes , 1 Л- 3 ; Nortn, 196 3
1. WORDS-System: - factor analysis

RIQS:
2. ad h o c :

- cluster analysis
- f a c t o r analysa s
- factor analysis

- clump analysis
3. WORDS-System:
cluster-analysis

;

j 1. Bocmei, Di Salvo and J o n a s ,
I " 1 " , J o n a s , 1^~1·, Harua\ and
Ι<ΟΓ, I 0 ^-i; 1лЧ"л; Ічег and Har\va\ , 1*4·*$; \06-'i; Ike г, 1 " " " j ;
Iker ana Klom, l 0 "-i
Sdris-Gall ìofer ard S a n ? , 1 ">"-

J . Niles and Se Ivi η , 1 Vo ; Saiiïce-

ι
!

Marie, Robillard and Br t itle\ ,
197 l; Sova and Scwa, l ^ ' J
3. Lawrence, 1-ì t.1
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May it suffice to argue here that xn any case, non-dictionary computerassisted content analysis as well as, in a way, content analysis with the
use of empirical scales contain characteristics of mathematical content
analysis. Thus, the systematlcness in the empirical grounding of methods of
content analysis, is also a rank-order ranging from traditional to modern
conceptions of theory and reality.

The structure

of this

chapter

T^ble (2, pp. 188-189, shows the distinct levels of empirical grounding of methods
of content analysis: 1. the method of the subjective judgements, 2. the method of
exemplified subjective judgements; 3. the method of empirical judgements and
4. the method of hyper-empirical judgements - non dictionary computer-assisted
content analysis.
Ліеу are arranged according to both the presupposed qualitative ciaractenstics
of this systematlcness:
a. tho reduction of unreliability of human coding by increasing empirical
grounding: level 1-3;
b. the methodological modernity of the solution for the problem of the
relation between theory and empirical basis and the related consequences
for presenting evidence and the strength of the latter in concrete research:
level 4 (and 3) vs. levels 1 and 2.
On each of the four levels, those forms of content analysis are mentioned
which are important either ав reliability experiments (presupposition a) or
as mathematical forms of content analysis (presupposition b ) .
Apart from the research variables and the sources, mention is made of the
reliability data resulting from the reliability-experiments and of the
mathematical models in which text material is represented.
In the continuation of this chapter we climb the ladder of the ever-increasing
degree of empirical grounding:
- par. 2 discusses the method of subjective judgements;
- par. 3 discusses the method of exemplified subjective judgements;
The question here is whether this method is more reliable than the method
of subjective judgements. This question is particularly relevant in the
case of latent bext characteristics ;
- in par. 4, the method of empirical judgements follows. On the basis of a
description of the methodological and technical foundations of the empirical
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process of judging, the question is answered whether this method is more
reliable when applied to coding latent text characteristics than the method
of exemplified subjective judgements would be.
- computer coding and mathematical content analysis as alternatives to
traditional approaches of the theory of data to content analysis are dealt
with in par. 5.
The most impoitant source of material for answering the question whether
empirical groinding of methods of content analysis leads to the reduction of
unreliability, will consist of data published in this context.
In addition, 1 have, in the texts on content analysis with (exemplified)
subjective jucgements and with empirical judgements, used the results of my
own reliability experiments. I have carried out these experiments in terms
of the question of the extent to which the following concepts from the
hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning can be coded: selfrealization (ro experiment with subjective judgements), ntualization and
aurazization. In terms of cogency, these reliability experiments pretend no
more than to add to finaings concerning empirical grounding and the reduction
of unreliability, already known from the literature.

Parcgraph

2. The method

of subjective

judgemente

The only reliability exi>eriment with the method of subjective judgements
reported on ir the liteiature is Duggins' on the extent to which anthologies
can be coded in terms oi Kluckhohn's value oppositions (Duggins, 1970).
The inreliability of hi£ research has already been discussed in chapter III.
The corrections of his Jnter-coder agreement percentages for chance
agreement yielded a disappointing reliability level (cfl. table

) . Using

only coders' subjective judgements of texts in terms of Kluckhohn's value
oppositions, cne does not obtain reliable results.

Magazines

and meaning

- a first

reliability

experiment

In the context of the 'magazines and meaning'-project, a reliability experiment
was set up, in which 11 coders were to arrive at subjective judgements in
terms of 'not' = 1, 'weak' = 2 and 'strong' = 3 for four theoretical aspects
of ntualization and auratization.
The four aspects of ritualization were:
1. adaptation
2. traditional affect
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3. social security
4. confirmation of reputation.
The four aspects of auratization were:
1. unicity
2. aestheticism
3. sublimation
4. life far away.
(for descriptions of these eight aspects, see appendix IV).
The coders had to asses for themes, playing an intensive role in certain
articles in periodical magazines, if a weak or a strong value, or none at
all was attached to these aspects in the text. (Intensity was defined as.
themes which appeared in headings, sub-headings, leads, illustrations, text
accompanying illustrations, or which were important to the structure and
conclusion of the article for other reasons).
For each article an endvalue was calculated for both these variables from
all values assigned by a coder to the four aspects of ntualization and
auratization respectively. Hereto the four aspects were added after
corrections for uneaqual numbers of intensive themes per article.
The degree of agreement between coders on these endvalues was calculated.
These endvalues form an ordinal scale. I have explained in chapter II, that
in this case, both medial agreement (level) and rank correlation agreement
(direction) must be analysed.
For the calculation of medial agreement I have used a Kruskal and Wallis test
for one-tailed ordinal variance for к cases, i.e. 11, corrected for ties.
(Siegel, 1956, pp. 184-193); for the rank correlation agreement, I used
Kendall's concordance coefficient, also corrected for ties (ibid, pp. 229238).
The results, given in table 13, show that no (sufficient) agreement exists
for either side, either in terms of level or in terms of direction .
Table 13 is presented at page 194.
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Table li Results of a reliability experiment with subjective judgements of
11 coders concerning the intensity of ntualization and auratization
in 25 articles from periodical magazines

ntualization

auratization

nature of the
reliability

level:
Η X

direction:
Wxx

inter

H 2 = 133.25,
ρ = 0

W = .35

intra

not measured

W = .51

inter

Η 2 = 20.97,
ρ = .02

W = .45

intra

not measured

W = .38

χ

Kruskall Wallis test for one-tailed ordinal variance in к cases, correc
ted for ties.

xx

Kendall's concordance coefficient for к rankorders, corrected for ties.

!
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Conclusion
Neither Duggins' research nor the reliability experiment with frames of
meaning in illustrated periodical magazines provide

sufficient

ground

for

the conclusion that latent, not directly observable variables such as values
and frames of meaning тпау be coded reliably, using the method of subjective
judgements.
Paragraph

3. The method

of

exemplified

subjective

The method of exemplified subjective judgements is the method
frequently

applied

judgements
most

in content analysis for coding and measuring latent

variables, not directly observable in texts. It is the method whereby
coders must arrive at a categorical judgement about the value of a theoretical
variable, aided by examples derived from the ençirical material to be coded.
Exançles can classify the theoretical variable and/or the abstract categories.
In some isolated cases, it was determined through reliability experiments
that it is possible, with the use of such a method, to keep unreliability
of codings low enough for their influence orrthe <^ta to be considered as
negligible ( Ertel, 1975аг Exline and Long, 1965; Gallhofer, 197 а, Gottschalk
and Gleser, 1969). In many cases, there are varying degrees of doubt in this
respect: conclusions concerning the negligibility of unreliability are based
on standards which are too light (agreement percentages, correlation
coefficients) (Bothwell, 1967; Buresh, 1975; van Cuilenburg, 1977; Davis,
1970; Noomen, 1977,- Oorburg, 1978; Osgood, Saporta and Nuimally, 1956)
and/or on results of reliability experiments which are inadequate or obscure
(Clark and Esposito, 1966; Drew, 1975; Ertel, 1972; Ertel et.al., 1975b,Ertel; Exline and Long, 1965; Goldman and erano, 1976-77,- Montgomery and
Crittenden, 1977; White, 1944; Westbroek, 1976).
In one reliability experiment it became evident that easy questions, i.e.
questions relating to usually clear and unambiguous statements in the texts
(e.g. the age or sex of the main character in a story), could be reliably
coded through the method of exemplified subjective judgements, and difficult
questions, i.e. questions relating to statements in the texts which were
less clear and more ambiguous, or relating to statements which were spread
out over an entire text, could not (Crittenden and Hill, 1971) .
There are reasons to assume that:

- 196 1. training,
2. the size

experience

and expertise

of coders,

of the example,

have a positive effect on the results of working with exemplified subjective
judgements in content analysis. This inplies that factors which determine
the influence of a training

artefact

on the reliability of codings, can also

be causes of results obtained through the method of exemplified subjective
judgements. In this case, the method's succes does not seem to be independent
of the other, perilous source of reliable data in content analysis. The
contribution of the method to reliability and the contribution of training
and the training artefact to it can be entangled. Thus, a precise judgement
of the method of exemplified subjective judgements is not possible.
In terms of both points, mentioned above, the literature shows that:
ad 1. Training,

expérience

and expertise

of

coders

a. For the cod-ng of texts in terms of characteristics of anxiety, hostility
ard schizopirenia, Gottschalk et.al. use professional coders, who, in
acdition to a lengthy training period, have years of experience in
working wit ι these scales;
b. Gallhofer t-ained her coders intensively for two weeks and shows that
eypenence causes a considerable additional increase in inter-coder
açreement (Gallhofer, 1978, p. 60; p. 68-71).
c. A number of the researchers who have worked with the method of exenplified
subjective ludgements, but whose work justifies doubts about the agreement
level of their coders, point out the complexity of their instrument for
ceders (van Cuilenburg, 1977,- Noomen, 1977; Osgood, Saporta and Nunnally,
19 56), as wi 11 as the necessary intensity of training (Montgomery and
Crittenden, 1977; Oorburg, 1978) and the special degree of qualification
of the codeis: advanced students, participants in the research, experienced
or sophisticated coders (Bothwell, 1976; Buresh, 1975; van Cuilenburg,
1977; Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977; Noomen, 1977; Oorburg, 1978; Osgood,
Saporta and Nunnally, 1956).In contrast to this, there are two cased in which
agreement seems to come about almost automatically (Drew, 1975; Goldman
and Creino, 1976-77).
d. Exline

and Long (1956) reported

degree of control
agreement

that

over group decisions

(r - .94, R = .BS),

two psychologists

can code

with an acceptable

using a simple

exemplified

degree
rating

the
of
scale

- 197 (9 levels,

one example per level).

could not do this

(.43 < r < .79);

Six relatively

untrained

students

the effect of observer-error on the

data was significant at the .0005 level (Exline & Long, 1965, p. 164).
The special qualification of the psychologist to judge psychological
processes will give better results than the less experienced and
little-trained students can provide.

ad 2. The size

of the

example

a. Crittenden and Hill have set up a reliability experiment in order to
ascertain which sorts of tasks could be reliably coded. The tasks differed
in terms of difficulty, and coders were given only a short training in
which the aim of the experiment (measurement of reliability), the nature
and meaning of the tasks and examples of each of the tasks were explained.
(Crittenden and Hill, 1971, p. 1075). The codings of the more difficult
tasks proved to be unreliable (ibid, p. 1078).
Later on, Montgomery and Crittenden repeated parts of the experiment
(Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977).
They wanted to see if an improvement in the procedures followed by
researchers in the development of their method would prove beneficial
for the coding of difficult tasks: in a pilot study, the researchers had
to group sections of texts, which appeared to indicate a certain level of
intensity of a difficult task, independently of each other. On the basis
of their separate results they had to decide:
a. how many levels of intensity each of the difficult tasks had,
b . which empirical sections of text were exemplary in this respect
(Montgomery and Crittenden, 1977, pp. 237-239).
Subsequently, two coders were asked to fulfil difficult tasks with this
new instrument.
Their level of agreement increased considerably, it was .29 with the
conventional method and .59 with the new method (Cohen's reliability
coefficient for two coders, a reliability coefficient for nominal data,
corrected for chance).
Obviously, this is not high enough, but it is the improvement that
matters: the result points to a favourable influence of an extensive and
systematic empirical grounding of a method of content analysis.
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b. Codified methods of exemplified subjective judgements, in many cases,
make up a complete book or an extensive paper (e.g. van Cuilenburg and
Noomen, 1974; Gottschalk, Winget and Gleser, 1969; Osgood, Saporta and
Nunnally, 1956). Large sections of these instructions must be memorized
by coders, or at least be known by them to such an extent, that they
always refer to the right instructions and examples.
The extensiveness of the instructions and demands for such readily available
knowledge made of coders, increase the likelihood of training artefacts.

Conclusions
The following general conclusions may be drawn fromthe literature on the
method of exemplified subjective judgements:
1. It is possible to carry out reliable content analysis of latent,
not directly

i.e.

observable text characteristics with the use of the method

of exemplified subjective judgements.
Although 'proof' in this respect has been brought forward only for the
variables of dogmatism (Ertel), influence on group-decisions, coded by
experienced psychologists (Exline and Long), dimensions of decision-making
(Gallhofer), anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia (Gottschalk et.al.), it
would appear justified to assume that acceptable results are possible for
a wide range of latent text characteristics.
2. The possibility
artefacts

tfiat reliability

is (also) influenced by training

cannot, given the nature of this method,he ruled out.

a. Succes appears to be dependent on intensive training, extensive experience,
and a specific expertise of coders, among other things.
b. The exançle must be extensive and must be known thouroughly by the coders.
This factor enhances the intensity of the training.
Thus, the method of exemplified subjective judgement may be judged positively,
be

it with a reservation.

As long as no more is known about training artefacts in content analysis than
is presently the case, one must retain a certain reserve. Precisely this
reservation about judgements which are in many respects positive, emphasizes
the need for research into the геіаігоп betueen selection,
judging skill

of coders and into possible training artefacts

training and
in this respect.
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Мадаггпев

and meaning

- a second reliability

experiment

For the 'magazines and meaning'-project, another reliability experiment was
set up, in order to answer the question of whether, through the method of
exenplified subjective judgements, the variables of self-realization,
ritualization and auratization in texts from periodical magazines, can be
coded and measured reliably.
This experiment cannot, in the strict sense, be compared with the experiment
with the method of subjective judgements. Reasons:
a. The feedback from the first experiment formed the basis for modifications
of the research design, in terms of the universe and market-typology of
the magazines under analysis, of the delimation of units of observation
and of (details of) the concept-definitions;
b. The nature of this method requires a systematic selection and training of
coders, .and consequently is likely to give rise to a training artefact
(see above). To meet these requirements, the coding was carried out by
three advanced students of the sociology of mass communication, who went
through a phased training-program. The comparability of this group of
coders with the coders from the first experiment is an uncontrollable
factor.
The variables to be coded were
1. setf-realization,

four aspects of three latent variables:

with the aspects of consciousness of means, goal

orientation, expressiveness and awareness of time;
2. ritualization,

with the aspects of adaptation, traditional affect, social

security and confirmation of reputation;
3. auratization,

with the aspects of unicity, exclusiveness, aesthetic!sm

and life far away.
The aodebooks

contained descriptions of these 12 concepts. Each concept was

accompanied by a 5-point scale (absent, weak, moderate, strong, very strong)
and coders were asked to estimate the value in a unit of analysis, assigned
to each of these 12 concepts. In order to facilitate these estimates, each
category was followed by a more detailed empirical explanation of its meaning
(for the exact descriptions of the concepts and the categories, cf. appendix
V ) . In addition, the codebook contained an extensive collection of examples.
The units of analysis consisted of three sets of 24 articles from periodical
magazines, which formed a representative (stratified), though small-scale
(8 periodical magazines) sample of articles from periodical magazines,
4
published in march 1976 in the Netherlands . There were two umts
of
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observation

per unit of analysis:

a. the intensive area; this consists of all texts in headings, leads,
(subtitles to) illustrations and separately framed texts in the article;
b. the non-intensive area; this consists always of the rest of the article
up to a maximum of 400 lines.
After summation of the values assigned to the four aspects of each variable,
two quotients were calculated from the data:
ritualization-

a. the quotient of ritualization and self-realization, the

index;
b. the quotient of auralization and self-realization, the
The agreement

auratization-index.

between the three coders was measured on both of these indices.

The 'eliability experiment consisted of five

phases,

i.e. two training

phases and three coding phases.
In p/'ase

1,

the

aims of the research were explained to coders, the concepts

to bo judged and the related categories were discussed, ambiguities in this
respoct were ilentified and solved, and subsequently memorized intensively,
when-upon the examples «.ere discussed, explained and criticized.
Finally, on thj basis of ambiguities, criticism and the solutions thereof,
the coder instructions were modified.
Phast

2 was а Л а з е of experience: a number of units of observation, increasing

in length (and thus in complexity) were coded by the researcher and by the
three coders, independently of each other. Subsequently, codings were compared
for each case, to assess the degree of their similarity. When dissimilar,
possible reasons for this were discussed and the instructions were rephrased
in such a way as to neutralize the cause of differences and to leave the
meaning of a variable and/or a category intact. No agreement coefficient
was calculated for this phase: the aim was one of training, experience, the
identification of sources of error and on the basis of the latter, the
subsequent definite phrasing of the coder instructions . The aim of the
reliability experiment was a negligible
high intra-reliability, moderate

inter- and intra-coder reliability:

inter-reliability

(cf. chapter II, p. 135

onwards).
Phase

33

4 and 5 were tests of the level of agreement reached. With an

intermediate period of two weeks, the three coders coded a sample of 24
units of analysis = 4Θ units of observation. In the intermediate periods,
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the researcher discussed sorts of errors identified by him in general terms,
i.e. without references to the coded texts or to individual coders. This
discussion was limited to general remarks in order to avoid, as much as
possible, that the regularity with which each coder judges the material at
fixed times, becomes a matter of memory.
For the measurement of intra-coder reliability, the sample of articles of
phase 4 contained θ articles (i.e. 16 units of observation) from the sample
of phase 3, and the sample of phase 5 contained 16 articles (i.e. 32 units of
observation) from the sample of phase 3. There were В articles from phases
3 and 4 here.
A sixth

phase

of the reliability experiment had been planned: after the coding

of the large-scale sample of articles, in order to test the hypothesis of
class- and group-related frames of meaning, the coders were to code, yet again,
the 24 articles from phase 5. This was planned in order to ascertain whether
and to what extent unreliability had creeped in during those codings at the
inter- and/or intra-coder levels.
This phase however, was not carried out because even after phase 5, the
unreliability was neither

negligible nor manipulable, so that coding with

the aid of this method had to be abandoned (see table 14, presented on the
next page).

The results of this reliability experiment show that the
reliability,
did

not

inter-ooder

although it increased considerably from phase 3 to phase 4,
inerease

sufficiently

from phase 4 to phase 5. For the ntualization-

index, the level of a moderate agreement between coders, the minimum for a
manipulable unreliability, was not even reached (R

= .56).

Except for one case, the level of intra-coder reliability between phases 3
and 4 was 'high'. However, it decreased substantially between phases 4 and
5.
In combination with the low inter-coder reliability, I hold the following
explanation for this fluctuation in the results to be plausible: In phases
3 and 4, the coders still had an ideosyncratic view of the content of their
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Table 14. Results of a phased reliability experiment with the exemplified
subjective judgements of three coders of the intensity of a
ritualization-index and an auratization-index, using three samples
of 24 magazine-articles each.

index

phase

ntuallzationindex

auratizationindex

nature of the
reliability

Ebelcoefficient R

3

inter

24

4

inter

24

.41

5

inter

24

.56

3-4

intra

8

.84; .30; .87

3-5

intra

16

.38; .50; .59

.09

3

inter

24

.32

4

inter

24

.59

5

inter

24

3-4

intra

8

.64; .70; .95

3-5

intra

16

.54; .72; .63

, - MS
b.people
w.people

MS.

HR,

number of units
of observation

MS^
, + (k-l)MS
b.people
w.people
(Winer, 1971, p. 287, formule 8 ) .

.61
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task, resulting in a low inter- and a high intra-coder reliability.

Through

training and expevienoe, though they lost theiv personal vieil of the content
of their

task, the formation of the necessary shared view did not оасит.

This resulted in the decrease in intra-coder reliability,without any sizeable
increase in inter-coder reliability. Viewed in this way, we are faced here
with a very special training artefact.
In view of these results I can only conclude, using the nethod of exemplified
subjective judgements, that

I have failed to reduce the unreliability to a

level which would, on the basis of codings by these trained and experienced
coders, yield a data matrix fit for processing.

The reliability

A way

experiment was informative,

but it

failed.

out?

The results' of the reliability experiment of Exline and Long (1965) in
particular, provided the immediate reason to investigate the unreliabilityreducing effects at a higher level of empirical grounding of methods of
content analysis, i.e. at the level of the method of empirical judgements.

Paragraph

4. The method

of

empirical

judgements

After an extensive discussion of the application of the method of exemplified
subjective judgements in observational

studies,

Heyns

and Lippit (1954

made

an interesting suggestion: would it not be wise to investigate whether, with
the aid of empirical methods of judgement and empirical scaling-techniques,
a number of problems of the method of exemplified subjective judgements and
of the subjective rating scale

can be solved? After all,they argue, one can

not ignore the succes with which Thurstone et.al. experimented with these
methods and techniques in the thirties and fourties in psychophysics (ibid,
p. 400). Observational studies have a problem in common with content analysis,
namely the problem of unreliability, i.e. the lack of agreement between
observers concerning that which takes place in front of their eyes.
It has bpen shown that the problem of unreliability can be solved in content
analysis via the method of exemplified subjective judgements.
Heyns

and Lippit report identical findings for observational studies.

The fact remains that the reliability of this method may be (among other tfings)
α traiTuno artefa t, which i-nplie-. α lecreasp in its value.
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In addition, there are problems of

аіъаг

method which are not (as) relevant m

у of measurements with this

the method of empirical judgements.

If the method of empirical judgements can also be reliable, if this
reliability is not a training artefact and if problems of validation are less
extensive in this method, then the method of empirical judgements must be
rated higher than the method of exemplified subjective judgements. Problems
mentioned here concerning validity and the scalability

of exemplified

subjective judgements require a more detailed and extensive explanation.

1. ΐΆβ quention of vilidtty

in the aase of exemplified subjective

judgements.

The question of validity (does one really measure, using this method, what
one thiiXs one is measuring) remains critical - no matter how thouroughly
one tri»s to reason why a certain method measures a certain latent
charactsristic of the source (e.g. the personality of the writer/speaker
or the :ultural world of which the writer/speaker is a part), there is
always -oom for doubt.
The contribution of different validity measurements, cited by De Groot
and reproduced ir chapter II, to the ultimate judgement on concept
validity is nevet definite - it remains, ultimately, a question of
interprstation, глюпд other things.
In this light οηε can, despite their numerous validation studies, question,
if Gottschalk et.al. also measure anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia
which cannot be сirectly expressed verbally in therapeutic situations,
i.e. whether important intensities and/or aspects of anxiety, hostility and
schizojhrema ar< so unexpressible, that they are not reflected in the words
and sertences uttered in a psychotherapeutic interview. Thus, anxiety,
hostility and schizophrenia below a certain level of expressibility would
not be measurable with content analysis (for validation studies, c.f.
Gottscl alk and G Leser, 1969, p. 96 onwards).
Indicai ions for intensities and aspects of anxiety.hostility and
schizojihrenia whLch cannot be traced by content analysis, could be found in
non-ve bal aspee_s of expression such as body-language, phenomena of
hesita ion as observed by the experienced psychotherapist or in the
interpretation of psycho-physiologiíal measurements (e.g. hartbeat, or
galvanic skin гезропье dur inj a psychotherapeutic interview) (cf.
GottscMlk et. il , М Ы ) J
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2. The scalability

of exemplified

subjective

judgements.

A special problem occurs when the exemplified subjective judgements of
coders are considered as scaled or scalable

judgements, when the

researcher assumes that reality divides itself on a continuum of
intensity in terms of his variable(s). This means that he is interested
in the question how strongly a text expresses his variable: weak, moderate,
strong, more or less, etc.
The researcher can try to obtain an understanding of the distribution of
intensity of the texts to be analysed in terms of his variable(s)
r

following two main approaches:
a. he can ask coders for a categoriaal

judgement

of intensity:

at which point on an η-point scale does a text belong - is the
judgement of the coder(s) 1, 2, 3 etc.; weak, moderate, strong, etc.'
He turns the categories in his method into a scale. In this case, one
speaks of an exemplified subjective rating-scale, a special application
of the method of exemplified subjective judgements.
In the reliability experiments I have reported on earlier, I have
worked with this variant of the method of exemplified subjective
judgements;
b. he can ask coders for a more simple

judgement

on aspects or indications

of his variable(s) (yes or no; present or absent; e.g. present χ times)
and from the collectivity of these judgements deduce
value

an

intensity-

for his variable(s).

This deduction then, is not part of the observational phase, i.e. the
coding of the content analysis, but of the data processing. For example,
in this deduction, decisions on the scalability

of the judgements,

their weighting and the ultimate score-assignment, e.g. through
summation of weighted judgements, play or can play a role.
The scales of Gottschalk et.al. and Osgood's evaluative assertion
analysis use mainly this approach to arrive at intensity scores of
anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia and of political preference
respectively.
The special problem with these modes of intensity measurements through
the method of exemplified subjective judgements is the distance

between

one scale-point and another.
Distance is, in the case of the exemplified subjective rating-scale, an
uncontrollable function of the view coders have of the distances in the
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scales presented to them and of the mode of symbolic presentation of these
distances in the scales (e.g. numerically: 1, 2, 3 etc. or impressiomstically:
weak, moderate, strong, etc.).
In the case of the deduction of Intensities from simple coder-judgements,
distance, although It is known, remains ultimately an arbitrary function of
decisions concerning scalability,

weighting and the assignment of scores

with these decisions. The difficult problem arises that the degree to which
they are reasonable can usually no longer be accounted for in terms of the
foundations of the methodology of which the method of exemplified subjective
judgements is a part.
These stem from the operationalistic methodology, which is based on the idea
that the theory of relations in reality precedes observation and measurement,
including decisions of scalability,

weighting and scoring.

However, ultimate decisions of weighting and summation can usually only be strippe
of arbitrariness by referring to the fact that concrete decisions of
scalability,

weighting and scoring result in the best connection between a

scale and the structure of a data matrix, i.e. the observations of reality
reproduced in numerical symbols. In this case, not
itself

the

theory,but

reality

(or the selectivity in the observation of it) legitimates the concrete

decisions. An account in these terms ('best connection with the structure of
the data; the practice, the results have shown that

' etc.) is no

longer an expression of an operationalistic methodology. They are statements
based on the foundations of isomorphic measurement. In this light, I have
argued in the introduction to this chapter that isomorphic measurement
presents itself as an alternative to a traditional (read: operationalistic)
research design. At those moments when concrete decisions on scalability,
weighting and score-assignment must be accounted for in a traditional
research design by referring to the empirical basis instead of the tneory,
isomorphic measurement already, de facto, partly replaces

operationalistic

measurement.
In the light of the uncontrollable or the arbitrary element in decisions
concerning distances between texts (or other objects of social-scientific
study, as the case may b e ) , deduced from exemplified subjective judgements
on a continuum under a variable, techniques of analysis and statements, in
which 'distance' is important, are extremely dangerous: the chance is real that
precision is suggested where uncertaintly and ambiguity are great. Analyses
and statements at levels higher than the ordinal level give rise to more
questions than they can answer. Analyses and statements at the ordinal level
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are concerned only with 'more' or 'less' (e.g. A > Β ) , while analyses and
statements at a higher level somehow express this 'greater than' in a
measure

of distance, e.g. A = 2 B o r A - B = B - C = d .

It is useful to elaborate on these problems of

scalability, because the

technique of scale constructions, to which the suggestion by Heynes and
Lippit, mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, refers, provides
fruitful connections in exactly this respect. It is a reference to Thurstone's
scaling technique. This technique is based on a theory and a methodology, in
which the criteria for scalability and distances between scale levels are
sought in the way in which people, in empirical reality, arrive, through
the ongoing assessment of alternatives, at the formation of judgements about
themselves, about others and about the material and the immaterial world.
The empirical

elements

unacntrollability

of

the process

or arbitrariness

method of the exemplified

of human judgement
of criteria

subjective

judgements.

of

can take auay

scalability

in

the

the

Not only Thurstone's succes

with scaling-techniques in psychophysics -as Heynes and Lippit point out- or
in other sectors of psychological research (e.g. attitude measurement), make
this technique interesting, but also methodological considerations of how to
scale, how to rank entities on a continuum and how to assign quantitative
values to their distances.

Empirical

scalee

The result of a scale construction according to the theory and method of
Thurstoney concerning the process of human judgement, i.e. the scale in
question, I call an empirical

scale.

Other names for it are: Thurstone scales, psychological scales. This term
expresses that the ranking of entities (here, texts) on a continuum and the
determination of the distances between them, is a representation of the way
in which (a specific group of) people judge, in reality, the entities in
question (e.g. texts from illustrated periodical magazines), given a certain cri
terion

of judgement (the research variable in question, e.g. self-

realization) .
This theory method and technique of scale construction has the additional
advantages of:
1. the reduction of the danger of training artefacts;
2. the extension of the possibilities of validation.
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training-artefacts

The reliability experiment of Exline and Long, referred to in par. 2 of this
chapter, was concerned with the question of whether untrained coders could,
in agreement with each other, code control of a group decision, expressed in
the intervention of group members in the proces of decision making, using an
exemplified subjective rating scale and/or ал empirical scale. The empirical
scale consists of 9 statements made during the proces of decision making in
the groups, ranked in terms of strength of the control on the group decision
expressed in it.
The exact scale values were mentioned also, as calculated according to the
method of successive intervals (Edwards, 1957 - further on in the text, I
will deal with the proces of scale construction itself more thouroughly).
One of the results of their reliability experiment was, that the same
untrained coders coded unreliably, using an exemplified subjective rating
scale, and were significantly more reliable when coding with the aid of the
empirical scale. The unreliability even had a non-significant effect on the
data (and with the exemplified rating scale, this effect was very significant,
as I have noted already). (Exline and Long, 1965, p. 146). Exline and Long
then, conclude "that psychological scaling methods (as they call empirical
scales, g.m.) will permit data to be coded more reliably" (ibid, p. 147).
Apart from the point emphasized by Exline and Long (the fact that the coders
were untrained), their method is extremely simple: one variable, namely
control over a group decision, a list of nine short statements and the scale
values belonging to them. In this research, whatever the reliability is, it
is no training artefact.
ad 2. Improved •possibilities of

validation

Thurstone's theory and methodology of human judgement formation (or the
theories and methods of others who have elaborated his specific approach
with alternatives) is based on a number of a prion's like.
- judgements of people about whom - or whatever m terms of any criterion
can be placed on a continuum, i.e. are

continuous;

- the total number of judgements about something or somebody on such a
criterion are distributed

normally

around a certain point on that

continuum;
- the same normal distribution applies for the judgement of differences
between objects to be judged or for the image people have about the
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between the categories in which they must place their judgements

(e.g. the categories 1, 2, 3 etc. or the categories 'weak', 'moderate',
'strong');
- people's judgements are acnaistent:

when they prefer A to В and В to С

they will also prefer A to C. The consistency in human judgement formation
is referred to as the tvansivity

of judgements.

In the case of categorical judgements something analogous occurs:
all objects given a higher value on a rank-order of categories are indeed
estimated as higher than all objects, to which low values are assigned.
These a priori's have been formulated by Thurstone in the latí of
judgements
categoriaal

comparative

(thurstone, 1959, pp. 39-49), and by orgerson in the law of
judgement

( orgerson, 1959, pp. 105-249).

By ascertaining whether judgements about texts to be subjected to content
analysis are in agreement with these a priori's of the process of human
judgement, one can find answers

to a number of difficult questions of

validity such as:
- is there indeed, in the eyes of judges, one continuum under a variable,
or do they identify so many opposed aspects in that variable that they
see, in fact, a multitude of continua before them. The first case (one
continuum) supports the supposition of the researcher that he is engaged
in a theoretically meaningful way, the other case (practically) rules out
that possibility;
- is it possible to place texts on the continuum in question, i.e. are texts
scalable in terms of the research variable.
Through the systematic answering of these questions, the researcher confronts
the conceptualizations of his research variables with the intersubjective
judgement of judges (to be deemed experts).
In chapter II, this confrontation was referred to as a necessary and thus
relevant step towards solving problems of validity in content analysis, along
with qualitative pilot studies, literature surveys and (obviously) the many
other techniques which exist for the validation of concepts, operationalizations
and scales: couçarisons with the results of other research, the consistency of
the ultimate findings etc. The relevant "added value" at the level of
validation may be quantitatively determined and is thus controllable. Data
this

respect

provide

which is a qualitative

a sound empirical
judgement

basis

for

the judgement

of

validity,

in the end. This special dimension of the

validation was one of the causes for paying attention to the specific form

in
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of empirical grounding which is applied in the method of empirical
judgements.

The construction

of empirical

scales

in content

analysis

In content analysis too, the construction of empirical scales takes place
with the aid of different techniques, in terms of whether one bases oneself
on the law of comparative judgement or on the law of categorical judgement:
f. the method of paimise
2.

the method of successive

ad 1. The method of

paired

comparison;
intervals

.

comparisons

In this method, the judges judge all pairs of objects which may be
distinguished in a group of η objects. They judge each pair ordinally,
measured in terms of the criterion of judgement they are presented with
(greater than, is to be preferred to, more than, etc.). Scalability of the
η objects on a continuum underlying the criterion of judgement is a function
of the transitivity of the judgements; distance is a function of the relative
frequency with which one

ooject is judged as higher than an other: when В

is preferred to A by every judge, their distance is maxiaal; when В is
preferred to A with a frequency equal to the preference of A to Β, they are
located on one point on the scale. By processing all cnoices in t m s ъау,
the place every object has on the scale is calcularle. The disadvartage of
this method is that only a limited number of objects can ce judged

v.hen

large numbers of objects are involved, tne number of pairs becomes hjge.
(The number of pairs in a collection is —z

, 1С objects ίοππ 45 pairs,

20 form 190 pairs and 50 objects fora 1235 pairs - all of trese pairs cust
be judged by every judge).
Dina Zinnes

(1963) has constructed an empirical scale vitr t-e aie of

pairwise comparisons relating to the concept of 'nostilitv ir. internaticral
relating'; for the content analysis of diplomatic telegrams.
To this end she herself judged 12 times 10 telegrams (different ones eac"
time) in pairwise fashion. Of all her judgements, onli 2 were intrar.siti\ e,
which was reason enough for her to conclude that diplomatic telegrams uere
scalable in terms of their hostility.
From the total scale of 120 (-2) telegrams, she chose 22, spread out over
the entire continuum covered by her. These 22 telegrams she grouped t\so by
two into an ll-pomt scale. (This is possible of course by taking sections
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of text which have identical or almost identical scale values).
She argues that an empirical scale with more than one section of text on
each point of the scale benefits the empirical comparability of scale and
texts to be coded.
Subsequently, two coders were asked to judge the entire sample using this
scale. They did this with high reliability, measured however, only by a
correlation coefficient (r=.93).

ad 2. The method of successive

intervals

in content

analysis

In the method of successive intervals, the judges are also presented with
η objects. Next to the objects, they are presented with a row of ρ categories
(e.g. 7) which bear successive labels, e.g. weak, moderately weak, moderate,
etc. They are asked to place objects they deem "weak* in the corresponding
category 'weak'; those they deem 'moderately weak' in the corresponding
category etc.
The method is based on the assumption that each of the judges has a
(somewhat) different view of the empirical range of the concept 'weak' etc.
When, thus, judge A places in the category 'weak' the same objects as В
does, in addition to some others, which В places in the category

'moderately

weak', then for A, the concept of 'weak' is wider than it is for B.
When the totality of judgements shows that the boundaries between the
concepts 'weak', 'moderately weak' etc. are distributed normally around a
certain point on a continuum, one deems the objects scalable in terms of the
criterion the judges were presented with.
By fixing the boundaries of the concepts 'weak' etc. on a continuum at the
midpoint of that normal distribution, all judged objects may subsequently
be placed on the scale, on the basis of the relative frequencies, with which
they have been called 'weak', 'moderately weak', etc. The result is a scale
of η objects underlying the relevant criterion of judgement.
In conpanson with the method of pairwise comparisons, an advantage of this
method is that the number of objects a judge can be presented with is much
greater and that the method for calculating the place of each object on the
scale is much more simple. Disadvantages are the higher complexity of the
scaling criterion (normality of the transition of one category into the
next) when compared with pairwise comparisons (transivity); furthermore a
number of psychologist are critical of this scaling criterion.
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Exline and Long (1965) have constructed their empirical scale for control
of group decisions using this technique. 126 Male and female students (7)
were requested to judge 90 sections of text, in terms of 11 successive
categories, ranging from 'extremely strong control' to 'allows others to
answer freely'.
i'ollowing Edwards' and Thurstone's directions, they constructed two scales
from the 126 χ 90 judgements: one from the male judgements -these had scale
values between .03 and 4.62- and one from the female judgements, which had
scale values between .07 and 4.49 (pp. 143-144).
From these rank-orders they chose 9 representative sections of text as an
empirical scale for content analysis. They did not derive the scalability
and thus the validity of their scales from the normality of the transitions
of successive categories, but by testing the construct validity of this scale
in terms of a criterion-variable known from the literature (p. 147).
We have already noted that untrained coders, with the use of this scale,
could code reliably, whereas this was not the case with a subjective
rating-scale.

Magazines

and meaning

- a third

reliability

experiment

For the 'magazines and meaning'-project, a reliability experiment was

set up

in order to determine whether coders, using empirical scales, can, in
agreement with each other, code sections of texts from illustrated magazines
in terms of the degree to which they express self-realization, ntualization
and auratization.
A number of considerations were important in the concrete design of this
experiment. These considerations stem from the following factors:
a. the relationship between the variables

and the material of the research

into periodical magazines compared with those of Zinnes and of Exline and
Long;
b. the ease

with which the scale may be used by coders;

c. special requirements concerning the number
units

of

observation,

of

variables

and the size of

which make working with empirical scales a

meaningful operation;
d. minimal requirements of selection, training, experience and expertise of
coders.
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ad a. Varí-obles and material

of the research

into periodical

magazines

In the research into class- and group-related frames of meaning in the
contents of illustrated periodical magazines, one is concerned with
measuring the intensity of the variables of self-realization, ntuallzation
and auratlzation (or aspects thereof - cf. ad. с below), expressed In
sections of text from illustrated periodical magazines. Comparison of these
variables and this text material with those of Zinnes or those of Exline
and Long shows that the entities concerned here are more difficult to judge
empirically.
a. The variables of self-realization, ntuallzation and auratlzation are
more

abstract

than theirs: attempts at controlling a group decision

(Exline and Long)

and hostility in international relations (Zinnes).

These variables are more difficult to conceive of, both for expert judges,
whose judgements form the basis for the empirical scales, and for coders
than theirs are. Their concepts are more ordinary and clearer, both in
common sense and in scientific language;
b. Stemming from the nature the mass medium
material is open

to

more

interpreіаігпд

I am investigating,the text
than theirs is. The material

analysed by Zinnes and by Exline and Long consisted of texts which were
written so as to ensure that the receiver would know exactly what the
sender meant.
They cannot be interpreted in many different ways. After all, in the case
of Exline and Long, one is concerned with written messages of participants
in a psychological experiment to each other,on the process of arriving
at a group decision. Zinnes analysed diplomatic telegrams in a situation
of international crisis between ministries of foreign affairs and their
embassies abroad. In such situations, one cannot afford the luxury of
misunderstandings.
Illustrated periodical magazines however, must appeal to wide segments of
the market, colourful mixtures of people who are varied in terms of
background, knowledge, interests, preferences, opinions, feelings,
attitudes, etc. Their content must offer 'something for everybody', as it
were. Text which are, to a certain degree, interpretable in different ways
are extremely functional in this respect.
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The abstractness of the variables is a natural function of the abstract
character of the theory of class- and group-related frames of meaning
concerning the content of illustrated periodical magazines (cf. chapter I ) .
Given this abstract character, we have strived towards a solution to the
problem of judgement formation by e.g. coders; this was done by defining the
variables as accurately as possible and by adapting the descriptions to all
the ambiguities which occurred during the different preparatory phases of
this reliability experiment. This had lead ultimately to the descriptions
given in appendix IV, of self-realization, ritualization and auratization.
The problem that texts from periodical magazines may be explained in different
ways has been handled in terms of solutions for a much more fundaraentel
problem of empirical scales in content analysis: the comparability of the
scale with the material to be coded and the ease with which it may be used.
This fundamental problem is dealt with ad b. below.

ad b. The empirical

comparability

of scale

and text

material

and the

ease

Wbth which it may be used
Äs reported, Zinnes has used two sections of text instead of one for each
of her 11 scale levels.
Thus, the chance of reliable codings would be increased.
Here we touch upon a fundamental problem of the method of empirical
judgements in the content analysis of abstract concepts, derived from theory
and latent at text level. The sections of text collected in an empirical
scale express manifestly the theme of each separate section: a domestic
suggestion, a declaratior. of love, a personal description of Rosalyn Carter,
shopping in Moscow and much more. However, the difficult intensity levels of
the abstract and latent concept must be expressed in their ranking. The
material to be coded must be compared to the latter, but this material also
consists of domestic and other suggestions and ideas, declarations of love,
personal descriptions and life in foreign countries.
Thus, the manifest themes in the sections of text of the scale and those in
the sections to be coded may lead to an erroneous comparison and thus to
unreliable data or to an incorrect interpretation of coder reliability data.
Comparisons in terms of manifest themes are not intended, but are understandable errors in the case of scales of abstract and latent concepts. In
this view, a section to be coded may contain a domestic suggestion or idea,
together with one of the sections on the scale.
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In this respect they are the same or, in any case, comparable.
However, both may be, in terms of self-realization, of a completely different
intensity. Viewed thus, they are different,

i.e.

incomparable.

Coding in

terms of thematic agreement is, in such a case, wrong; one should compare in
terms of self-realization. When all coders make this mistake their agreement
will be high, but their codings will nevertheless be unreliable and of no
use. This problem, belonging to the method of empirical judgements in the
content analysis of abstract and latent concepts is probably just as
fundamentel as uncontrollable training

artefacts are in the method of

exemplified subjective judgements.
Zinnes' technique of placing more than one section of text on each level of
intensity in the scale is likely to yield clues towards a solution for this
problem of the erroneous comparisons. One can, for example, create a greater
diversity in the scale as a whole and at each separte scale level. Thus, the
tençting comparison in terms of theme can decrease, as the options are more
extensive, and (intensities of) the abstract and latent concept can become
more understandable, i.e. that which makes η sections of text on ρ themes
on any scale level equal to each other is not their theme (which is, after
all, distinct) but something else; the concept to be judged, e.g. selfrealization, in a certain intensity.
This reasoning on erroneous comparisons, thematical diversity and the
(intensity of) abstract and latent concepts has resulted in the adoption of
more than one section

of text

on each scale

level.

In the first phases of this

particular reliability experiment, there was always a minimum of two, and
no less than six in the last phase.
Appendix IV contains the empirical scales for self-realization, ritualization
and auratization from the last phase of this third reliability experiment.

ad с

Some specific
variables

1. The number of

factors

and the size

in working
of

with

the units

of

empirical

scales

- the number of

observation

variables

If one wants to construct a method of content analysis with empirical scales,
it will be necessary to set up an investigation into expertise judgement for
each scale. One should use a group of judges which is not too small to compare
η units pairwise or to rank them in terms of successive categories.
In order to keep the members of such a group willing to cooperate with the
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investigation, the number of criteria in terras of which they must judge units
should be kept as small as possible.
This is all the more relevant for the population of judges which would have to
be found for content analysis with empirical scales of frames of meaning in
illustrated periodical magazines: social-scientific researchers and lecturers,
working or specialized in fields of e.g. mass communication, culture, welfare,
general theory and psychotherapy - their time is limited and costly. Precisely
this population of judges was chosen, for theoretical reasons: the frames of
meaning, which should play a role in the content of illustrated periodical
magazines, have been derived from social-scientific theory. Thus, it would be
precisely this population which should be capable of judging whether, and if
so, how sections of text can be scaled in this respect. (No great emphasis
was laid on the probably equally necessary knowledge of and experience with
the empirical phenomenon in question, namely illustrated periodical magazines.
This point will be dealt with in the conclusion of this paragraph). Because
the limited time, which each judge in the said population would have at his/
her disposal for his/her task in this respect, had to be taken into account,
this task had to be designed in such a way as to enable its execution within a
(reasonably) short time.
A first step in the direction of these 'short' tasks was the decision not to
divide three

research

variables

into four aspects, as was the case in the

previous reliability experiments. Instead, we worked with descriptions of
the variables 'self-realization', 'ritualization' and 'auratization', which
take into account the four aspects.
In other words:
- in the descrt-ption of the variable of 'self-realisation'
consciousness of means, goal orientation,

the aspects of

expressiveness and awareness of

tvme were taken into account,
- in the descriptbon of the variable of 'ritualization
adaptation, traditional

affect,

', the aspects of

social security and confirmation of

reputation were taken into account.
- in the description of the variable of 'auratization',
unicity,
account

exclusiveness,

aestheticism and life

the aspects of

far away were taken into

(cf. appendix IV).

In this way, the judges would have to give 'only' three judgements, or even
as little as one, in the case of three separate groups of judges. With four
aspects per concept, the judges would have had to give 12 sorts of judgements,
or 12 groups of judges would have had to be made. In the first case one can
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imagine how rauch this would have meant in terras of time and willingness to
cooperate, as some 90 units per criterion of judgement had to be dealt with.
The alternative (12 groups) does not apply because the size of the population
of judges does not allow for such an extensive segmentation, all the more
so when one takes into account any non-response and any judgement results
which cannot be processed.(Edwards cites two criteria for this last problem:
Edwards, 1957, p. Θ6, pp. 98-101).

2. The size

of

the units

of

observation

In the reliability experiment with exemplified subjective judgements, we used
rather large units of observation: the intensive and non-intensive areas in
magazine articles. It will be clear that units of observation of this size
are not suited to content analysis with empirical scales: judges would be
faced with an impossible task when presented with 90 of them to judge; an
empirical scale consisting of a number of units of observation of this sort
is too vast to be suitable as a method for coders to use. The scale would
have the size of half a magzine.' That their codings would, in such a case, be
based on other, completely arbitrary grounds, if fairly obvious.
For this reason, a re-definition of the unit of observation was necessary:
it would have to become considerably smaller. A unit
re-defined, begins with the opening
in an article,
the

paragraph

section

and runa up to the first

of observation,

or lead of eaoh new

full

stop

after

thus
paragraph

the fifth

line

of

(with paragraphs of less than five lines, the unit of observation

is equal to the whole paragraph).
With this definition of the unit of observation, headings, sub-headings and
illustrations were no longer considered; they could not be included in a
unit of observation. A disadvantage of a decrease in size, such as this one,
is the loss of the context in which the unit of observation is placed.

ad d. Sélection,

training,

experience

and expertise

of

coders

For the formulation of requirements which coders of this particular experiment
had to meet, the main criterion used was theoretical, analogous to the
reasoning on the selection of the population of judges, as reported above.
This criterion was that of the scientific

understanding

of absvrajt

concepts

such as self-realization, ritualization and auratization.
Secondly, the failure of the previous experiment with the method of exemplified
subjective judgements, carried out by advanced students of the sociology of
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researchers were not at all optimistic about the chances of succes of this
experiment.
The coders would have to have a more advanced theoretical understanding of
the abstract aspects of (the) sociological theory (of mass communication),
and its concept formation, and would have to identify themselves with their
task as a coder with greater tenacitys

independence

and attentbon

than

students are able to. The primary goal of this experiment was to determine
whether coders who met these requirements could reliably code texts with the
method of empirical judgements. Colleagues

from the researcher's

department

are in the best position to meet these requirements, they represent the
greatest expertise in relation to the research object.
At the time when the requirements to be met by coders were formulated, the
problem of training artefacts, intrinsic to the method of exemplified
subjective judgements and probably responsible for the failure of the
experiment in this light, did not play a role. De facto, the basis for
training artefacts, caused by stringent selection and exaggerated coder
training, has been laid once

again in this experiment, although the method

of empirical judgements is likely to provide a basis for content analysis
without (many) training artefacts (cf. p. 208 above).
No attention was paid to the general knowledge of and experience with the
empirical phenomenon in question. This factor may well be crucial for the
judging skill of individuals, and thus be important in a method concerned
with the judgement of empirical phenomena. I will deal with this point in
the conclusion of this paragraph.
However, in the last phase of this reliability experiment, the codings were
also done by coders who represent other levels of familiarity with the
object of research than colleagues from the researcher's department do:
a higher level (the researchers themselves) ; a lower level (post-graduate
students of the sociology of mass communication) and a level of non-expertise
in this respect (spouses of colleagues and researchers). These parallel
codings provide the possibility to test the relevance of the factor
"familiarity with object of research" as a criterion of selection of coders
in the case of the application of the method of empirical judgements.
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Additional

aspects

of the design of the reliability

experiment

1. In view of the tentative goals formulated above ad d (can at least the
best coders do the ]ob?) it was premature to carry out a complete
investigation into expertise judgement (cf. ad с above) to start with.
Were the experiment to fail, a lot of time, energy and money would be
lost in this investigation. Instead, both researchers have
simulated

partially

such an investigation, on the basis of the results whereof they

compiled, on qualitative grounds, the empirical scales for self-realization,
ritualization and auratization.
2. Furthermore, this reliability experiment was roughly a replication of the
reliability experiment with exemplified subjective judgements. The three
coding phases were proceded by an intensive
codings

training

and a series

of

trial

to provide the coders with experience of the method and to track

down ambiguities (in the case of the 'alternative' groups of coders,
these phases preceded the only occasion at which they really coded - the
trial codings were no longer Intended to locate ambiguities).
The ващріе design

for this experiment was less stringent than for the

preceding one, because the goal was not yet the definite measurement of
whether or not the method of empirical scales could be used for reliable
coding. The question was whether the chances of succes were great enough
to justify a conciete investigation into expertise judgement and a
reliability experiment.
3. As for the level

of reliability,

we aimed once again at a manipulable

and preferably negligible unreliability.
Summary of

the

reliability

experiment

uith

the

method

of

empirical

judgements
- Codings were done in terms of three

Variables:

self-realization, ritualiza

tion and auratization. Previously identified aspects of these variables
were taken into account in their descriptions;
- the minimum number of sections

of text

at each level

of the empirical

scales was two; in the last phase no fewer than six, when the number of
scale levels was reduced to four;
- units
small;

of observation

(or their correlates on the empirical scales) are
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- oodpvs

have qualifications which make them expert in terms of the

object of research.

Results
Table 15,presented at p. 221, contains the results of the reliability experiment

with empirical scales. These results are no basis

for reasonable

chance of

succes

content analysis with empirical scales for self-realization, ritualization
and auratization. Only the variable of auratization, in the second phase of
the experiment, reached an acceptable, i.e. manipulable level
(R ^
> .60; R _
> .80) .
inter
intra
The results from the parallel codings by others (i.e. not colleagues) in the
last phase of the experiment, call for further discussion:
1. The reliability

of the researcher

as it may be deduced from his high

intra-coder reliability;

2. the relatively

high inter-coder

reliability

of the 'most expert' coders

in relation to the research object, and of the 'least expert' coders, in
comparison with both other groups of coders (colleagues and post-graduate
students).

ad 1. The reliability

of the

researcher

Based on the reliability with which the researcher can himself carry out
content analysis of frames of meaning in illustrated periodical magazines,
using the method of empirical judgements, the question became pertinent as
to whether a one-man

coding

of the entire material was a possibility.

Some researchers see codings by the researcher himself as a serious form of
content analysis (e.g. Honsowitz, 1975).
There is also a methodological grounding for such a choice. Thus, Garfinkel
denies categorically the possibility of overcoming coders' personal,
interpretive view of the texts they code. He argues that coders will always
exhibit a certain degree of 'ad hoc-ing',
re-interpret

intuitively

i.e. that they will always

reached judgements in terms of their instructions,
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Table 15. Results of a phased reliability experiment on the empirical judgements
of different types of coders about the intensity of self-realization,
ntualization and auratizatlon in the opening sections of the
paragraphs of text in magazine articles.

variable phase type of Nature of Number of
coder
the relia-umts of
bility
observation
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

selfrealization

3
4
5
5
5
5
3-4
5-6

Inter
inter
inter
inter
inter
inter
intra
intra

45
33
32
32
32
32
9
32

ritualization

3
4
5
5
5
5
3-4
5-6

inter
inter
inter
inter
inter
inter
intra
intra

45
35
32
32
32
32
9
32

auratizatlon

3
4
5
3-4
5-6

inter
inter
inter
intra
intra

45
35
32
15
32

Number of Number of
empirical coders
scale
levels
(6)

(7)

Ebelcoefficient
R

l
(8)
.44
.44
.54
.21
.21
.45
.73
.76

10
9
4
4
4
4
10/9
4

.36
.43
.40
.23
.18
.51
.79
.79
.53
.67
.31
.84
.67

type codeurs:
1 » non-expert in relation to research object (spouses of colleagues and
researchers)

2 = moderately expert in r e l a t i o n t o research object (post-graduate students
of the sociology of mass communication)
3 = expert in relation to research object (colleagues of the department of
the sociology of mass communication)
4 = very expert in relation to research object (the researchers themselves)
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in contrast to the demand made of them to form a judgement about the text
on

the basis of the instructions (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 21 onwri-d^) .

The researcher could proclaim his оьп "ad hoc-ing" to be a healthy point of
departure for the content analysis of frames of meaning in illustrated
magazines. Moreover, three additional arguments can be added to this
reasoning:
1. The researcher, using examples, could show how he judges and codes and
thus could open up his subjective judgement-formation to publia

discussion;

2. Over against the methodological weaknesses of the examples of content
analysis of illustrated periodical magazines, discussed m chapter I, from
which the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning was
derived, some gain
3. Given the present
cormunication

would be made.
state

of theory

formation

in the sociology

of mass

in the area of symbols in mass media, a test of the

hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning with a valid
and partially reliable instrument would be important.
This possibility

bias rejected

categorically.

the necessity of a number of pre-conditions
analysis, if it is to be a serious

This was done on the basis of
which must be fulfilled by content

methodological

practice.

Codings, of

which it has not been determined that at least one other coder can,
independently, carry them out in the same manner, doe not yield data, which
are in any way, suited for processing. Reolication

of research, merely at

the intra-coder level is, in content analysis, replication in a false sense
of the word. The results of such replication (as such) tell us nothing about
why the research is replicated: the reliability of measurements.
Content analysis should be replicated in two directions.
between independent coders and in time. No argunent
acceptable,

including

the above mentioned.

to deviate

Thus, one-man coding

from this

is

was

abandoned.
ad 2. Judging

skill

and

expertise

The results of the last inter-coder reliability measurements in this
reliability experiment go against the argument that judging skill increases
with higher expertise in relation to the research ooject. Reliability does
not increase along this line. Both extreme types in terms of expertise give
relatively more reliable codings of self-realization and ntualization
than do both middle types. One must doubt a criterion of coder selection
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formulated on the basis of the factor of expertise, in the case of this
present method. In the method of empirical judgements, 'judging skill' is
probably determined by factors which are completely different to those which
underlie training artefacts In content analysis: university degree, study,
tenacity, independence and attention.
Speculation on the basis of the data is useful in this respect, in view of
future research into the value of the method of empirical judgements in the
content analysis of abstract and latent concepts. What do both extreme types
have in common in contrast to students and university staff? This could be

their fanriliarity
illustrated

and experience with the empirical phenomenon in

periodical

magazines.

question:

Researchers are people who are occupied

with this medium at length, and for spouses, it may be a product belonging
to the everyday consumption of mass media. In the world of (male) students
and academics, frequent consumption is less likely, i.e. they would have no
clear idea of what this medium has to offer.
If this agreement is correct, judging skill in the method of ençirical
judgement is more likely to be determined by expertise in relation to the
empirical phenomenon in question, and not by expertise in terms of the
theoretical concepts of the research.

Conclusione

relating

to the method

of empirical

judgements

This paragraph has indicated extensively what makes the method of empirical
judgements so attractive in content analysis. In this respect, the special

contribution of this method the validation

of variables was pointed out,

as well as reliability experiments which show that codings made with this

method can be reliable

without a high risk of training

artefacts.

In contrast to the latter, it must firstly be noted that the

diversity

of reliability

method, is extremely

experiments
small.

number

and

which should provide support for this

There are only two, namely those of Exline and

Long and of Zinnes.

Secondly, the reliability
meaning'-project

failed

experiment in the context of the 'magazines and
in the sense of not providing a basis for possibilities

of direct application in that same project, and of not resulting in a
realistic reduction of unreliability in comparison with the method of
exemplified subjective judgements.
All in all, it is not

yet

evident

that the method of enpirical judgements in

content analysis is better than the method of exemplified subjective
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judgements: some signs point in that direction, others do not. The
improvement remains a hypothetical question.
For the 'magazine and meaning'-project the negative result of this reliability
experiment has lead to a (provisional) termination of the empirical phase of
the research. Up to this moment, no new experiments have been set up in
relation to the reduction of the unreliability of human judgements in the
content analysis of frames of meaning.
The serendipity-like

finding

on e.g. the judging skills of different types

of coders have not yet been subjected to new research. This serendipity-like
finding was that those who know illustrated periodical magazines relatively
well, proved less unreliable than others, who do not know them well. (These
others were selected as coders because of their special knowledge of and
experience with the theoretical terms in question). Thus the question remains
whether people who have special knowledge and expertise in relation to the
empirical phenomenon at hand, will ultimately code reliably, using the method
of empirical judgements.
Further reliability experiments were abandoned, because the approach of the
hyper-empirical method was still unexplored. The exploration of this approach
was preferred.
Awaiting the feasibility of exploratory research of illustrated periodical
magazines using hyper-empirical methods, this exploration assumed the form
of an extensive literature survey.
This literature survey was to answer particularly the question of whether
and if so, how a hyper-empirical method, i.e. a method in which the theory
plays (absolutely) no role in the observational phase, can contribute towards
the solution of a primarily theoretical question, i.e. that of the hypothesis
of class- and group-related frames of meaning. This question will be answered
in the following sections on mathematical content analysis. They are preceded
by a discussion of the methods and techniques of non-dictionary computerassisted content analysis.

Paragraph

5. A hyper-empiriaal
assisted
content

method: non-dictionary
analysis

aomputer-

In terms of empirical grounding, a method of content analysis in which only
frequencies of manifest text characteristics are counted (as a function, if
needs be, of a theory), is an extreme

case:

from the moment of its execution,

the method is (virtually) completely empirical, and basically, the theory no
longer plays a role.
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If the frequencies are counted as a function of a theory on the representability of relevant empirical, manifest text-characteristics in a formal model
than

the counting of frequencies also represents a m o d e m view of the

relationship between theory and praxis, a view which searches for

representations

of reality

in its

relevant

many-sidedness.

This chapter is concerned with counting frequencies of manifest text
characteristics. Firstly because it is the extreme type of empirical grounding
in content analysis. Secondly because a modern conception of the relationship
between theory and praxis, resulting in 'mathematical

content

analysis',

benefits the potential of content analysis to pose relevant questions, as well
as the researchability of those problems which up to now, have proven
incessible to investigate because of matters of unreliability: abstract and
latent concepts, such as the guidance and the reinforcement of human
activities of meaning in modern mass media, e.g. in illustrated magazines.
A method of content analysis in which only frequencies (and co-frequencies)
of manifest, empirical text characteristics (e.g. words, parts of speech,
compound and simple sentences) are counted, is outside the level of a
judgement formation by coders about the formation by coders about the meaning
of texts. In so far as coders have to carry out a task, consisting of such
frequency counts, the question of the reliability of their counts is of
another order than it is, where the methods of (exemplified) subjective
judgements or of empirical judgements are concerned: in the case of the
latter methods, the idea is to help coders with the judging of texts on the
basis of a theoretical and conceptual frame formulated by the researcher.
The theory is an essential element of the judgement formation. In the case of
frequency counts, the counter, e.g. the coder in question, is outside the
area of theory; he is concerned only with reality.
He may make mistakes when he counts, just like the error which must be taken
into account with temperature measurements, using a thermometer. This
instrument does not judge heat, it merely registers (sometimes) with some
inaccuracy, regretfully. Reliability, in those cases, is a question of
accuracy

and даидгпд

on objectified standards, whereas

in the methods of content analysis already discussed, it is a question of
judging skill and conceptual clarity.
Given the state of electronic

f-hnology

it is no longer necessary for tasks,

requiring only accuracy and gauging to be carried out by humans. Computers
are much more suited to such tasks. Having frequencies counted by humans is
(virtually) a thing of the past.
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The 'hyper-empirical method', the method of counting frequencies, will be
discussed in this paragraph only as a coding operation to be carried out by
computers, programmed specifically for that purpose.
The human contribution in this method of content analysis is 'limited' to the
researcher's work as a theoretician and as a practicing methodologist, when
he formulates the assumptions concerning the relevance of the text
characteristics to be counted (variable-selection), when he implements the
programs and when he interprets the results of this form of content analysis.

The discussion of this oomputer-assisted

form of content

analysis

is

dominated by the formulation of the pre-conditions under which this
methodological practice may be denoted as 'mathematical content analysis', and
thus as a possible improvement of the questioning and problem-solvingpotential in content analysis.
One of the consequences ûf this goal is that only non-dictionary
assisted

content

analysis

computer-

will be dealt with. In the existing scientific

literature, this technique is not discussed as one which is suited to a
mathematical perspective in social scientific research. However, it can be
used in this respect, as will be shown here, in contrast to dictionary
computer-assisted content analysis. This technique is an explicitly operationalistic approach to reality. In other words, it represents no modern,
mathematical conception of the relationship between theory and praxis. So,
this paragraph is concerned with one technique from the family of hyperempincal methods m

content analysis, i.e. non-dictionary computer-assisted

content analysis.
Firstly, the procedures

of this technique are dealt with, explained in

particular in terms of the WORDS system,

a package of PL/1 programs for

I.B.M -computers, for counting manifest text charactenstis and processing
them in multivariate analyses.
Subsequently, the results

of the technique will be dealt with, whereupon,

finally, there will be a methodological

discussion

under what conditions is

it a mathematical perspective on social-scientific research, with a demonstrable
value for doing research into abstract pre-suppositions, formulated at the
theoretical level, about latent text characteristics, in this case about the
class- and group-related guidance and reinforcement of human activities of
9
meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines .
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The

procedure

Viewed as such, the principle of non-dictionary computer-assisted content
analysis is very simple. The computer is instructed to construct a
aorrelation

matrix

of the co-frequencies of words in a series of units of

analysis, differing from each other in terms of any criterion. This
correlation matrix is then used for the subsequent таЬНетпаЬъааЪ
e.g.

representatï-on,

via factor analysis or a hierarchical cluster analysis. Finally, the

researcher is left with the task of interpreting

the resulting structure(s).

This process of correlation

analysis and interpretation is preceded by

phases of text

and variable

manipulations

selection:

the texts to be

analysed should, in the manipulation phase, be processed in such a way as
to enable the identification by the computer of units of observation and of
analysis in terms of all those aspects, so that a meaningful analysis
becomes possible; in the phase of variable selection, the number of units
of observation must be reduced to a number the computer can handle.
Third generation I.B.M.-computers can process correlation matrices of up
to 215 variables mathematically, via e.g. factor or cluster analysis
The actual number of units of observation in texts (e.g. words, differing
in terms of some criterion) is usually considerably higher than 215. For
example, in the investigation into word-frequencies in the Dutch language, 8452 lexical items

^words as they appear in the dictionary of the Dutch language)

with a frequency of > 5 were found, on a total of 727302 words (in their
different word forms) from written and spoken sections of Dutch texts (my
calculations, based on Uit den Boogaart, 1975).
If one were to take lexical items as the ultimate units of observation, then somehov.
one would have to reduce the number of Θ452 (plus those lexical items with frequen
cies < 5) to 215 at the most. This is where the phase of variable-selection
comes in.

WORDS
Iker has designed a standardized

system

of

aonputer

programs

in order to

achieve an efficient and thourough execution of all these phases, the
so called WOPDS-system.

In a series of publications, he has reported on the

developirent of this system (Iker and Harway, 196Θ; Iker and Harway, 1969;
Iker and Klein, 1974,- Iker, 1974b, 1975, 1976). For this system he has
compiled a manual with the aid of which other researchers can use his system
(Iker, 1974c). In the 1974 version, the system contains 31 programs, one of
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which
meant

replaces the complicated job control language, while the others are
for special forms of text manipulation, for variable selection, and for

analysis and presentation of the results.
In developing this system, it was Iker's intention to standardize and formalize
XbttXe

all these phases in sucha way that the results would come out with as
human intervention

as possible.

Human interventions, after all, would influence

the special element of this approach in comparison with other forms of
(computer-assisted) content analysis, and thus create new problems of
unreliability. Particularly the phase of variable selection is precarious in
this respect:
"One of the most important of these issues, both on a practical and theoretical
level derives from the technique used for the reduction of the number of
different words found in the raw data base. The question which we have
investigated was whether alternative methods for reduction of these words
could be found that did not involve the extensive use of synonimization.
(....). It is the Synonimization phase which we found most difficult in
implementation and most dangerous in terms of objectivity" (Iker & Harway,
1968, p. 136): the(possibly unreliable) human judgement determines whether
two or more words may be considered as being synonymous.
In order to maximize the objectivity of the variable selection (and to cut
research time consideraby), Iker and Harway have designed a technique "which
we have euphemistically called UHH (Untouched by Human Hands)". Later on,
this technique was supplemented by Iker with a special

selection

program.

The technique is made up of the following steps:
1. all words are automatically reduced to their stem

with the aid of

dictionaries;
2. certain

parts

of

speech

such as definite articles, prepositions, conjunctions,

etc. which (appear to) have little or no semantic value, are taken out of
the data base;
3. This also happens with words which are deemed, on α priori

grounds,

to

have little meaning. Iker and Harway mention, "sort, still, be, thing,
ago, etc." (p. 137);

4. In the case of words which have different
speech

meanings

in different

parts

of

(e.g. fine; noun/fine; adjective) determine a priori in which

meaning it will be maintained in the research and which meaning will be
abandoned. In the example mentioned, the researcher must determine before
hand if he is interested in fine (noun), or in fine (adjective). On the
basis of this decision, one of the two is removed from the data base.
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5. Some synonirrrization

takes place a priori. Thus one can decide to replace

all negations (no, none, not, nothing, neither, non), by one word
(e.g. not) ;
6. Subsequently, Iker and Harway (originally) chose the 215 moet

frequently

occurring words for further analysis, represented them in a correlation
matrix and carried out factor analysis,
7. In order to maximize the fadtor-structure obtained, they applied two

postfactoring

rules:

a. worts with a low

loading

(H <.30)on all fac-i-ors found were left out

and replaced by the word with the 216th etc. frequency;
b. sometimes one finds factors on

which (only) words have high

loadings,

that mean the same one level of abstraction up. Those words are then
replaced by the one, more abstract word.Subsequently one can include
a corresponding number of new words in the analysis. Iker and Harway
mention the example of a factor on which all the days of the week
(monday, tuesday, etc.) have high loadings. In that particular case,
they replaced the day names with one new variable· "time".
Step 7 is repeated over and over until, in terms of statistical and
theoretical standards, the best

factor·

structure

remains (Iker and Harway,

1968, p. 137).
Recently, Iker has developed an alternative to step 6, which was the analysis
of the 215 most frequent words (Iker, 1974b). The reason for this was that
words with a high frequency do not necessarily have associational
"Indeed, words with very

qualities.

high frequencies tend to be associationally

iniproverished; if a word always occurs, i.e. appears in all segments, and
does so with a relatively flat frequency, it tends to relata poorly to most
other words since there is no way to contrast its "ups and downs" with those
of other words. On

the other hand, words with very low frequencies need to

be avoided since they involve potentially unstable relationships. A frequency
criterion, then, is needed but only to set a lower bound below which words
are neither evaluated nor selected" (ibid., p. 314)
The new design of this selection step is a technique for maximization of the
correlation coefficients in a matrix of all worus
results

with a frequency > 10. The

of this operation are used to chose the 215

'best

' words

(ibid).

'Best' and 'maximization' are defined in terms of the formal model, which
underlies WORDS. It is an associational

model,in

the sense that from clusters

of highly associated words, the (latent) meaning of texts becomes evident
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(see further on in this paragraph). This means that ultimately those words
nahest

in a large correlation matrix should emerge which have the
associational

structure

(ibid). The technique for arriving at this result is

rather complex and consists of a combination of detailed considerations and
sub-operations*
1. One starts by reducing all correlations in the large matrix which are not
significant (e.g. in terms of t = - 7 — - , t = Student's t-ratio) at the .05
rn-l
level and are, in other words, possibly based on chance factors, to 0.0;

one continues only with significant

correlations.

2. The sum of all significant correlations of a word 1 with all other words

in the matrix, is an indicator

of its

associational

oower;

3. This, however, is not sufficient:
In order to cope with this problem, Iker has experimented with using exponents
of the absolute values of significant correlations. (In other words, negative
correlations were treated as positive ones). The higher one expounds a fraction
between 0.0 and 1.0, the greater the difference between low and high
correlations.

E.g.: r

= .80, r , = .20

ij

ík
2

r

ík
3

r

r

3

= .016

2

ík

r
i]

= 4
ík

/r , 2 = 16

i]

= .5120, r ,

i]

/r
i]

= .64, r , 2 = .04

i]

r

ík
3

/r ,

3

= 32

etc.

ík

Iker argued that expounding the significant correlations to the power of five
will ultimately yield tht best results: the words which appeared to have the
richest associative structure, after the inspection of the original correlation
matrix, showed, once again, the highest sum totals (ibid, p. 315 onwards).
Phase 7, i.e. looking for the best factor structure subsequently coiuiiences
with 215 words which appear to have the richest associative structure
according to this method. One of the consequences of this alternative metnoa
of variable selection is that the number of times one must 'rotate' in order
to find the most satisfactory factor structure may be brought down
considerably. In any case, one need not expect words with low loadings on
every factor.
The advantage of Iker's WnfìDS-system

is that all phases of non-dictionary

computer-assisted content analysis (text manipulation, variable selection,
correlation and analysis) can be executed in a relatively short period of
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time, requiring relatively little human labour, through one

pvogvam-system.

In addition, the phase which is probably most sensitive to subjective
decisions and (thus) to human error, has been standardized and objectified
as much as possible. The researcher himself has only to provide the inter
pretation, although Iker has devised some help in this respect: one is
presented not only with the factor structure, which gives rows of isolated
words, loading on a factor, but also with those units of analysis with the
highest factor scores, on each of the factors. Thus one may understand the
specific context of the words which, in combination, form a factor in the
factor structure.

Other non-diotionary
analysis

computer-assisted

techniques

in

content

Next to Iker's WORDS-system, other fonos of non-dictionary computer-assisted
content analysis have been developed in recent years. In comparison with
WORDS however, they are more ad hoc and less suited to wider application.
1. RIQS

(Saris-Gallhofer and Saris, 1975; Gallhofer, 1978b).

RIQS is an information

retrieval

system.

Because text manipulations with

this system and variable selection via synonimization are readily entered
in an SPSS-file,

it can be used as (part of) non-dictionary computer-

assisted content analysis: the phases of correlation and analysis take
12
place with the use of SPSS .
In an article in Acta Politica, Saris-Gallhofer and Saris (1975) showed that
this method yields satisfactory results. An advantage of this RIQS-SPSS
method which they themselves do not mention, is that for the phases of
correlation an analysis, a much wider range

of

techniques

is available

than is the case with WORDS: Iker provides only a correlation-matrix calcu
lated with Spearman's r, and a factor analysis and a hierarchical cluster
analysis. SPSS has a much more elaborate range of alternatives in this
respect.
Thus, one may well find a more adequate solution for the aims of a
specific case of content analysis
2. Without developing special computer programs in this respect, Чгіев
Selvin

and

carried out factor analysis of the sixty nouns, adjectives and

verbs used at least ten times in the consecutive thousand lines by each of
at least three of thirty poets in the seventeenth century (Miles and Selvin,
1966, p. 116). These words were found by them through a computer-assisted
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frequency count of the words in the relevant (bur.dles of) poems. Whether and
if so how the other aspects of text manipulation (e.g. parsing, lexical
Itemization) were carried out, they do not say. Correlations and analysis
were done by computer.
3. Using a (ad hoc) programme, written m
Bvatley

SNOBOL 4, Sainte-Marie,

Robbllard

and

(1973) analysed thirty plays by Molière. Some parts of the phase of

text manipulation were done partly by computer (making word-frequency lists),
others (distinguishing homographs and the lexical itemization of substantives
in their single form), and the selection of 44 substantives for further
analysis, they did themselves. Correlation and analysis took place subsequently,
with the aid of computer assistance.
4. Sobia and Soaa,

also using programs written ad hoc, carried out clump analysis

on all stems in the words used in early Greek poetry. Large parts of the
text manipulation, such as indicating the stems in words were done by hand
(Sowa and Sowa, 1972).
5. At the time when Iker and Harway were doing their first experiment with
WORDS, Starkweather and Becker (1964) developed the TALLEÏ-progranij

which

has the same objectives as WOPDS: the automatic analysis of texts without
a priori categorization. They solved the problem of the selection of variables
through the synomization of words with low frequencies.
No other applications of the approaches developed by Miles and Selvin, by SaintM a n e , Robillard and Bratley, by Sowa and Sowa and by Starkweather and Becker,
are known.

Results

of non-dictionary

computer-assisted

content

analysis

The major part of the non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis, carried
out up to now, pretended to be

Validating,

i.e. had to show the use and value

of this technique.
Goals in terms of content, i.e. goals of text description and of the testing of
hypothesis, were, up to now, much less important. In examples of research aimed
at validation, the most important question was whether the results, measured in
terms of any external criterion, yielded meaningful information concerning the
investigated text material, or, as the case may be, whether new forms of text
manipulation and variable selection lead to better results.(Bocher, Di Salvo and
Jonas, 1975, Harway and Ikor, 1964, Harway and Iker, 1969, Ikor and Harway,
1968, 1969; Iker and Klein, 1974, Iker, 1974b, Iker, 1975, Jonas, 1971, Klein,
1976, Saris-Gallnofer and S a n s , 1975).
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The following section indicates three criteria for what is meaningful
information and what are better results:
1. The total

of

varianoe

in the correlation matrix, explained by a factor

structure: the higher the explained variance, the better (Harway and Iker,
1969; Iker, 1974b; Jonas, 1972). In their interpretation of research outcome, the variance explained by a factor structure plays a role. However,
only In the case of Iker's evaluation of whether his alternatieve mode of
variable-selection leads to better results than the first UHH version did
(215 most frequent words), is an increased explained variance seen as
proof of the improvement (Iker, 1974b).
In comparison with the following criterion of the explanating power of
identified factors or structures for specific parts of a total text, this
criterion is marginal. In this vein, Jonas concludes that 15 factors yield
a better solution than 22 do, despite the fact that those 22 explain 99%
of the variance in his correlation matrix. He chooses this particular
solution because of the explanation power the 15 factors have for specific
parts (paragraphs) of the text analysed by him.
2. Many texts have a more or less known structure of chapters and paragraphs,
or can be divided into consecutive sequences (x minutes of a total
interview, y lines of text, 2 pages of text, etc.). When certain identified
factors of words or clusters of words refer
paragraphs

etc.,

specifboally

to

aertain

and when there is no semantic incongruence between the

factors/clusters and the paragraphs in question, one takes this as an
important indication of the validity of the results and thus of the total
approach as such. Reference in this respect, is an exclusive high factor
or cluster score of one particular section of text from the material
analysed, on one factor or cluster. This mode of validation has been
succesfully applied to sequences in a psychotherapeutic interview
(Harway and Iker, 1964, Starkweather and Becker, 1964), to a fairy-tale
(Iker and Harway, 1968, 1969), to the memoires of Schreber, a classic
case in the development of Freud's approach to schizophrenia (Klein
and Iker, 1974, Klein, 1976), to Konrad Lorenz's book on animal aggression
(Iker, 1975), to a text by the philosopher of language Chaim Perelman
(Jonas, 1972), to group discussions (Bochner, Di Salvo and Jonas, 1975)
and to one of Nixon's Watergate speeches (Sans-Gallhofer and S a n s ,
1975).
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3. Comparisons of identified factors of words or clusters of words with

the results of other

analyses

of zhe same material,

i.e. a judging of

non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis in terms of an external
scientific criterion: Iker and Harway replicated the analyses of two
psychotherapeutic interviews (Iker and Harway, 1968, 1969). These had
been analysed previously in terms of characteristics of communication such
as type token ratio, speech disturbance ratio, Gottschalk's content
analysis variables: anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia, and in terms
of psychophysical variables such as the galvanic skin response and the
heart-rate of client and therapist (Gottschalk, 1961). Iker and Harway
were not satisfied with their results: "While the data did, indeed, make it
easier for us to assess our factors - by utilizing descriptions of the
protocols from the book - it demonstrated that, once again, we would be
forced to buttress these factors by judgmental statements made by others
as to what actually was the content of the data base. Since it was precisely
in order to avoid such dependance on judgemental techniques that we
developed the system, we felt dissatisfied with the results of the
Gottschalk analysis" (Iker and Harway, 1969, p. 393).

The validation of the technique of non-dictionary computer-assisted content
analysis in terms of external criteria gives rise to more questions than it
answers; it creates more doubt

than certainty. Firstly, there are the slim

results in comparison with external scientific criteria.
Secondly one must ask to what extent the criteria actually are external.
is the externality of the criterion variables (the already known structure of
texts, other analyses of the same material) genuine"3
In so far as the external criterion variable is based also on measurement
by means of content analysis, it may be considered as truly different, if
the measurement is the result of a judgemental procedure by coders and not
the result of counts. In the latter case, the computer replicates the work
of others; in the first case we are dealing with distinct forms of
methodological practice in content analysis.
The measurements by Gottschalk et.al. (anxiety, hostility and schizophrenia
are the result of procedures of judgement of text material by coders.
In other words, they may be regarded as external to the measurements by rat
of non-dictionary computer-assisted analysis. No criticism in

thi* rcs-<? *

can be made of the measurements of non-verbal aspects of psychotherapeutic
interviews (phenomena of hesitation; psychological reactions of therapist
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and client): they are external to every form of content analysis. However,
precisely in terms of these "truly" external criteria, the results are
disapponting. That the technique discussed here reproduces the rhetoric
of texts, says little about its value: if this is the only result, it is a
cumbersome and expensive way to make tables of contents.
Laffal critically remarks: "Does WORDS, then, merely identify surface
organization of the writer's material, rather than implicit structures of
thinking which pervade the text? This appears to be a strong possibility,
but is open to test" (Laffal, 1976, p. 3Θ8-389).
If WORDS does indeed merely identify surface organization of a text, one can,
according to Laffal, suffice with simple word-frequency counts, summaries
of chapters and the titles thereof (ibid., p. 387).

Findings
With the aid of the technique of non-dictionary computer-assisted content
analysis, a number of interesting

facts

concerning a large variety of text

material have emerged. The results appeared to be interpretable.

Disregarding

the fact that all content analysis aims at interpretable data concerning
text material, one may in this case, together with e.g. Iker (1974a) and
Klein (1976) call the interpretability of the factors of words and/or clusters
of words, ultimately presented as an objective reproduction of the analysed
aspects of reality, an indispensable research goal. After all, without
interpretability of the data which are obtained in an extremely inductive
manner, the whole enterprise would be no more than scientific juggling.
In what sort of interpretable data can and must this form of content analysis
result? The words belonging together in a factor or a cluster, represent types
of word

ohoiceSj

made under certain circumstances. This means that the word

groups identified will have to be interpretable in the context of those
circumstances at least.
In a number of cases, the theory concerning circumstances and word choices will
have progressed to such an extent that one can even label the groups of words
identified. In the literature I have come across a number of relations between
word choice and circumstances.
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1. Sequences

- the rhetoric

of a

story

On the basis of the above mentioned studies of validation concerning consecutive sections of text and the degree of exclusiveness with which separate
factors of words and clusters of words refer to them, the following conclusion
seems justified. Viewed rhetorically, a text has a sequence which can be
recognized through its word choice. I see consecutive sections of text, i.e.
sequences, as circumstances which flow from each other inside a text:
sequence 2 is determined by the circumstance of sequence 1 preceding it, etc.
Units of time in psychotherapeutic interviews (Harway and Iker, 1964; 1969),
chapters in a fairy-tale (Iker and Harway, 1968, 1969), chapters in Lorenz'
book on animal aggression (Iker, 1975), phases in group discussions (Bochner,
Di Salvo and Jonas, 1975), paragraphs in the essay "The new rhetoric" by
Perelman, who is a philosopher of language (Jonas, 1972) and sequences in a
Watergate speech by Nixon (Sans-Gallhofer and S a n s , 1975) , all these
sequences were reproduced in factor

or hierarchical cluster structures by

"their own" factor or clusters.
Regrettably, in research into rhetoric, the question of whether on the basis
of these sorts of reproductions of the structure and sequence of a story or
speech etc., typical styles of rhetoric can be distinguished, has not been
raised. I am thinking e.g. of the style of deception, of conviction, of
(self-)justification, of providing objective information, of certain
scientific schools of thought etc.
The re-interpretation of the above literature in terms of this question is
beyond the capabilities of this author.
2. Poetry

- Formula and theme

In the case of non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis of classical
poetry (Miles and Selvin, 1966; Sainte-Mane, Robillard and Bratley, 1973;
Sowa and Sowa, 1972) two sorts of word-groups emerge:
a. One, connected to the circumstance that classical poetry has a
fixed

metrioal

shape and/or is in rhyme;

b. One, flowing from whatever it is the author has to say, i.e. his

thene.

ad a. In Homeric poems (Sowa and Sowa), in seventeenth century English poetry
(Miles and Selvin) and in plays by Molière (Sainte-Marie, Robillard
and Bradley), the word-groups used in formulae,

are always striking.

ad b. Next to this, we see groups of words which refer, on a concrete level
(Sowa and Sowa) and on a somewhat more abstract level (Miles and Selvin)
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to the theme of poema. The somewhat more abstract references of Mxles
and Selvin could be caused by their specific variable selection:
highly frequent adjectives, substantives and verbs in the works of at
least three of the poets analysed by them. Their more abstract
references are all the more interesting, because they can be labelled:
1. a factor referring to activity
circumstances

of people,

metaphysical

faced with

in life (e.g. time, love, world, death);

2. a factor referring to more normative

activities of people (e.g.

poor, keep, come, make, new, time, day, know).
3. a third factor referring to the aesthetic,

to what in sensory,

with sublime associations (e.g. fair, bright, eye, heaven);
4. a fourth referring to what is emotional

(e.g. soul, love, fear, die,

true);
5. a fifth referring to pouer
6. a sixth referring to nature

(e.g. god, king, friend, power);
(e.g. earth,sun, sin, life, light);

7. the seventh factor, finally, has something auratic,

with its high-

loading words "great", "happy", "muse", "art" and "hear" (Miles
and Selvin, 1966, p. 123).
3. Labour conditions

- the

word choice

of productivity

and

unproductivity

Lawrence (1976) has been the only one, up to now, to apply non-dictionary
computer-assisted content analysis with the intention

of testing

theory.

He has investigated whether the theory that productivity in industry is a
question of having or not having chances to perform well, is reflected in the
word choice of workers, who talk about the circumstances in which they felt
they performed well or badly. Another special aspect of his research was
that he did it amongst workers, whose language he did not know (namely
Malawi miners, who spoke Chichewa). Under these conditions he could, unhindered
by a tendency towards premature interpretation, ascertain first of all whether
under productive and unproductive circumstances respectively, a differential
data-structure became visible (in his case, differing hierarchical
cluster structures).
This proved to be the case. After the results had been translated for him it
also became clear that for his interviewees, concrete circumstances such as
training, absence or presence of substitute material, the atmosphere in a
team etc. were indeed the cause of their productivity and unproductivity
respectively.
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On the basis of this design and these results, I feel Lawrence's research to
be an encouraging

step forward on the road of the application of non-dictionary

computer-assisted content analysis. Thus, this technique would appear to be
useful above the level of its own (doubtful) validation and description of
results.

Mathematica

I content

content

analysis

and non-dictionary

computer-assisted

analysis.

In the introductions to this chapter and to this paragraph, the assumption has
been expressed that mathematical·

content

analysis

could increase the questionine

and problem-defining power in content analysis. The following section of this
paragraph should elucidate the correctness of this assumption, and, m

particular,

should clarify under which conditions this is the case.
Analogous to other mathematical approaches in social-scientific research, the
term mathematical content analysis refers to the representation of the
empirical use of language in its relevant many-sidedness in formal models which
are isomorphic to this empirical use of language.
The representation takes place on the basis of pre-suppositions concerning the
nature of the formal model, in which the empirical use of language in all its
relevant many-sidedness can be represented, and on the basis of a theoretical
account of what are relevant and what are irrelevant text characteristics.
The theoretical foundations, the ideas concerning theory and methodology, which
(should) cause the non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis to be
more than merely a technique, is a theory on empirical use of language. It is

Deese's

theory

of word associations

(Deese, 1965). Researchers using this

technique refer explicitly to this theory (Iker, 1974a; Klein, 1976).

The idea is that people

express

which they make in concrete

concepts

ín language through word

use of lanjuage.

phenomena in human use of language in two laws of association

contrasting

and the law of groupinn

associations,

Deese summarizes associar ..ve
14

: the

law of

(Deese, 1965, p. 164).

Contrasting means that word a suggests in people's consciousness its unique
and unambiguous opposite. Grouping refers to associations between words on
the basis of the fact that "they can be described by two or more charactenst-ics
in common" (p.

165).

The taw of grouping

is a fOi^iZ

the^i^j,

at least it can be formalized. In a

collection of η words of empirical use of langjage, the words which collectively
refer to something in particular, i.e. a concept should in any case occur co-
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frequently. Via the different phases of the non-dictionary computer-assisted
content analysis (text manipulation: recognition of 'words', frequency
counts, variable selection, correlation and analysis, i.e. factor analysis or
cluster analysis), the researcher can make visible whether and if so which
phenomena of word grouping occur in the body of η words, i.e. whether and if
so which concepts are expressed through grouped words.

Ваэгоаііу,

this provides an approach to mathematical content

analysis.

On the basis of the results obtained with the technique of non-dictionary
computer-assisted content analysis, it is possible to practice mathematical
content analysis in the following problem-areas:
- rhetorical·

factors,

word associations stemming from the conscious or

unconscious structure and sequence of a speech;
- poetical

themes,

word associations around the subjects about which the

poet expresses himself;
- ideas and feelings about the causal relationship between environmental

factors and that which one can or cannot

do.

In conparison with the nature of the experiments,Deese is occupied with (the
free choice of one word as a reaction to one stimulus word or -sentence), the
non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis is a considerable

extensbon

of the research potential. It opens up the possibility of learning about
human association in the broad context of empirical use of language.
The critique of ideology, i.e. the research into values and into the guidance
and reinforcement of activities of meaning in the content of modern mass
media, also appears to be an area, suited to mathematical content analysis,
that is to a certain extent, as will be explained in the following sections of
this paragraph.
Concerning the assumptions of content analysis and the critique of ideology,
formulated in the introduction to chapter I, it appears they can be formalized
as a phenomenon of word grouping. It was argued in chapter I that bdeology

a. represented concretely

in the ase of symbols in mass media,

is:

through which it

may be identified. In so far as this use of sumboIs is verbal, ideology
may be identified at the level of language.
b. ideology is not

represented by unique

lexical

items.

Ideology is expressed

in the stringing together of words and texts into meanings. Ideology is,
in other words, a question of grouping words around a certain concept in
texts;
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с. the grouping of words around a certain concept is not an occurrence
purely by chance, which is hardly recognizable. In the relevant passages,
such an idealistic philosophy of language is critized. The groupings
would exhibit a certain pattern.

Co-frequencies of words in the empirical

use of language, expressed or written in texts by humans, are the basis
of those configurations, that systematicness with which people express
ideas. The special element of a dialectical theory of the relationship
between image and reality, of language and meaning in contrast to the
idealist theory in this respect, should be that the systematicness
eonfigurations

in the empirical

use of

language,

and

is the basis of scientific

interpretations in this respect.
This leads to the conclusion that ideology
of hiord-grouping
analysis

via

and is

thus,

non-dictionary

basically

can be formalized

suited

computer-assisted

as a phenomenon

to mathematical
content

analysis.

content
This would

appear to imply the opening up of a relevant area of content analysis to
other approaches than purely qualitative ones.
Through multivariate techniques of analysis such as factor analysis, cluster
analysis and clump analysis, i.e. the techniques of analysis applied in the
light of non-dictionary

conçmter-assisted content analysis, it should be

possible to identify groups of words which, in the language of the mass media,
express ideology or ideologies, or the guidance and reinforcement óf human
activities of meaning.
Differentiation, in terms of the reception in distinct segments of the market
i.e. the existence of class- and group-related frames of meaning, may also
be traced by expanding the battery of multivariate techniques through the
addition of techniques in which the comparison of theoretically distinct types
of text, i.e. texts from magazines with markets differing in terms of affluence,
sex and/or age, takes up a central position, e.g.
(со-)variance

multi-factorial

analysis

of

for analysing effects of market characteristics of magazines on

differences between frames of meaning in their content, or, as Iker has done,
assigning factor scores, to each of the texts on the word-groups/-factors,
identified via factor analysis. In terms of results, this somewhat cumbersome
procedure enables the determination of which (types of) text are represented
by this or that word-group/-factor.
However, to conclude at this point that mathematical content analysis of
ideology or frames of meaning in the (lingual) contents of m o d e m mass media,
using non-dictionary

conputer-assisted content analysis is basically possible,
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would be premature because this mathematical content analysis would take

effect in the context of tuo seriously

restriating

conditions

on the

theoretical level.

Limitations

of the mathematical

critique

of

-ideology

The first limitation has already been mentioned in the introduction to chapter
I of this dissertation. It is the limitation which the method of
content

analysis

quantitative

implies for the critique of ideology anyway. After all, the

basis for mathematical content analysis is the frequency count of manifest
text characteristics, i.e. words. All methods of quantitative content analysis
prelude the identification of ideology for which non-verbal information is
needed, such as cultural contradictions in an epoch (Benjamin, Trauerspiel)
or the politization of the use of symbols in society for acquiring answers to
questions concerning the real situation, about which the material under
analysis shows nothing.
For example, the untruthfulness of texts, or the extent to which they cover
up the facts, cannot be determined. As a form of quantitative content analysis,
the practice of mathematical content analysis is limited to the direct and
unabbreviated reflection of the principles, which are often ideological, on
the basis of which modern mass media, i.e. illustrated periodical magazines,
guide and reinforce human activities of meaning.
The second limitation stems from the role which the

theoretical

assumptions

about reality must play in mathematical approaches in social-scientific
research. Viewed ideally, all of the reality under analysis should be
"imaginable" as a formal structure, a network of points and distances in space
and time.

In the case of class- and group-related frames of meaning in the content of
illustrated periodical magazines, i t has already been indicated that the
existence of frames of meaning and possible differences in this respect in
terras of differing market segments is 'imaginable', in formal terms:
multi-factorially variant word-groups. But with t h i s , not a l l of the relevant
reality in a l l i t s relevant many-sidedness has been formalized.
The substantial character of class- and group-related frames of meaning is,
in this light, not envisaged as a recognizable part of the formal system, to
which mathematical content analysis should lead. A priori, there is nothing
imaginable, at least up to this moment, which is similar to the
possibility
for substantial questions concerning frames of meaning of being formalized.
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For example, we do not know what are, for concepts such as self-realization,
ritualizatxon and auratization, inherent characteristics which can be
formalized.
In view of this negative conclusion, the value of mathematical content
analysis remains limited for the time being: there are no identifiable formal
equivalents for important aspects of the empirical system, i.e. substantially
relevant characteristics of it.
Results and interpretations thereof thus remain subjectively coloured and are
open to inexplicable factors and to criticism. The literature on application
of non-dictionary

computer-assisted content analysis reflects this uncertainty

of the results, as becomes evident from the two following examples:
a. Iker and Harway (1968, 1969) have replicated the different psycholinguistic
and psychophysical analyses of two psychotherapeutic interviews (Gottschalk,
1961), using the WORDS-system. They can provide adequate explanations
neither for the differences, nor the similarities between their results and
those of Gottschalk et.al.: they themselves recognize some inexplicability
in terms of their formal, theoretical model (of the theory of association):
"Since it is precisely in order to avoid such dependence on judgmental
techniques that we developed the system (i.e. WORDS, g.m.), we felt
dissatisfied with the results of the Gottschalk analysis" (Iker and Harway,
196Θ, p. 141; 1969, p. 393).
The relationship between the results of traditional, more operationalistic
analyses and their formal handling of the material exhibits both
differences and similarities, which can be interpreted only through
unformalized judgeraenti of the original researchers;
b. Klein's previously cited "mathematical content analysis" of Schreiber's
memoires (Klein, 1976) has lead to serious methodological and substantial
criticism by a number of psychc-analysts (Lafall, 1976; Nemiah, 1076;
Overall, 1976).
In addition, the editorial board of "The Journal of Nervous and Mental
Disease" devoted a special commentary to the publication of Klein's study:
"The Schreiber case has been the base of many influential theoretical
formulations in psychiatry and psycho-analysis. It is with this in mind
as well as our interest in new methods of analyzing psychological data
that we have decided to publish this paper along with commentaries by people
knowledgeable both in the field of computer analysis and psycho-analytic
theory" (The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1976, p. 373).
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Klein's analysis lacks the cogency, which is typically based on research
in which theoretical pre-suppositions concerning all relevant aspects of
the reality under analysis and the results of the analysis form an
integrated whole.

Semantic

interpretability

On the basis of the confrontation between this inadequate state of science
and the methodological requirements of an adequate theory of data, a
subsidiary criterion, as it were, for the fruitfulness of this method of
content analysis has emerged: the criterion of the a posteriori,
•interpretability

semantic

of the research results, i.e. of the representation of

empirical use of language in a formal model. (licer, 1974a; Klein, 1976).

The results should, quoting Kaplan, provide a better and more easily
understood insight into the meaning of (sections of) linguistic
reality.
When content analysis ultimately yields semantic explanations which elucidate
meaning, than it is more than a technical game and scientific masturbation.
For Kaplan, such a semantic explanation is a new language
data,

about

language.

derived

from

the

This new language is directed at rendering results of

scientific linguistic analyses understandable for others: "A semantic
explanation is a translation or paraphrase, a set of words having a meaning
equivalent or similar to those being explained, but more or better understood"
(Kaplan, 1964, p. 381).

Martin has formulated four pre—conditions
explanation

for an a posteriori

semantic

of linguistic analyses. These pre-conditions endow the semantic

explanation with a stringency, and make it acceptable

as a

subsidiary

criterion.
He formulates the folliwing pre-conditions:
1. The " explicatum",

i.e. the representation of the linguistic reality, which

should explain the latter, must have relevant similarities to what is being
explained/ namely the "explicandum", i.e. the linguistic reality analysed
- the requirement of isomorphism
2. The explanatum

between model and reality;

should be more exact

than the linguistic reality itself

in the sense of a greater logical consistency and better possibilities for
providing existence;
3. The explanatum

should be more

fruitful

than the linguistic reality itself,

i.e. it should be the foundation for further theory construction and have
relations with other insights;
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4. The exDlanatum

should be as simple

as possible, in view of the three

other postulates (Martin, 1970, p. 228 onwards; Ritsert, 1972, p. 82).
That results of the non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis can
meet these requirements would, on the grounds of the findings reported in
this paragraph, appear plausible. There is, however, no definite proof (yet).
There is even fundamental doubt, expressed by Laf f al in his reaction to
Klein's analysis of Schreiber's memoires: "Does WORDS, then, merely identify
surface organization of the writer's material, rather than implicit structures
of thinking which pervade the text? This appears to be a strong possibility,
but it is open to test" (Laffal, 1976, p. 388-389).
If WORDS does indeed only provide an understanding of the surface organization
of texts, then according to Laffal, simple word-frequency counts, summaries of
chapters and the titels thereof are sufficient (ibid, p. 387). The entire
design then, is unnecessarily complicated and the results are not very
fruitful.
The execution of mathematical content analysis with the criterion of the
a posteriori semantic mterpretability of relevant aspects of the texts to be
analysed which cannot be formalized on a priori grounds, thus inevitably
becomes a tricky enterprise. Only in the last phase of the research, when the
interpretation takes place, can it be determined whether or not one has been
engaged in fruitful content analysis. This applies particularly in the case
of a research project, like the "magazines and meaning"-project could have
been. One can and should, however, remain conscious of the contribution of
research through the present method to social-scientific theory construction
on language and its social meaning.
Research results which can in retrospect be meaningfully interpreted/
semantically explained will play a role in the theory construction on
language and meaning amidst, next to and in comparison with other empirical
data m

that respect. This positive side of the application of content analysis

is amplified because in this fashion, problems concerning language and meanint,
are opened up to research, whereas other methods proved unsuccesful in this
respect.
In the final section of par. 4 of this chapter it has already been stated that
the unsuitability of frames of meaning in periodical magazines for being
investigated through methods based on human judgement was part of the reason
for a literature study on the value of the present method.
Viewed in terms of the positive factors mentioned here, mathematical content
analysis of material from periodical magazines would appear to be a meaningful
experiment.
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Paragraph

S. Summary

and conclusions

to

chapter

What has been proved in the area of the qualitative
ness

in the empirical

grounding

IV.

aspects

of the

systematic-

of methods of content analysis, namely the

methods of (exemplified) subjective judgements, of empirical judgements and
the hyper-empirical method:
1. In research into abstract and latent concepts, does a greater emphasis on the
structuration

of

coders ' judgements

lead to a higher

reliability

of these

judgements?
3. Is the move towards

mathematical

content

analysis,

identified in this

systematic structure, fruitful in terms of the study of a theory on classand group-related activities of meaning in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines - a fruitfulness which does not seem guaranteed in
the more traditional, operationalistic methods ?
The reduction

of

It has been partly

unreliability
proven

that a greater emphasis on empirical grounding of

methods of content analysis leads to a greater coder reliability, when these
methods are applied in research into abstract and latent concepts :
a. In the context of the application of a method which is not empirically
grounded, i.e. the method of subjective
results

judgements,

no reliable

research

are known of the measurement of abstract and latent concepts,empirical

b. When the method of subjective judgements is grounded with
ехатпріез

of the meaning of theoretical terms, (variables and/or categories),

reliable

results

are certainly not impossible to obtain.

This method of exemplified subjective judgements is more reliable than the
method of subjective judgements and it must consequently be judged
positively. We have noted reservation

with this positive evaluation.

It is evident from the particular research in this context, that demands
made of coders' experience, expertise and training are considerable and
that the examples must be worded elaborately. It is possible
a training

reliability is (also)
is known about training artefacts

artefact.

that the

As long as no more

in content analysis, some reservation

remains necessary with a positive evaluation.
c. Whether the method

of empirical

judgements,

and in particular the special

application of it in the empirical scale, leads to more reliable results
than the method of exemplified subjective judgements has not been
conclusively.

proven

Conclusions in this direction, merely on the basis of the
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reliability experiment of Exline and Long and the research by Zinnes are
prelature.
The experiment by Exline and Long, with its encouraging results should be
followed up with more research in a wider area of content analysis; not in
the least because of the methodological advantages of the empirical scale
in comparison with its equivalent in the world of exemplified subjective
judgements, the exemplified subjective rating scale: greater certainty
about the distances on the scale, a (probable) decrease in complexity of
coder instructions, and less stringent demands concerning coders' experience,
expertise and training, as well less chance of training artefacts.
d. None of

the methods

discussed

of meaning in the content

The

fruit

fulness

of

proved

suaoesful

of illustrated

mathematical

in

periodical

content

еЪіаЪЪу neasuring

frames

magazines.

analysis

In the final section of paragraph 5 of this chapter this question has been
extensively dealt with.
The final conclusion was that mathematzcal

content

also

concepts

for

research

into

abstract

and latent

in periodical magazines, in spite of the inherent

a>~M.l¿sis appears

¿sefjl·

such as frames of meaning
li'-izat'lcm

of this

particular methodological practice.
The fundamentel point of departure of mathematical approacnes in the social
sciences in general is that the reality in its relevant many-sidedness w m c h
is being studied, can be formalized

a priori.

towards

cf prccÍ3¿'.¿

terms

this

a priori

formalization

It r.as been noted tnat >,£ "c;es
z^c s.^szx'.zia'.

ζ

.ecrezical

concerning the linguistic reality, are known. Thus, the possibilities of

application of mathematical content analysis are inadequate on an extremely
crucial point. In content analysis one will have to work \sitn 7 .£ '"iC

:¿ ~.^£r

.>.. ζ .¿

¿¿-¿'.zie

and

perilous

explanation

criterion

of a poster'iort

„> te"-!·.. - ;r.. ':.,

of the data structures discovered, in particular uhen one is

concerned with argumentation in separate researcn projects.
However, if the results can, in retrospect be interpreted meaningfully then
they certainly contribute to theory construction on language and its social
meaning.
This will be even more so when the results prove VTcïi'SiVe. uith insights
into reality, obtained through other methods, or when important problems
which have, up to now, been impossible to investigate, do finally become
suitable for investigation. The latter could be the case with frames of
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meaning in the content of illustrated periodical magazines, which have, up to
now, never been succesfully measured.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
1. I have consciously left dictionary
computer—assisted content
analysis
out of this systematic structure, and not because this method is not
applicable in the Dutch situation for lack of dictionaries. In terms of
empirical grounding of the instrument, this method is pretty much equal
to non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis: all (relevant) lexical
items from a dictionary are coded a priori in terms of the relevant values
of theoretical variables.
However, on the rank-order of increasing modernity of the conception of
theory and measurement (p. 160 onwards) and thus of questions of proof
and validity, which runs parallel to my systematic structure, this method
scores altogether differently. Then, it suddenly becomes a traditional
approach to these problems in an ultra-modern disguise.
Computer-assisted content analysis is treated in this chapter not primarily
as a method or a technique, but as a methodological alternative to
traditional methods in content analysis. In this vein, a discussion of
this traditional method with its ultra-modem appearance is not relevant.
2. Applied to data concerning the argument between the coders one tests, using
Kruskal and Wallis' tgst, the null-hypothesis that there is medial
agreement between coders, i.e. that their observations stem from one and
the same universe. A chance value for the outcome of the test < .05 must
then lead to the conclusion, that the observations stem from different
universes and that there is no agreement between codes·.
With tests such as Kendall's concordance coefficient, the null-hypothesis
is inverse: one tests whether the observations stem from different
universes. Rejection of this hypothesis, i.e. concluding that, in terms
of chance, they do not stem from different universes, is not sufficient
to conclude that concordance exists. Here, approaching the concordancevalue of 1.0 is of crucial importance. In my case (n - 25, к = 11) the
null-hypothesis (of no concordance) is already rejected at W > .14. Real
concordance may be assumed only at W > .BO'. Only then there is so little
difference in the codings that the coder's observations may be regarded
as being equal to any other coder, i.e. that unreliability can be
neglected.
3. What Crittenden and Hill oall easy questions are in fact questions which
are judgement questions only in terms of form. Reliability data on these
questions are misleading when used to evaluate a method in which coders
must judge and not give the only correct answere possible.
4. J. GobbeIs, staff-member of the research-technical departement of the
Sociological Institute of the University of Nymegen
was responsible
for the sample design, the statistical processing and their adaptation to
other elements of the reliability experiment, e.g. the training of coders,
phasing of the codings, etc.
5. A special supplementation to this thesis is the finding of Cicchetti and
Ornston (1976), that inexperienced psychotherapists cling much more to
verbal forms of expression of their patients than experienced psycho
therapists do. The latter group attach a much greater value to precisely
these non-verbal forms of expression.
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scales, e.g. the comparison of "pairs of pairs". I will not discuss this
method here, because it has not (yet) been applied in content analysis.
Furthermore, there is Thurstone's method of "equal appearing intervals".
This method has been applied in content analysis twice (Russell and
Wright, 1933; Wright and Nelson, 1939). What is called the method of equal
appearing intervals hardly differs from the exemplified rating scale:
because one does not know the empirical distance between numbered categories
on a scale, (1, 2, 3 etc.) one assumes that the distance between 1 and 2
is, on average, equal to the distance between 2 and 3, etc.
This is assumed, de facto, in the use of exemplified subjective rating
scales. In comparison with the method of successive intervals, this
assumption is too narrow, and has been made more or less irrelevant by
recent developments 'Edwardfs method of successive intervals and
Torgerson's law of eategoncal judgement).
7. The theories about human judgement formation assume that not all people
judge identically (cfr. Edwards, 1957, p. 139-141).
Θ. In this phase of the research I was assisted by Mrs.drs. Sylvia Lammers.
She had assisted previously with the preparation and execution of the
first reliability experiment, and with the total research design in that
phase (cf. Muskens, 1975).
9. Experiments with non-dictionary computer-assisted content analysis of
material from the research into word-frequencies in the Dutch language
(Uit den Bogaard, 1975) are forthcoming.
At this moment, the relevant computer programs (the WORDS-system, cf.
Iker, 1974a and b, 1975) are adapted to the computer languages current
at the University of Nymegen an(ä to other specific characteristics of
this conçuter system by J. Gubbels,· the data of the word-frequency research
of the Dutch language are being translated into a suitable form for
WORDS by J.v.d. Ven, of the computer center of the Eindhoven Polytechnic.
10. Correlation-matrices of this size can only be made when one assumes that

•it is immaterial

whether

variable

A precedes

variable

В or vice

versa;

if one looks only at the co-frequency of A and В and not at their
sequence, i.e. the саизаіъіу
in their relatedness. When sequence is
important, the number of variables is considerably smaller.
11. Because words with (very) low frequencies usually have a very specific
and important meaning in a text, Namenwirth et.al., (1978), Starkweather
and Becker (1964) and Harway and Iker in their first WORDS-research (1969,
p. 100), e.g., argue that manual synonimization of these words into ad hoc
categories with reasonable frequencies is desirable. By making them equal
to their synonyms, or at least with those words the researcher sees as
their synonyms, their semantic meaning for the ultimate structure of the
data will not be lost entirely.
The end of the discussion on the method of synonimization
vs.
objectified
UHH—methods is not yet in sight. Arguments on both sides are too strong
and the empirical results are not clear enough.
12. Iker and Stone too point out that the characteristics of information
retrieval systems are such that they can be used for computer-assisted
content analysis (Stone, 1975; Iker, 1974a).
13. It is obviously not impossible to convert WORDS files into e.g. SPSS files
or MANOVA files in order to apply other techniques of correlation and
multivariate analysis, than those provided in WORDS.
For an argument in favour of using other types of correlation coefficient
for co-frequencies of words, cf. Namenwirth and Kleijnijenhuis, 197Θ, p. 90.
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14. Deese calls his association laws 'new' in contrast to classical thinking
concerning human association.
This classicial thinking was dominated by one single factor, the temporal
sequence: word A gives rise to a reaction: word В (Deese, 1965, p. 1
onwards).
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SUMMARY: THE RESEARCHABILITY OF FRAMES OF MEANING
This dissertation "Frames of Meaning - are they measurable?" is intended
to emphasise all those aspects of content analysis, which, in the actual
practise of research, lead to (utterly insurmountable) problems.
The reason for this lies in the confrontations with such problems in the
research project magazines and meaning'.

. This project was set

up to test a theory concerning the role of illustrated periodical magazines
in human activities
'the

hypothesis

of meaning. This theory was effectively called

of class-

and group-related

frames

of meamng'.

It implies

that illustrated periodical magazines guide and reinforce the activities of
meaning of their target-audiences in a complex way.
Everything in the project that went or could have gone wrong has been
studied in terms of its causes and its consequences; solutions have been
assessed in terms of their 'solving-potential', interrelatedness and
feasibility have been weighed.
In the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning, a number
of abstract

theoretical

terms are relevant. They conceptualize, on the

basis of the theory, different ways in which illustrated magazines guide
or reinforce, as the case may be, human activities of meaning. At the
empirical level, in this case the contents of illustrated magazines, their
presence is latent

- they are not readily and directly observable. The

abstract and latent character of these concepts was the basis for the
first research-aims of the content analysis, namely how can they be
rendered

measurable.

Attempts at measurement made it clear yet again that

it was a more or less hopeless task to be faced with, given the state of
affairs in the theory
material,

concerned and given the nature of the

but most of all in view of the state

methodology

of content

of incompletion

empirical
of

the

analyses.

Content analysis is clearly an underdeveloped area of social scientific
research. Ready-made solutions for a number of more difficult problems are
not available. In the rare cases in which the methodological literature
on content analysis rises above the level of introductory first year
teaching material, it consists of specialist solutions for isolated problems
of detail.
A wider context in which, in their combination and together with the
many specimens of good research using content analysis, also mentioned in
this dissertation, they can guarantee a superior

methodological

practice,
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is lacking, as we pointed out in the preface to t>is dissertation. The aim of this
dissertation was connected to this notion, it would have to provide such
a context. The continual confrontations with difficult problems in the
'magazines and meamng'-project has been the basis for this enterprise.
Again and again, the questions of why the attempts to measure tne concepts
failed and what could be done about it, were raised.
To what extent now, does this dissertation reach its goal o"
this

wider

providing

frame?

This summary is intended to answer this question.
The perspective of this summary leads initially to Chapter II,
"Reaearchability

as a problem".

After all, m

the second chapter, the

measurability of abstract and latent concepts in text-material has been
rendered

problematic , the reasons why measurability in content analysis

is a problem, or even a 'complex' whole of interrelated problems, have been
indicated, as have been the areas m which their solutions must be sought.
The focal problem-areas there are denoted as the validity
of conceptualizations
the reliability

and operationalisations

of aoder-gudgements

and the

Validation

of the concepts in question and

with which the researcher has to work.

These problems of validity and reliability are known from social scientific
methodology in general, but in content

analysis,

they have α face

of

their

aun. Here, one is concerned with specific problems, essential to content
analysis as such.
In Chapter II it is argued that insufficient

validity

content analysis usually renders the data unworkable,
ridiculous

and reliability

in

and even results in a

form of scientific practice, because the distorting effect this

implies for the data from the text-material which has been processed, is, in
a number of cases, quantifiable, i.e. can be shown.
This means that effective solutions for problems of validity and reliability
are called for. That they are not readily available and that in the
practice of content analysis

there is even a regular violation of the most

elementary criteria for validity and reliability has also been demonstrated
in Chapter II; this latter fact makes the problem even more acute.
The problem of validation is concerned with the relationship between theory
and method of content analysis; in other words it concerns all

the

steps

that must lead from the concepts as intended to a complete research design
for the description of their values in reality or for the testing of their
interrelations.
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In view of the reliability-problem -the problems of validity and reliability
in content analysis are, after all, related- the way in which
in

a coding

manual·

instructions

are formulated takes up a central position in the

relationship between theory and method. The concepts as intended should
eventually result m a coding manual.
When the "method of content analysis" is mentioned this must be taken to
refer to (the working towards) such a manual. The study of validation
problems in the context of this dissertation, concerns the steps from theory
to coding manual.
In Chapter II, three

approaches

may maximise concept validity m

1) The qualitative

have been mentioned by which the researcher
content analysis. These approaches are:

pilot-study,

The researcher subjects a small selection of texts from his research
universe, which is, however, as representative as possible, to a series
of try-out analyses.
Moving to and fro between provisional conceptualizations and operationalizations of his theoretical terms and the empirical material, he
looks for :
a) the best empirical equivalents of his theoretical terms;
b) ways to improve the descriptions of his concepts as intended.
2) Checking

- in order to avoid interpretations of reality resulting from

the qualitative pilot-study which are too subjective, the researcher
confronts his ideas and findings with the judgement of others who can be
regarded as experts.
3) Literature

survey

- the researcher studies the literature which could be

relevant to the measurability by means of content analysis of his concepts as
intended. Large parts of this dissertation report on such literature
surveys.

In dealing with the ve liability-problem
content

analysisj

human judgements.

of abstract

and latent

concepts

in

one touches upon a fundamental problem of the value of
After all, in order to test the plausibility of an abstract

and latent theory concerning the empirical dimension of language and signs,
one must work on the basis of human judgements, i.e. of statements by others
about the empirical side of language and signs, on the basis of the theory
in question.
But human judgements are subjective, they diverge and they are distorted by
many uncontrollable factors. Human judgements are usually unreliable in
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their power to describe the empirical material under study and the theory
to be tested. Human judgements as a rule, only say something about
Individual judging skills, individual ways

of judging and (the total of)

the Influences on these activities.
However, the research using content analysis expects to objectify
judging

skills

the

of a group of people, i.e. to free these skills of the

unreliable individuality, and so use these people as (juding) coders. To
this end, precautions in terms of selection

and training

of

coders

would

be appropriate, as would be the application of certain judgement techniques.
Lbterature

surveys

about and experiments

with selection and training of

coders, in this case literature surveys about and experiments with distinct
judgement techniques, have been carried out in the context of the
'magazines and meamng'-project. These activities are dealt with
in several parts of par. 5, Chapter II (the problem of unreliability) and in
par. 2-4, Chapter IV.
These literature surveys and experiments have, as is indicated in par. 5,
Chapter II, been carried out in terms

of two marginal conditions.

1) Reliability must not be the result of a training-artefact;

it must

reflect (objectified) judgement skill.
2) the non-artificial reliability must result in a coefficient of

agreement which stands up to stringent

statistical

standards.

In the practice of content analysis, the deviations from condition two are
manifold: very often the coefficients of agreement do not stand up to even
the most elementary statistical standards.
In the discussion of one of the judging techniques in par. 3, Chapter IV,
(in this case the method of exemplified subjective judgement), it is
indicated that the training artefact too is no imaginary problem. Although
the literature would show that through this method, abstract and latent
concepts are measurable, the necessary selection and training of coders is
so stringent and elaborate, that the raeasurability could be pseudomeasurability, i.e. a training artefact.

Because the 'magazines and meaning'-project yielded no reliaole
results, the question of whether a completely

different

approach

to

texts from illustrated periodical magazines could lead to proof of the
hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning, became pertinent.
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This concerned the approach, of computer

assisted

text-prooe8aing.Vsi.ng

this approach, the computer (or a group of counting coders) is used to
count empirical units In the text-material, whereupon the frequencies of
the counted units are subjected to further (multivariate) analysis.
There were two reasons, from completely different levels, to raise this
question :
a) the computer-assisted counting of frequencies of empirical textmaterial yields no reliability

problems.

The computer makes no errors,

providing the researcher gives it the right instructions, i.e. providing
he does his homework well;
Ы

the different judgement techniques that have been tried, exhibit an
order,

ranging from methods without empirical terms to methods in which

they are essential. In the introduction to Chapter IV, this order has
been discussed as a question of empirical
analyeie.

grounding

Within this order, aomputer-assisted

of methods of

content

text-processing

represents a method in which all theoretical terms are substituted by
еіфігісаі ones; it is an extreme

case.

Computer-assisted text-processing

could, on the basis of the philosophy behind this order, provide an
inpetus towards mathematical

content

analysis,

representation of the empirical dimensions

i.e. towards the
of language and signs in

terms of formal models.
After the suimaries of how literature-surveys aimed at validation and
selection, training and techniques aimed at the reduction of unreliability
contribute to the measurability of frames of meaning in the contents of
illustrated periodical magazines, the specific contribution which may be
expected from mathematical content analysis in these respects, is also
dealt with.
Validation

by

literature-surveys

These validating literature-surveys have been carried out in three

separate

directions.
Firstly, a provisional conceptualization, i.e. a substantial labelling of
the guidance for, or as the case may be, the reinforcement of human
activities of meaning by illustrated periodical magazines, i.e. of frames of
meaning, were sought for in S4 published
illustrated

periodical

magazines

projects

using

content

analysis

in the United States, Canada, England,

Germany, the Netherlands and Poland. Par. 2 and 3 of Chapter I deal with
this literature survey.

of
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Par. 2 indicates, on the basis, of tongitudvnal

content analysis of

illustrated magazines, how they anticipate activities of -meaning of the
miâdle

classes.

This anticipation has been provisionally conceptualized in

the following terms :
-

self-realization
tolerance

- individual

problem

orientation.

Par. 3 contains, in the first place, the modification of one of the above
mentioned terms, on the basis

of comparative content analysis: illustrated

periodical magazines appear not to emphasise tolerance (towards minorities
or towards deviant behaviour, as the case may be) as such, but a
degree

of

tolerance.

certain

After all, apart from indicating tolerance, the

research projects discussed in par. 3 points to clearly visible cases

of

intolerance. Subsequently, in the context of the degree-of-tolerance idea,
the specific

approach

to women and youth

has been characterised.

Secondly, this paragraph has concentrated on the particularizations of the
middle-class orientations, which result from the anticipation of magazines
concerning markets

above and below the middle

class

level.

These

particularizations should have been tested in the 'magazines and
meaning'-pro]ect.
Via the re-interpretation of some scarce results on the anticipation
concerning higher affluence markets and abundant results on anticipation
concerning lower affluence markets, the frames
for these markets could be termed 'auratization

of meaning to be expected
' and

'ritualization'

respectively.
The term

'auratization'

unicity,

sublimation

refers

the term

'ritualization'

refers

to an

traditional

affect

social

security

and life

>

to an explicit
far

appreciation

of

aestheticg,

auay;
explicit

appreciation

of

and the confirmation

adaptation,

of

reputation.

Steps towards a method of content analysis could not be made in Chapter I
on the basis of the literature discussed in it.
In Chapter II, par. 4, the validating literature survey is continued with
a discussion of the methodological
analysis

of illustrated

partly on Albrecht's
critical

theory

and

McClelland's

of

emanates.

'reflection

of Adomo

theory

theory

theory

of

the theories

from which

content

This content analysis is based

of f-vctbon ' and partly on the

and Horkheimer.

research on the basis of Elias'
analysis,

value

magazines

Apart from this, there was

of civilization.
achievement.

White's

value
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It mast be said that, apart from McClelland's achievement theory, these
theories have no methodotogicat

value,

m

that they provide no suggestions

which can guarantee a valid measurement of frames of meaning through
content analysis.
The starting points for valid measurement in McClelland's achievement
theory have not been further subjected to tests because through this theory
only a limited part of the role of magazines in human activities of meaning
would be measurable : only the value attached to achievement and thus to
(ал aspect of) the middle-class values in the illustrated press would be
measurable.
This is why the validating literature survey was continued. Chapter III of
this dissertation reports on this survey. In this chapter, an atteiqpt was
made to find measurable concepts in a wider
theory-oonetruction

and content

analysis

field

of вооьаі

scientific

which refer to theoretical terms

from the hypothesis of class- and group-related frames of meaning.
The methodological value of Maslou's
the personality, Rokeach's
freedom

and equality,and

theory

theory

of ultimate

Kluokhohn'ε

of deficiency
values,

and growth of

specifically of

classification

of

value-oppositions

has been discussed. This discussion is preceded by an account of why
these theories were chosen (Chapter III, par. 1).
The choice was made in terms of the following criteria:
- the particular nature of the concept of meaning-bestowal, i.e. the
unity

of

personality

(Maslow) and values

(Sokeach, Kluckhohn) expressed

by it.
- the 'chances
m
It

of succes',

i.e. the systematic application of this theory

content analysis.
is concluded in this chapter that the frames of meaning of eelf-

realization (middle-class) and of ntualization (lower social groups)
appear to be measurable in a valid and reliable way through the
application of the following methods
1. The measurements of Gottschalk

et.al.

of content analysis :
of anxiety

expressed in psycho

therapeutic interviews and those of post-t-iVe affect

by

Westbrook.

(In the relevant sections it is indicated why these variables can be
considered as measurements of Maslow's deficiency motivation and
growth motivation of the personality, respectively, and as measurements
of ntualization and of self-realization, respectively) .

- 258 2. The same is true for Rokeaoh's
of freedom

and equality

method for теааиггпд the relative

value

in political rhetoric. His measurements of

freedom and of equality indicate self-realization and ritualization,
respectively.
3. As for Kluckhohn,
tuo separate

it was concluded that the value complexes

American cultures

American comrunity,

(a white

respectively)

Texan village

he found

and a

in

Spanish-

may also indicate self-realization and

ritualization. Here, however, an explicit reservation had to be made
regarding the methodological value of this theory. Its application in
content analysis left much to be desired.
4. For the frame of meaning denoted as 'auratization

', no theories

were

found with any methodological value, other than the ones already
discussed in Chapter I.
The validation by literature-surveys ends with an account of why, up to
now, no experiments

have been set up concerning the application of the

said theories in the 'magazines and meaning'-project.
The reduction

of

unreliability

Large parts of Chapter IV deal with the reduction of unreliability.
Through literature-surveys and experiments, an attempt was made to prove
that the unreliability of coder judgements is dependent on the
grounding

of methods of content

theoretical
by empirical

(abstract)

analysis,

terms from the

i.e.

on the degree

research

terms der· ved from the material

hypothesis

being

empirical

to which

are

substituted

analysed.

To this end, three methods of content analysis were compared*
- the method of subjective

judgements-,

- the method of exemplified

subjective

- the method of empirical

judgements.

In these methods, empirical grounding

judgements;

is present in varying degrees:

- the method of subjective judgements knows no empirical
- the method of empirical judgements
categories

uses an empirical

in combination with theoretical criteria

terms;
scheme of
of judgement;

- the method of exemplified subjective judgements takes up an in
position:

criteria

between

of judgement and the category-system are theoretical,

but make use of examples derived from the material being analysed.
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On the basis of the relevant literature and

of our own experiments, it

was concluded that:
1. Ho cases are know where the method of subjective
теЫаЫе

judgements

leads to

results.
of exemplified

2. The method

yielded reliable

results

aubjeative

judgements

is reported to Ьдуе

from measurements of abstract and latent

concepts in texts.
Some reservations were formulated however because of possible
artefaots:

training

the selection of coders was, after all, stringent and their

training very elaborate.
Frames of meaning as defined in the 'magazines and meaning 'project appeared not to be measurable in a reliable way, using this
method.
3. As to the degree to which the method of empirical
unreliability, no certainty

judgements

reduces

exists.

There are very few applications (only two recent ones, apart from the
'magazines and meaning'-project), so optimistic conclusions
concerning the achieved reliability results could well be premature,
even more so because the reliability experiment set up in the 'magazines
and i»eanlng'-project, proved to be fruitless.
4. The outcome of the reliability experiments in the project contains
serendipity-like
skills

results

of coders.

concerning

selection,

training

and

judging

These unexpected results are worth following up in

future research into training-artefacts.
In one of these reliability experiments, a lengthy, intensive codertraining in several phases appeared ultimately to result in more
confusion than was initially the case.
In the first phases of this experiment, coders stuck to their divergent
personal interpretations of the material, but ultimately,
interpretations
their

place.

were abandoned and no comunal

these

frame of reference

took

Results like these could indicate that training-artefacts

ultimately cause their own demise.
Another reliability experiment could indicate that coders who are
familiar

with

the material

under study

(in this case, illustrated

periodical magazines) have superior judging skills to those

who are

merely theoretical experts, i.e. who know the theories from which the
concepts aa intended emanate.
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Mathematical

content

analysis

and the critique

of

ideology

So far, this summary has made no mention of the first pages of Chapter I,
which are so essential to the methodological problems

of content analysis

being discussed here. They are passages devoted to the fundamental
conditions

of a systematic

critique

of ideology

pre-

and thus to the content

analysis of the role of magazines in human activities of meaning.
It is argued there that the critique of ideology implies, first of all, the
investigation of the total

wealth

of ençincal language and use of symbols

in e.g. illustrated periodical magazines, i.e. that the critique of ideology
is the practice of semiotic
Secondly, the dialectical

methods.
relationship

between image and (meaningful)

reality has been pointed out. The systematic critique of ideology must
succeed in disentangling

this dialectical relationship.

Finally, it was indicated that methods of quantitative

content

analysis

can certainly meet the first fundamental requirement (practice of semiotic
methods), but that, in terms of the second requirement (disentangling the
dialectical relationship), usually

no more than a partial

contribution

it.

can be expected

from

(yet

considerable)

Too often,the total disentanglement

presupposes research outside a certain universe of symbolic material under
study.

In all phases in which attempts were made to analyse texts from illustrated
periodical magazines with the aid of (]udging) coders, both of these
fundamental pre-conditions have resulted in concern for sufficient

context:

The units to be judged have, in the various reliability experiments, always
been delineated in such a way that the unit contained sufficient text to
represent

symbolic

syrrbol (text)

wealth

and reality

and, if present,

to accentuate

tensions

between

and to enable the judgement of their

consequences.
In judging the possible
mathematical

content

contribution

analysis

of computer-assisted

text-processing

or

to research into the role of magazines in

human activities of meaning, these two pre-conditions had to play a much
more crucial part. This explains why they are mentioned only now, in this
summary.
In par. 5, Chapter IV, this possible contribution is discussed. This section
demonstrates that it is possible to represent co-frequencies of words, used
in texts under analysis, in terms of factor- or cluster-structures, using
the WORDS computer program.
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In this way, one describes the typical word-choices
On the basis
philosophy
in

texts

i.e.

of Deese 'a association
of

language,

their

may be argued

a form of expression

via

the systematical

by WORDS could
source

it

theom/

of words.

thus be representations

this

representation

texts

or

expressions.

that

people

and recognizability

grouping

for

in texts.

and of Benjamin's

is

via

The data

to

typical

concepts
word

structures

of concept-formation

the wealth

dialectical

assign

of words that

choices,
yielded

in practice.
people

use

A

in

So far, it would appear that mathpmatlcal content analysis can contribute
to a systematic critique of ideology, or as the case may be, to systematic
research into the role of e.g. magazines in human activities of meaning.
On t h e o t h e r hand, it
visible

in this

human activities

fasion

cannot
indeed

of meaning,

be predicted
represents
i.e.

that

the concept-formation

the role

represents

of e.g.

frames

of

magazines

made
in

meaning.

Whether or not this is the case must, because of the impossibility to
formalise terms such as 'self-realization', 'ntualization' and 'auratization',
become evident

via

the interpretation

afteruards

of the found factor-

or cluster-structures, i.e. via the emergence of new insights from untried
methods for researching concept-formation and via the comparability of
these new insights with each other or with presupposed facts or facts
obtained in other ways.

Finally, let us look at what we have.
The original

'magazines and meaning'-project has been placed on another

track. The reason for this was the failure of

a number of attempts at

content analysis of frames of meaning in the content of illustrated
periodical magazines. This failure was (also) explained by the inadequate
level of the general methodology of content analysis.
Approaches to a superior practice of content analysis in specialist
literature and in published succesful projects using content analysis,
should be combined in a wide methodological framework.
The combined parts in such a methodological framework should contribute
to a practice of methods of content analysis, which should also enable the
analysis of abstract and latent entities such as frames of meaning.
The roads to such a framework have been mapped out.
Problems of operationalization appear to be suited to being successfully
tackled through the application of classification systems for text material,
developed in disciplines outside the sociology of mass communication, e.g.
in psycho-therapy or in cultural anthropology.
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Methods of judgement in content analysis must be seen as an adequate
coding practice, at least those methods of judgement which have been
labelled "the method of exemplified subjective judgements" and "the method
of empirical judgements".
Some of my own research results and those of others do show that fundamental
research of judging skill and training artefacts is needed.
The systematic application of thourough reliability statistics is necessary
and possible. This application yields, in addition to greater certainty
about the quality of the data, the possibility of identifying with greater
accuracy sources of error in the case of unreliable data (distinguishing
the effects of error through the method from error through observers) and to
define the criterion of reliability at a lower, i.e. mampulable level.
Finally, the exploration of the fruitfulness of computer-assisted content
analysis has been opened.
All in all, these results would appear to be an adequate basis for
reverting to the original track of this dissertation, i.e. to attempts at
successfully carrying out contentanalysis of frames of meaning in the
content of illustrated periodical magazines.
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modern urban estates 55, 58, 60
monologues 159, 161, 175
muckraking journalism 26, 28
multifactorial analysis of (co)variance 137, 240
mutual contracts 156
national attitudes 189-190
need for aestheticism 150, 174,
179
needs 151, 152, 154-158, 177, 179
need structure 14, 111, 156, 157
nominal data 131, 132, 134, 135,
137
non-dictionary computer-assisted
content-analysis 10, 121, 122,
185, 187-192, 223, 244, 248,
249
non-parametric coefficients of
agreement 132, 134, 136
non-verbal information 10, 204,
234
non-western magazines 81
normal distribution 137, 208
norm of embourgeoisement 58-60
observability V, 4-6, 102-104
observation 87, 101, 102, 120,
183
observational terms 183, 185, 245
observation study 203
Osgood's evaluative assertion
analysis 189-190, 205
operationalistic methodology
186-188, 206, 226, 242, 248
operationalization V, 73-76, 82,
102-105, 107, 113, 117-119, 121,
135, 144, 148, 153-158, 177-179,
186-188, 252, 253
opinions of economic rulers 189-190
parametric coefficients of
agreement 132
Pearsons' product-moment correlation coefficient 131
pilot survey 124, 135, 187, 197,
224
politicalization 9
political rhetoric 162, 165, 166,
179
poly-interpretability 213
positive affect 160, 161, 173-176,
189-190, 257

post-factoring rules 229
productivity and improductivity
in industry 189-190, 237, 238
progressiveness 146, 189-190
psychological health 189-190
psychopathology 160, 161
psycho-therapeutic interviews 156,
159, 161, 175, 204, 233, 234,
236, 242, 257
qualitative content analysis 97,
101, 114, 115, 159
qualitative pilot survey 74, 104106, 115, 117, 114, 253
quantitative content analysis V,
9-11, 86, 96-102, 104, 105, 113115, 146, 159, 163, 241, 260
quota sampling 96
random sample 89, 92, 95
reduction of unreliability VII,
184-186, 245, 246, 255, 256
reflection theory 7, 110
reliability experiment 181, 185,
190-195, 197, 198, 200-203, 208,
212, 214, 224, 244, 245, 248,
249, 259, 260
reliability in content analysis V,
85, 87, 88, 102-104, 108, 120145, 151, 153, 154, 157-161, 173,
178, 181, 182, 185, 188-192, 196,
198, 201, 204, 219-222, 225, 228,
245, 246, 252-255, 257, 259
replication 122, 139, 222
representativeness 87-89, 105, 143,
144-146
RIQS 189-190, 231
ritualism 57-59, 116, 177
ntualization 60, 71-75, 87, 97, 124,
139, 142, 150, 157, 158, 160, 161,
165, 166, 169, 170, 174, 177, 182,
191-194, 198-201, 212-217, 219-222,
242, 256-258, 261
ntualization (index of) 200-202
Rokeach' theory of values 107,
149, 154, 162, 173, 174, 257,
258
sample in content analysis 85,
86-96, 145, 199
scalability 203-207, 210, 212
scale construction 97-102, 106, 207,
210, 249
scheme of concepts 83, 106, 148,
149, 153
schizophrenia (social alienationpersonal disorganization)
159-161, 189-190, 196, 198, 204,
205, 234
Schutz' dichotomous decision method
127, 128, 136, 181
Scott's pi 128, 131, 135, 171, 172
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secularization of society 33
selection of coders 124-126, 130,
135, 144, 186, 199, 212, 217,
218, 254, 255, 259
selection of variables 227, 233,
237, 239
selectivity 11, 71
self-actualization 178, 179
self-realization 29-34, 59-63,
66, 71, 73, 75, 81, 86, 97,
118, 119, 124, 139, 140, 149,
150, 156, 157, 160, 161, 165,
166, 169, 170, 173, 182, 192,
198-200, 212-217, 219-222, 242,
256-258, 261
semantic explanation/semantic
interpretability 24 3, 244, 246
sequences/rhetorical structure
189-190, 236, 239
sex 15, 36-52, 81, 149
sexuality 24
similarity 188
small-scale sample 89-94, 199
SNOBOL 232
socialcontrol theory 110, 111,
146
social relationships 15, 22-27
sociology of culture 54
social security 75, 76, 19 3,
199, 216
Spanish Americans 169, 170, 179,
180
Spearman's correlation coeffi
cient 231
specials 35-51, 81
SPSS 231, 249
statistical standards 129-134
stratification of sample 95,
96, 199
sub-cultural phenomena 173
sublimation 75, 76, 193, 199,
216
symbolic organization 5-7
synommization 228, 229, 231, 232,
249
TALLY 232
target audience 11-14, 54, 60,
61, 67, 82
target of training 124, 125
technics of multivariate analysis
97-102, 145, 226, 240
text interpretation 113-117, 153,
177
text manipulation 227, 228, 230232, 239
thematic structure 97, 104, 105,
118, 184, 189-190, 214, 215,
236, 237, 239

theoretical terms 183, 184, 2 5 J ,
255, 258
theory and praxis 185-188, 22b,
226
theory of data 186, 243
Thurstone's law of comparative
Dudgenent 184, 209, 210
Thurstone's theory of empirica.
scaling 188, 203
time factor 39-94
tolerance 22, 23, 29-J4, бг-б., Í
67, 71, 87, 97, 139, К О , І4г,
256
Torgerson's law of categorical
judgement 184, 2C5, 21Z, 245
traditional affect 75, 76, 152,
199, 216
training artefact 122, 124-126,
129, 135, 136, i"!, .36, 15c,
198, 1Э9, 2C3, 2C", 2Zz, 2.5,
213, 223, 245, 246, 245, 255
training of coders 124-126, 155,
135, 144, 173, 1"5, .56, 156203, 2CS, 212, 21"-215, 245,
246, 254, 255, 255
transitivity 233-212
UHH 226, 233, 24?
ultimate valies 162-.c5, 1~5
underground press 5unit of cbser\aticr. 55, 152, 154,
1Э9-2С1, 212, 215, Z2~
uniqueness "5, "6, 155, 155
universe cf nagazir.es 55-54, 144,
199, 24=
upper class 1-, 25, 54, сГ-с5, "1
79, 5C, 56, 156, i"4, 256
use of symbols \, VI, c-lC, l.c,
119, 235-24:, 243, :55, 25",
26C
valici tv/validation V, VII, "Г,
74, зз, ss, ss, -""t-ic:. i::-:c4
10/, ιοε, m , n : , ii,-i:c, ::
137, 138, 144, 145, 14?, 151, 1
154, 156-160, 1"3. I'S, 151-163
188, 137, 204, 20 _ -2C9, 212, 22
223, 232-236, 238, 253-255, 257
value orientation 15, 20, 21, 25,
27, 62, 79, 80, 16--17Û
Van Zuilen's life cycle theory 14
Ventilsitte 56, 83
Verstehen 15, 85, 114-116
well-founded opinions 18^-190
White's value analysis 109, 116,
153, 154, 189-190, 256
women/femininity 23, 24, 31, 52,
53, 56, 82, 256
women's press 82

- 291 word choice 97, 104, 105, 118, 121,
184, 235-237
WORDS 189-190, 227-232, 235, 242,
244, 249, 260, 261
work motivation 86, 99, 158
youth 12, 52, 53, 56, 71, 256
youth revolution 53
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APPENDIX IV. CODER INSTRUCTIONS FOR A RELIABILITY b/PEPIMEl.T WITH THE
METHOD OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMEMTS CObCLRl.IIjG FRASES OF MEAMljG
IN THE CONTENT OF ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL 4AGAZI4ES.

RITUALIZATION

1. anticipation of individual

aíaptatí-scí

does the context of the place where the t^ece appears i- t^e article
'^А^'Ь'*

show that the theme refers to exte/rxill;
the theme refers to agreement
ideals,

required

stereotypical·

of individuals;

behaviour,

''; *Z^ '*f i:i'Cs?z,

ard ooriplzur.oe -~zr 'C-z,

tnat

,',~ι.*&ε ^ i

that it contains appeals for

ocr.^c^ir.c,

i.e. for behaviour as it snouId ье.

If so: how strong is the anticipation of individual adaptation'
not

=1

weak

=2

strong = 3

2. anticipation of traditional

affeat:

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article,
show that the theme refers to or contains an appeal for e^irical
ment

involve

with people, animals or objects.

In the extreme case we are concerned with phenomena such as fanaticsm with
something or somebody or with loving animals, plants, objects, the
fatherland etc. because of human characteristics assigned to these objects.
If so, how strong is the anticipation of traditional affect?
not

=1

weak

= 2

strong = 3

3. anticipation of personal

security

of

existence.

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article
show that the theme refers to
- menace(s)

to individuals and/or to groups with which they are directly

involved, or to fear of such menace(s);
- the desire

to prcvect

this

existence

or to secure it;

- the positive value assigned to the material aspects of the existence of
people.
If so: how strong is the anticipation of personal security of existence?

- 293 not

= 1

weak

= 2

strong = 3
4. anticipation of the confirmation

of

reputation:

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article
show that the theme refers
- threats

to (fear of):

to the reputation,

status, prestige, good name, image of

individuals and/or of groups with which he/she or they are directly
involved or feel they are;
or to:
- the deeire

to protect

it,

i.e. secure it;

- the positive value assigned to reputation etc.
If so, how strong is the anticipation of the conformation of reputation?
not

= 1

weak

- 2

strong = Э
AURATIZATION
5. anticipation of uniqueness

and exolusiveness

as a

value:

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article
show that the theme refers to the essential value and/or authenticity of
people, things, symbols and/or modes of conduct, thus resulting in
characteristics in which the special, the particular, the distinctive
becomes evident.
If so: how strong is the anticipation of uniqueness and exclusiveness as
a value?
not

= 1

weak

= 2

strong = 3
6. anticipation of aestheticism

as a

value:

does the place in which the theme appears in the article show that the
theme points to what is artful, to the character of art and the enjoyment
of art for people, things, symbols and/or modes of conduct.
If so, how strong is the anticipation of aestheticism as a value?
not

= 1

weak

= 2

strong = 3
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7. anticipation of sublimation

as a

value:

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article
show that the theme refers to the changing or converting of primary and/
or spontaneous tendencies (drives, emotions, impulses) into other, more
cultivated

behaviour,

seen as "higher" and "finer", or as socially/

culturally more valuable:
e.g. - the conversion of (spontaneous) aggression into 'constructive'
behaviour (verbal aggression, talking over conflicts, instead of
warring fists etc.)
- "refined" and/or "balanced" need-satisfaction e.g. relating to
sexuality, eating, housing etc.
- expressing personally felt frustrations in 'brtistic" or otherwise
"cultivated" ways
- rejecting material enjoyment in order to reach "higher spiritual
values" etc.
If so, how strong is the anticipation of sublimation as a value?
not

= 1

weak

= 2

strong = 3

8. anticipation of life

far

way

as a value:

does the context of the place in which the theme appears in the article,
show that the article promises:
- an attractive Life, for people who locate this life in situations which
are, socially or geographically, hard to reach, or:
- an attractive life for people who convert their life styles according to
the patterns which exist far away
in rural areas, in strange countries and/or non-western cultures, in
the past, in the future, in heaven.
In other words, we are not concerned with the factual description of such
situations, but with description in terras of attractiveness as a natural
environment and/or life style for people.
If so: how strong is the anticipation of life far away as a value 7
not

= 1

weak

= 2

strong = 3
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APPENDIX V. CODER INSTRUCTIONS FOR A RELIABILITY EXPERIMENT WITH THE
METHOD OF EXEMPLIFIED SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENTS ON FRAMES OF
MEANING IN THE CONTENT OF ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL MAGAZINES
I. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Read the article

carefully; take your time.

2. It is not alloued tomake notes in the article

or to underline

sections

In it during the reliability research. If necessary, notes may be made
on the back of the coding forms.
3. The following sections of each article should be coded:
a. the intensive area.
The intensive area consists of:
"the leading", being:
- the preliminary remarks about the article on the front page or in the
table of contents;
- headings, flags,

sub-titles, siÁb-headings;

- leads, being:
a. typographically recognizable introductions
b. the first

paragraph

to an article;

of the text, when the article has no

typographically recognizable introductions;
c. the text in the first line of a pictorial or comic.
"illustrations",

being:

- illustrations

belonging to the article and their sub-titles;

- frames

belonging to the article, in which a certain facet of the

subject of an article is emphasized.
b. the non-intensive area, being the remaining text of an article, up to
a maximum of 400 Ігпез. In comics, the non-intensive area consists of
the text in "bubble-aaptions" on line 2 onwards of

the comic-story.

4. The following are not part of the article:
- the name and/or picture of the writer;
- "will be continued", "continued on ρ

", and the like;

- everything crossed out by me (e.g. column titles).
Be very careful

when interpreting

photographs,

for which there is no

ассошрпаушд 'comment', either in sub-titels or in the regaining text of
the article. The problem with these photographs is that in them, you can
find all the themes and aspects of meaning you want to, which is after
all, a highly subjective matter.

- 296 Note:

Please do *юі write any titles on the code forms. I too have to
code the articles and I should not be influenced by your codings.

9. Method for the indiaators

of meaning

a. The twelve questions of scheme 2, meaning, must be answered twice per
article:
1. unit of observation 1, once for the 'intensive area' of the article
= leading and

illustrations;

2. unit of observation 2, once for the "von—irter.szve

area" of the

article = the rest to a maximum of 400 lines.
b. The response-alternatives to each question are: 1, 2, Z, 4 or ¿.
You should estimate

which of these figures you choose.

1 = absent,
i.e., the relevant indicator of meaning plays no role

in the unit

of observation
2 = weak,
i.e., the relevant indicator of meaning plays only a minor

role

in the unit of observation
3 = moderate,
i.e. the relevant indicator, although

it plays

a role,

is not

important to the structure of the unit of observation.
4 = rrodeately strong,
i.e. the indicator of meaning is of considerable

importance in

the unit of observation
5 = strong,
i . e . the indicator of meaning is Very important in the unit of
observation.
In the elucidation

to each question, I have tried as nuch as possible

to specify what these figures mean in relation
I have at least indicated what the criteria

to the a lesiion, and

are to -kzer-:'>.£ ¿hich

code is the right one.
c. Work through the questionnaire in the order which I have indicated on
code form 'indicators of meaning', i . e . :
1. first question 1-4 for the intensive area
2. then question 1-4 for the non-intensive area
3. then question 5-8 for the intensive area
4. then question 5-

for the non-intensive area

5. then question 9-12 for the intensive area
6. then question 9-12 for the non-mtensive ліеа.
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last column of that form next to the relevant question.
II. INDICATORS OF MEANING
1. Consciousness

of means

What is the value assigned,in the unit of observation to consciousness of
means, being the value assigned to the use of something for the
and better

realization

greater

of those norms, values, expectations and tasks

which play a role in the unit of observation.
N.B. 1. With this question do not look primarily for the description of
norms etc., but look first whether or not useful
of people

or things

are indicated.

oharaoteristias

Once you have found such

indications, the context will show whether the utility is related
to the realization of norms etc., and whether that realization is
related to more/greater or to better/more right. If the latter is
not the case, then there is no consciousness of means (i.e.: code
1).
N.B. 2. Relationships

between people

are not always utility-relationships.

They are, when one person increases or improves the chances of
the other to realize certain norms etc., or when their collective
chances are increased or improved.
N.B. 3. Characteristics, personality traits or material aspects of persons
are useful

only when they enlarge or improve the chances of

realizing certain norms etc.
N.B. 4. Something

neu, which is called good or large, should be

considered as better/larger.
In these cases, (when necessary), this evaluation is carried into the
non-intensive area. If it is not repeated there, then this point is, in
any case, not concrete.
code 1 (absent)

utility plays no

role

utility is unrelated

to a greater/more or better/

more correct realization of norms etc.
code 2 (weak)

the utility present is not described

instructively,

i.e. not exactly,- where it comes from what one should
do with it etc., are not described either
AND
the factor greater/more-better/more correct is not
emphasized,

i.e. is about a peripheral issue in the

article's structure or implies all sorts of "buts".
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code 3 (moderate)

described, i.e. what

it is exactly, where it comes from, what to do with
it, etc.,
BUT
the factor greater/raore-better/more correct is not

emphasized.
code 4 (moderately
strong)

instructively

the utility is not described
BUT

the factor greater/more-better/more correct is
emphasized,

i.e. it concerns something or somebody

with a clear meaning to the structure of the story,
or there are no 'buts' implied
code 5 (strong)

the utility is instructively

described

AND
the factor greater/more-better/more correct is

emphasized.
2.

Goal-directedness
What is the value assigned in the unit of observation, to goal-directedness, being the value assigned to the desirability
improved
for

those

realization
persons

of the

increased

or

of certain norms, expectations, values, tasks etc.
who play a role in the unit of observation.

N.B. 1. The reader too can play a role as a person in the unit of
observation, namely in the cases in which:
a. he is named as such;
b. he is instructed what to do, e.g. to acquire an offer,c. the writer suggests great proximity to the reader by e.g.
writing in the 'we'-form.
In such cases, the desirability of an improved or increased
realization of certain norms etc. may apply for the reader.
N.B. 2. 'Things' with human characteristics (verbal skills, reason, human
life styles or customs, human feelings etc.) are to be considered
as persons, playing a role in the unit of observation. Thus
enabling the application of the concept of goal-directedness.
N.B. 3. A new goal which is called great or good is to be considered as
better or greater.
In these cases (when necessary), this evaluation is carried into the nonintensive area (without repetition there: not concrete).
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the increased or improved realization of certain
norms etc. plays no role,
OR
if it does, they are not desirable to any person
playing a role in the unit of observation

code 2 (weak)

the norms etc. which play a role are not

concretized,

i.e. it is not described what the norms etc. mean,
where they come from, what exactly should be done with
them, etc.
AND
the desirability

is not emphasized,

i.e. it is

unimportant to the structure of the story or is
opposed by many 'buts'
code 3 (moderate)

the norms etc. which play a role are

concretized,

i.e. it is described what they mean, where they come
from, what to do with them, etc.,
BUT
code 4 (moderate
strong)

their desirability is not emphasized
the norms etc. are not concretized
BUT

their desirability is emphasized,

i.e. they are

important to the structure of the story or they find
no 'buts' opposing them
code 5 (strong)

the norms etc. are

concretized,

AND
their desirability is

emphasized.

3. Expressiveness
What is the value assigned, m the unit of observation, to

expressiveness,

being the value assigned to the way in which it is made known of something
or somebody what are his intentions, feelings, self conceptions, attitudes,
characteristics and behaviour vis à vis an increased or better realization
of certain norms, expectations, tasks, values, etc.
N.B. 1. Expressing something new in the above-mentioned areas is to be
considered as greater/better when it is called grpat/good.
To be carried into the non-intensive area when necessary (when
not repeated: not concrete).
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code 1 (absent)

intentions etc. towards a greater or better
realization of certain norms etc. play r.r,

coZb,

OR
nothing is mentioned about the way in which this is
made known, i.e. we are not concerned here witn:
FORMS OF INFORMATION, i.e.:
- persons who play a role comment on it;
- passages based on informants, sources or research;
- photographs, albeit that the known cautiousness in
interpreting them should be observed
SENSE-OBSERVATIONS, I.e.
seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling or moving of
something or somebody
code 2 (weak)

the intentions etc. are not

ocmaretizeu,

i.e. it is

not mentioned what they mean, where they come from,
what to do with them,
AND
the way in which this is made known is not emphasized,
i.e.: we are concerned here with forms of information
or sense-observations, unimportant to the structure
of the story (side-issues) or opposed by all sorts
of 'buts' in the sense of
code 3 (moderate)

'unreliable'

the intentions etc. are oonoretized,

i.e. mention is

made of their meaning, origin and application etc.,
BUT
the way in wnich this is made known is not
code 4 (moderately
strong)

the intentions etc. are net

ernphaeised

concretized,

BUT
the way in which this is made known is

emphasized,

i.e. the forms of information or sense-observations
are important to the structure of the story or are
not opposed by шалу 'buts' in the sense of

'•unreliable '
code 5 (strong)

the intentions etc. are

ooncvetized

AND
the way in which this is made known is

emphasized.
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of Ьгте

What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to the
aoareness

of time,

i.e. the value, assigned to the time

span needed for

a greater or better realization of certain norms, expectations, tasks,
values etc., resulting in an increase
to the systematianess

in meaning,

and the value assigned

with which one works in the time span.

N.B. 1. The realization of something new in a certain period of time
should be considered as greater/better, when it is called great
or good.
Carry into the non-intensive area if necessary (when not
repeated: not concrete)
N.B. 2. PERIODS OF TIME:
Timespans become evident firstly on the basis of the actual
naming of points

in time and

time—sequences.

They are also evident in:
a. those verbal

forms

which indicate a period, namely:

- imperfect tense
- future tense
- imperative;
b. terms

of phrase,

which contain expectations

(hoping/expecting

that; looking forward to; believing that);
c. words which label the duration

of time,

such as:

- after, during, before (prepositions)
- before, after (conjunctions)
- growing, becoming older, phasing, planning (verbs)
- phase, history (nouns)
N.B. 3. For inecrease in menaingfulness, look only at the result of what
has happened in the period of time; do not make a 'substantial
evaluation' of that result.
code 1 (absent)

the unit of observation contains no time

span

OR
the timespan is unrelated

to the increase of

meaningfulness or of systematicness
code 2 (weak)

the increase in meaningfulness is not

emphasized,

i.e. it is unimportant to the structure of the
story or remains hidden in the future, or is opposed
by 'buts',
AND

- 302 the systematicness is not concretized,

i.e. it is

not mentioned how exactly the timespan is filled
with goal-directed activities.
code 3 (moderate)

the increase of meamngfulness is emphasized,

i.e.

it is important to the structure of the story or
is not opposed by all sorts of 'buts',
BUT
the systematicness is not
code 4 (moderately
strong)

concretized

the increase in meamngfulness is not

emphasized

BUT
the systematicness is concretized,

i.e. it is

mentioned how the timespan is filled with goaldirected activities
code 5 (strong)

the increase of meamngfulness is emphasized
AND
concretized.

the systematicness is
Adaptation

adaptation,

What is the value assigned in the unit of observation, to
being the value assigned to the willingness
mentally

or in their

expectations,

tasks,

behaviour
etc.,

of persons

to externally

posed rules,

of externally

norms,

values,

or being the value assigned to the condemnation

of non—conƒ'ormism, i.e. of mental or behavioral
ignoring

to comply

resistance

against

or

laid doun rules, norms, values, expectations,

tasks, etc.
code 1. (absent)

the willingness to comply with rules etc. does

not

play a role
AND
condemning non-conformism plays no role
code 2 (weak)

compliance with or resisting/ignoring the rules etc.
is not concretized,

i.e. no specifications are pro-

vided of what behaviour or mentality is referred to,
AND
willingness or condemnation are not

emphasized,

i.e. they play no important role in the structure
of the story (side-issues) or imply many 'buts'
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compliance with or resisting/ignoring the rules etc.
is made conaveteл

i.e. the kind of behaviour is

mentioned, as is its background etc.
BUT
the willingness or the condemnation are not
emphasized
code 4 (moderately
strong)

compliance with or resisting/ignoring the rules etc.
is not made

conorete,

BUT
the willingness or condemnation are

emphasized,

i.e. they are important to the structure of the story
or are not opposed by 'buts'
code 5 (strong)

compliance with or resistance against/ignoring the
concrete

rules etc. is made
AND

the willingness or condemnation is
6. Traditional

emphasized.

affect

What is the value assigned in the unit of observation, to traditional
affect, being the value assigned to emotional

ties

and affection

in the

relations between persons, or between persons and animals, objects,
nature or symbols, resulting

in fanaticism,

being relations determined

solely or excessively by feelings, in which rationality and objectivity
are lacking.
N.B. 1. Direct realtions, such as those of family, kinship and friendship
are not per definition affective in the sense of traditional
affect. They are so only when there is affection and emotional
binding in the unit of observation.
code 1 (absent)

affect plays no role

in the relations between

persons or of persons.
code 2 (weak)

affective,

but also

objectively/rationally

approached relationships;
BUT
without

emphasis,

i.e. the relationships in question

are not important to the structure of the story
code 3 (moderate)

affective,

but also

approached relationships
AND

oh¿eatively/rationally
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'jith

ещ/ка

гс,

i.e. the relationships in question

are important to the structure of the story
code 4 (moderately

fanaticism

without

fanaticism

with

emphasis

strong)
code 5 (strong)

7. Social

enphasis

security

What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to
securityj

being the value assigned to security

secuvity

and safety

of persons, in the area of their material

or their health,

social

or feelings

conditions

of

of
existence

vis à vis whatever threatens them in those respects.

N.B. 1. Material

conditions

of

existence:

a. income, purchasing-power, insurance, work as a source of
income; careerproblems;
b. parsimony and self-activity in order to maintain or increase
one's purchasing-power;
с

all those possessions and consumer-goods (offers!), of which
it is indicated that, for one reason or another, they belong
to a person's necessary outfit.

N.B. 2. Hygene

comes under health, except in cases where it is clearly

unrelated to the latter.
code 1 (absent)

health or material conditions of existence play no

code 2 (weak)

neutral

role

or are negatively

evaluated

(neither positive nor negative) or positive

references to health or material conditions of
existence
WITHOUT
the lattenng being threatened
code 3 (moderate)

neutral

by anything

(neither positive nor negative) references

to health or material conditions of existence
AND
non-dangerous
code 4 (moderately
strong)

threazs

A. poeitive (including unavoidable) references to
health or material conditions of existence
AND
non-dangerous
OR

threats
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references to health or material condi

tions of existence,
AND
dangerous
positive

code 5 (strong)

threats

(including

unavoidable)

references to health

or material conditions of existence,
AND
dangerous
8. The aonfirmaticn

of

threats.

reputation

What is the value assigned,in the unit of observation, to the
confimation
chances
built

of reputation,

of the loss

being the value assigned to oonaem

of reputation

or of the threat

about

to a reputation

the

already

up.

N.B. 1. Reputation is basically every evaluation of the persons in a
unit of observation, as they play a role in the interactions be
tween those people: high-low, expert-inexpert; good-bad, knownunknown, popular-unpopulart loved-hated; etc.
N.B. 2. Threats

to reputations result from an external "attack" on some

one's reputation, sjich as those via negative judgements, 'exposures'
etc. The chance of loss

of reputation

results from the possibility

of an external attack, or frena an achievement, underlying the
established reputation.
code 1 (absent)

reputation plays no

role

OR
only negative
code 2 (weak)
code 3 (moderate)

a positive

reputations

or neutral

are mentioned

reference to reputation

the concern for a positive or negative reputation
is not concretized.

I.e. it is not mentioned what

exactly it entails, what it is based on, what its
use is, etc.
AND
threat or chance of loss are not emphasized,

i.e.

they are not important to the structure of the
story, or there are many 'buts' (in the sense of
'it's not all that bad').
code 4 (moderately
strong)

A. the concern is not
BUT

concretized
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i.e.

it is important to the structure of the story, or
unopposed by 'buts'
В. the concern is concretized,

i.e. it is described

what exactly it entails, what it is based on and
what purpose it serves.
BUT
the threat or chance of loss are not
code 5 (strong)

the concern is

emphasized

concretized

AND
the threat or chance of loss are emphasized.
9.

Uniqueness
What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to
leading to

uniqueness

exolusiveness,

UNIQUENESS: it is said of something or somebody that he/she/it has
others

characteristics, attitudes or feelings or has done things, which
do not have or have not done3

or have or have done to a lesser degree.

EXCLUSIVENESS: the text shows that others cannot

czajive

the unique

characteristics, attitudes, feelings or acts, nor зУс^е thev or aarry
them out. This may be caused e.g. by particular tricks of fate/nature
(talent), by privileges or by very special achievements.
N.B. 1. Characteristics, attitudes, feelings and acts cf persons or things
are sometimes dealt with jitnO'Z

z^^ jcz

+2K.s¿' with other

persons or things. In such cases we will consider the uniqueness
to be weak.
N.B. 2. Persons/others do rot have to mean

>zl

: - o, but ma\

:"£.."

mean (members of) certain scci-u'- ^"C>~s.
code 1 (absent)

no characteristics, attitudes, fee-irgs cr _cts are
dealt with which others do not also have or саггл cut,
or no 'uncompared' characteristics, attitudes,
feelings or acts are dealt with.

code 2 (weak)

'uncorrpared'

characteristics, feelings, attitudes,

or acts are dealt with
code 3 (moderate)

characteristics, attitudes, feelings ard acts are
dealt with, which ¿íh-iV

do not have or carry out.

It is not impossible for others to have, acquire,
share or carry out these characteristics, etc.
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code 4 (moderately
strong)

characteristics, attitudes, feelings or acts which
others doe not have or carry out are evaluated in
terms of essential

Value

(for who has them/carries

them out or for others) or in terms of
authenticrity
code 5 (strong)

characteristics, attitudes, feelings or acts are
dealt with, which others ecmnot (really),

i.e. only

after great efforts, acquire or share.

10.

Aeatheticism
aestheticism,

What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to
being an evaluation

in terms of beauty

of persons and their characteris-

tics, attitudes, feelings or acts or of things and their qualities.
N.B. 1. Evaluation in terms of beauty takes place through the conceptpair beautiful

Vs. ugly,

or through typical art expressions

(elegant, styles, avant-garde,baroque, decorative, according
to a style, etc.)
N.B. 2. We will treat the inclusion of expressions of art, institutions
of art or objects of art in the area of established

art

(paintings, sculpture, literature, classical music, ballet, drama,
art-film, architectonic monuments and their renovation and the
like) as implicitly
code 1 (absent)

containing an evaluation in terms of beauty

neither art nor evaluation

in terms of beauty play

a role
code 2 (weak)

established

art

is dealt with without

evaluation

in terms of beauty playing a role
code 3 (moderate)

persons or things are explicitly

evaluated

in

terms of beauty,
BUT
neither
evaluation

the evaluated person
ts emphasized,

or things,

nor

the

i.e. neither are important

to the structure of the story or there are many
'buts', there is no accounting for taste, it also
has ugly aspects, etc.
code 4 (moderately
strong)

thç persons

or things

which are evaluated in terms

of beauty are emphasized,
the structure of the story
WHILE

i.e. they are important to
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the evaluation is not

emphasized^

i.e. is not impor-

tant to the structure of the story or is opposed by
•buts'
the evatuati-on

code 5 (strong)

in terras of beauty is emphasized

3

i.e. it is important to the structure of the story
and implies no 'buts'.

11.

Subtimation
What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to

being the value assigned to the changing
spontaneous

tendenczes

sublimationj

of primary

or

(drives, emotions, impulses, frustrations, "natural

inclinations") in other
more cultivated,

or converting

tendencies,

as"higher

feelings., attitudes,

and more refined"

or acts,

seen as

or as socio-culturally

more

valuable,
N.B. 1. Because sublimation requires a psychological process of dealing
with primary or spontaneous tendencies, etc., 'cultivated'
behaviour, or conscience or internalization of norms, as such,
are not sublimation
N.B. 2. We confine ourselves to the manifest content. In other words, we
do not

code sublimation in cases in which we assume that the

unit of observation links up with previously learned changes in
or conversions of primary or spontaneous tendencies etc. by
readers or persons who play a role, but where this is not
mentioned
code 1 (absent)

no primary or spontaneous tendencies etc. are
tempered

and subsequently converted into sublimated

tendencies, attitudes, behaviour
code 2 (weak)

primary or spontaneous tendencies are

tempered,

without discussion of the reason for this, what they
are replaced by, where this happens for other reasons
than the feelings or psychological needs of the
sublimating persons (e.g. external coercion, the
necessity to refrain from doing something because
there is no money, nor will there be any) .
code 3 (moderate)

the indications of why tempering takes place, or
what is replaced are not

concrete,

i.e. they consist

of indications, such as 'doing something else',
'having the feeling that a primary or spontaneous
tendency is not good'
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code 4 (moderately

strong)

the why of the tempering is indicated

concretely,

'conscience',

internalization

in terms of

i.e. the

of norms etc., or in terms of future

chances

(deferred gratification)
code 5 (strong)

the indications concerning what replaces the

tempering are concrete:

strong)
12. Life

far

what does somebody do,

auay

What is the value assigned, in the unit of observation, to life
being the value assigned to the attractiveness

far

auay,

of life, when it is

situated insituations which are socially/culturally

difficult

to

reach

or are characterized by a life style like those existing far away.
N.B. 1. The degree

of

difficulty

of the realizability/reachability:

- easy = now, import and export, comfortable transportationfacilities, information via modern systems of communication,
succesfui imitation, little or no differences in social or
natural environment, no specifications in this respect
- difficult = past and future, legal or political restrictions of
travel, transport or trade, necessity of personal, uncomfortable
travel, information via other than modern systems of communication, imitation of which success is not guaranteed, clear
differences in social or natural environment
N.B. 2. Every neutral reference to something abroad already indicates to
a certain extent the value of life far away
code 1 (absent)

nothing

is situated far away, or whatever is

situated far away is portrayed only
code 2 (weak)

as

unattractive

there is mention of life far away,
BUT

nothing

is said about its

unattraativeness

attraatvveness/

(or both extremes are in equilibrium),

and it is easy to reach
code 3 (moderate)

attractive

life far away is
BUT
it is easily

code 4 (moderately
strong)

reached

no mention is made of the (un)attractiveness (or
both extremes are in equilibrium),
BUT

it is difficult

to

reach
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life far away is

attractive

AND
it is difficult

to reach

N.B. 's which apply to all questions
N.B. 1. The concepts of concrete - not concrete can (when necessary or
desirable) be replaced by:
unambiguous - ambiguous/vague
interpretable in one meaning - poly-interpretable
precise/specified - unspecified
instructive - not instructive.
N.B. 2. The term 'persons'
a. "the readers"

should, apart from 'individuals', also include:
in cases in which.

1. he is named as such,
2. he is instructed about what to do e.g. to obtain an offer;
3. the writer suggests a close proximity to the reader by writing
e.g. in the 'we'-form or in the imperative.
b. "things" with human characteristics
(verbal skills, reason, human life styles or customs, human
feelings, human phases of life, etc.).
c. grcwsof

people who do, feel, think something, etc., or not.

- 311 APPENDIX VI: CODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR A REALIABILITY EXPERIMENT WITH THE
METHOD OF EMPIRICAL JUDGEMENTS ABOUT FRAMES OF MEANING IN THE
CONTENT OF ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL MAGAZINES
I. INSTRUCTIONS FOR CODING SELF-REALIZATION, CONTENT ANALYSIS 'THE WORLD
OF THE ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL MAGAZINE'
1. Task and research-instrument.
You have before you some numbered sections of text from articles out of
illustrated periodical magazines, the description of what self-realization
is and a scale from 0 to 3, the scale-points of which consist of the same
kind of sections of text you have before you.
Your task will be to judge
in each section

of

the extent

to ьікгск aelf-realization

is

present

text.

For carrying out that task, you have at your disposal:
a. the deseription

of what self-realization is, and what the factors are

which determine its intensity;
b. the texts on the scale.

They are ordered in terms of intensity. Texts

at scale-point 0 contain no self-realization

at all,

other extreme contain self-realization to a very

high

texts at the
degree.

The other texts are placed between these extremes and are ranked
accordingly. In other words, this 'empirical' scale contains examples
of how the presence of a certain degree of self-realization
concretely;

looks

i.e. the texts at the various scale-points serve as a

reference point in judging the extent to which self-realization is
present m

concrete sections of text.

2. Judging.
1. Because of a number of external features of the task (summarizing a
concluding judgement in a mark, words like 'experiment', etc.), an
'examination'-atmosphere may easily arise, entailing all kinds of
uncertainties (is my answer correct etc.). The task however has
nothing

to do with

an examination,

i.e.: there are no 'right' or

'wrong' answeres. A judge should carry out his task as seriously as
possible, and should make an effort to arrive at what he feels is the
best judgement.
2. The texts were not written with the conscious intention to show certain
things about self-realization whether, and if so to what extent, this
is the case, should be forcibly extracted, as it were, by the judge.
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a. a cevtain

аЬЬъЬиав

towards the judging task; meaning: attentiveness,

accuracy, concentration. Take your time for each section of text;
b. that one does not

read the sections of text "with

one's

own

eyes",

i.e. like one would usually read a magazine.
- everything in the text is important, even though it may not
interest you (example 1)
- eliminate as much as possible your own value judgements (examples
2 + 14)
- look only at what the text says, and do not interpret the text in
terms of notives of persons, effects of what is happening, expec
ted outcomes, etc. (example 19).
How then, should one read a section of text?
a. on the basis of the substantial description of the concept of selfrealization;
b. with attention for the structure of the section of text as a whole
and for the meaning which certain structural characteristics have
for (the intensity of) self-realization:
- the structure of the story in the section of text (examples
3, 15, 16);
- contrasts between parts of the section of text (examples 14, 17).
c. use of words, turns of phrase, ways of speaking and atmosphere:
instead of one particular word, turn of phrase or way of speaking,
one can use many others (synonyms such as a blow, a punch, a
smack in the face, etc.).
One word etc. is not mechanically synonymous to another. In this
context it is useful for the judge to ask himself why a certain
word etc. was chosen, and not another one. In that way he can
usually trace in the best way the atmosphere of a section of text
(examples 4, 5 ) .
The concept of self-realization is described as follows:
judgements evident in the text about how people function and about
that which, according to the text is needed (example 20) for that, in
terms (synonymous to)
better/best (example 6)
greater/greatest (examples 11, 7)
new/renewed

(example Θ)

fast (example 10).
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given in:
N.B. 1. personalization (example 11)
N.B. 2. in which cases do (synonymous of) 'good', 'great' and 'many/much'
indicate self-realization,
- implicit comparison : examples 12, 2, 3
- in combination with reinforcing factors, 'initiative', 'time' and/
or 'expressiveness': examples 2, 13, 16
N.B. 3. career and self-realization: example 14.
Factors reinforcing self-realization (i.e. on the basis of which one gives
high(er) codes) are given in:
N.B. 4. 'initiative' and 'time', examples 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16
N.B. 5. expressiveness: exançles 2, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17.
Factors weakening self-realization (i.e. on the basis of which one lowers
the codes) are given in:
N.B. 6. irony: examples 4, 5,
notes of relativity: examples 18, 14
N.B. 7. negative alternatives: example 7.

3. Coding
1. Copy the number given on the card of the relevant section of text onto
the punch document (boxes 7-8-9-10).
2. Fill in your coder-number in box 11.
3. Compare the section of text with the texts on the scale. Keep in the back
of your mind the abstract concept; in other words, we are not
with the thematiaal

agreement

to which the frame

of meaning

of sections of text but with the

concerned
extent

is present in them.

4. Decide, baring in mind what was said under number 3, which text the section
of text you must code resembles most; fill m

the relevant scale-point in

boxes 12/13 (00; 01, etc.).
5. If your judgement is uncertain, indicate this at the bottom of the coding
form. Please mention the reason for the uncertainty(ambivalence of the
text, difficult choice between two scale-points) and, if possible, a
solution (e.g. a second choice of a scale-point, further instructions
(N.B.'s in the concept descriptions).
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Self-realization, being judgements evident in the text about the way people
function and about that which/ according to the text, is needed for such

functioning, in terms (synonymous to) better/best,
renewed ov

greater,

greatest,

new/

fast.

N.B. 1. People: as well as pereonaliaed
N.B. 2. Sometimee,

(a synonym of)

animals, institutions, groups, etc.

'good'actually means 'better' or 'best',

and (a synonym of) 'great' actually means 'greater' or 'greatest'.
a. They mean better

or greater

when it is at least implicitly evident

that something or somebody else is not as good or as great, or
when it is evident that the same person used

to be not as good/

great at one time.
b. They mean best

or greatest

when combined with the amplifying

factors indicated in N.B. 5 and 6: 'initiative', 'time' and/or
'expressions'.
N.B. 3. Use of words such as 'career' does not

automatically imply self-

realization. One should also pay attention to the evaluation they
receive in the text; career can e.g. also be seen as an obligation
instead of self-realization.
N.B. 4. A reference to oun initiat-ije

increases the intensity of self-

realization, even more so when the notion is present here that this
should happen within a limited

of

tirespan.

This latter factor becomes evident through the mentioning of:
a. different points in time or a timespan (a day, a lifetime, a
season, modern times, etc.),
b. verbal forms which indicate a duration of time, namely the:
- imperfect tense,
- future tense
c. turns of phrase which contain expectations (hoping/expecting,
looking forward to, believing that),
d. words

which label a timespan, such as:

- after, during, before (prepositions)
- before, after (conjunctions)
- growing, phasing, planning (verbs)
- phase, history (nouns).
N.B. 5. Expressiveness too, gives a greater intensity to self-realization.
We are concerned here with the making known or the being observable
of each attempt at self-realization, or of the results.
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a. Forms of informaiion,
- quotations,

being:

literal or paraphrased,

- references to informants, sources, research, mass media,
exhibitions, etc.,
- references to photographs

or other illustrations, comprehensive

descriptions,
- references to the relationship between
behaviour

faehion-influenoed

(clothing, interior decoration, etc.) and the

realization of the personality,
- observability

through

the senses,

i.e. seeing, hearing,

smelling, feeling, tasting.
N.B. 6. The strength of the judgement sought is usually less when the drift
is ironia

or otherwise

shooing

relativity.

when the text as a whole conveys doubt
виасевв"

The latter is the case
as to the "chances

of

of the self-realization in question, or when the value of

self-realization is portrayed as relative.
N.B. 7. The 'negative

alternatives'-

i.e. worse/worst, smaller/smallest -

also point to self-realization. In judging the intensity with which
this is the case one should also take into account possible
sections, evident in the text as a whole showing relativity (cf.
N.B. 6).
III. SELF-REALIZATION SCALE
0 (absent)
Indeed he found it and put it on Watkins' desk. It was a plain sheet of
paper with one typed line on it: "Do the same next week. Same salary".
Kiki van Oostindiën was b o m on January 12

, 1948 in Bandoeng (Indonesia) .

Because her father had a position in the airforce, the family left for
America in 1950, but eight years later came to Holland for good.
Film about Bolivian volunteer, involved in the technical and general education of workers in La Paz.
In the universe, isolated hydrogen atoms float around. They obey -like
everything- the laws of gravity, and now and then form very rarified clouds
of gas here and there.
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erroneously stated that the endreduction of this car was different in
comparison with the previously tested Audi 50 LS.

1.
This single blanket, which is amply sized, has 165 squares of 16 by 1Θ cm.
The size is 270 by 198 cm. You can determine other sizes yourself, e.g. the
size of each square.
Back ache is usually an ailment which becomes gradually worse, but sometimes,
the pain can attack quite suddenly in all its fierceness. This may indicate
hernia, as was the case with Liesbeth P. (22). She came into the consultingroom. "Oh doctor I suddenly got a lot of pain in my back".
The "Dosigraaf", pictured here, can provide a made-to-measure bed. It
registers where correction is needed and determines how the adjustment should
take place. The "Dosigraaf" belongs to the 'lattoflex'-system. The
resilience and nobility of the rubber-mounted slats must absorb the tensile
and shear stress.
It can be stretched to such an extent that a baby can come out through it.
First the head appears and then the rest of the baby's body. Women often go
to hospital when the baby is due.
The Beatles back together again 7 It looks like John, Paul, George and Ringo
will be back on stage again, together. For once. For eighty million, they
had instantly forgotten all statements in which they said they would never
play together again. Or will they change their minds again?
You could say Lego has reached the end. It would appear that not much which
is essentially new can be thought up.

2.
Several believers told us that they were now prepared to receive Jesus.
A crack had formed in the wall which separated the Saw! from the message I
was trying to convey.
Diepenbrock, who may be heard on Hilversum 4 at 15.00 hours in the VPRO
program, is known to most Dutch people as a composer of church music, although
his significance goes far beyond that.
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Immediately upon the loud order, ear-splitting drum-rolls exploded around
us, and we could not help but shudder. Gradually the rhythms of the different
drums were synchronized until it was a steady, pounding drone, whereupon the
entire crowd burst into wild screams and jumps, with spears flying up and
down.
Dianne takes the same distance from competitive sport, precisely now that
she can look back. She also views the use of her trainer differently:
"In the summer, you do not see him for more than one hour a day, the rest
you have got to do yourself".
And Ineke, in turn, yelled at me that I was a bastard - a sneaky creep and
a sex maniac who thought only of screwing

etcetera.

We must partially change the water in the pond to lessen the toxic substances
which have emerged in the winter with the decomposition of the remains of
the plants.

3.
SeIfmaid dolls, especially the dolls with selfmaid clothes, are often most
loved by young and old alike. That is the reason for this very beautiful
series: fun to make and give away or to keep for oneself.
"The great thing about making music is that you are your own boss. And you
can do something with it; convey ideas, but sell those ideas too, so that
you go further and further, and deeper too".
How can you promise to be faithful to each other? Because long ago, when you
were still very small, it was said to you without words: "I will be there
for you. I will never trade you for another. What is between us is for
always".
Anderson takes a minute to think and then says" "The only thing I really
want - and it is a real obsession for me - is to live up to the two words
in my passport. Occupation: musician".
Paul Newman has, for some time now, also been involved in directing. We see
him here behind the film camera.
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IV. MAP OP EXAMPLES WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR "SELF-REALIZATION".

Example 1.
Let your butcher, who has sharp knives, cut the meat to the bone, so that
a nice ponch results.
Comment.
Regarding

the

instructions:

this statement, uninteresting to many, should

still be judged seriously.
Regarding
better

N.B.

2.: implicitly the suggestion is present here that it is

to let the butcher cut the meat as opposed to doing it oneself, because

he has sharp knives.

Example 2.
A casual suit is formed by the white flannel blouse, skirt and straight cloak
by Jean-Louis Scherrer. A jacket together with a dress however, fora a
smarter 'suit*: Laroche and Dior make them beautifully in patterned silk,
with pleated skirts, and Scherrer very raoviestar-like in straight silk
jersey with glittering embroidery!
Consnent.
Regarding

the

instructions:

the expression 'very moviestar-like' can make

a negative impression on a judge. In view of the totality of the section of
text, this evaluation is not in place here: it is meant in a positive sense.
Regarding

the

concept

definition:

the expression 'smarter' indicates a

comparison; this however is not in the sense of better, because we are
concerned here with the contrast between 'casual' and 'smart'.
Regarding

N.B.

2 and N.B.

b: N.B. 2.b. applies here because synonyms of

'good' (sporty, more dressy, 'very moviestar-like') are combined with
expressiveness. Expressiveness is implicitly present to a higher degree,
because of the comprehensive description: the concern is for fashion, colours,
materials etc.

Example 3.
In a holiday for two, the advantages of being together sometimes do not carry
as much weight as do the disadvantages - not beirg free, being unable to move
independently -. Be sure that each person has maximal freedom of movement
and independence and it is delightful to have someone with you witn whom
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(a lot of) happiness and (little) grief for a few weeks.
Comment.
Regarding

the

instructions:

the structure of this section of text is such

that the disadvantages are summed up first;

after that, it is stated how

they may be overcome, where upon the result is apparently 'delightful'.
This way of structuring anplifies, through contrasting

the intensity of the

self-realization present in the sentence 'it is delightful to
Regarding

N.B.

('Be sure that

2: "it is delightful to

" etc.

" in combination with initiative

" etc.).

Example 4.
All is not well yet between the two heroes of our little t.v. world.
Tonight, Carrell, in any case, can himself show once more his great talent
as a quiz-master and as a concere.
Comnent.

Regarding

the instruction

yet; little

and N.B. 6: the choice of words (All is not well

t.v. world points to a not alltogether serious approach to the

competition in the t.v. world: i.e. there is some irony here, which lowers
the value of self-realization.

Example 5.
With a tasty randy^ comic-strip, Rich and Rene Jensen from Los Angeles
brought hope to the hearts of all who did not yet know that with one limb
less you can still have a good orgy.
Comment.

Regarding

the instructions

and N.B. 6: the airy, 'loose' use of words

('one limb less', 'orgy') does not mean a note of relativity in this case,
to the seriously intended message, the physically handicapped too can realize
themselves in their sexuality.

Example 6.
We were lucky enough to see both Ike and Tina and Rufus at work live. For
honesty's sake, we must say that the Turners decidedly gave the best show.
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Regarding

the definition:

Regarding

N.B. 5: Expressiveness is present in the word 'show' and in the

'decidedly (..) the best show'.

expression "see (...) at work" (observability through the senses!)
Example 7.
Slowly but surely, more end more shops are closing down. In some villages,
even the most elementary necessities of life are no longer available.
Comment.
Regarding

the definition:

Regarding

N.B. 7: this section portrays a development which obstruct chances

'more and more' = a growing number.

of self-realization. There is no note of relativity. The negative evaluation
in terms of 'greater' ('more and more .... closing down') in other words,
point to self-realization equally strongly as does a positive evaluation in
the same terms.
Exanple Θ.
Find a new subscriber to Ariadne or one of the other leisure time magazines
(in your family, your circle of acquaintances, or relatives, for example).
Fill in his or her name on the card and post it post-free.
Comment.
Regarding

the definition:

Regarding

N.B. 4: the intensity is heightened by the initiative present in

'a new subscriber'.

the text ('find', 'fill in', 'post').
Example 9.
Anderson has often claimed that Jethro Tuli reaches an ever younger audience.
He says: "I still maintain that belief. I venture even to make a short term
prediction".
Comment.
Regarding

the definition:

'younger' here means 'newer' or 'renewed'; more

over, the text shows that 'younger' also means 'better' here.
Regarding

N.B. 4: the expectation concerning the future С a short term

prediction')heightens the intensity.
Regarding

N.B. 5: expressiveness is present in the fact that there is quotation.

This too has a reinforcing effect.
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"Quickly now, to the big chessnut tree" Hilarius said, "because the eggs
are sure to be stolen now by whoever put the magic substance in Knekjes
food".
Comment.
Regarding

the definition:

Regarding

N.B. S: quote = expressiveness.

Regarding

N.B. в: the score is not very high, in view of the fact that the

"Quickly now

" = fast.

chances of success are doubtful. After all, the speed here is aimed at
preventing something bad (the eggs being stolen), and not at achieving
something good.
Example 11.
The Eurovisian Song Contest, the greatest happening in popular music in
Europe, will be broadcast live from the Dutch Congress Centre inThe Hague
on Saturday the 3

of april. It will be the 21

time, and so this contest

has come of age. With this, the Eurovisian Song Contest, which was first
held in 1956 on a moderate scale in Lugano, Switzerland, has clearly proven
its worth as a television highlight.
Comment.
Regarding

the definition:

'the

Regarding

N.B. 1: the Song Contest has come of age: personalization of an

greatest

' etc.

institution.
Regarding

N.B. 4: "first held in 1956": initiative and awareness of time.

Regarding

N.B. 5: expressiveness via the mass media.

Example 12.
The VARA comedy series 'Man about the house' has been around now for quite a
few years and is still watched with a great deal of pleasure by a large
audience.
Comment.
Regarding

the definition

this section contains an implicit judgement in

terms of "good".
Regarding

N.B. 2. applies because of the combination with expressiveness

(mass media, observability through the senses). Because here the term
'audience' is mentioned and not (certain) people, the self-realization is
less personal, and the score should not be too high.
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Example 13.
The starts off with a crude basic form of load, which is sawn in segments.
The constituent elements are ultimately modelled and compiled in such a way
that the anatomy is perfect.
Comment.
Regarding

li.B.

2: 'perfect' also indicates 'the best'. Expressiveness and

initiative are present.
Regarding

N.B. 4 and N.B. S, i.e. "She starts off

.": initiative. The

expressiveness however is especially present in the description: 'Constituent
parts .... modelled and compiled', 'anatomy'.
Example 14.
Paula Wilcox does like domisticity however. For example, she likes to cook,
which is an activity which tends to result in calamities in the series
'Man about the house'. But her career and Derek's imply the sort of life in
which she can hardly use her domestic talents.
Comment.
Regarding

the instruction,

N.B. 3 and N.B. 6: the section of text is about

domesticity and cooking as 'realization values'. In contrast with this,
Paula's career is an obligation which limits the 'chances of success' in
this respect. Your own evaluation of a career for the life of a woman should
not play a role m your judgement. In view of the note of relativity
(N.B. 6) the code will not be very high.
Example 15.
During several weeks she had to remind her housekeeper (rule 11), b\-t after
that, the matter was settled. She had not lost her housekeeper through all
of it, the bath and the toilet were always spotlessly clean, but most
important of all. Ria had acquired more confidence in herself.
Comment.
Regardint

the definition:

'most important of all. Ria had acquired more

confidence in herself ...'. Judgement in terms of more/better.
Regarding

N.B. 4: The first sentence contains initiative and awareness of

time ('During several weeks').
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Regarding

the instruction:

the structure of the text works up to a sort of

climax. In combination with the substantial elements, a high score results.
Exauple 16.
But Lucifer still has far to go, according to Margriet. Now that the
euphoria of the overwhelming success has finally worn off, the real plans
are made
Comment.
Regarding

the instruction:

the structure of the story is a stmctual

characteristic: the not yet perfect situation in the beginning, the meaning
ful full-stops at the end.
Regarding

N.B. 2: 'the overwhelming success' = 'best'.

Regarding

N.B. 4: 'plans'.

Itius, the section as a whole should be given a high score.
Ехалріе 17.
"What a nice dress, it is exactly right for you!"whoever is told this, has
chosen well. It is not all that sinçle to choose a dress which not only
fits well, but which also suits you. A dress which really suits your type.
Conment.
Regarding

the instruction:

pay attention to the structure of the section:

the result is eophasized because it is not easy to achieve.
Regarding

the definition:

the dress (judged as nice) goes well with 'you',

i.e. here something is judged which, according to the text is necessary
for the way in which somebody functions.
Regarding

N.B. 2b: 'nice' should, in this respect, be read as best

it is combined with
Regarding

because

expressiveness.

N.B. 5: - exclamation; 'told that': observability through the

senses; the relationship between

fashion-influenced behaviour and the

realization and development of the personality - 'not all that simple to
choose' • anticipation of initiative = N.B. 4. All of this means a high
score.
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Example 1Θ.
Gordon Lightfoot: his warm voice is heard in many discotheques around the
country. The Canadian does not try to get into the news very much. He
behaves very quietly in the pop-world.
Comment.
Regarding

N.B.

6:

The value of self-realization is placed in a somewhat

relative light in this particular section. The score consequently is not
very high.

Example 19.
The clock struck eleven. The last sound died away. The service was to begin.
Before the vicar came out of the vestay with his elders, everybody looked
at miss Colin once more.
Comment.
Regardi-rig

the

instruction:

this section does not explain what is the natter

with miss Colin and why everybody looks, although a certain tension is
suggested. In other words, you should not do anything with it, because you
are only allowed to look at what is in the text. Nothing related to selfrealization can be seen: score 0.

Example 20.
Insufficient supply of oxygen to the corpses in the grave is one of the
main causes of the emergence of adipocire. When the oxygen which is needed
to start the process of decomposition does not get a chance "a movement of
fat occurs in the corpses", according to the report.
Conment.
Regarding

the

definition:

this example is not

what is needed for that. Thus it is scored 0.

about how people function and

- 325 V. INSTRUCTIONS FOR CODING RITUALIZATION OR CONFIRMATION OF REPUTATION,
CONTENT ANALYSIS PROJECT "THE WORLD OF THE ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL
MAGAZINE".
1. Task and research-instrument.
You have before you some numbered sections of text from articles out
of periodical Illustrated magazines, the description of what ntualization
or the confirmation of reputation is and a scale from 0 to 3, the
scale-points of which consist of the same kind of sections of text you
have before you.
Your taks will be to judge

the extent

to which rituali

zation

aonfirmation

is present

in each section

of

of reputation

or

the

text.

For carrying out that task, you have at your disposal:
a. the description

of what ntualization or the confirmation of

reputation is, and what the factors are which determine its intensity;
b. the texts OP the scale. They are ordered in terms of intensity.
Texts at scale-point 0 contain no гьіиаіггаііоп
or the
confirmation
of reputation
at all, texts at
the other extreme contain ntualization or the confirmation of
reputation to a very high degree.

The other texts are placed between

these extremes and are ranked accordingly. In other words, this
'empirical' scale contains examples of how the presence of a certain
degree of ntualization or the confirmation of reputation looks
concretely;

i.e. the texts at the various

scale-points serve as a

reference point in judging the extent to which ntualization or the
confirmation of reputation is present in concrete sections of text.
2. Judging.
1. Because of a number of external features of the task (summarizing a
concluding judgement in a mark, words like 'experiment', etc.), an
'examination'-atmosphere may easily arise, entailing all kinds of
uncertainties (is my answer correct, etc.). The task however has
nothing
answers.

to do with

an examination,

i.e. there are no 'right' or 'wrong'

A judge should carry out his task as seriously as possible

and should make an effort to arrive at what he feels is the best
judgement.
2. The texts were not written with the conscious intention to show certain
things about ritualization or the confirmation of reputation. Whether
and if so to what extent, this is the case, should be forcibly
extracted, as it were, by the judge.

- 326 This requires:
a. a certain

attitude

towards the judging task; meaning: attentiveness,

accuracy, concentration. Take your time for each section of text;
b. that one does not

read the sections of text "with

one's

σωη

eyes",

i.e. like one would usually read a magazine:
- everything in the text is important, even though it may not
interest you (example 15)
- eliminate as much as possible your own spontaneous value judgements
(example 16)
- look only at what the text says, and do not interpret the text in
terms of motives of persons, effects of what is happening, expec
ted outcomes, etc. (examples 1, 3, 5 ) .
3. How then, should one read a section of text?
a. on the basis of the substantial description of the concept of
ritualization or the conformation of reputation
b. with attention for the structure of the section of text as a whole
and for the meaning which certain structural characteristics have
for (the intensity of) ritualization or the confirmation of
reputation
- the structure of the story in the section of text (examples 3,
4, 6)
- contrasts between parts of the section of text (examples 1, 2 ) .
с

use of words, turns of phrase, ways of speaking and atmosphere:
instead of one particular word, turn of phrase or way of speaking,
one can use many others (synonyms such as a blow, a punch, a smack
in the face, etc.).
One word etc. is not mechanically synonymous to another. In this
context it is useful for the judge to ask himself v,hy a certain
word etc. was chosen, and not another one. In tnat way ne can
usually trace in the best way the atmosphere of a section of text
(examples 1, 12, 14).

4. The concept

of rituali

zatioi'

:

the .·-•," '»v* *> . _-' >• --,-:- . · is

defined as follows:
judgements evident in the text, in terms (synonynous to):
the so

Ct г ' It ~

of what is already established or the "t ." ϊ1. ~ * ' of

what was/is lost, and/or reaching ".'. ,~J t i"

^ 'V

. ""ι

ι *

For ritualization or the confirmation of reputation, in other uords,
two factors are important.
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- conservation and restoration
- external requirements.
The N.B.'5 with this concept are primarily related to a further
specification of those factors, namely:
a. N.B. 1-3, concerning conservation

and

restoration.

N.B. 1: explicit judgement in terms of 'conservation and restoration'
(examples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)
N.B. 2: implicit judgements in terms of 'conservation and restoration'
(exanples 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6)
V

N.B. 3: "change" vs. "conservation and restoration" ( examples 6,7)

γ

b. N.B. 4: explicit and implicit judgements in terms of " externally
required level" (exançles 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).
The following three N.B.'s concern:

-у

c. N.B. 5: a niZe concerning
indication

of

talents,

instincts,

confirmation

N.B. 6: a factor which increases

natural

of reputation
the intensity

laws as

(example 6)
of ritualization or

the confirmation of reputation,namely irrational·
(examples

affect

1, 12)

N.B. 7: factors which decrease

the intensity

of ritualization or

the confirmation of reputation, namely irony

and notes of

relativity, evident in the section of text as a whole
(examples 2, 3, 13, 14)
I. Coding
1. copy the number given on the card of the relevant section of text
onto the punch document (boxes 7-8-9-10).
2. Fill in your coder-number in box 11.
3. Compare the section of text with the texts on the scale. Keep in the
back of your mind the abstract concept; in other words, we are not
concerned with thematical

agreement

extent

of meaning

to which the fraine

of sections of text but with the
is present in them.

4. Decide, bearing in mind what was said under number 3, which text the
section of text you must code resembles most; fill in the relevant
scale-point in boxes 12/13 (00; 01 etc.).
5. If your judgement is uncertain, indicate this at the bottom of the
coding form. Please mention the reason for the uncertainty (ambivalence
of the text, difficult choice between two scale-points) and, if
possible, a solution (e.g. a second choice of a scale-point, further
instructions (N.B.'s in the concept descriptions).
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VI. CONCEPT DEFINITION OF RITUALIZATION

Ritualization

or aonfirnation

of reputation,

being judgements evident in the

text, in terras (synonymous to): the acnservation
established and the restoration

'externally

required

of what is already

of what is/was lost, and/or reaching an

level'.

N.B. 1: conservation and restoration are related to

a. conseroation

or restoration

of rateriil

oon'litiom

of

existence,

like income, purchasing-power, work, necessary possessions

of

which the text shows that it is a necessary possession of
something or somebody;

b. conservation
hygene,

or restoration

of health,

and the meaning of

prevention and medical consumption;

c. conservation

or restoration

of the

reputation.

Reputation is basically every evaluation of persons which plays
a role in interpersonal contact (high-low

famous-unknown,

expert-inexpert, loved-hated, etc.);

d. conservation

or restoration

of traditions,

of fixed or even

ritual patterns of behaviour or value orientations, or of
cultural

treasure

(monuments and the like).

N.B. 2: Implicit judgements in terms of conservation and restoration are
evident in the mentioning of:
violence, destruction, danger, threat, loss, vulnerability, doubt,
always, everywhere, defensive behaviour or defensive institutions,
'fixed and secure', safety, security, guarding, care, fixed living
ihythms, habits, customs, regularity, peace, harmony, equilibrium,
admiration, gratitude.
The sequence of these "recognition-concepts" is basically ordinal.
"he concepts at the front of the list indicate a greater intensity,
qetting weaker as one moves down the list. The sequence however,
is only a reference point. The intensity depends also on notes of
relativity or reinforcements in the context of the text as a whole).
N.B. 3: Mentioning 'changes'

does not

imply a judgement in terms of

conservation or restoration, except when the text contains
specifications which are appreciations of conservation or aimed at
restoration of the original situation.
N.B. 4: (Implicit) judgements in terms of reaching an cxtt
level

are evident in:

i"i: . »y : < Vt :
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prescriptions,obligations and prohibitions, demands ;
disqualification of deviations, intolerance;
exercising authority or paternalism;
fear of failure, fate; etiquette, lessons, learning, game rules and
instructions regarding possible ways of doing something;
docility, contentions, status positions with generally accepted
authority or expertise.
Like in N.B. 2, these concepts although basically ranked from strong
to weak, depend for their actual intensity on the context.

N.B. 5: Passive

expressions of natural,

instincts

and natural

laws,

innate

talents,

as well as

belong, for us, to the judgements which

collectively point to ntualization or confirmation of reputation.
N.B. 6: Ritualization or the confirmation of reputation are more intensive
in combination with that form of irrational affect which is
usually present in traditional love relationships and expressions
of love.
The description of these matters is usually stereotypical.
The object of love, naturally, does not have to be a human being
(the fatherland, pets, etc.).
N.B. 7: The strength of the judgement sought is usually a bit less when the

drift

is ironic

or otheiwise

noting

relativity.The

case when the text as a whole shows doubt

latter is the

as to the value assigned

to conservation and restoration, or regarding the binding character
of reaching an externally required level.

VII. RITUALIZATION SCALE

0 (absent)
Well, it was not all that bad. The following happened. George, Sailor's
vocalist, guitarist and composer told us during the recordings for Top Pop,
that the other guys and himself would truly love to nose around on a really
big sailing ship.
The photograph below just shows that 3 of the 304 S has a gear stick.
Rehearse hard m

the afternoons. During the coffee-break, Barry lights up a

joint for inspiration.
On Friday, march 19

, the theatrical company SPECTRUM will perform "JE

MOET ELKAAR LIGGEN NATUURLIJK", a play onthe human personality in relation
to others.
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The living room suite, with an old Danish cabinet on the wall. An old
street lamp lights the scene. The drawing in View of the window is by
Erik Bruun.

1.
He couldn't read a note. Still, barely grown up, he was one of the most
influential jazz musicians in the world and the first European to challenge
the Americans in their own art-form.
The release of the new album was consequently postponed several times, but
finally, m

november, the time had come. "Crisis? What Crisis?" was the

title of another very succesful album, which, although it did not reach the
level of "Crime of the Century" (which was utterly impossible of course) , was
accepted favourably everywhere.
"Oh, did I say that? You're not kidding. It's fantastic work, when you look
at it. She has a full say with me. Stronger even

I leave everything

up to her".
If you are not too happy about such a heavy bed-spread/blanket, then it
can of course be turned into an ordinary bed-spread, i.e. leaving out the
layer in between.
Furthermore, I think that for the seventies too, one can speak of a renewed
appreciation of what we call "disposable pop". Neil Sedaka and Paul Anka
were typical makers of "disposable pop".
The round rug has been treated in the same way. On this, coloured bars
have been tatted, which, through a good choice of colours, form a harmonic
whole.

2.
Many large farms, as well as old houses, are sold to 'import'. They do not
really mind. This is because the people from the village do not have the
money to restore and maintain everything.
Hanni's last question. "If a woman does not want children, that means she's
abnormal, right?" Answer: " Hanni, do you think a man who does not want
children either, is also abnormal? Do you feel all women should become
mothers?"
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Remarks which are beside the point and which can be a considerable irritation
for right-minded conservationists and other friends of nature.
Politely chatting and shaking hands, I stay strategically close to multimillionaire Hoffman, during the reception. It is time to promote the
Dutch interests.
Talking of scales. There are usually quite a few questions on the amount of
sperm produced by sterilized men. We know that the spermatozoa form
approximately one-tenth of the sperm.
If there were more people who could place themselves in the situation of
homosexually oriented fellow-men, I wou.d be perfectly happy.

3.
A wood-cock which remains Immobile on a nest, between the withered leaves,
is an excellent example of protective camouflage. Only when the waylayer
comes very close, and discovery is unavoidable, does the wood-cock move.
In this time of rising costs it is becoming very important to investigate
whether or not one can save on certain domestic items.
Sometimes people have, for whatever reason, not learned to stand right and
must be taught by a physiotherapist how they can best relax.
Rule 12.
Recapitulate beforehand what you are going to say. Preferably out loud. Once
you have said out loud (even if only to yourself) the words you find hard to
say, it will be easier and more natural the next time, with someone there.
"No way, Eufie. He's well and safe there. I suppose he was trying to escape,
ha! No, no, first we will work out his punishment, and then, we will take
it from there. Come on, stop dawdling and sit down".
One section of text proved to be impossible to translate. It contained the
lyrics of a carnivai-song, made up mainly of Dutch slang words.
In Dutch: "En van je A, B, C, trek je zorgen door de pié, van je 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, gooit de drank maar in ]e lijf, van je 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, laat je pief
laat je paf laat je poef maar zien, want dag mag en dat kan op het carnaval,
we nemen er nog een, en verder geen gelai".
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Vili. LIST OF EXAMPLES WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR 'RITUALIZATION OR
CONFIRMATION OF REPUTATION
Example 1
And Suzanne, sho is so sympathetic towards her fellow human beings' Her
parents are young, are both working, and still have to save. The purchase
of a new dress, toys, yes even sweets, must be carefully considered.
Comment
This section of text contains, in the first place, "the conservation and
restoration of material conditions of existence", i.e. of

purchaeing-pouer:

"Her parents are young, are both working, and still have to save"
(N.B.

la).

This purchasing-power is even vutnerahte:

"The purchase of a new dress

(....) must be (...) considered". (N.B. 2 - inthe rank-order of the relevant
concepts, vulnerability takes up a fairly
choosing are obligations

high position).

Saving and

for Suzanne's parents: it must be done. (N.B. 4 -

in the rank-order of the relevant concepts, obligations take up a high
position). Neither
contrasts

the irrational affect of N.B.6,nor

the working with

in the section of text (cf. instructions; pt. 2.3b) apply here:

it is likely there is, in this section of text, a prelude to the reinforcement
of ritualization or the confirmation of reputation via irrational affect
between parents and child or via a contrast between that which is good for
the child and that which the parents can do or achieve, but this is not
elaborated m this section of text. In other words, look at what the
says,

text

and do not interpret too much!

Example 2
No, it's not easy to have to lose an arm or a leg. But still, one remains
a human being, especially as a woman. One leg more or less should not lessen
the desire of men, the attractiveness of women and especially sexual
enjoyment.
Conment
The maintœinance

of health

(N.B.

lb),

despite the loss of physical health,

takes up a central position in this section of text. We are concerned here
with a serious loss in the area of physical health. (No, it is not easy . . . " ) :
N.B. 2 - loss is highly ranked there.
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The light tone of this section is not ironic:

neither handicaps nor

sexuality is ridiculed. In addition, it does not remark on any

relativity

either: it does not lead to doubt about the value assigned to conservation,
or about the binding character

of reaching an externally required level;

i.e. N.B. 7 does not apply. On the contrary, the contrast in this section of
text ("No,

But still") reinforces the value of maintaining sexual

health and of the binding character of the external requirement.
Ехалдеіе 3
It is not known exactly which factors have a favourable effect on the chances
of the other being granted custody of the child. Professor Hoefnagels is
especially interested in seeing whether the 'second wife' plays an important
role here. "Her position, after all, is quite often neglected or evaluated
more or less negatively", as he wrote in De Volkskrant.
Comment
The section of text expresses doubt regarding the reputation

of a second

wife: "After all, her position is quite often neglected or evaluated more
or less negatively".
/V.B. lc and N.B. 2. - doubt is ranked quite highly there. Also there is the
exercise

of authority

should pay no attention
relativity

(N.B. 4): "Professor" is "interested", "writes". One
to the fact that he uses expressions

indicating

in what he writes (N.B. 7).

It is, after all, not fitting for a professor to make bold statements.
He is expected to express these with at least some subtlety. The
of this section of text reinforces

structure

the value of the doubt, and thus the

value of the ritualization or the confirmation of reputation: there is a
'sequence' from ambiguous ("which factors") to clear doubt.
Example 4
The clock struck eleven. The last sound died away. The service was to begin.
Before the vicar came out of the vestry with his elders, everybody looked
at miss Colin once more.
Comment.
After the clock strikes eleven, the vicar and the elders come out of the
vestry. Here, we see the carrying out, and thus the conservation of a
tradition/mtual:

the (Sunday) service. Ergo: N.B. l.d.

Within this ritual
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fits the exercise

of authority

- the ficar comes out of the vestry with his

elders: N.B. 4 - exercise of authority is quite highly ranked there. Nothing
can be done with the "statement" that everybody watched miss Colin. After
all, it doesn't say

why this happened, i.e. look only

at what the text

says

and take care not to interpret too much.

Example 5
The leaves which have fallen from the trees last autumn are still on the
ground, but we have long since stopped thinking of that chilly season.
Spring is coming. And what could be nicer than to rest on a park-bench and
enjoy the beautiful spring weather after a long walk with the dog.
Comment.
"rest" and "enjoy" indicate a weak implicit
and restoration: peace/rest

judgement

in terms of conservation

(N.B. 2) takes up a low rank-position in the

sequence of concepts there.
According to N.B. 6 the leaves fallen from the trees and the coming of
spring indicate ritualization or the confirmationof reputation: they are
natural

laus.

The structure of this section (from natural laws to a basically

weak implicit judgement in terms of conservation or restoration) somewhat
heightens the ultimate value.

Example 6
Of a l l i s s u e s which t h e women's movement has r a i s e d , t h e f e m i n i s t approach
t o female s e x u a l i t y i s one which h a s , for many women, c o n p l e t e l y changed
t h e i r f e e l i n g s towards themselves and t h e i r

lives.

Comment
In this section of text, there is change.

According to Л7.5. 3 this does not

indicate conservation or restoration, except when the text contains
specifications which are appreciations of conservation or aimed at restoration
or the original situation. In this section of text, this is not the case. In
other words, there is no judgement here in terms of conservation or
restoration.
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The dissatisfaction with that basically unhealthy situation, plus the fact
that the Antwerp experiment proved an excellent alternative, consequently
led to national reforms. Admittedly, one had let things slide for a long
time, but at the end of the fifties, things were beginning to move, and
efforts were successful.
Comment.
In this example too, we are concerned with changes:

"reforms".

The section

is about remarks aimed at restoration (reforms) concerning an initially
"unhealthy situation". In other words, according to Λ'.fl. 3, there is a
judgement in terms of conservation or restoration here.
Example 8.
A housewife too can live in strained situations in the context of her
reponsibility about the house and all it entails. If she is very precise
and very serious about the housekeeping, she can be quite bothered when
something goes wrong.
Comment.
An ехашріе of fear

of failure:

"she can be quite bothered when something

goes wrong". As such, it is a judgement in terms of an externally
level

required

- N.B. 4.

Exançle 9.
If you never make a compromise, you will never have the idea of being
together. You've simply got to relinquish something of your own sometimes.
Conment.
"You've simply got to ...": this is an obligation, i.e. a strong external
demand according to N.B. 4.
Example 10.
We were lucky enough to see both Ike and Tina and Ruf us at work live. For
honesty's sake, we must say that the Turners decidedly gave the best show.
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Comment.
"For honesty's sake ... we should" implies an obligation, i.e. an
demand

-N.B.

external

4.

However, a turn of phrase like this one takes some of the hardness out of
the obligation, and thus the actual intensity of the obligation in this
context is not really high: cf. the last sentence of N.B. 4 - "Like in
N.B. 2. etc.".
Example 11.
Consequently, the atmosphere of such a camp is hard to find elsewhere.
Camping with a group, under expert guidance, obviously contributes strongly
to the emergence of a certain atmosphere.
Comment.
That something
the exercise

(here: camping) happens under expert guidance, indicates

of authority:

N.B. 4 - the latter concept takes up a fairly high

position there.
The combination of'caniping with a group' with 'the emergence of a certain
atmosphere' refers to an (at least substantially) irrational
togetherness

feeling

of

= N.B. 6, i.e. the intensity of ntualization or the confirmation

of reputation is increased. Expressions

such as 'a certain atmosphere', by

the way, (cf. N.B. 6) are rather stereotypical

without further elaboration

of what exactly the atmosphere is.

Example 12.
It is a good thing that we have a police force. It is put to the task
immediately, but constable Muddle is not at all interested in Granddad's
hurried story about the gold. He is completely mixed up, because André
Uyterman has escaped from the police station.
Comment.
This example begins by praising

authority

("it is a good thing that we have

a police force") and then goes on about constable Muddle's exercise

of

authority/N.В.

some

irony.

4 - quite high. This however does not happen without

The structure of the story and turns of phrase such as. "it is put

to the task inmediately, but ...", "He is completely mixed up ..." tend to
lessen the degree to which Muddle's excercise of authority should be taken
seriously. In other words, N.B. 7 applies here. The ultimate intensity of
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be on the basis of the praising of authority and the exercise of authority
alone.

Example 13.
Hotlips won't stand for it. She calls upon Frank's help to take revenge
effectively. Of course Frank tries this, but as usual, the result leaves
plenty to be desired: Hawkeye reacts immediately and punches Frank in the
eye.
Conment.
It is striking in this section of text to see the "ivony"

of the

exaggeration, combined with a choice of words (e.g. "punch in the eye"),
which makes it all a bit ridiculous. This is why N.B. 7 applies to this
section of text.

Ехашріе 14.
Let your butcher, who has sharp knives, cut the meat to the bone, so that a
nice ponch results.
Conment.
Regarding

the

instruatione:

this statement, uninteresting to many, should

still be judged seriously.

Example 1S.
λ casual suit is formed by the white flannel blouse, skirt and straight cloak
by Jean-Louis Scherrer. A jacket together with a dress however, form a
smarter 'suit': Laroche and Dior make them beautifully in patterned silk,
with pleated skirts, and Scherrer very moviestar-like in straight silk jersey
with glittering embroidery!
Comment.
Regarding

the

instructions:

the expression 'very moviestar-like' can make a

negative impression on a judge. In view of the totality of the section of text,
this evaluation is not in place here: it is meant in a positive sense.

- зз IX. AURATIZATION: CONCEPT-DEFINITION

Aurati nation3 being 3udgeiDents evident in the text about subjects in the
latter, which are
a. situated at a social, biographical and physical distance, and
b. in which the judgements are phrased in terms (synonymous to)
1. beauty
2- the appeal on the individual in the text of the art-of-the-ordinary,
the unique, the untouchable, the strange, the fascinating, the bizarre,
the adventurous, the unexpected, the salutary, the purifying, the
exclusive, the fine, and the like.
N.B. 1. The relevant judgements in terms (synonymous to) beauty take place
through :

- concept-pair beautiful/splendid
- typical

art terrrs

Vs. ugly,

or tnrough

(elegant, styled, avant-garde, baroque,

decoration, according to .... style, design and styling, colour or
compositional harmony etc.) or through
- implicit judgements in terms (synonymous to) beauty, as these are
evident in the mention made of expressions of art, art institutions,
enjoyment of art, objects of art in the area of established

art

(paintings, sculpture, literature, classical music, ballet, drama,
art-film, architectonic monuments and their restoration, etc.).
N.B. 2. Fame, popularity and such indications of distance do not a such point
to auratization. To that end the beauty or appeal in the sense of
b2, inherent to that fame must become evident in further judgements
about the fame, popularity, etc.
N.B. 3. The intensity

of auratization depends on the strength of the

judgement in terms of beauty and attractiveness, but especially on
the extent to which the gap on the other side of which the subject
is situated, may be bridged.
Indications for easy vs. difficult bndgeability of gaps:
Gaps in space

and time

- easy vs. hard to retrieve past,
- near future vs. far future and articificial obstacles
- normal import and export vs. hindrances to this
- comfortable vs. uncomfortable travel and accomodation
- information via modern vs. information via other systems of
communιcation.

-

Biographical

and social
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gaps

- small vs. explicit differences in social class
- 'bridged' gaps vs. gaps 'barred' by social and psychological
factors
- in the case of life styles and material outfits: "guaranteed"
possibilities of imitation vs. "non-guaranteed" possibilities of
imitation: low vs. high costs; ашріе vs. restricted presence or
unicity; no specific requirements vs. requiring special attitudes,
knowledge or interests.
N.B. 4. The strength of the sought judgement is usually lessened when the
drift is ironic

or otheruise

containing

notes

of relativity.

The

latter is the case when the sc ction of text as a whole expresses
doubt

about the beauty or attractiveness situated on the other side

of the gap.
X. AURATIZATION-SCALE
0 (absent)
О
Cooling-pipes can give a good cooling effect, but the vulnerability is a
point which provides food for thought.
The given patterns have been done in cross-stitches. For each pattern, there
is a drawing. You can determine the size yourself; you can work over two
threads in height and width with two threads, so there will be 5 crosses on 1
cm.

on a cloth with 10 threads on 1 cm.

Malignant, unpredictable cross-products of African and Brasilien bees are
running amuck in large parts of South America and are now heading north.
The most

ancient part of Hölloch dates back to before the ice-ages. For

centuries rain and melted snow have trickled over the barren stone of the
mountains, mingled with underground rivers, widened canyons, eroded the
limestone centre of the mountains and formed, practically speaking, a
complicated drainage system.
Maybe they do not yet realize it themselves, just how nice they look in
their new slip-overs. These children are probably still a bit too young for
that.
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Onifcheeve of Valentines Day, on the 12

of last february, the roundabout

of the ANWB head-office was changed into a colourful hall of flowers. The
road-service corps was given an elaborate homage by mr. P.P.A. Teunissen,
chairman of the association "The Dutch Florist", in the form of flowers.
All 575 road-service-шеп in the country were given a nice bunch of flowers
and the 15 road-service stations were done up with a beautiful bouquet.

1.
Steve Harley strikes again. Together with his Cockney Rebel, obviously. A
new single ("Black or white") and a new album ("Timeless Flight") are on
the market by now. If all goes well, they should be on Dutch stages on the
B

t h

and 1 3

th

On March 20

of March.
a colourful exchange market in the Volkshuis on the Market.

No internationally famous expositions,but still it is something to visit
with or without the children.
How does one buy a lamp

in practice? One chooses something one finds 'pretty',

but with all discussions about what is or isn't pretty, oneshould, when
buying a bathroom lamp, primarily keep in mind that they are utensils and
need not have artistic

value.

Status Quo are at the height of their fame. The past three years have shown
a steady improvement. Quo want to take advantage of their success while it
is still possible.
The Mexicans are busy conquering Europe with their national fire-water. We
no longer have to cross the ocean to enjoy the delicious TEQUILA drink.
Rita Törnquist is known in our country as Astrid Lindgren's translator.
She also worked on the Dutch version of the delightful television-series
"Emil", based on the 'Michiel'-books by Astrid Lindgren.

May 1975: The success is growing from day to day. It begins with a place in
the American Top 100 (the first comment in the American business literature:
the highest selling single in New York), SAVE ME reached 30

place in

England - Silver Convention were invited by the BBC for a t.v.-performance,
and with that became the first German band to appear on English television in
six years!
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Where are these boundaries? I am asked that question every day and I always
answer, usually amusing my audience, that in speed-skating, we cannot speak
of an abolute peak for a considerable while yet.
The bathroom has Norament rubber floor-tiles. The round bath is by Aco and
the special faucets are by Eueroy. To achieve the 'gold'-effect of the
faucets in the accessories, the aerosol was used.
How can you promise to be faithful to each other 7 Because long ago, when
you were still very small, it was said to you without words* "I will be
there for you. I will never trade you for another. What is between us is
for allways".
For a moment it was quiet, and Korogin bowed his head over the keys. Lisa
knew he was going to play. The tears were rolling down her face, because
this was the slow piece he had composed that first afternoon on the farm,
when she had been sitting next to him.
A wood-cock which remains immobile on a nest, between the withered leaves,
is an excellent exanple of protective camouflage. Only when the waylayer
comes very close, and discovery is unavoidable, does the wood-cock move.
3.
"I like to see myself in images. The image I had before me then was clear:
I, the art-historian, right between the beautiful, voluminous leater-bound
reference books, and all that ...."
The separate figures and groups of Josiane Desfontaines are time marks of
art. Consequently, she rarely makes more than 15 per year. The crew,

the

weapons, the tusks with their golden tubes, even the edge of the saddlecloth of this Egyptian war-elephant with a height of 54 m.m., from the
Stearns collection, have all been crafted separately.
Why did I feel the article was bad, naive and a bit dangerous? The
impression is giver that this is the famous method by Masters and Johnson.
This is not so.
Left: the kitchen (Havenschild) in plain pine-wood. The bar-stools
(Sweden House) have been sprayed green. The ventilation was designed and
manufactured by a black-smith from Gouda.
For two weeks we saw her blond hair waving in the wind and we heard her
ringing laughter. Her task was not easy, because besides giving expert
explanations about the wondrous geological condition of the nations soil,
she had to keep us in a good mood during long rides.

- 342 Tonight we were alone in her room. There was no one eJse at home. When we
started kissing I knew at once that it was about to happen. I was temivi,
nervous. I was trembling all over.

XI. MAP OF EXAMPLES WITH THE INSTRUCTION FOR 'AURATIZATION*.

Example 1.
Let your burcher, who has sharp knives, cut the neat to tic bone, so t-a*a nice punch results.
Comment.
Rejarding

the

tnntr+''t

¿ons:

this statement,uninteresting to many should

zzi-1

be judged seriously.
Rpgaratnj

ine

concept-definition:

although

"nice" may be a judgement _n

terras of beauty,the first condition, namely that the subject in question
should be at a social, biographical and physical distance, is not met.
Compare also:
N.B. 3.. we

are concerned here with a possibility of imitation which is

guaranteed to be successful. This section of text is coded 0.

Example 2.
In a holiday for two, the advantages of being togetber, sometimes do not
carry as much weight as do the disadvantages - not being free, being unable
to move independently - . Be sure that each person nas maximal freedom of
movement and independerce and it is delightful to have someone with you
with whom you can talk, laugh, walk, go out - i.e, someone with whom you
can share (a lot of) happiness and (little) grief for a few weeks.
Comment.
Regarding

the

instruction

and Λ'.Ζϊ. ¿; the structure of this section of text

is such that the social distance existing between two people in a certain
situation is described first. According to this first sentence, that which
is at a distance, is not attractive. From here on however, exactly the
opposite appears to be the case. The special, fascinating elements of a
holiday for two is even given added profile througn the contrast with tne
disadvantages connected with it. That which is at a distance in this section
of text is, in other words, very attractive. Over against this, the gap is
bridgeable under certain conditions ("Be sure that . . . " ) , The score,
consequently, is not very high.
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Example 3.
"What a nice dress, it is exacly right for you:". Whoever is told this, has
chosen well. It is not all that simple to choose a dress which not only
fits well, but which also suits you. A dress which really suits your type.
Comment.

Regarding

the aonoept-definition

and N.B. 3: A nice dress does not

automatically have the attractiveness indicated in 2b. One may even assume
that the qualification "nice" in sections of text in illustrated periodical
magazines is no synonym for a judgement in terms of the appeal to the
individual. "Nice" is too ordinary as a qualification of something or somebody and is unrelated to special, unique, untouchable etc., as well as with
'fine'. In this section however, 2b does apply, because the dress is not ]ust
nice, but also special unique and exclusive. As for the distance at which
the desirable dress is situated, the last paragraph of N.B. 3 provides
sufficient indications. The gap is 'not even all that easy' to bridge; this
apparently requires a specific >kill; i.e. the score will be quite high.

Example 4.
This also includes an invitation to a two-week tour in South Africa. But it
is not at all certain yet whether the George Baker Selection will accept it.
Comment.
Regarding

the

instruction:

don't be tempted to derive a judgement of the

planned tour from the text. Nothing is saxd about the (un)attractiveness of
such a tour.

Regarding

the coneept-definiticr:

we are concerned here with a subject

situated at a physical distance. In view of the fact that nothing is known
about the attractiveness, as noted, the score should be 0.

Example 5.
Only when his own "I" is strong enough, does the child learn to give.
Comment.
Regarding

the

concept-definition:

in this section, we see a biographical

distance: the child has no "I" of its own, as yet, and still has to develop
it. As for the appeal of this future situation, the word salutary applies
best.
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N.B.

3: The bridgeability of the biographical gap is quite good, because we

are concerned here with a development which, under normal conditions, always
takes place. Because the appeal of that which is at a distance is not
indicated explicitly, and because the gap appears to be bridgeable quite
well, the score should not be very high.

Example 6.
He or she who prefers to spend the entire day on the beach and the evening
outside a pleasant café or restaurant or in a swinging disco, is best advised
to choose a package-holiday. Ibiza is a fine choice. The town of Ibiza is
an old fortress with many small restaurants and mysterious cafés.
Comment.
Regarding

the

concept-definition:

the subject is situated at a physical

distance. The attractiveness lies in what is strange, fascinating and fine
('a swinging disco') and in what is adventurous ("mysterious cafés").
Regarding

N.B.

3: the gap on the other side of which the attractive situation

exists is easily bridged by choosing a package-holiday (comfortable travel!.
In this fragment, we are concerned with something which is remote and
attractive, but easy to reach. Consequently, the score is not very high.

Example 7.
Drink, drugs, women, rude behaviour. Such is the debris which makes up the
unpolished aureole, which has been hanging around Keith Richard's weary head
for thirteen years now.
Comment.
Regarding

N.B.

2 and N.B.

4: The special appeal of fame is expressed in its

strange, bizarre character. On the other side, this section of text makes a
clear note of relativity concerning this aureole. Richard himself does not
appear to be enjoying it that much (' ... weary head for thirteen years now').
The score, thus, is not very high.
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That houses in rows do not always have to be rather dull and drab rs proven
inthe former seigniory Doorwerth, in the town of Renkura, Gelderland. A
large scale project has been developed there which contains houses which,
although they are built in rows, have been designed in such a way that one
forgets they are in fact placed in a row.
Comment.

Eegardimj

the instruction:

in this section, there are contrasts·

drab (-) former seigniory Doorwerth, although (...)

dull and

built in rows ...

In this way, ordinary houses are made into something special and exclusive.
The use

of

aords

too, contributes to this. That we are concerned here with

a former seigniory has little or no information value, but inspires an
auratiс atmosphere.
Regarding

the

concept-definition:

although the houses in question are really

quite close, something of a time distance is suggested with the term
'former seigniory'.
Regarding

N.B.

1:

implicit judgement in terms of beauty: design.

Regarding

N.B.

3:

Bridging the gap to reach the desired object does not

appear to be all that difficult

(it is a large scale project). Despite the

auratic atmosphere of this section: no extreme score.

Example 9.
"People forget quickly, and I've got enough on my mind as it is" Truida said
dolefully. "A fine mess I'm in. Paid a lot of money - and the result?
Everything has been confiscated".
Comment.
Regarding

N.B.

1 and N.B.

4:

the word fine doesn't always imply a judgement

in terms of beauty. Fine, here, means 'considerable' or 'big'. This section
is scored 0.

Example 10.
You love one child

just

slightly more than another because it looks like

your husband or wife or like your favourite brother or sister when you were
young. Or because you have had to care for it more than for the others, e.g.
to help it through an illness.
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Gommen t.
Regarding

the

concept-deacription'

this section contains a biographical

distance, both in relation to the distant past (your favorite brother or
sister when you were young} and with the past more close at hand (... help
it through an illness).
Regarding

.V. 4, J. the gap is bridged through one dear child. The score,

consequently, is high, but not extreme.

Example 11.
Dark Africa .... mysterious, adventurous and beautiful. It is to this
continent -and especially to the people who live and work there-, that the
Africa Museum, situated amidst beautiful wooded hills, is devoted.
Coramen t.
Regarding

the

concept-defimtion:

judgement in terms of beauty about

something s i t u a t e d a t a d i s t a n c e .
Regarding

U.S.

3: the gap m q u e s t i o n i s bridged through an e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e

means of communication: the Africa Museuio.

Example 12.
Immediately upon the loud order, ear-splitting drum-rolls exploded around us,
and we could not help but shudder. Gradually the rhythms of the different
drums were synchronized, until it was a steady, pounding drone, whereupon the
entire crowd burst into wild screams and jumps, with spears flying up and
down.
Comment.
Regarding

the

con^ept-definition:

the bizarre appeal of the situation is

clearly expressed in this section of text.
Regarding

N.B.

Ί: the passage shows an implicit judgement in terms of

beauty 'the rhythms of the different drums were synchronized' etc.
(compositional harmony).
Regarding

N.B.

3:

the extent to which the gap may be bridged is not very

clear. Almost certainly, this is a 'real' situation, and not a theatrical
performance or some such thing. Because there is no indication at all for
the bndgeability of this apparently wide gap, the score is high.
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Diepenbrock, who may be heard on Hilversum 4 at 15.00 hours in the VPRO
program, is known to most Dutch people as a composer of church music,
although his significance goes far beyond that.
Comment.
Regarding

N.B.

1: the section is about established art.

Regarding

N.B.

3: information via a m o d e m means of communication. The

score, consequently, is not very high.

Example 14.
Paul Newman has, for some time now, also been involved in directing. We see
him here behind the film camera.
Comment.

Regarding the instruction,

the aonaept-definitzon

and N.B. 1:

directing and filming usually does not indicate established art. (This is so
only in the case of art-films). The text shows nothing relating to the
appeal of filming for Paul Newman; the score should be 0.

Example 15.
The entire problem is related to the roots of relations between people.
People who, in many cases, are inadequately equipped to deal with them. We
would be spared many feelings of sadness, loneliness and inferiority, if we
would talk to each other about sexuality more openly and raise our children
more openly in this respect.
Comment.

Regarding

the concept-definition

and N.B. 3: The sectiorof text deals with

st
distances between people (1
sentence), which are maintained by social and
psychological barriers (2

sentence). Special circumstances are required

to eliminate these distances. The score, consequently, is high.

Example

16.

This study-area consists of a specially designed double desk against a large
window with vertical Louvre-drapes.
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Regarding

the instruction:

mind the use of words here: 'drapes' instead of

curtains.
Regarding

N.B. 1: implicit judgements in terms of beauty: 'specially

designed by', 'Louvre-drapes' (whatever those are).
Regarding

N.B. 3: Life styles and material outfit: the fact that the desk is

specially designed, plus the special composition of the interior, make
imitation very difficult. This section should get a high score.
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STELLINGEN bij "Frames of meaning - are they measurable? A methodological
critique of the content analysis of mass periodical
magazines".
G.J. MUSKENS.

1

Een gewaarschuwd inhoudsanalist telt voor
door
met
niet

twee
twee
шее
meer

2

Aan trainingsartefacten wordt bij inhoudsanalytisch onderzoek ten on
rechte weinig aandacht besteed.

3

Met het oog op de selectie van codeurs voor inhoudsanalyse is nader
onderzoek naar de verhouding tussen beoordelingsvermogen en deskundig
heid geboden.

4

Omdat menselijke oordeelsvorming in de meeste gevallen een kwestie is
van vergelijken, wordt deze oordeelsvorming adekwater gemeten via de
zg. methoden van het empirisch oordeel dan via die van het subjectieve
oordeel.

5

Voor al die richtingen in de sociologie die zich bezighouden met
cultuur, ideologie en symbolische vormen is een grondige bestudering
van het oeuvre van Walter Benjamin en van Henri Lefèbvre bittere
noodzaak.

6

De verhouding tussen symbool en betekenis is dialectisch, en daarmee
tot op grote hoogte ongewis.

7

Er is niets tegen een niet-humanistische marxistische theorie.
Een niet-humanistische marxistische praxis is echter moorddadig.
Deze stelling is mede bedoeld om de betrekkelijkheid van het
marxistisch axioma van de eenheid van theorie en praxis aan te tonen.
Mathematische benaderingswijzen in de sociale wetenschappen zijn desondanks een belangrijke stap voorwaarts in de richting van het ideaal
van de eenheid van theorie en praxis.

8

Of een symbolische ruil gelijk dan wel ongelijk is kan men niet afleiden, gelijk b.v. Haug geprobeerd heeft, uit het ruilwaardestandpunt van
de ene partij en het gebruikswaardestandpunt van de andere partij.
cf. Haug, W., Kritik der Warenâsthetik, Frankfurt am Main, 1971.
Rexroth, T., Warenästhetik - Produkte und Produzenten. Zur Kritik
einer Theorie W.F. Haugs, Kronberg, 1974.

9

Wanneer een ruil ongelijk is, is dat, heel eenvoudig, een kwestie van
slikken of stikken van een der betrokken partijen - niet slikken
bespoedigt zijn dood: op de klassieke arbeidsmarkt door verhongering,
in symbolische sferen door psycho-sociaal ongemak, isolement en,
uiteindelijk, zelfdoding.

10

Media-sociologie is maar een onderdeel van de sociologie van de massacommunicatie.

11

Toepassing van Brouwer'з mycelium-theorie van de publieke opinie op de
uitgangspunten en praktijk van het uses-and-gratifications-onderzoek
in de raassacommunicatie moet tot de conclusie leiden, dat men ideaal
beelden meet van mediagebruik, in plaats van wat men pretendeert te
meten, te weten individuele gebruiksfuncties.
cf. Brouwer, M., Stereotypen als folklore/Vinkeveen, 1968.
McQuail, D., Blumler, J. and Brown, J., The television audience:
a revised perspective, in. Mcßuail, D., ed.,
Sociology of Mass Communication. Selected Readings,
Harmondsworth, 1972, pp. 135-165.

12

Een interdisciplinaire afstudeermogelijkheid in de massacommunicatie
is noodzakelijk vanwege de aard van het studieterrein en vanwege de
beroepsperspectieven van afgestudeerden.

13

Ondanks (of juist vanwege) het bestaan van verschillende sterke
monodisciplines op het terrein van de massacommunicatiewetenschappen
komteen interdisciplinaire afstudeermogelijkheid in de massacommunicatie aan de KUN moeilijk tot stand.

14

Warmeer voor het beroep van (all-round) journalist een opleiding nodig
of wenselijk is, dan moet dat minstens een opleiding zijn op het niveau van een geïntegreerd WO/HBO.

15

Bet openbaar oranje-vertoon van Baghwan-aanhang en van Nederlandse
royalisten wordt gedragen door een overeenkomstige authoriteitsgevoeligheid.

